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PREFACE. 

WHEN some twenty years ago I decided ou 
undertaking the first edition of the two texts 

and the commentary of the Rig-veda, I little ex-
pected that it would fial to my lot to publish also 
what may, without presmnption, be called the first 
translation of the ancient sacred hymns of the 
Brahmans. 	Such is the eharm of deciphering step 
by step the dark and helpless utterances of the 

Mvering from time to 
ars seemed unintelli-
, age 	expressions of 

e faith, that it re-

M

yI 

 

self-denial to deride 
t 	the publishing of 
the drawing of the 

. 	 apply to the htUdellt 

of, ancient la ngual.,re and ansekut 	rogi,m. 	Evoi 

five and twenty years ago, anti without wnifinq 
for the publivtiotHie Rya/nes commentary, : 	. 
might lime been achieved in the interpretation I f 
the hymns of tlu. Mg..% oda. 	With the 111:NS. torn 

   
  



viii 	 PREFACE. 

accessible in the principal libraries of Europe, a 
tolerably correct text of the Sanhith might have 
been published, and these ancient relics of a primitive 
religion might have been at least partially deciphered 
and translated in the same way in which ancient 
inscriptions are deciphered and translated, viz. by 
a. easeful collection of all grammatical forms, and 
by a complete intercomparison of all passages in 
which the stuff e words and the same phrases occur. 
When I resolved to devote my leisure to a critical 
edition of the text and commentary of the Rig- 
veda rather than to an independent study of that 
text, 	it was 	chiefly front a conviction that the 
traditional interpretation of the Rig-veda, as em- 
bodied in the commentary of Sayana and other 
works of a similar character, could not be neglected 
with hniiunity, and 
edition of theme 
necessity. 	It wt 
bcgi n 1 i ing, thougl 
forty years in t 
straight into the 

that sooner or later a com Ilete 

It 	is well kn 
my literary pull 
any ex. iggera ted 
traditional interpre a Ion 0 the 	Oc a 	landed down 
in the thei logical mdtools of India, and. preserved 

t ; in the great mow ont a ry of Sitya2za. 	Moro 
thy n twenty years ago, when it required 	morn 
courage to apnik ant than now, I expressed my 

   
  



PREFACE. 	 IX 

opinion on that subject in no ambiguous language, 
and was blamed for it by some of those who now 
speak of Stiyana as a mere drag iu the progress 
of Vedic scholarship. 	A drag, however, fLA some- 
times more conducive to the safe advancement of 
learning than a whip ; and those who recollect the 
history 	of Vedic 	scholarship during the last five 
and twenty years, know best that, with 	all 	its 
faults and weaknesses, S(yana's commentary was a 
sine qua no 	for a scholarlike study of the Rig- 
veda. 	I do not wonder that others who have more 
recently entered on that study are inclined to speak 
disparagingly of the scholastic interpretations of 
Sayana. 	They hardly know how much we all owe 
to his guidanc.e in effecting our first entrance  into 
this fortress of Vedic language and Vedic religion, 
and how much even they, without being aware of 
it, are indebted to that Indian Eustathius. 	I do 
not withdraw an opinion which I expressed many 
years ago, and for which I was much blamed at 
the time, that Sayana in many cases teaches us 
how the Veda ought not to be, rather than how it 
ought to be understood. 	But for all that, who 
does not 	 nuty be derived 
from a  11 	 it is imperfect, 
'illy, hot 	 f oura  predee,:s- 
MOM 114:11, us in 	nt mg 	► 	rig 	track ? 	If we 
can now walk without Sityana, we ought to *heal 
in mind that five and twenty years ago WO etIllit I 
lint have miulo even our first stops, we could never, 
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at 	least, 	have gained a firm 	footing, without his 
leading 	stritxs. 	If 	therefore we 	can 	now 	see. 
further than he could, let us not forget that we 
are standing on his shoulders. 

I do not reset in the least the time which I 
have devoted to the somewhat tedious work 	of 
editing the commentary of Sayana, and editing it 
according to the strictest rules of critical .scholar- 
ship. 	The Veda, I 	feel . convinced, will 	occupy 
scholars for centuries to come, and will take and 
maintain for ever its position as .the most ancient 
of books in the library of mankind. 	Such a book, 
aml the commentary of such a book, should he 
edited once for all ; and unless some unexpected 
discovery is made of more ancient MSS., I do not 
antieipate tliat any future Bekker or Dindorf will 
find much to glean for a new edition of Sityana, 
or that the text, as restored by MO from a col- 
lation 	of 	the 	best 	MSS. 	accessible 	in 	Europe, 
will ever be materially shaken". 	It has taken 

..„.., 	... 	 . 	rid 	vol uni 
nany new 	\f 55. 	have 	tpi  ,.  c 	itinr, frailly- copied 	for m 

	

.urtly 	lent 	to 	in 	for 	u 	'. 	'.eliol 	lo'lli 	I 	' 

	

ne of them Belo 	4  it 	• 

	

hnv 	deneril 
0 the 	e 	 . 

	

,,.  , 	Mug or 
ou hymn Mild. wok Htudjetttily nOlvo scholorm 
iyq:orogt, various iontlings-oemiOn iionie NISH., 

poniunt Aouree, but w14 

UN. tALUJult or lubb learnittLift 	ill 

   
  



PREFACE. 	 xix 

experience were freely placed at our service, we were 
warned against researches which h2 knew to jpe 
useless, we were encouraged in undertakings which 
he knew to be full of promise. 	His minute ana- 
lysis of long passages of Sayana, his independent 
intspretations .of the text of the hymns, his com-
parisons lietween the words and grammatical forms, 
the thoughts and legends of the Veda and Avesta, 
his brilliant 	divination checked by an inexorable 
sense of truth, and his dry logical method enlivened .  
by sallies of humour and sparks of imaginative 
genius, though not easily forgotten and always 
remembered with gratitude, are now beyond the 
reach of praise or blame. 	Were I to criticise what 
he or . other scholars have said and written many 
years ago, they might justly complain 	of .such 
criticism. 	It is no longer necessary to prove that 
Nabhanedishtha cannot mean `new relatives,' or that 
there never was a race of Etendhras, or that the 
angels of the Bible are in no way connected with 
the Angiras of the Vedic hymns ;  and it would, 
on the other hand, be a mere waste of time, were 
I to attempt to find out who first discovered that 
in the Veda deva does .not always mean divine, 1., 
but sometimes means brilliant. 	In fact, it could 
not be done. 	In a new subject like that of the 
interpretation of the Veda, there are certain things 
which everybody discovers who has eyes to see. 
Their discovery requires so little research that it 
seems almost an insult to say that they were dis- 

b 2 
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covered by this or thaticholar. 	Take, for instance, 
the peculiar pronunciation of certain words, rendered 
necessary by the requirements of Vedic metres. 	I 
believe that my learned friend Professor Kuhn was 
one of the first to call general attention to the fact 
that semivowels must frequently be changed 4into 
their corresponding vowels, and that long vowels 
must sometimes be pronounced as two syllables. 	It 
is clear, however, from Rosen's notes to thg first 
Ashtaka (i. i, 8), that he, too, was perfectly aware 
of this ' fact, and that he recognized the prevalence 
of this rule, not only with regard to semivowels 
(see his note to Rv. i. 2, 9) and long vowels which 
are the result of Sandhi, but likewise with regard 
to others that occur in the body of a word.. ' Ani-
madverte,' he writes, ' tres syllabas postremas vocis 
adhvarbam dipodiae iambicw munus sustinentes, 
penultima syllaba prter iambi prioris arsin, thesin 
quoque sequentis pedis ferente. 	Satis frequentia 
aunt, 	in 	hac 	prwsertim 	dipodiaa 	iambics 	sede, 
exempla syllabae natura long 	in tres moras pro- 
duct. 	De qua 	re 	nihil 	quidem 	memoratum 
invenio 	apud 	Pingalam 	aliosque 	qui 	de 	arte 
metrica scripserunt : 	sed.  numeros 	ita, ut 	modo 
dictum 	est, 	computandos 	esse, 	taciti 	agnoscere 
videntur, quum versus una syllaba mancus non 
eos offendat.' 	 . 

Now this is exactly the case. 	The ancient gram-
marians, as we shall see, teach distinctly that where 
two vowels have coalesced into one according to • 
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the rules of Sandhi, they .may be pronounced as 
two syllables ; and though they do .not teach the 
same with regard to semivowels and long vowels 
occurring in the body of the word, yet they tacitly 
recognize that rule, by frequently taking its effects 
for igranted. 	Thus in Siltra 95o of the Pratisakhya, 
verse ix. III, I, is called an Atyashti, and the first 
pada is said to consist of twelve syllables. 	In order 
to get this number, the author must have read, 

a'376, ri'ika. ha'rinyi, pUninah. 	 • 
Immediately after, verse iv. i, 3, is called a Dhriti, 
and the first pada must again have twelve syllables.' 
Here therefore the author takes it for granted that 
we should read, 

' 	sakhe sa-khay-am abhy A, v-avritsva*. 

No one, in fact, with any ear for rhythm, whether 
Saunaka and Pingala, or Rosen and Kuhn, could 
have helped observing these rules when reading the 
Veda. 	But it is quite a different case when we 
come to the question as to which words admit of 
such protracted pronunciation, and which do not. 
Here one scholar may differ from another according 
to the view he takes of the character of Vedic 

* See also Sfitra. 937 Beg- 	I cannot find any authority for the 
statement of Professor Kuhn (Beitriige, vol. iii. p. i x 4) that accord-
ing to the Rik-pratislikhya it is the first semivowel that must be 
dissolved, unless he referred to the remarks of the commentator 
to Sfitra 973. 
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metres, and here one has to take careful account 
of the minute and ingenious observations contained 
in numerous articles by Professors Kuhn, Bollensen, 
Grassmann, and others. 	With regard to the inter- 
pretation of certain words and sentences, too, it may 
happen that explanations which have taxed othe 
ingenuity of some scholars to the utmost, seem to 
others so self-evident that they would hardly think 
of quoting anybody's name in support of them, to 
say nothing of the endless and useless work it would 
entail, were we obliged always to find out who was 
the first to propose this or that interpretation. 	It 

• .  Isimpossible here to lay down general rules :—each 
scholar must be guided by his own sense of justice to 
others and by self-respect. 	Let us take one instance. 
From the first time that I read the fourth hymn 
of the Rig-veda, I translated the fifth and sixth 
verses : 
uta brirvantu nah nidah nih any-61db kit Axata, 

dadhanah fndre it dtivah; 
uta nah su-bMgfn arch vokdyuh dasma kri§htAyah, 

sylma it Indrasya thrmani. 
I. Whether our enemies say, `Move away else-

where, you who offer worship .to Indra only,'- 
2. Or whether, 0 mighty one, all people call us 

blessed : may we always remain in the keeping of 
Indra. 

About the general sense of this passage I imagined 
there could be no doubt, although one word in it, 
viz. arch, required an explanation. 	Yet the variety 
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of interpretations proposed by different scholars is 
extraordinary. 	First, if we look 	to 	SA,yana, he 
translates : 

1. May our priests praise Indra! 	0 enemies, 
go away from this place, and also from another 
plae ! 	Our priests (may praise Indra), they who 
are always performing worship for India. 

2. 0 destroyer of enemies ! 	may the enemy call 
us possessed of wealth ; how much more, friendly 
people ! 	May we be in the happiness of Indra,! 

Professor Wilson did not follow Sltyana closely, 
but translated : 

i. 	Let our ministers, earnestly performing 	his 
worship, exclaim : 	Depart, ye revilers, from hence 
and every other place (where he is adored). 

z. Destroyer of foes, let our enemies say we are 
prosperous : 	let men (congratulate us). 	May we 
ever abide in the felicity (derived from the favour) 
of Indra. 	 • 	. 

Langlois translated : 
I. Que (ces amis), en fotant Indra, puissent dire : 

Vous, qui etes nos adversaires, retirez-vous loin d'ici. 
2. Que nos ennemis nous appellent des hommes 

fortunes, places que nous sommes sous la protection 
d'Indra. 

Stevenson translated: 
I. 	Let all men again join 	in 	praising Indra. 

Avaunt ye profane scoffers, remove from hence, and 
from every other place, while we perform the rites 
of Indra. 
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2. 0 foe-destroyer, (through thy favour) even our 
enemies speak peaceably to us, the possessors of 
wealth ; what wonder then if other men do so. 
Let us ever enjoy the happiness which 	springs 
from Indra's blessing. 

Professor Benfey translated : 
I. And let the scoffers say, They are rejected by 

every one else, therefore they celebrate Indra alone. 
2. And may the enemy and the country proclaim 

us as happy, 0 destroyer, if we are only in Indra's 
keeping. 

Professor 	Roth, s. v. anyitah, took 	this 	word • 
rightly in the sense of ' to a different place,' and 
must therefore have taken that sentence ' move 
away elsewhere' in the same sense in which I take 
it. 	Later, however, s. v. ar, he corrected himself, 
and proposed to translate the same words by ' you 
neglect something else.' 

Professor Bollensen (Orient and Occident, vol. ii. 
p. 462), adopting to a certain extent.. the second 
rendering of Professor Roth in preference to that 
of Professor Benfey, endeavoured to show that the 
' something else which is neglected,' is not some-
thing indefinite, but the worship of all the other 
gods, except Indra. 

It might, no doubt, be said that every one of 
these translations contains something that is right, 
-though mixed up with a great deal that is wrong ; 
but to attempt for every verse of the Veda to quote 
and to criticise every previous translation, would 
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be an invidious and useless task. 	In the case just 
quoted, it might seem right to state that Professor 
Bollensen was the first to see that arfh should be 
joined with krislitayah, and that he therefore pro- 
posed to alter it to arm, as a nom. plur. 	But on 
referring to Rosen, I find that, to a certain extent, 
he had anticipated Professor Bollensen's remark, for 
though, in his cautious way, he abstained from alter-
ing the text, yet he remarked : Possitne arils pluralis 
esse,, contracta terminations, pro arayah ? 

After these preliminary remarks I have to say a 
few words on the general plan of my translation. 

I do not attempt as yet a translation of the 
whole of the Rig-veda, and I therefore considered 
myself at liberty to group the hymns according 
to the deities to which they are addressed. 	By 
this process, I believe, a great advantage is gained. 
We see at one glance all that has been said of a 
certain god, 4nd we gain a more complete insight 
into his nature and character. 	Something of the 
same kind had been attempted by the original 
collectors of the ten books, for it can hardly be 
by accident that each of them begins with hymns 
addressed to Agni, and that these are followed 
by hymns addressed to Indra. 	The only exception 
to this rule is the eighth Mandala, for the ninth 
being devoted to one deity, to Soma, can hardly be 
accounted an exception. 	But if we take. the Rig- 
veda as. a whole, we find hymns, addressed to the 
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same deities, not only scattered about in different 
books, but not even grouped together when they 
occur in one and the same book. 	Here, as we 
lose nothing by giving up the old arrangement, 
we are surely at liberty, for our own 	purposes, 
to put together such hymns as have a common 
object, and to• place before the reader as 	much 
material as possible for an exhaustive study of each 
individual deity. 

I give for each hymn the Sanskrit original in 
what is known as the Pada text, i. e. the text in 
which all words (pada) stand by themselves, as 
they do in Greek or Latin, without being joined 
together according to the rules of Sandhi. 	The 
text in which the words are thus joined, as they 
are in all other Sanskrit texts, is called the Sanhit.4. 
text. 	Whether the Pada or the SanhitA, text be 
the more ancient, may seem difficult to settle. 	As 
far as I can judge, they seem to me, in their pre- 
sent form, the product 	of the 	same 	period of 
Vedic- scholarship. 	The PratisAkhyas, it is true, 
start from the Pada text, take it, as it were, for 
granted, and devote their rules to the explanation of 
those changes which that text undergoes in being 
changed into the Sanhitt 'text. 	But, on the other 
hand, the Pada text in 	some cases clearl/ pre- 
supposes the Sanhiti, text 	It leaves out passages 
which 	are repeated 	more than 	once, while 	the 
Sanhita 	text 	always 	repeats these passages ; 	it 
abstains from dividing the termination of the loca- 
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tive plural su, whenever in the Sanhitg, text, i. e. 
according to the rules of Sandhi, it becomes shu ; 
hence nadishu, agishu, but ap-su ; 	and it gives 
short vowels instead of the long ones 4 the Win- 
hita, even 	in cases where the 	long vowels are 
justified by the rules of the Vedic language. 	It 
is certain, in fact, that neither the Pada nor the 
Sanhiti text, as we now possess them, represent 
the original text of the Veda. 	Both show clear 
traces of scholastic influences. 	But if we try to 
restore the original form of the Vedic hymns, we 
shall certainly arrive at some kind of Pada text 
rather than at a Sanhid text ; nay, even in their 
present form, the original metre and rhythm of 
the ancient hymns of the Rishis are far more 
perceptible when the words are divided, than when 
we join them together throughout according to the 
rules of Sandhi. 	Lastly, 	for practical 	purposes, 
the Pada text is far superior to the Sanhit5, text 
in which the final and initial letters, that is, the 
most important letters of words, are constantly 
disguised, and 	liable therefore to different 	inter- 
pretations. 	Although in some passages we may 
differ 	from 	.the 	interpretation 	adopted 	by 	the 
Pada text, and although certain Vedic words have, 
no doubt, been wrongly analysed and divided by 
Sakalya, yet such cases are comparatively few, and 

• where they occur, they are interesting as • carrying 
us back to the earliest attempts of Vedic scholar- 
ship. 	.In the vast majority of cases the divided 
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text, with a few such rules as we have to observe 
in reading Latin, nay, even in reading Pali verses, 
brings us certainly much nearer to the original 
utterance of the- ancient Rishis than the amalga-
mated text. 

The critical principles by which 	I have been 
guided in editing for the first time the text of 
the Rig-veda, require a few words of explanation, 
as they have lately been challenged on grounds 
which, I think, rest on a complete misapprehension 
of my previous statements on this subject. 

As far as we are able to judge at present, we 
• can hardly speak of various readings in the Vedic 

hymns, in the usual sense of that word. 	Various 
readings to be gathered from a collation of dif-
ferent MSS., now accessible to us, there are none. 
After collating a considerable number of MSS., I 
have succeeded, I believe, in fixing on three repre-
sentative MSS., as described in the preface to the 
first volume of my edition of the Rig-veda. 	Even 
these MSS. are not free from blunders,—for what 
MS. is ?—but these blunders have no claim to the 
title of various readings. 	They are lapsus calami, 
and no more ; and, what is important, they have not 
become traditional*. 

* Thus x. to', 2, one of the Pada MSS. (P. 2) read§ distinctly 
yagiirtni 	prfi krinuta sakhlyah, but all the other MSS. have 
nayata, and there can be little doubt that it was the frequent 
repetition of the verb kri rin this verse which led the writer 
to substitute krinuta for nayata. 	No other MS., as far as I 
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The text, as deduced from the best MSS. of the 
Sanhiti text, can be controlled by four independent 
checks. 	The first is, of course, a collation of the 
best MSS. of the Sanhiti text. 	. 

The second check to be applied to the SanhitA 
text is a comparison with the Pada text, of which, 
again, I possessed at least one excellent MS., and 
several more modern copies. 

am aware, repeats this blunder. 	In ix. 86, 34, the writer of the 
same MS. puts ragasi instead of-dhavasi, because his eye was caught 
by raga in the preceding litre. 	x. 16, 5, the same MS. reads stim 
gakkhasva instead of gakkhatatn, which is supported by S. i, S. 2, 
P. 1, while S. 3. has a peculiar and more important reading, gak-• 
khatat 	x. 67, 6, the same MS. P. 2. has vi kakartha instead 
of vi kakarta. 	.. 

A number of various readings which have been gleaned from 
Pandit T5rfinalha's TulAdanadipaddhati (see Triibner's American 
and Oriental Literary Record, July 31, i868) belong to the same 
class. 	They may be due either to the copyists of the MSS. which 
Pandit Taranatha used while compiling his work, or they may 
by accident have crept into his own MS. 	Anyhow, not one of 
them is supported either by the best MSS. accessible in Europe, 
or by any passage in the Pratislikhya. 
Rv. ix. i 1, 2, read devayu 	instead of devayuh t. 

ix. 1 i, 4, 	„ 	arkata 	 PI 	 arAmte t. 
ix. 14, 2, 	„ 	yadi sabandhavah 	„ 	yaddiptabanclhavaht. 
ix. 16, 3, 	„ 	anaptam 	„ 	anuptam t. 
ix. 17, 2, 	„ 	suviinisa 	PP 	 stuvfinfisa t• 
ix. 21, 2, 	„ 	pravrinvanto 	„ 	pmvrinvato t. 
it. 48, 2, 	„ 	samvrikta 	,, 	samyukta t. 

• ix. 49, I, 	„ 	no 'Om 	,, 	no Ain t. 
X. 54, 3, 	,, 	stirYah 	 PP 	 sfiryam t. 

ix. 59, 3, 	„ 	sida ni 	 ,, 	sidati t. 
• 

4. As printed by Pandit Tarftn4tha. 
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The third check was a comparison ' of this text 
• with Sayana:s commentary, or rather with the text 

which is presupposed by that commentary. 	In the 
few cases where, the Pada text seemed to differ • 
from the Sanhita text, a note was added to that.  
effect, in the various readings of my edition ; and 
the same was done, at least in all important eases, 
where Sayana clearly followed a text at variance 
with our own. 

The fourth check was a comparison of any doubt-
ful passage with the numerous passages quoted in 
the Pratisakhya. 

• These were the principles by which I was guided 
in the critical restoration of the text. of the Rig-
veda, and I believe I may say that the text as 
printed by me is more correct than any MS. now 
accessible, more trustworthy than the text followed 
by &Tana, and in all important points identically 
the same with that text which the authors of the 
Patisakhya followed in their critical researches in 
the fifth or sixth century before our era. 	I believe 
that starting from that date our text of the Veda is 
better .authenticated, and supported by a more per-
fect apparatus criticus, than the text of any Greek or 
Latin author, and I do not think that diplomatic cri-
ticism can ever go beyond what has been achieved in 
the constitution of the text of the Vedic hymns.'  

Far be it from me to say that the editio princeps 
of the text thus constituted was printed without 
mistakes. 	But most of these mistakes are mistakes 
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which no attentive reader could fail to detect. 	Cases 
like ii. 35, i, where g6gishat instead o.f gashishat 
was printed three times, so as to perplex even 
Professor 	Roth, 	or 	ii. 	12, 14, 	where 	sasamana,m 
occurs three times 	instead of sasamand,m, are, I 
Believe, of rare occurrence. 	Nor do I think that, 
unless some quite unexpected discoveries are made, 
there ever will be a new critical edition, or, as 
we call it in Germany, a new recension of the 
hymns of the Rig-veda. 	If by collating new MSS., 
or by a careful study of the Pratisnlya, or by 
conjectural emendations, a more correct text could 
have been produced, we may be certain that a 
critical scholar like Professor Aufrecht would have 
given us such a text. 	But after carefully collating 
several MSS. of Professor Wilson's collection, and 
after enjoying the advantage of Professor Weber's 
assistance in collating the 	MSS. 	of the 	Royal 
Library at Berlin, and after a minute study of the 
Pratisikhya, he frankly states that in the text of 
the Rig-veda, transcribed in Roman letters, which he 
printed at Berlin, he followed my edition, and that 
he had to correct but a small number of misprints. 
For the two Mandalas which I had not yet pub-
lished, I lent him the very MSS. on which my 
edition is founded ; and there will be accordingly 
but fe* passages in these two concluding Mandalas, 
which I have still to publish, where the text will 
materially differ from that of his Romanised tran-
script. 
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No one, I should think, who is at all acquainted 
with the rules of diplomatic criticism, would easily • 
bring himself to touch a text resting on such authori- 
ties as the text of the Itig-veda. 	What would a 
Greek scholar give, if he could say of Homer that • 
his text was in every word, in every syllable, iti 
every vowel, in every accent, the same as the text 
used by Peisistratos in the sixth century B. C. ! 	A 
text thus preserved in its integrity for so many 
centuries, must remain for ever the authoritative 
text of the Veda. 

To remove, for instance: the hymns 49-59 in 
• the eighth Mandala from their proper place, or 

count them by themselves as Valakhilya * hymns, 
seems 	to 	me 	little short of a 'critical 	sacrilege. 
Why Siyana does not explain these hymns, I con- 

* The earliest interpretation of the name Vtdakhilya is found 
i n the Taittiriya-ttranyaka i. 23. 	We are told that Pragttpati ,  
created the world, and in the process of creation the following 
interlude occurs : 

sa tapo 'taffeta. 	sa tapas taptva sariram adhfinuta. 	tasya yan 
• mttinsam 	sit tato 'runah ketavo vatarasanti rishaya udatishthan. 

ye nakhah, te vaikhanasik. 	ye balah, te balakbilyitl. 
He burned with emotion. 	Having burnt with emotion, he shook 

his body. 	From what was his flesh, the Rishis, called Armies, 
Ketus, and Vitarasanas, sprang forth. 	His nails became the Vai- 
klanasas, his hairs the Rilakhilyas. 

The author of this allegory therefore took MU or vibe in vale-
khilya, not in the sense of child, but identified it with bale, hair. 

The commentator remarks with regard to tapas : nava tapa 
• upavfisfidirfipam, kimtu srashtavyarn vastu 	kidrisam 	iti 	parya- 

lokanarfipam. 
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fess I do not know*; but whatever the reason was, 
it was not because they did not exist at his time, 
or because he thought them spurious. 	They are 
regularly counted in latykrana's Sarvanukrama, 
though here the same accident has happened. 	One 
commentator, Shadgurusishya, the one most com-
monly used, does not explain them ; but another 
commentator, Gagannitha, does explain them, exactly 
as they occur in the Sarvanukrama, only leaving out 
hymn 58. 	That these hymns had something peculiar 
in the eyes of native scholars, is clear enough. 	They 
may for a time have foimed a separate collection, 
they may have been considered of more modern 
origin. 	I shall so even further than those who 
remove these hymns from the place which they 
have occupied for more than two thousand years. 
I admit they disturb the regularity both of the 
Mandala and the Ashtaka divisions, and I have 
Jointed out myself that they are not counted in 
he 	ancient Anukramanls ascribed . to 	Saunaka ; 

(History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 22o.) 
But, on the other hand, verses taken from these 
hymns occur in all the other Vedas t; the hymns 

• 
* A similar omission was pointed out by Professor Roth. 

Verses 25-24 of the 53rd hymn of the third Mandala, which 
contain imprecations against Vasishtha, are left out by the writer 
of a Pada MS., and by a copyist of Siyana's commentary, probably 
because they both belonged to the family of Vasisham. 	See my 
edition of the Rig-veda, vol. ii. p. lvi, Notes. 

t This is a criterion of some importance, and it might have 
VOL. I. 	 C 
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themselves are never included in the collection's of 
Parisishtas or Khilas or apocryphal hymns, nor does 
Katykrana ever mention mere Khilas in his Sarv&- 
nnkrama. 	Eight of them are mentioned in the Bri- 
haddevath, without any allusion to their apocryphal 
character : 
Parany ashtau tu satiny rishinam tigmategasim, 
Aindrany atra tu shadvimsah pragatho bahudaiv-  atah. 
Rig antyAgner akety agnih stiryam antyapado gagau. 
Praskanvas ka prishadhras ka priad yad vastu 

kimkana  
Bhilxid iti tu saktd,bhyam akhilam parikirtitam. 
Aindrany ubhayam ity atra shat igney&t parani tu. 

' The next eight hymns belong to Rishis of keen 
intellect *; they are addressed to Indra, but the 
26th Pragatha (viii. 54, 3-4, which verses form the 
26th  couplet, 	if counting from viii. 49, i) 	is ad- 
dressed to many gods. 	The last verse (of these 
eight hymns), viii. 56, 5, beginning with the word 
akety agnih, is addressed to Agni, and the 	last 

been mentioned, for instance, by Professor Bollensen in his in- 
teresting 	article 	on 	the 	Dvipada Virag 	hymns 	ascribed 	to 
Parisara (i. 65-7o) that not a single verse of them occurs in 
any of the other Vedas. 

* Lest Saunaka be suspected of having applied this epithet, 
tigmategas, to the Valakhilyas in order to fill the verse (pada-
ptiranartham), I may point out that the same epithet is applied 
to the Valakhilyas in the Maitry-upauishad 2, 3. 	The nom. plur. 
which occurs there is tigmategasah, and the commentator remarks : 
tigmategasas tivrategaso 'tyfirgitaprabhavalt; tegasi ityevamvidha 
etakkhakbasaiiketapatha8 khandasali, sarvatra. 
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foot celebrates &rya. 	Whatsoever 
Prishadhra gave (or, if we read prish 
ever Praskanva gave to Prishadhra), 
celebrated in the two hymns beginning wit 
After the hymn addressed to Agni (viii. 6o, 1), t le 
follow six hymns addressed to Indra, beginning with 
ubhayam.' 

But the most important point of all is this, that 
these hymns, which exist both in . the Pada and 
Sanhitii texts, are quoted by the Pratisb,khya, not 
only for general purposes, but for special passages 
occurring in them, and nowhere else. 	Thus in 
Stitra 154, hetlyah, is quoted as one of the few.  
words which does not require the elision of a fol- 
lowing short a. 	In order to appreciate what is 
implied by this special quotation, it is necessary 
to have a clear insight into the mechanism of the 
Pratisttkhya. 	Its chief object Is to bring under 
general categories the changes which the separate 
words of the Pada text undergo when joined to-
gether in the Arshi Sanhitb,, and to do this with 
the utmost brevity possible. 	Now the Sandhi rules, 	v 
as observed in the Sanhitft of the Rig-veda, are by 
no means so uniform and regular as they are in 
later Sanskrit, and hence it is sometimes extremely 
difficult to bring all the exceptional cases under . 
more or less general rules. 	In our passage the 
author of the PratisAkhya endeavours to compre-
hend all the passages where an initial a in the 
Veda is not elided after a final e or o. 	In ordinary 

C 2 
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d be always elided, in the Sanhit& 
_ elided, and sometimes not. 	Thus the 

begins in Satra 139 by stating that if 
.t a stands at the beginning of a p.ada or 

t, it is always elided. 	Why it should be always 
elided in the very place wheie the metre most 
strongly requires that it 	should be pronounced, 
does not concern the author of the Pr&tistarlya. 
He is a statistician, not a grammarian, and he 
therefore simply adds in Sara 153 the only three 
exceptional passages where the a, under these very 
circumstances, happens to be not elided. 	He then 
proceeds in Sara 139 to state that a is elided even in 
the middle of a Okla, provided it be light, followed 
by y or v, and these, y or v, again followed by a 
light vowel. 	Hence the Sanhit& writes to 'vldan, 
so '3,5,m, but not slkshanto 'vratam, for here the a 
of avratam is heavy ; nor mitramaho 'vadyA,t, for 
here the a following the v is heavy. 

Then follows again an extension of this rule, viz. 
in the case of words ending. in Ivo. 	After these, 
a short a, even if followed by other consonants 
besides y or v, may be elided, but the other con-
ditions must be fulfilled, i. e. the short a must be 
light, and the vowel of the next syllable must 
again be light. 	Thus the Sanhia, writes indeed 
gavo 'bhitah, but not gavo 'gman, because here the a 
is heavy, being followed by two consonants. 

After this, a more general rule, or, more cor-
rectly, a more comprehensive observation is made, 
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viz. that under all circumstances initial a is elided, 
if the preceding. word ends in aye, ayah, ave, or 
avah. .As might be expected, however, so large a 
class must have numerous 	exceptions, • and these 
can only be collected by quoting every word ending 
in these syllables, ,or every passage in . which the 
exceptions 	occur. 	Before 	these 	exceptions 	are 
enumerated, some other more or less general obser- 
vations 	are 	made, providing 	for the 	elision 	of 
initial a. 	Initial a, according to Sara 142, is to 
be elided if the preceding word is vah, and if this 
vah, is preceded by a, na, pra, kva, kitrah, savita, • 
eva, or kah. 	There is, of course, no intelligible 
reason why, if these words precede vah, the next 
a should be elided. 	It is a mere statement of 
facts, and, generally speaking, these statements are 
minutely accurate. 	There is probably no verse in 
the whole of the Rig-veda where an initial a after 
vah is elided, unless these very words precede, or 
unless ;  some other observation has been made to 
provide for the elision of the a. 	For instance, in 
v. 25, 1, we find vah preceded by akkha, which is 
not among the words just mentioned, and here the 
Sanhith does not elide the a of agnim, which follows 
after vah. 	After all these more or less general 
observations as to the elision of an initial a are 
thus 	exhausted, 	the 	author of the 	Pratisakhya 
descends into particulars, and gives lists, first, of 
words 	the 	initial a of which is always 	elided ; 
secondly, of words which, if preceding, require under 
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all circumstances the elision of the initial a of the 
next word, whatever may have been said to the con- 
trary in the preceding &Was. 	Afterwards, he gives 
a number of passages which defy all rules, and must 
be given on their own merits, and as they stand 
in the Sanhid. 	Lastly, follow special exceptions to 
the more or less general rules given before. 	And 
here, among these special exceptions, we see that 
the author of the Pratisilkhya finds it necessary to 
quote a passage from a Vfilakhilya hymn in which 
hetayah occurs, i. e. a word tending in ayah, and 
where, in defiance of Siltra 149, which required the • 
elision of a following initial a under all circum-
stances (sarvathi), the initial a of asya is not elided ; 
viii. 50, 2, Sanhita, satitnika hetayo asya. 	It might 
be objected that the Pratisikhya only quotes hetiyah 
as an exceptional word, and does not refer directly 
to the verse in the Vfilakhilya hymn. 	But for- 
tunately hetayah, occurs but twice in the whole of 
the Rig-veda ; and in the other passage where it 
occurs, i. 19o, 4, neither the rule nor the exception 
as to the elision of an initial a, could apply. 	The 
author of the Pratisakhya therefore makes no dis-
tinction between the Vilakhilya and any other hymns 
of the Rig-veda, and he would have considered his 
phonetic statistics equally at fault, if it had .been 
possible to quote one single passage from the hymns 
viii. 49  to 59, as contravening his observations, as if 
such passages had been alleged from the hymns Of 
Vasishtha or Visvamitra. 
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It would lead me too far, were I to enter here 
into similar cases in support of the fact that the 
Pritisakhya 	makes no 	distinction 	between 	the 
Valakhilya and any other hymns of the Rig-veda- 
sanhita,*. 	But I doubt whether the bearing of this 
fact has ever been fully realised. 	Here we see that 
the absence of the elision of a short a which follows 
after a word ending in ayah, was considered of suf-
ficient importance to be recorded in a special rule, 
because in most cases the Sanhit5, elides an initial 
a, if preceded by a word ending in ayah. 	What 
does this prove ? 	It proves, unless all our views 
on the chronology of Vedic literature are wrong, 
that in the fifth century B. c. at least, or previously 
rather to the time when the Pr6,tisialhya was com-
posed, both the Pada and the Sanhito, texts were 
so firmly settled that it was impossible, for the 
,ake of uniformity or regularity, to omit one single 
.hort a ; and it proves a fortiori, that the hymn 
in which that irregular short a occurs, formed at 
that time part of the Vedic canon. 	I confess I feel 
sometimes frightened 	by the 	stringency of this 
argument, and I should like to see a possibility 
by which we could explain the addition, not of the 
Vttlakhilya hymns only, but of other much more 
moderun sounding hymns, at a later time than the 
period of the Pritisakhyas. 	But until that possi- 

*. The Priltisaltitya takes into account both the &kale and 
Bashkala sah'as, as may be seen from Seats tool. 
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bility is shown, we must abide by our own con-
clusions ; and then I ask, who is the critic who 
would dare to tamper with a canon of scripture of 
which every iota was settled before the time of 
Cyrus, and which we possess in exactly that form 
in which it is described to us by the authors of 
the PratisAkhyas ? 	I say again, that I am not free 
from misgivings on the subject, and my critical 
conscience would be far better satisfied if we could 
ascribe the Pratisfi,khya and all it presupposes to a 
much later date. 	But until. that is done, the fact 
remains that the two divergent texts, the Pada 

' and Sanhitk which we now possess, existed, as we 
now possess them, previous to the 	time of the 
Pratisakhya : 	they have not diverged nor varied 
since, and the vertex to which they point, starting 
from the distance of the two texts as measured 
by the Pratisakhya, carries us back far beyond the 
time of Saunaka, if we wish to determine the date 
of the first authorised collection of the hymns, both 
in their Pada and in their Sanhita form. 

Instances abound, if we compare the Pada and 
SanhitA, texts, where, if uniformity between the two 
texts had been the object of the scholars of the 
ancient Parishads, the lengthening or shortening of 
a vowel would at once have removed the apparent 
discordance between the two traditional texts. 	Nor 
should it be suppose(' that such minute discord-
ances between the two, as the length or shortness 
of a vowel, were always rendered necessary by the 
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requirements of the metre, and that for that reason 
the ancient students or the later copyists of the 
Veda abstained from altering the peculiar spelling 
of words, which seemed required by the exigencies 
of the metre in the Sanhitt text, but not in the Pada 
text. 	Though this may be true in some cases, it is 
not so in all. 	There are short vowels in the Sanhiti 
where, according to grammar, we expect long vowels, 
and where, according to metre, there was no necessity 
for shortening them. 	Yet in these very places all the 
MSS. of the Sanhiti text give the irregular short, 
and all the MSS. of the Pada text the regular long 
vowel, and the authors of the Pritisakhyas bear 
witness that the same minute difference existed at 
their own time, nay, previous to their own time. 	In 
vii. 6o, 12, the Sanhiti text gives : 

iyttm deva pur6hitir yuvabhyttni yagii6shu mitn't-
trunav ak&ri. 
This primacy, 0 (two) gods, was made for you 

vo, 0 Mitra and Varuna, at the sacrifices ! 
Here it is quite clear that deva is meant for a 

lual, and ought to have been devi or devau. 	The 
netre does not require a short syllable, and yet 
all the Sanhita MSS. read devI, and all the Pada 
MSS. read deva ; and what is more important, the 
authors of the Pratisakhya had to register this small . 
divergence of the two texts, which existed in their 
time as it exists in our own". 

* See Pratiaillthya, Stara 309 seq., where several more instances 
of the same kind are given. 
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Nor let it be supposed, that the writers of our 
MSS. were so careful and so conscientious that 
they would, when copying MSS., regulate every 
consonant or vowel according to the rules of the 
PrAtisakhya. 	This is by no means the case. 	The 
writers of Vedic MSS. are on the whole more 
accurate than the writers of other MSS., but their 
learning does not seem to extend to a knowledge . 
of the minute rules of the Praisakhya, and they 
will commit occasionally the very mistakes against 
which they are warned by •the PratisAkhya. 	Thus 
the PritisAkhya (SAtra 799) warns 	the students 
against a common mistake of changing vaiyasva 
into vayyasva, i. e. by changing ai to 'a, and doubling 
the semivowel y. 	But this very mistake occurs in 
S. 2, and another MS. gives vaiyyasva. 	See p. xlvii. 

If these arguments are sound, if nothing can 
said against the critical principles by which I hal 
been guided in editing the text of the Rig-ved. 
if the fourfold check, described above, fulfils ever 
requirement 	that 	could 	be 	made 	for 	restorin 
that text which was known to Siyana, and whicl 
was known, probably 2000 years earlier, to 	did 
authors 	of the 	Pratistikhyas, 	what 	can 	be 	the 
motives, it may fairly be 	asked, of those who 
clamour for a new and more critical edition, and 
who imagine that the editio princeps of the Rig-
veda will share the fate of most of the editiones 
principes of the Greek and Roman classics, and 
be supplanted by new editions founded on the col- 
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lation of other MSS. ? 	No one could have rejoiced 
more sincerely than I did at the publication of the 
Romanised transliteration of the Rig-veda, carried 
out with so much patience and accuracy by Pro- 
fessor Aufrecht. 	It showed that there was a grow- 
ing interest in this, the only true Veda ; it showed 
that even those who could not read Sanskrit in 
the original DevatAgarl, wished to have access to 

. the original text of these ancient hymns ; it showed 
that the study of the Veda had a future before it 
like no other book of 'Sanskrit 	literature. 	My 
learned friend Professor Aufrecht has been most 
unfairly charged with having printed this Roman- 
ised text me insciente vel invito. 	My edition of the 
Rig-veda is publici juris, like any edition of Homer 
or Plato, and 	anybody might have reprinted it 
either in Roman or Devanfigart letters. 	But far 
from keeping me in ignorance of his useful enter-
prise, Professor Aufrecht . applied to me for the 
loan of the MSS. of the two Mandal as which I 
had not yet published, and I lent them to him 
most gladly because, by seeing them printed at 
once, I felt far less guilty in delaying the pub-
lication of the last volumes of my edition of the 
text and commentary. 	Nor could anything have 
been move honourable than the way in which Pro-
fessor Aufrecht speaks of the true relation of his 
Romanised text to my edition. 	That there are 
misprints, and I, speaking for myself, ought to say 
mistakes also, in my edition of the Rig-veda, I 
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know' but too well ; and if Professor Aufrecht, after 
carefully transcribing every word, could honestly say 
that their number is small, I doubt whether other 
scholars will be able to prove that their number 
is large. 	I believe I may with the same honesty 
return Professor Aufrecht's compliment, and con-
sidering the great difficulty of avoiding misprints 
in Romanised transcripts, I have always thought • 
and I have always said that his reprint of the 
hymns of the Veda is remarkably correct and accu- 
rate. 	What, however, I must protest against, and 
what, I feel sure, Professor Aufrecht himself would 
equally protest 	against, 	is the 	supposition, 	and 
More 	than 	supposition 	of certain 	scholars, 	that 
wherever his Latin transcript varies from my own 
Devanagari text, Professor Aufrecht is right, and 
I am wrong, that his various readings rest on the 
authority of new MSS., and constitute in fact a 
new recension of the Vedic hymns. 	Against this 
supposition I must protest most strongly, not for 
my own sake, but for the sake of the old book, 
and, still more, for the sake of the truth. 	No doubt 
it is natural to suppose that where a later edition 
differs from a former edition, it does so intentionally; 
and I do not complain of those who, without being 
able to have recourse to MSS. in order. to test 
the authority of various readings, concluded that 
wherever the new text differed from the old, it was 
because the old text was at fault. 	In order to satisfy 
my own conscience on this point, I have collated a 
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number of passages where Professor Aufrecht's text 
differs from my .own, and I feel satisfied that in 
the vast majority of cases, I am right and he is 
wrong, and that his variations do not rest on the 
authorit)r of MSS. 	I must not shrink from the_ 
duty of making good this assertion, and I therefore' 
proceed to an examination of such passages as have 
occurred to me on occasionally referring to his text, 
pointing out the readings both where he is right, 
and where he is wrong. 	The differences between 
the two texts may appear trifling, but I shall not 
avail myself of that plea. 	On the contrary, I quite 
agree with those scholars who hold that in truly 
critical scholarship there is nothing trifling. 	Besides, 
it is in the nature of the case that what may, by 
a stretch of the word, be called various readings 
in the Veda, must be confined to single letters or 
accents, and can but seldom extend to whole words, 
and never to whole sentences. 	I must therefore 
beg my readers to have patience while I endeavour 
to show that the text of the Rig-veda, as first 
published by me, though by no means faultless, was 
nevertheless not edited in so perfunctory a manner 
as some learned critics seem to suppose, and that 
it will not be easy to supplant it either by a colla-
tion of new MSS., such as are accessible at present, 
or by occasional references to the Pritisikhya. 

I begin with some mistakes of my own, mistakes 
which I might have avoided, if I had always con-
sulted the Pratisakhya, where single words or whole 
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passages of the Veda are quoted. 	Some of these 
mistakes have been removed by Professor Aufrecht, 
others appear in his transcript as they appear in 
my own edition. 

I need -  hardly point out passages where. palpable 
misprints in my edition -have been -repeated in 
Professor 	Aufrecht's text. 	I mean by palpable 
misprints, cases where • a glance at the Plda text 
or at the Sanhit& text - or a reference to,S4,yana's 
commentary -would show at once what was intended. 
Thus, for - instance, in vii  i5, 3, vridhe,. as 1 had 
printed in the .panhit6„ was clearly a mispririt for 
vridh6, as may be seen from the Pada, which gives 
vridha, and from Siyana. 	Here, though. Professor 
Aufrecht repeats vridh6, I think it hardly necessary 
to show that the authority of the best MSS. (S. 2. 
alone contains a correction of vridh6 to' vr.idhe) is 
in favour of vridhah,, whatever we ' may think of 
the relative value of these two readings. - 	One 
must be careful, however, in a text like that of 
the Vedic hymns, where the presence or absence 
of a single letter or accent begins to become the 
object of the most learned and painstaking dis-
cussions, not to claim too large an indulgence for 
misprints. 	A misprint in the Sanhitk if repeated 
in the Pada, or if admitted even in the commen-
tary of %Tana, though it need not be put down 
to the editor's deplorable ignorance, becomes yet a 
serious matter, and I willingly take all the blame 
which is justly due for occasional accidents of this 
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character. 	Such are, for instance, ii. 12, 14, sasa- 
marfa,m instead of sasamfinkm ; i. 124, 4, sudhytivah, 
in the Pada, instead of sundhytivah,; and the substi-
tution in several places_ of a short u instead of a 
long A in - such forms - as .96.36,vatia, when occurring 
in the Pada ; .cf. i.-  166, 14 ; 	f67, -91 
; 	It is clear from $Cttra 819 and 163, 5, that the 
two words al ind.ra in iv. '29, 1, should .not be 
joined together;. but that in the Sanhiti, the hiatus 
should .remain. 	Hence ;t1tYndra, , as- printed in my . 
edition .and repeated in Profeisor Aufrecht's, should 
be corrected; and the hiatus,be preserved, as it is 
in the fourth verse of tte same hymn, (a itt1i. 
MSS. S. 1, S. 3. are right ; 	in S. 2. th0 words are 
joined.  

It follows from .  Stitra 799 that to double , the y 
in vaiyasva : is . a mistake, -  but a mistake which had 
o be. pointed out and guarded against as 'early as 
Ire time of the PratisakhYa. 	In viii..24, 11, there- 
ore, vaiyyasvdsya, as printed in- my edition and 
epeated in Professor Aufrecht's, should be changed 

to vaiyasvasya. 	MSS. S. x, S. 3. are right, likewise 
P. x, P. 2 ; but S..2. has the. _double mistake vay-
yasvasya, as described in the PrAtisakhya ; another 
MS. of Wilson's has vaiyy. 	The same applies to 
viii. 23, _24, and viii. 24, 23. 	P. I. admits the mis-
taket spelling vayyasva. 

Some corrections that ought to be made in the 
Padapatha only, as printed in my edition, are pointed 
out in a note to SAtra 738 of the Pratisti,khya. 	Thus, 
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according to Stara 583, 6, srAygh in the Pada text.  
of ii. xo, z, should be changed to sruytih. • MSS. P. 1, 
V. 2. have the short u. 	 • 

In v. 7, 8, I had printed stlkih shma, leaving the 
a of shma short in accordance with the Pritisikhya, 
Stitra 514, where a string of words is given before 
which sma must not be lengthened, and where 
under No. II. we find yasmai. Professor Aufrecht has 
altered this, and gives the A, as long, which is wrong. 
The MSS. S. z, S.-.2, S. 3. have the short a: 

Another word before which sma ought not to be • 
lengthened is mgvate. 	Hence, according to Stara 
5?4, 14, I ought not to have printed in vi. 65, 4, 
shmIt mgvate, but shwa mgvate. 	Here Professor 
Aufrecht has retained the long 6,, which is wrong. 
MSS. S. 1, S. 2, S. 3. have the short a. 

It follows from Sara 499 that in i. '138, 4, we 
should not lengthen the vowel of sat 	Hence, in- 
stead of asyg il sha na itpa sgtaye, as printed it 
my edition and repeated by Professor Aufrecht, w 
should read asyg ft shit na dpa stthtye. 	S..1, S. 2, 

S. 3. have short u. 
In vii. 31, 4, I had by mistake printed viddhl 

instead of viddhr. 	The same reading is adopted 
by Professor Aufrecht (ii. p. 24), but the authority 
of the Pratisakhya, Siltra 445, can hardly be. over- 
ruled. 	S. 1, S. 2, S. 3. -  have viddhr. 	• 

While in cases like these, the Pratisakhya is an 
authority which, as far as I can judge, ought to over-
rule the authority of every MS., however ancient, 
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	 Xlik 
• 

we must in other cases depend either on the testi-
mony of the best MSS. or be guided, in fixing on 
the right reading, by Siyana and the 	rules of 
grammar. 	I 	shall 	therefore, in 	cases 	where 	I 
cannot 	consider 	Professor Aufrecht's 	readings as 
authoritative improvements, have to give my rea-
sons why I adhere to the readings which I had 
originally adopted. 

In v. 9, 4, I had printed by mistake . purti y6 
instead of purd y6. 	I had, however, corrected this 
misprint in my. edition fof the Pr&tisakhya, 393, 532. 
Professor Aufrecht decides in favour of purti with 
a short u, but against the authority of the MSS., 
S. i, S. 2, S. 3, which have purl 

It was certainly a great mistake of mine, though 
it may seem more excusable in a Romanised tran-
script, that I did not follow the writers of the best 
MSS. in their use of the Avagraha, or, I should 
rather say, of that sign which, as far as the Veda is 
concerned, is very wrongly designated by the name 
of Avagraha. 	Avagraha, according to the Priti- 
sakhya, never occurs in the Sanhita text, but is the 
name given to that halt, stoppage, or pause which 
in the Pada text separates the component parts 
of compound words. 	That pause has the length of 
one short vowel, i. e. one matrit. 	Of course, nothing 
is said by the Pratisikhya as to how the pause 
should be represented graphically, but it is several 
times alluded to as of importance in the recitation 
and accentuation of the Veda. 	What we have been 

VOL. I. 	 d 
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in the habit of calling Avagraha is by the writers of 
certain MSS. of the Sanhita, text used as the sign of 
the Vivritti or hiatus. 	This hiatus, however, is very 
different from the Avagraha, for while the Avagraha 
has the length of one matra, the Vivritti or hiatus 
has the length of 1 matra, if the two vowels are 
short; of i matra, if either vowel is long; of 1 matra, 
if both vowels are long. 	Now I have several times 
called attention to the fact that though this hiatus 
is marked in certain MSS. by the sign s, I have 
in my edition omitted it, •because .I thought that 
the . hiatus spoke for itself and did not require a 
sign to attract the attention of European readers ; 
while, on the contrary, I have inserted that sign 
where MSS. hardly ever use it, viz. when a short 
initial a is elided after a final e or o ; (see my re-
marks on pp. 36, 39, of my edition of the Pr&tis&khya.) 
Although I thought, and still think, that this use 
of the sign s is more useful for practical purposes, 
yet I regret that, in this one particular, I should have 
deviated from the authority of the best MSS., and 
caused some misunderstandings on the part of those 
who have made use of my edition. 	If, for instance, 
I had placed the sign, of the Vivritti, the s, in its 
proper place, or if, at least, I had not inserted it 
where, as we say, the initial a has been elicled after 
e or o, Professor Bollensen would have seen at once 
that the authors of the PrftisAkhyas fully agree 
with him in looking on this change, not as an 
elision, but 	as 	a contraction. 	If, as 	sometimes 
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happens, final o or e remain unchanged before ini-
tial short a, this is called the Pailkala and Prilga 
padavritti (Stara 137). 	If, on the contrary, final o or 
e become one (ektbhavati) with the initial short a, this 
is called the Abhinihita sandhi (Si tra 138). 	While 
the former, the hiatus of the Pafikila and Eastern 
schools, is marked by the writers of several MSS. 
by the sign s, the Abhinihita sandhi, being a sandhi, 
is not marked by any sign*. 

i. 3, 12. rflgati (Aufr. p. 2) instead of rfigati (M. M. 
vol. i. p. 75) is wrong. 	• 

i. 7, 9. ya ekah (Aufr. p. 5) should be ya, ekah, 
(M. M. vol. i. p. no), because the relative pronoun is 
never without an accent. 	The relative particle yathb, 
may be without an accent, if it stands at the end 
of a pada ; and though there are exceptions to this 
rule, yet in viii. 21, 5, where Professor Aufrecht gives 
yath6„ the MSS. are unanimous in favour of yatha 
(M. M. vol. iv. p. 480). 	See Phit-sAtra, ed. Kielhorn, 
p. .54• 

i. io, 11. a tif (Aufr. p. 7) should beg tcf (M. M. 
vol. i. 	p. 	139), 	because a is 	never without the 
accent. 

i. io, 12. glishtalt, which Professor Aufrecht specially 
mentions as having no final Visarga in the Pada, has 
the Visarga in all the MSS., (Aufr. p. 7, M. M. vol. i 
p. 140.)  

*' As to the system or want of system, according to which the 
Abhinihita sandhi takes place in the Sanhitil, see p. xxxv seq. 

d 2 
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i. II, 4. kfivir (Aufr. P. 7) should be kavir (M. M. 
vol. i. p. 143). 

i. 22, 8. read &lanai. 
i• 40, 1 and 6. 	There is no excuse ror the accent 

either on tvemahe or on vaema, while sAk5,11 in i. 51, 
11, ought to have the accent on the first syllable. 

i. 49, 3. Rosen was right in not eliding the a in 
div6 antebhyah. 	S. x, S. 2, S. 3. preserve the initial 
a, nor does the Pratisfikhya anywhere provide for 
its suppression. 

i. 54, 8. kslidtram (Aufr. fp. 46) is a mere misprint 

. 	for kshatra,m. 
i. 55,.7. vandanasrild (Aufr. p. 47) instead of van- 

danasrud (M. M. vol. i. p. 514) is wrong. 
i. 57, 2. samgstta, instead of samasita had been cor- 

rected in my reprint of the first Mandala, published 
at Leipzig. 	See Bollensen, Zeitschrift der D. M. G., 
vol. xxii. p. 626. 

1. 6x, 7. 	read vIshnuh, ; 	i. 64, 2. read stikayah ; 
i. 64,. 5. read dhiltayah. 

i. 61, x6. 	Rosen had rightly printed hariyoganil 
with a long 5. both in the Sanhiti and Pada texts, 
and I ought not to have given the short a instead. 
All the MSS., S. 1, S. 2, S. 3, P.1, and P. 2, give the 
long a. 	Professor Aufrecht gives the short a in 
the Pada, which is wrong. 	 • 
. i. 67, 2 (4). vidantim (M. M. vol. i. p. 594) is per-

fectly right, as far as the authority of the MSS. and 
of SAyana is concerned, an& should not have been 
altered to vindantim (Aufr. p. 57). 
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i. 72, 2. read vatgra ; i. 72, 6. read pasa; i. 76, 3. 
read dhalshy ; i. 82, I. read yadg. 

i. 83, 3. Rosen was right in giving Asamyattah. 
I gave Asamiatah on the authority of P. z, but all 
the other MSS. have tt.  

i. 84, x. indra (Aufr. p. 68) cannot have the accent 
on the first syllable, because it does not stand at the 
beginning of a pttda (M. M. vol. i. p. 677). 	The same 

. Applies to Indra, vi. 41, 4, (Aufr. p. 429) instead of 
indra (M. M. vol. iii. p. 734); to tgne, i. 140, 12, (Aufr. 
p. 130) instead of agne (M. M. vol. ii. p. 133). 	In 
iii. 36, 3, on the contrary, indra, being at the head . 
of a pada, ought to have the accent on the first 
syllable, indra (M. M. vol. ii. p. 855), not indra (Aufr. 
p. 249). 	The same mistake occurs again, iii. 36, 10, 	' 
(Aufr•. p. 250) ; 	iv. 32, 7, (Aufr. p. 305); 	iv. 32, 12, 
(Aufr. p. 305); viii. 3, 12, (Aufr. ii. p. 86). 	In v. 61, x, 
narah, should have no accent ; whereas in vii. 91, 3, . 
it should have the accent on the first syllable. 	In 
viii. 8, 19, vipanyil 	should 	have no accent, and 
Professor Aufrecht gives it correctly in the notes, 
where he has likewise very properly removed the 
Avagraha which I had inserted. 

i. 88, i. read yata (M. M. vol. i. p. 708), not Atha 
(Aufr. p. 72). 	. 

i. 9ot  1. 	read rigtmitl; 	i. 94, ii. 	read yavasgdo 
(M. M. vol. i. p. 766), not yayasIdo (Aufr. p. 8o). 

i. 118, 9. abhiblifititn (Aufr. p. 105) instead of abbi-
bhatim (M. M. vol. i. •p. 957) cannot be right, consi-
dering that in all other passages abhibMiti has the 
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accent on the second syllable. 	S. 1, S. z, S. 3. have 
the accent on the i. 

i.128, 4. ghritasrfr (Aufr. p. 1 17) instead of ghritasrIr 
(M. M. vol. ii. p. 52) is wrong. 	 • 

i. 144, 2. read pdrivrit6h, (M. M. vol. ii. p. 155) in-
stead of parTvritah, (Aufr. p. 133). 

i. 145, 5. Professor Aufrecht (p. 134) gives upama-
sylm, both in the Sanhid and Pada texts, as having 
the accent on the last syllable. 	I had placed the 
accent on the penultimate, (Pada, uparmdsyam, vol. ii. 
p. 160  and whatever may 'be the reading of other 

. MSS., this is the only possible accentuation. 	S. 1, 
S. 2-, S. 3. have the right accent. 

i. 148, 4. paritni (Aufr. p. 136) instead of purdni 
(M. M. voL ii. p. 17o) does not rest, as far as I know, 
on the authority of any MSS. 	S. 1, S. z, S. 3. have 
puritni. 

. 	i. 151, 7. gakkhatho (Aufr. p. 137) should be gtk- 
khatho (M. M. vol. ii. p. 180. 

i. 161, 12. All the Pada MSS. read pra, abravit, 
separating the two words and accentuating each. 
Though the accent 	is 	irregular, yet, considering 
the peculiar construction of the verse, in which 
pra, and pr6 are used as adverbs rather than as 
prepositions, I should not venture with Professor 
Aufrecht (p. 144) to write pl.& abravft. 	• 

i. 163, 11. 	dhragiman 	(Aufr. p. 147) instead of 
dhriginaan (M. M. vol. ii. p. 245Y is wrong. 

i. 163, 13. gamy,(Aufr. p. 148) instead of gamyg 
(M. M. vol. ii. P. 246) is wrong. 
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1. 164, 17. read 'Arena (M. M. vol. ii. p. 259) instead 
of parena (Aufr. p. 149). 

i. 164, 38. 	The first kikya, ought to have the 
accent, and has it in all the MSS., (Aufr. p. 151, 
M. M. vol. ii. p: 278.) 

i. 165, 5. A mere change of accent may seem a 
small matter, yet it is frequently of the highest 
importance in the interpretation of the Veda. 	Thus 
in i. 165, 5, I had, in accordance with the MSS. S. 1, 
S. 2, S. 3, printed dtan (vol. ii. p. 293) with the accent 
on the first syllable. 	Professor Aufrecht alters this 
into etIn (p. I53), which, no doubt, would be the , 
right form, if it were intended for the accusative 
plural of the pronoun, but not if it is meant, as it 
is here, for the accusative plural of eta, the speckled 
deer of the Maruts. 

i. 165, 15. yg,sishta (Aufr. p. 154) instead of Asishta 
(M. M. vol. ii. p. 298) is not supported by any MSS. 

i. 169, 7, instead of patayinta (Aufr. p. 158), read 
patiyanta (M. M. vol. ii. p. 322). 

i. 174, 7. ktiyavakam (Aufr. p. 162) should be ktiya- 
vA,kam (M. M. vol. ii. p. 340). 

i. 177, 1. yuktg, which I had adopted from MS. 
S. 3 (prima manu), is not supported by other. MSS., 
though P. 2. reads yuttkX. 	Professor Aufrecht, who 
had retained yuktg in the text, has afterwards cor- 
rected it to yuktvg, and in this he was right. 	In 
i. 177, 2, gahi for yfthi is wrong. 

i. 188, 4. astrinan (Aufr. p. 171) instead of astrinan 
(M. M. vol. ii. p. 895) can only be a misprint. 
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ii. 29, 6. kirad. (Aufr. p. 203) instead of kartgd 
(M. M. vol. ii. p. 56o) is wrong. 

ii. 40, 4. kakra (Aufr. p. 214) instead of kaknt (M. M. 
vol. ii. p. 614) is wrong. 

iii. 7, 7. guh (Aufr. p. 226) instead of Oh, (M. M. 
vol. ii. p. 666) is wrong ; likewise iii. 30,10. OA (Aufr. 
p. 241) instead.of ggh (M. M. vol. ii. p. 792). 

iii. 17, I. 	igyate (Aufr. p. 232) instead of agyate 
(M. M. vol. ii. p. 722) is impossible. 

iii. 47, 1. Professor Aufrecht (p. 256) puts the nomi-
native Indro instead of the 'vocative indra, which I 
had given (vol. ii. p. 902). 	I doubt whether any 
MSS. support that change (S. I, S. 2, S. 3. have 
indra), but it is clear that &Tana takes indra as a 

. vocative, and likewise the Nirukta. 
iii. 50, 2. Professor Aufrecht (p. 258) gives asya, 

both in the Sanhiti and Pada, without the accent on 
the last syllable. 	But all the MSS. that I know (S. r, 
S. 2, S. 3, P. 1, P. 2), give it with the accent on the 
last syllable (M. M. vol. ii. p. 912), and this no doubt 
is right. 	The same mistake occurs again in iii. 51, io, 
(Aufr. p. 259); iv. 5, II, (Aufr. p. 281) ; 	V. 36, 2, (Aufr. 
p. 309); v. 12, 3, (Aufr. p. 337); 	while in viii. 103, 9, 
(Aufr. ii. p. 195) the MSS. consistently give asya as 
unaccented, whereas Professor Aufrecht, in this very 
passage, places the accent on the list syllable. 	On 
the same page (p. 2,59) amandan, in the Pada, is a 
misprint for tmandan. 

iii. 53, 18. asi (Aufr. p. 262) instead of 6si (M. M. 
vol. ii. p. 934) is wrong, because hi requires that the 
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accent should remain on 6,si. 	S. I, S. 2, S. 3, P. x, P. 2. 
have asi. 

iv. 4, 7. svil gyushe (Aufr. p. 279) instead of sva, 
gyushi (M. M. vol. iii. p. 37) is not supported by any 
good MSS., nor required by the sense of the passage. 
S. 1, S. 2, S. 3, P. 1, P. 2. have gyushi. 

iv. 5, 7. 	firupitam, in the Pada, (Aufr. p. 28o) 
instead of grupitam (M. M. vol. iii. p. 45) is right, as 
had been shown in the PritisAkhya, Sara 179, though 
by a misprint the long a of the Sanhita had been 
put in the place of the 'short a of the Pada. 

iv. 5, 9. read gailh (M. M. vol. iii. p. 46) instead of 
goh, (Aufr. p. 284 

iv. 15, 2. ygti, with the accent on the first syllable, 
is supported by all MSS. against yati (Aufr. p. 287). 
The same applies to ygti in iv. 29, 2, and to virante 
in iv. 31, 9. 

iv. 18, 1 i. ami, without any accent (Aufr. p. 293), 
instead of ami (M. M. vol. iii. p. 1o5) is wrong, because 
ami is never unaccented. 

iv. 21, 9. no, without an accent (Aufr. p. 296), in-
stead of n6 (M. M. vol. iii. p. 12o) is wrong. 

iv. 26, 3. dtithigvam (Aufr. p. 300) instead of ati-
thigvfi,m (M. M. vol. iii. p. 140) and vi. 47, 22. atithig-
vasya (Aufr. p. 437) instead of atithigvisya (M. M. 
vol. iii., p. 776) are wrong, for atithigva, never occurs 
again except with the accent on the last syllable. 
The MSS. do not vary. 	Nor do they vary in the 
accentuation of klitsa : hence kutsam (Aufr. p. 300) 
should be luitsam (M. M. vol. iii. p. 139). 
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. 	iv. 36, 6. Professor Aufrecht (p. 309) has altered the 
accent of gvishuh, into gvisha, but the MSS. are 
unanimous in favour of gvishuh (M. M. vol. iii. 
p. 181). 

Again in iv. 41, 9, the MSS. support the accentua-
tion of tgman (M. M. vol. iii. p. zoo), while Professor 
Aufrecht (p. 313) has altered it to agman. 

iv. 42, 9. 6dAsat, being preceded by hf, ought to 
have the accent ; (Aufrecht, p. 314, has adgsat without 
the accent.) 	For the same reason, v. 29, 3, Avindat 
(M. M. vol. iii. p. 342) ought hot to have been altered 
to avindat (Aufr. p. 344). 

iv. 5o, 4. vy6man is a misprint for vybman. 
v. 15, 5. Professor Aufrecht (p. 338) writes dirgham 

instead of dogham (M. M. vol. iii. p. 314). 	This, no 
doubt, was done intentionally, and not by accident, 
as we see from the change of accent. 	But &earn, 
though it occurs but once, is supported in this place 
by all the best MSS., and has been accepted by 
Professor Roth in his Dictionary. 

v. 34, 4. prdyato (Aufr. p. 351) instead of priyad 
(M. M. vol. iii. p. 371) is wrong. 

v. 42, 9. visarmanam (Aufr. p. 358) instead of visar- 
mgnam (M. M. vol. iii. p. 402) is wrong. 

v. 44, 4. parvane (Aufr. p. 36o) instead of pravan6 
(M. M. vol. iii. p. 415) is wrong. 	 • 

v. 83, 4. vanti (Aufr. p. 389) instead of vgnti (M. M. 
vol. in. p. 554) is supported by no MSS. 

v. 	85, 	6. 	Lsiiikantilt. 	(Aufr. 	p. 391) 	instead 	of 
Asifikintih (M. M. vol. iii. p. 56o) is not supported 
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either by MSS. or by grammar, as sink belongs to 
the Tud-class. 	On the same grounds ishAyantah, 
vi. i6, 27 (M. M. vol. iii. p. 638), ought not to have 
been changed to ishayintah, (Aufr. p. 408), nor vi. 24, 7, 
avakarsAyanti (M. M. vol. iii. p. 687) into avakarsa-
yanti (Aufr. p. 4x8). 

vi. 46, xo. read girvanas (M. M. vol. iii. p. 763) 
instead of girvanas (Aufr. p. 435). 

vi. 6o, io. krinoti (Aufr. p. 45o) instead of krineti 
(M. M. vol. iii. p. 839) is wrong. 	• 

vii. 40, 4. 	aryamg gi3ah, (Aufr. ii. p. 35), .in the 
Pada, instead of aryamg Apalt (M. M. vol. iv. p. 81) 
is wrong. 

vii. 51, i. 	&dityingm (Aufr. ii. p. 40) instead of 
aditygnam (M. M. vol. iv. p. xo3) is wrong. 

vii. 64, 2. i/gm (Aufr. ii. p. so) instead of Om  (M. M. 
vol. iv. p. 146) is wrong. 	In the same verse gop5,h, in 
the Pada should be changed in my edition to gopA,. 

vii. 66, 5. y6 (Aufr. ii. p. 5i) instead of ye (M. M. 
vol. iv. p. 151) is indeed supported by S. 3, but 
evidently untenable on account of atipfprati. 

vii. 72, 3. 	In abudhran Professor' Aufrecht has 
properly altered the wrong spelling abudhnan ; and, 
as far as the authority of the best MSS. is concerned 
(S. 1, S. 2, S. 3), he is also right in putting a final fi, 
although Professor Bollensen prefers the dental n ; 
(Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. xxii. p. 599.) 	The fact 
is that Vedic MSS. use the Anusvira dot for final 
nasals before all class-letters, and leave it to us 
to interpret that dot according to the letter which 
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follows. 	Before I felt quite certain on this point, 
I have in several cases retained the dot, as given 
by the MSS., instead of changing it, as I ought 
to have• done according to my system of writing 
Devanagari, into the corresponding nasal, provided 
it represents an original n. 	In i. 71, 1, S. 2, S. 3. 
have the dot in agushran, but S. 1. has dental n. 	In 
ix. 87, 5, asrigran has the dot ; i. e. S. 1. has the dot, 
and nkh, dental n joined to kh ; S. 2. has nkh without 
the dot before the n ; S. 3. has the dot, and then kh. 
In iv. 24, & the spelling of the Sanhita avivenam tam 
would leave it doubtful whether we ought to read 
avivenan tam or avivenam tam ; S. z. and S. 3. read 
avivenam tam, but S. 2. has avivenan tam ; P. 2. has 
tvi-venan tam, and P. 1. had the same originally, 
though a later hand cha:nged it to avi-venam tam. 
In iv. 25, 3, on the contrary, S. 1. and S. 3. write .' 
avivenam ; S. 2. avivenam ; P. I. and P. 2. avi-venam. 
What is intended is clear enough, viz. ivi-venan in 
iv. 24, 6; avi-venam in iv. 25, 3. 

vii. 73, 1. asvini (Aufr. ii. p. 56) instead of asvini 
(M. M. vol. iv. p. 176) is wrong. 	On the same page, 
dhishnye, vii. 72, 3, should have the accent on the 
first syllable. 

vii. 77, 1. In this verse, which has been so often 
discussed (see Kuhn, Beitrage, vol. ill. p. 472 ; .Boeht-
lingk and Roth, Dictionary, vol. ii. p. 968 ; Bollensen, 
Orient and Occident, vol. ii. p. 463), all the MSS. 
which I know, read kargyai, and not either kargthai 
nor gargyai. 
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viii. 2, 29. ktrinam (Aufr. ii. p. 84) instead of kirfnam 
(M. M. vol..iv. p. 308) does not rest on the authority 
of any MSS., nor is it supported by Sayana. 

viii. 9, 9. Professor Aufrecht has altered the very 
important form fi,kuky-uvimahi (M. M. vol. iv. p. 389) 
to akukyavlma,hi (ii. p. 98). 	The question is whether 
this was done intentionally and on the authority of 
any MSS. 	My own MSS. support the form Akuky-u- 
vinad,hi, and I see that Professor Roth accepts this 
form. 

viii. 32, 14. 'krantaram.(Aufr. ii. p. 129) Instead of 
iyantgram (M. M. vol. iv. p. 567) is wrong. 

viii. 47, 15. dushvtpnyam (Aufr. ii. p. i5o) is not 
so correct as duitshvapfiyam (M. M. vol. iv. p. 66o), 
or, better, dushshvApnyam (Pritisikhya, Stltras 255 
and 364), though it is perfectly true that the MSS 
write dushvttpnyam. 	 . 

a'  

In the ninth and tenth Mandalas I have not to 
defend myself, and I need not therefore give a 
list of the passages where I think that Professor 
Aufrecht's text is not supported by the best MSS. 
My own edition of these Mandalas will soon be 
published, and I need hardly say that where it dif-
fers from Professor Aufrecht's text, I am prepared to 
show that I had the best authorities on my side. 

Having said so much in vindication of the text 
of the Rig-veda as published by me, and in defence 
of my principles of criticism which seem to me so 
self-evident as hardly to deserve the name of cano-
nes eritiei, I feel bound at the same time both to 
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acknowledge some inaccuracies that have occurred in 
the index at the end of each volume, and to defend 
some entries in that index which have been chal-
lenged without sufficient cause. 

It has been supposed that in the index at the 
end of my fourth volume, the seventeenth verse of 
the 34th hymn in the seventh Mandala has been 
wrongly assigned to Ahi Budhnya,. and that one 
half only of that verse should have been reserved 
for that deity. 	I do not deny that we should be 
justified in deriving that sense from the words of 
the Anukramaniki, but. I cannot admit that my 
own interpretation is untenable. 	As SA,yana does 
not speak authoritatively on the subject. I followed 
the authority of Shadgurusishya. 	This commentator 
of the Anukramanika says : , atra ka abgam ukthair 
ahim grintsha ity ardharko 	'bganamno 	devasya 
stutih, ; mi no 'hir budhnya ity ardharko 'hirbudh- 
nyanAmno deva,sya*. 	Another commentator says : 
abgAm ukthair ardharko 'hih, ; uttaro mA, no 'hir 
ity ahir budhnyah. 	From this we learn that both 
commentators looked upon the Dvipadas as ardharkas 
or half-verses, and ascribed the whole of verse 16 to 
Ahir abgAh, the whole of verse 17 to Ahir budhnyah, 
It will be seen from an accurate examination of 
SAyana's commentary on verse 17, that in the second 
interpretation of the second half of verse 17, he 

.* MS. Wilson 379 has, ardharko ntmano daivatasya, and in the 
margin 'hi. 	Ahirbudhnya seems to have been taken as one word. 

•_, 	• ____—.......0^- 
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labours to show that in this portion, too, Ahir 
budhnyah may be considered as the deity. 

It is perfectly right to say that the words of the 
Anukramaniki, abgam aheh, signify that the verse 
beginning with abg&m, belongs to Ahi. 	But there 
wa§ no misprint in my index. 	It will be seen that 
Shadgurusishya goes even beyond me, and calls 
that deity simply Abga, leaving out Ahi altogether, 
as understood. 	I was anxious to show the distinc- 
tion between Abga Ahih and Ahir Budhnyah, as the 
deities of the two succeive verses, and I did not ..,  
expect that any reader could 'possibly misinterpret 
my entry. 

With regard to hymns 91 and 92 of the seventh 
Mandala, it is true, that in the index I did not 
mention that certain verses in which two deities are 
mentioned (9i, 2; 4-7; 92, 2), must be considered as 
addressed not to Vttyu alone, but to Vayu and Indra. 
It will be seen from S&yana's introduction to hymn 
9o, that he, too, wrongly limits the sentence of the 
Anukramanikb„ aindryas ka yi dvivaduktah, to the 
fifth and following verses of hymn 9o, and that he 
never alludes to this proviso again in his introductory 
remarks to hymns 91 and 92, though, of course, he 
explains the verses, in which a dual 	occurs, as 
addressed to two deities, viz. Indra and Viyu. 	The 
same omission, whether intentional or unintentional, 
occurs in Shadgurusishya's commentary. 	The other 
commentary, however, assigns the verses of the three 
hymns rightly. 	The subject has evidently been one 
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that excited attention in very early days, for in the 
Aitareya-br(Lhmana, v. eo, we actually find that the 
word v.5m which occurs in hymn 9o, I, and which 
might be taken as .a dual, though &Tana explains 
it as a singular, is changed into te*. 

In hymn vii. io4, rakshohanau might certainly 
be added as an epithet of Indri-Somau, and Shad- 
gurusishya clearly takes it in that sense. 	The 
Anukramanika says : 	indrasoma paiikidhikaindr&- 
somam rikshoghnam sapibhisapapriyam. 

In hymn viii. 67, it has been supposed that the 
readings Samada and Simada instead of Sammada 
and Sammada were due to a misprint. 	This is not 
the case. 	.That I was aware of the other spelling of 
this name, viz. Sammada and Sammada, I had shown 
in my History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature (end 
ed.), p. 39, where I had translated the passage of the 
SAilkhayana-siltras in which Matsya SAmmada occurs, 
and had also called attention to the A.sval&yana-
sutras x. 7, and the Satapatha-brAhmana xiii. 3, i, I, 
where the same passage is found. 	I there spelt the 

* The interpunction of Dr. Haug's edition (p. 128) should be 
after te. 	Shadgurusishya says : ata eva brahmanasfitrayoh praiige 
vayavatvaya pra viraya sukayo dadrire vam iti dvivakanasthane ta 
ity ekavakanapathah, kritah, yam ity uktam ked ainsiratvam ka 
syad iti. 	Possibly the same change should be made in..A.svalayana's 
Sutras, viii. i i, and it has been made by the Rama Narayana 
Vidyaratna. 	The remark of the commentator, however, dadrire 
ta iti prayogapathah, looks as if yam might have been retained in 
the text. 	The MSS. I have collated are in favour of te. 
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name Simmada, because the majority of the MSS. 
were in favour of that spelling. 	In the edition of 
the Asvalayana-siltras, which has since been published 
by Rama NArA.yana Vidyaranya, the name is spelt 
Samada. 	My own opinion is that Sammada is the 
right spelling, but that does not prove that Sayana 
thought so ;and unless I deviated from the prin-
ciples which I had adopted for a critical restoration 
of S4ana's text, I could not but write SAmada in 
our passage. 	B 1. and B 4. omit s&mada, but both 
give sarnadakhyasya ; 	ea. gives likewise samad&- 
khyasya, and A. seinadahygsya. 	This, I believe, 
was meant by the writer for sammadakhyasya, for 
in the passage from the Anukramanl both A. and . 
Ca. give simmado. 	I then consulted the commentary.  
of Shadgurusishya, and there again the same MS. 
gave twice sammada, once samada, which is explained 
by samadikhyarnaliaminaragaputrah. 	A better MS. 
of Shadgurusishya, MS. Wilson 379, gives the read-
ings shamado, sammada,. and sammadakhyasya. The 
other commentary gives distinctly gmanda. 

. 

It will be seen from these remarks that many 
things have to be considered before one can form 
an independent judgment as to the exact view 
adopted by Siyana in places where he differs from 
other 	ajithorities, 	or 	as 	to 	the 	exact words 	in 
which he clothed 	his meaning. 	Such cases occur 
again and 	again. 	Thus 	in ix. 86, I find 	that 

0  

Professor Aufrecht ascribes the first ten verses to 
the Akrishtas, whereas SAyana calls them Akrishtas. 

VOL. T. 	 e 
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It is perfectly true that the 	best MSS. of the 
Anukramaniki have Akrishta, it is equally true that 
the name of these Akrishtas is spelt with a short a 
in the Harivamsa, 11,533, but an editor of SAyana's 
work is not to alter the occasional mistakes of that 
learned commentator, and he certainly called these 
poets Akrishtas. 

Verses 21-30 of the same hymn are ascribed by 
Professor Aufrecht to the Prisniyah. 	Here, again, 
several MSS. support that reading ; and in Shad-
gurusishya's commentary, the correction of prisniyah, 
into prisnayah is made by a later hand. 	But Sayana 
clearly took prisnayah for a nominative plural of 

. prisni, and in this case he certainly was right. 	The 	.. 
Dictionary of Boehtlingk and Roth quotes the MM.-. 
blarata, vii. 8728, in support of the peculiar reading 
of prisniyah, but the published text gives prisnayah. 
Professor Benfey, in his list of poets (Ind. Stud. 
vol. iii. p. 223), gives prisniyoga as one word, not 
prisniyogi, as stated in the Dictionary of Boehtlingk 
and Roth, but this is evidently meant for two words, 
viz. prisnayo 'yah. 	However, whether prisniyah or 
prisnayah be the real name of these poets, an editor 
of &Tana is bound to give that reading of the 

' name which SAyana believed to be the right one, 
i. e. prisnayah. 

Again, in the same hymn, Professor Aufrecht 
ascribes verses 31-40 to the Atris. 	He evidently 
read 	tritIye 	'trayah. 	But 	Ryana 	read 	tritiye 
trayah, and ascribes verses 31-40 to the three com-. 
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panies together of the Rishis mentioned before. 	On 
this point the MSS. admit of no doubt, for we read: 
katurthasya ka dasarkasya akrishti mish& ityadi- 
dvingmanas trayo gang, drashtarah. 	I do not say 
that the other explanation is wrong ; I only say 
that, whether right or wrong, Siyana certainly read 
trayah, 	 more 
right 	

atrayah, and that an editor has no  
right to correct the text, supported by the best MSS., 
in the first and second, than in the third of these 
passages, all taken from one ,and the same hymn. 

But though I insist" so 	strongly on 	a strict 
observance 	of the 	rules 	of 	diplomatic 	criticism 
with regard to the text of the Rig-veda, nay, even 
of Siyana, I insist equally strongly on the right 
of independent criticism, which 	ought to begin 
where diplomatic criticism ends. 	Considering the 
startling antiquity which we can claim for every 
letter and accent of our MSS. so  far as they are 
authenticated by the Pratisakhya, to say nothing 
of the passages of the hymns which are quoted 
verbatim in the Brahmanas, the Kalpa-skras, the 
Nirukta, the Brihaddevatk and the Anukramanis, 
I should deem it reckless to alter one, single letter 
or one single accent in an edition of the hymns 
of `the Rig-veda. 	As the text has been handed 
down to us, so it should remain ; 	and whatever 
alterations and • corrections Nire, the critical Ailekkhas 
of the nineteenth century, have to propose, should 
be kept distinct from that time-hallowed inherit- 
ance. 	Unlikely 'as it may sound, it is true never- 

e 2 
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theless that we, the scholars 	of the nineteenth 
century, are able *to point out mistakes in the 
text of the Rig-veda which escaped the attention 
of the most learned among the native scholars of 
the sixth century B. c. 	No doubt, these scholars, 
even if they had perceived such mistakes, would 
hardly have ventured to correct the text of their 
sacred writings. 	The authors of the PrItisakhya 
had before their eyes a text ready made, of which 
they registered 	every peculiarity, nay, 	in which 
they would note and preserve every single irregu-
larity, even though it stood alone amidst hundreds 
of analogous cases. 	With us the case is different. 
Where we see a rule observed in 99 cases, we feel 
strongly tempted and sometimes justified in altering 
the moth case in accordance with what we con- 
sider to be a general rule. 	Yet even then I feel 
convinced we ought not to do more than place 
our conjectural readings below the textus receptus 
of the Veda,—a text so ancient and venerable that 
no scholar of any historical tact or critical taste 
would venture to foist into it a conjectural reading, 
however plausible, nay, however undeniable. 

There can be no clearer case of corruption in the 
traditional text of the Rig-veda than if in i. 70, 4, the 
Pada text reads : 

vardhan • yam pArveth kshapg vf-retpah sthittih ka 
rAtham rita-pravttam. 

All scholars who have touched on this verse, 
Professors Benfey, Bollensen, Roth, and others, have 
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pointed out that instead of ka rfitham, the original 
poet must have said kanitham. 	The phrase sthita 
karatham, what stands and moves, occurs several 
times. 	It is evidently an ancient phrase, and hence 
we can account for the preservation in it of the 
old termination of the nom. sing. of neuters in ri, 
which here, as 	in the Greek 	eujtp—rup or Ac'ip-Tug, 
masc., appears as ur or us, while in the ordinary 
Sanskrit we find ri only. 	This nom. sing. neut. in 
us, explains also the comm9p, genitives and ablatives, 
pituh, mfituh, &c., which' stand for pitur-s, mAtur-s. 
This phrase sthitAh karatham occurs : 

i. 58, 5. stlAtAh kardtham bhayate patatrinah. 
What stands and what moves is afraid of Agni. 
i. 68, 1. sthitAh, kartitham aktAn vi Arnot. 
He lighted up what stands and what moves during 

every night. 
i. 72, 6. pasiin ka sth&tr1n kanitham ka p&hi. 
Protect the cattle, and what stands and moves I 
Here it has been proposed to read sthatd, instead 

of stbitrIn, and I confess that this emendation is very 
plausible. 	One does not see how pasii, cattle, could 
be called immobilia or fixtures, unless the poet wished 
to make a distinction between cattle that are kept 
fastened in stables, and cattle that are allowed to roam 
about freely in the homestead. 	This distinction is 
alluded to, for instance, in the Satapatha-brAhmana, 
xi. 8, 3, 2. samTa evaisha pasta syad iti, tasmad 
etasminn astamite pasavo badhyante ; 	badhnanty 
ekan yathagoshtham, eka upasamayanti. 
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i. 7o, z. ggrbhah ka sthAtIm garbhah karithim, 
(read sthatrgrn, and see Bollensen, Orient and Occi-
dent, vol. ii. p. 4._ 2 6 .)  1  

He who is within all that stands and all that 
moves. 

The word karitha, if it occurs by itself, means 
flock, movable property : 

iii. 31, 15. at ft sAlihi-bhyah karitham sam airat. 
He brought together, for his friends, the flocks. 
viii. 33, 8. puru-trg karathana dadhe. 
He bestowed flocks on many people. 
X. 92, 13. pri nah pilshg karAtham—avatu. 
May PAshan protect our flock ! 
Another idiomatic phrase in which sthgtiih occurs 

is sthattih gagatah, and ,here sthAta is really a 
genitive :  

iv. 53, 6. gdgatah stlAta ubbiyasya ykli vas! 
He who is lord of both, of what is movable and 

what is immovable. 
vi. 5o, 7. visvasya sthita, gagatah, gAnitrik 
They who created all that stands and moves. 
vii. 6o, 2. visvasya stlAta gagatah, ka gopgh,. 
The guardians of all that stands and moves. 	Cf. 

x. 63, 8. 
i. 159, 3. sthatilh, ka satyam gagatah ka dhArmani 

putrasya pathah, paddin advay5,vinah. 
Truly while you uphold all that stands and moves, 

you protect the home of the guileless son. 	Cf. ii. 
31, 5. 

But although I have no doubt that in i. 70, 4, 
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the original poet said sthata karltham, I should be 
loath to suppress the evidence of the mistake and 
alter the Pada text from ka nitham to. karatham. 
The very mistake is instructive, as showing us the 
kind of misapprehension to which the collectors of 
the Vedic text were liable, and enabling us to judge 
how far the limits of conjectural criticism may safely 
be extended. 	 . 

• • • 
A still more 	extraordinary case of 	misunder- 

standing on the part of the original compilers of 
the Vedic texts, and likewise of the authors of the 
PrittisAkhyas, the Niruktas, and other Vedic 'trea- 
tises, has been pointed out by Professor Kuhn. 	In 
an article of his, ' Zur idtesten Geschichte der Indo-
germanischen Volker' (Indische Studien, vol. i. p. 350, 
he made the following observation : ' The Lithuanian 
laukas, Lett. tanks, Pruss. laukas, all meaning field, 
agree exactly with the Sk. lokas, world, Lat. locus, 
Low Germ. (in East-Frisia and Oldenburg) louch, 
loch, village. 	All these words are to be traced 
back to the Sk. unt, Gr. eiTtig, broad, wide. 	The • 
initial u is lost, as in .Goth. rtlins, 0. H. G. rdmi, 
rilmin (Low Germ. rdme, an open uncultivated field 
in a forest), and the r changed into 1. 	In support 
of this derivation it should be observed that in 
the Veda loka is frequently preceded by the par-
ticle u, which probably was only separated from 
it by the Diaskeuastm, and that the meaning is 
that of open spaoe.' 	Although this derivation has 
met with little favour, I confess that I look upon 
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this remark, excepting only the Latin locus, i. e. 
stlocus, as one of the most ingenious of this emi. 
nent scholar. 	The 	fact 	is 	that this 	particle u 
before loka is one of the most puzzling 	occur- 
rences in the Veda. 	Professor Bollensen says that 
loka never occurs without 'a preceding u in the 
first eight 	Mandalas, and this is perfectly true 
with the exception of one passage which he has 
overlooked, viii. 100, Ia. dyad& dell lokim vagriya 
vi-skthhe, Dyu! give room for the lightning to 
step forth ! 	Professor Bollensen (1. c. p. 603) reads 
vritrgya instead of vdgraya, without authority. 	Be 
is right in objecting to dyads as a vocative, but 
dyatilt may be a genitive belonging to vagrgya, in 
which case We should translate, Make room for the 
lightning of Dyu to step forth ! 

But what is even more important, is the fact 
that the occurrence of this unaccented u at the 
beginning of a p&da is against the very rules, or, 
at 	least, runs 	counter to the very 	observations 
which the authors of the PrAtisAkhya have made 
on the inadmissibility of an unaccented word in 
such a place, so that they had to insert a 'special 
provision exempting the unaccented u from this 
general observation : 	' anudattam to pidadau na- 
uvargam vidyate padam,' 	no unaccented word is 
found 	at the beginning 	of a 	pada except u!' 
Although I have frequently insisted on the fact 
that such statements of the Pratisikhya are not 
to be considered as rules, but simply as more or 
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less general statistical accumulations of facts actually 
occurring in the Veda, I have also pointed out that 
we are at liberty to found on these collected facts 
inductive observations which may assume the cha- 
racter of real rules. 	Thus, in our case, we can well 
understand why there should be none, or, at least, 
very few instances, where an unaccented word begins 
a pada. 	We should not begin a° verse with an 

f . • 

enclitic particle in any other language either ; and 
as in Sanskrit a verb at the beginning of a pada 
receives ipso facto the . accent, and as the same 
applies to vocatives, no chance is left for an un-
accented word in that place except it be a particle. 
But the one particle that offends against this general 
observation is u, and the very word before which 
this u causes this metrical offence is loka. 	Can 
any argument be more tempting in favour of ad-
mitting an old form uloka instead of u loka ? 
Loklm is preceded by u in i. 93, 6 ; ii. 3o, 6 ; (asmin 
bhayd-sthe krinutam u lokim, make room for us, 
grant an escape to us, in this dange0 iv. 17, 17 ; vi. 
23, 3 ; 7 (with urtim); 	47, 8 (urtim nah, lold,m, or 
ulokam 1); 73, 2 ; vii. 20, 2 ; 33, 5 (with urtim); 6o, 9 
(with urtim); 84, a (with arum); 99, 4 (with urtim) ; 
ix. 92, 5; x. 13, 2 ; 16, 4 (sukrItim u loktm); 30, 7 ; 
104, io ;„ i8o, 3 (with urdm). 	Loke is preceded by u 
in iii. 29, 8; V. 1, 6 ; loka-krft, ix. 86, 21; X. 133, I. 	In 
all remaining passages u lokt is found at the be-
ginning of a pida : lokalt, iii. 37, I1; lokAm, iii. 2,•9 
(u lokam u dye (Ai) tipa gaanim Iyatuh); v. 4, II ; 
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loka-kritmim, viii. 15, 4; 	ix. 2, 8. 	The only pas- 
sages in which loka occurs without being preceded 
by u, are lok6m, vi. 47, 8 (see above); viii. Too, 12 ; 
X. 14, 9 ; 	85, 20 (araritasya); lolda, ix. 113, 9 ; lokgn, 
x. 90, 14 ; loke, ix. 113, 72; x. 85, 24. 

Considering all this, I feel as convinced as it is 
possible to be in such 	matters, that in all the 
passages where•u lold, occurs and where it means 
space, earriere ouverte, freedom, we ought to read 
urok4 ; 	but in spite of this I could never bring 
myself to insert this word, of which neither the 
authors of the Brihmanas nor the writers of the 
Pratisakhyas or even later grammarians had any 
idea,  into the text. 	On the contrary, I 	should 
here, too, consider it most useful to leave the tra-
ditional reading, and to add the corrections in the 
margin, in order that, if these conjectural emenda-
tions are in time considered as beyond the reach 
of doubt, they may be used as evidence in support 
of conjectures which, without such evidence, might 
seem intolerable in the eyes of timid critics. 

There remains one difficulty about this hypothe-
tical word ulokt, which it is but fair to mention. 
If it is derived from uru, or, as Professor Bollensen 
suggests, from urvak or urvak, the change of va 
into o would require 	further 	support. 	Neither 
maghon for maghavan, nor durona for dura-vana 
are 	strictly analogous cases, because in each we 
have an a preceding the va or u. 	Strictly speak- 
ing, uroka presupposes uravaka, as sloka presupposes 
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sravaka, or 6ka, house, avaka (from av, not from 
uk). 	That, on the other hand, the u of uru is liable 
to disappear, is shown by passages such as i. 138, 3; 
V. 39, 3, where the metre requires uru to be treated 
as one syllable; and possibly by ix. 96, 15, if the 
original reading was urur iva instead of urviva. 

The most powerful instrument that has hitherto 
been applied to the. emendation of 'Vedic texts, is 
the metre. 	Metre means measure, and uniform 
measure, and hence its importance for critical pur- 
poses, as second only to 'that of grammar. 	If our 
knowledge of the metrical system of the Vedic 
poets rests on a sound basis, any deviations from 
the general rule are rightly objected to ; and if by 
a slight alteration they can be removed, and the 
metre be restored, we naturally feel inclined to 
adopt such emendations. 	Two safeguards, how- 
ever, are needed in this kind of conjectural criticism. 

ti 

We ought to be quite certain that the anomaly is 
impossible, and we ought to be able to explain to a 
certain extent how the deviation from the original 
correct text could have occurred. 	As this subject 
has of late years received considerable attention, 
and as emendations of the Vedic texts, supported 
by metrical arguments, have been carried on on a 
very large scale, it becomes absolutely necessary to 
re-examine the grounds on which these emendations 
are supposed to rest. 	There are, in fact, but few 
hymns in which some verses or some words have 
not been challenged for metrical reasons, and I feel 
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bound, therefore, at the very beginning 	of my 
translation of the Rig-veda, to express my own 
opinion on this subject, and to give my reasons 
why in so many cases I allow metrical anomalies 
to remain which by some of the most learned and 
ingenious among Vedic scholars would be pro-
nounced intolerable. 

4 	Even if the theory of the ancient metres had not 
been so carefully worked out by the authors of the 
Pratisikhyas and the Anukramants, an independent 
study of the Veda would have enabled us to dis-
cover the general rules by which the Vedic poets 
were guided in the composition of their works. 	Nor 
would it have been difficult to show how constantly 
these general principles are violated by the intro- 
duction 	of phonetic 	changes which in the later 
Sanskrit are called the euphonic changes of Sandhi, 
and according to which final vowels must be joined 
with initial vowels, and final consonants adapted 
to initial consonants, until at last each sentence be-
comes a continuous chain of closely linked syllables. 
It is far easier, as I remarked before, to discover 
the original and natural rhythm of the Vedic hymns 
by reading them in the Pada than in the Sanhit& 
text, and after some practice our ear becomes suffi-
ciently schooled to tell us at once how each line 
ought to be pronounced. 	We find, on the one hand, 
that the rules of Sandhi, instead of being generally 
binding, were treated by the Vedic poets as poetical 
licences only ; 	and, on the other, that a greater 
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freedom of pronunciation was allowed even in the 
body of words than would be tolerated in the later 
Sanskrit. 	If a syllable was wanted to complete the 
metre, a semivowel might be pronounced as a vowel, 
many a long vowel might be protracted so as to 
count for two syllables, and short vowels might be 
inserted between certain consonants, of which no 
trace exists in the ordinary Sanskrit. 	If, op the 

.• 
contrary, there were too many syllables, then the 
rules of Sandhi were observed, or two short syllables 
contracted by rapid pronunciation into one ; nay, 
in a few cases, a final m or s, it seems, might be 
omitted. 	It would be a mistake to suppose that 
the authors of the PratisAkbyas were not aware of 
this freedom allowed or required in the pronunciation 
of the Vedic hymns. 	Though they abstained from 
introducing into the text changes of pronunciation 
which even we ourselves would never tolerate, if 
inserted in the texts of Homer and Plautus, in the 
Pali verses of Buddha, or even in modern English 
poetry, the authors of the Pritisft,khya were clearly 
aware that in many places one syllable bad to be 
pronounced as two, or two as one. 	They were 	J 
clearly aware that certain vowels, generally con-
sidered as long, had to be pronounced as short, but 
they did not change the text. 	They were clearly 
aware that in order to satisfy the demands of the 
metre, certain changes of pronunciation were indis- 
pensable. 	They knew it, but they did not change.  
the text. 	And this shows that the text, as they 
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describe it, enjoyed 	even 	in 	their 	time a high 
authority, that they did not make it, but that, 
such as it is, with all its incongruities, it had been 
made before their time. 	In many cases, no doubt, 
certain syllables in the hymns of the Veda had been 
actually lengthened or shortened in the Sanhita text 
in accordance with the metre in which they are 
composed. 	But this was done by the poets them- 
selves, or, at all events, it was not done by the 
authors of the Pratisakhya. 	They simply register 
such changes, but they do not enjoin them, and in 
this we, too, should follow their example. 	It is, 
therefore, a point of some importance in the critical 
restoration and proper pronunciation of Vedic texts, 
that in the rules which we have to follow in order 
to satisfy the demands of the metre, we should 
carefully distinguish between what is sanctioned by 
ancient authority, and what, is the result of our own 
observations. 	This I shall now proceed to do. 

First, then, the authors of the Pratisakhya distinctly 
admit that, in order to uphold the rules they have 
themselves laid down, certain syllables are to be 
pronounced as two syllables. 	We read in SOtra 527: 
' In a deficient pada the right number is to be 
provided for by protraction of semivowels (which 
were originally vowels), and of contracted vowels 
(which were 	originally two independent vowels).' 
It is only by this process that the short syllable 
which has been lengthened in the Sanhita, viz. the 
sixth, or the eighth, or the tenth, can be shown 
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to have occupied and to occupy that place where 
alone, according to a former rule, a short syllable is 
liable to be lengthened. 	Thus we read: 

i. 161, II. udvatsvasmi, akrinotan'A. trinam. 
This would seem to be a verse of eleven syllables, 
in which the ninth syllable na has been lengthened. 
This, however, is against the system of the Prati- 
sakhya. 	But if we pxotract the semivowel v in 
udvatsv, and change it back into u, which it was 
originally, then we gain one 	syllable, the whole 
verse has twelve syllables, na occupies the tenth 
place, and it now belongs to that class of cases 
which is included in a former Sara, 523. 

• 

The same applies to x. 103, 13, where we read : 

pretft gayatA narah. 	 . 
This is a verse of seven syllables, in which the fifth 
Syllable is lengthened, without any authority. 	Let 
us protract preta by bringing it back to its original 
component elements pra itA,, and we get a verse of 
eight syllables, the sixth syllable now falls under 
the general observation, and is lengthened in the 
Sanhita accordingly.  

The same rules are repeated in a later portion 
of the Pratisakhya. 	Here rules had been given as 
to the number of syllables of which certain metres 
consist, and it is added (Sutras 972, 973) that where 
that number is deficient, it should be completed 
by protracting contracted 	vowels, and 	by 	sepa- 
rating consonantal 	groups in 	which 	semivowels 
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(originally vowels) occur, by means of their cor-
responding vowel. 

The rules in both places are given in almost 
identically-the same words, and the only difference 
between the two passages is this, that, according 
to the former, semivowels are simply changed back 
into their vowels, while, according to the latter, the 
semivowel remains, but is separated from the pre-
ceding consonant by its corresponding vowel. 

These rules therefore show clearly that the authors 
of the Pratislkhya, though they would have shrunk 
from altering one single letter of the, authorised 
Sanhiti, recognized the fact that where two vowels 
had been contracted into one, they might yet be pro-
nounced as two ; and where a vowel before another 
vowel had been changed into a semivowel, it might 
either be pronounced as a vowel, or as a semivowel 
preceded by its corresponding vowel. 	More than these 
two modifications, however, the Pratisikhya does not 
allow, or, at least, does not distinctly sanction. 	The 	. 
commentator indeed tries to show that by the word-
ing of the Sutras in both places, a third modification 
is sanctioned, viz. the vocalisation, in the body of a 
word, of semivowels which do not owe their origin 
to an original vowel. 	But in both places this in- 
terpretation is purely artificial. 	Some such rule 
ought to have been given, but it was not given by 
the authors of the PAtisikhya. 	It ought to have 
been given, for it is only by observing such a rule 
that in i. 61,12, gor na parva vi radi tiraski, we get 
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a verse of eleven syllables, and thus secure for d& 
in rad& the eighth place, where alone the short 
a could be lengthened. 	Yet we look in vain for a 
rule 	sanctioning the change 	of semivowels 	into 
vowels, except where the semivowels can lightly 
be called kshaipra-varna (SAtra 974), i. e. semivowels 
that were originally vowels. 	The independent (sv&- 
bh&vika) semivowels, as e. g. the v in parva, are 
not included ; 	and to • suppose that in SAtra 527 
these semivowels were indicated by varna is impos-
sible, particularly if we compare the similar wording 
of Sara 973 f"• 

We look in vain, too, in the PrAtisakhya for another 
rule according to which long vowels, even if they do 
not owe their origin to the coalescence of two vowels, 
are liable to be protracted. 	However, this rule, too, 
though never distinctly sanctioned, is observed in 
the Pratisikhya, for unless its author observed it, he 
could not have obtained in the verses quoted by 
the PrAtisakhya the number of syllables which he 
ascribes.to them. 	According to Ram 937, the verse, 
DN. x. 134, z, is a Mahapankti, and consists of six 

* It will be seen from my edition of the Pratisa.̀khya, par-
ticularly from the extracts from Uvata, given-after SAtra 973, 
that the idea of making two syllables out of goh, never entered 
Uvata's mind. 	M. Regnier was right, Professor Kuhn (Beitriige, 
vol. iv. p. 187) was wrong. 	Uvata, no doubt, wishes to show that 
original (svfibliavika) semivowels are liable to vyillia, or at least 
to vyavaya; but though this is true in fact, Uvata does not suc-
ceed in his attempt to prove that the rules of the PratisAkhya 
sanction it. 

VOL. I. 	 f 
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pidas, of eight syllables each. 	In order to obtain 
that number, we must read: 

samrigam kar  shaninrm. 
We may therefore say that, without allowing any 

actual change in the received text of the Sanhith, 
the Pthtisikhya distinctly allows a lengthened pro-
nunciation of certain syllables, which in the Pada 
text form two syllables ; and we may add that, by 
implication, it allows the same even in cases where 
the Pada text also gives .but one instead of two 
syllables. 	Having this authority in our favour, I 
do not think that we use too much liberty if we 
extend this modified pronunciation, recognized in so 
many cases by the ancient scholars of India them-
selves, to other cases where it seems to us required 
as well, in order to satisfy the metrical rules of the 
Veda. 

Secondly, I believe it can be proved that, if not 
the authors of the Pratisakhya, those at least who 
constituted the Vedic text which was current in the 
ancient schools and which we now have before us, 
were fully aware that certain long vowels and diph- 
thongs could be used as short. 	The authors of the 
Pratisakhya remark that certain changes which can 
take place before a short syllable only, take place 
likewise before the word no, although the towel of 
this `no' is by them supposed to be long. 	After 
having stated in Sara 523 that the eighth syllable 
of hendecasyllabics and dodecasyllabics, if short, is 
lengthened, provided a short syllable follows, they 
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remark that for this purpose nah or no is treated 
as a short syllable : 

x. 59, 4. dyti-bhlh, hitah jarimi su nah ista, (Sanh. 
sir no astu.) 

Again, in stating that the tenth syllable of hendeca- • 
syllabics and dodecasyllabics, if short, is lengthened, 
provided a short syllable follows, the same exception 
is understood to be made in favour of nah or no, 
as a sholt syllable : 	' ' ' 

vii. 48, 4. nu deVisah var' Iva4 kai.  -t:Ilai nah, (Sanh. 
kartaa. no, bhata nah, &c.) 

With regard to e being shortened before a short 
a, where, according to rule, the a should be elided, 
we actually find that the Saliba& gives a instead 
of e in Rv. viii. 72, 5. yeti st6tave ambyam, Sanh. 
v6ti st6tava ambyam. 	(Pratis. 177, 5.) 

I do not ascribe very much weight to the authority 
which we may derive from these observations with 
regard to our own treatment of the diphthongs e 
and o as either long or short in the Veda, yet in 
answer to those who are incredulous as to the 
fact that the vowels e and o could ever be short 
in Sanskrit, an appeal to the authority of those 
who constituted our text, and in constituting it 
clearly treated o as a short vowel, may not be 
without weight. 	We may also appeal to the fact 
that in Pali and Prakrit every final o and e can 
be treated as either long or short*. 	Starting from 

* See Lassen, Inst. Lingute Praeriticte, pp. 145, 147, 151; Cowell, 
Vararuki, Introduction, p. xvii. 

f 2 
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this we may certainly extend this observation, as 
it has been extended by Professor Kuhn, but we 
must. not extend it too far. 	It is quite clear that 
in ,the same verse e and o can be used both as long 
and short. 	I give the Sanhita. text: 

i. 84,17. ka ishae tugyate ko bibUya  
ko raamssate santam indram ko anti, 
kas- 	tOkiya ka IbUyota rye 
a'dlii bra'vat tine ko iankra. 

But although there can be no doubt that e and 
o, when final, or at the end of the first member of 
a compound, may be treated in the Veda as anceps, 
there is no evidence, I believe, to show that the 
same licence applies to a medial or initial e or o. 
In iv. 45, 5, we must scan 

us  ra ga-rante pra'ti vas-  fa as-  vin , 
ending the verse with an epitritus tertius instead of 
the usual dijambus *. 

* See Professor Weber's pertinent remarks in Kuhn's Beitriige, 
vol. iii. p. 394. 	I do not think that in the verses adduced by 
Piofessor Kuhn, in which final o is considered by him as an iambus 
or trochee, this scanning is inevitable. 	Thus we may scan the 
SanhitA text : 

i. 88, 2. rukmo na kitr'ia Erva'dliTtfan. 
i. 141, 8. ratho na yltiih, irk'va'bhih. krito. 
i. 174, 3. simhO nri. da'me".  'apIntsi vistOh. 
vi. 24, 3. ash; na kiikria aura bait'. 
x. 3, 1. rtIO iigiinn aratih s'amiddho. 
This leaves but one of Professor Kuhn's examples (Beitriige, 

vol. iv. p. 192) unexplained: i. 191, I. kaikkato na kaiikato, where 
iva for na would remove the difficulty. 
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Thirdly, the fact that the initial short a, if fol-
lowing upon a word ending in o or e, is freqUently 
not to be elided, is clearly recognized by the .authors 
of the Pratisakhya (see p. xxxv). 	Nay, that they 
wished it to be pronounced even in passages where, 
in accordance with the requirements of the Prati-
sakhya, it had to disappear in the Sanhita, text, we 
may conclude from Sutra 978. 	It is there stated 
that no pada should ever begin with a word .that 
has no accent. 	The exceptions to this rule are few, 
and they are discussed in Satras 978-987. 	But if 
the initial a were not pronounced in i. I, 9, salt nah, 
pitg-iva siinive agne su-upayandh, bhava, the second 
pada would begin with 'gne, a word which, after the 
elision of the initial a, would be a word without an 
accent. 

Fourthly, the fact that other long vowels, besides 
e and o, may under certain circumstances be used as 
short in the Veda, is not merely a modern theory, but 
rests on no less an authority than Panini. 

Panini says, vi. I, 127, that i, u, ri (see Rv. Bh. iv. 
1, 12) at the end of a pada (but not in a compound*) 

* There are certain compounds in which, according to Professor 
Kuhn, two vowels have been contracted into one short vowel. 
This is certainly the opinion of Hindu grammarians, also of the 
compiler of the Pada text. 	But most of them would admit of 
another explanation. 	Thus dlifinvarreasalb, which is divided into 
dhanva-arnasah, may be dlifinu-arnasalt (Rv. v. 45, 2). 	Dhanarkarn, 
divided into dhana-arkam, may have been dhaua-rikam (Rv. x. 
46, 5). 	Satarkasam (Rv. vii. too, 3) may be taken as mita- 
rikasam instead of sata-arkasam. 
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may remain unchanged, if a different vowel follows, 
and that, if long, they may be shortened. 	He 
ascribes this rule, or, more correctly, the first por-
tion of it only, to Sakalya, PratisA,khya x55 seq.* 
Thus kakri atra may become kakri atra or kakry 
atra. 	Madhi 	atra may become mail atra or 
madhv atra. 	In vi. 1, 128, Pinini adds that a, 
i, u, ri may remain unchanged before ri, and, if 
long, may be shortened, and this again according 
to • the teaching of Sgkalya, i. e. Pritisikhya 136. 
Hence brahmi rishih becomes brahm5, rishih, 	or 
brahmarshih; kumart risyah becomes kum6,11. risyah 
or kumary risyah. 	This rule enables us to explain 
a number of passages in which the Sanhitg text 
either changes the final long vowel into a semi-
vowel, or leaves it unchanged, when the vowel 
is a pragrihya vowel 	To the first class belong 
such passages as i. 163, 12 ; 	iv. 3§, 10. vigl Aryl, 
Sanh. vggydrvi ; vi. 7, 3. vagl agne, Sanh. vigya'gne ; 
vi. 20, 13. pakth1 arkaih, Sanh. pakthygrkaih ; iv. 22, 4. 
sushml g g6h, Sanh. sushmyg g6h. 	In these pas- 
sages I is the termination of a nom. masc. of a 
stem ending in in. 	Secondly, iv. 24, 8. pAtni akkha, 
Sanh. pitnyAkkha ; iv. 34, x. devt ahnim, Sanh. devy- 
61mgm ; v. 75, 4. vgnikl. g-hita, Sanh. vgnikyghitA, ; 
vi. 6x, 4. avitrl avatu, Sanh. avitrygvatu. 	In these 

* In the Pratisilkhya the rule which allows vowel before vowel 
to remain unchanged, is restricted to special passages, and in some 
of them the two vowels are savarna; cf. Sutra 163. 
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passages the I is the termination of feminines. 	In 
x. 15, 4, A' arvak, Sanh. Atyarval, the final I of 
the instrumental O. ought not to have been changed 
into a semivowel, for, though not followed by iti, 
it is to be treated as pragrihya ; 	(Pratis. 163, 5.) 
It is, however, mentioned as an exception in Sara 
174, 9. 	The same applies to ii. 3, 4. ye& iti asygm, 
Sanh. vedyasygm. 	The -pragrihya I ought not to 
have been changed into a semivowel, but the fact 
that it had been changed irregularly, was again duly 
registered in Stttra 174, 5. 	These two pragrihya 
I therefore, which have really to be pronounced 
short, were irregularly changed in the Sanhita, into 
the semivowel ; and as this .semivowel, like all semi-
vowels, may take vyavaya, the same object was 
attained as if it had been written by a short vowel. 
With regard to pragrihya 6, no such indication is 
given by the panhid text ; but in such passages 
as i. 46, 13. samblul iti sam-bhi 	g gatam, Sanh. 
sambhh g gatam ; v.- 43, 4. bihii iti idrim, Sauh. 
bahit adrim, the pragrihya 4 of the dual can be 
used as short, like the it of madhtl atra, given. as 
an example by the commentators of Panini. 

To Professor Kuhn, I believe, belongs the merit 
of having extended this rule to final a. 	That the 
a, of the dual may become short, was mentioned 
in the Pratisakhya, Siltra 309, though in cone of 
the passages there mentioned is there any metrical 
necessity for this shortening (see p. xli). 	This being 
the case, it is impossible to deny that where this a 
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is followed by a vowel, and where Sandhi between 
the two vowels is impossible, the final 6. may be 
treated as short. 	Whether it must be so treated, 
depends on the view which we take of the Vedic 
metres, 	and will have to be discussed hereafter. 
I agree with Professor Kuhn when he scans : 

vi. 63, I. kva tyi valgii puru -lalit6, idya, (Sanh. 
- , puruhatadya); and not kva tyi valgd pu'ru'hatidya, 

although we might quote other verses as ending 
with an epitritus primus. 

iv. 3, 13. ma vesasya pralminaTah ma Spelt, (Sank 
mipeh,) although the dispondeus is possible. 

i. 77, x. ka'thi dasema agnaye la asmai, (Sanh. 
kasmai.) 

vi. 24, 5. aria, va7sas  ya iari-eta asti. 
Even in a Compound like tvi-iita, I should shorten 

the first vowel, e. g. 
x. 148, 1. tmana, tang, sa'nuyima tviAtilt, 

although the passage is not mentioned by the Priti-
sakhya among those where a short final vowel in the 
eighth place is not lengthened when a short syllable 
follows*. 

But 'when we come to the second pada of a 
Gayatri, and find there a long A„ and that long 
I not followed by a vowel, I cannot agree with 
Professor Kuhn, that the long a, even under such 

* I see that Professor Kuhn, vol. iv. p. 186, has anticipated this 
observation in eshtau, to be read K-Tshtiu. 
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circumstances, ought to be shortened. 	We may 
scan : 	 • 

v. 5, 7. vitasy  a patman iirti dalvyi hodri. ma-nu- 
shah. 

The same choriambic ending occurs even in the 
last pada of a Gayatri, and is perfectly free from 
objection at the end of the other padas. 

So, again, we may admit the shortening of au 
to o in sttno avye and sano avyaye, as quoted in 
the Pratisakhya, 174 and In but this would not 
justify the shortening of au to av in Anushtubh 
verses, such as 

v. 86, 5. mirtiya devaii a'da-bhi, 
ants,-iva deva-u arvate, 

while, with regard to the Trishtubh and Gagati 
verses, our views on these metres must naturally 
depend. on the difficulties we meet with in carry- 
ing them out. 	On this more by and by. 

There is no reason for shortening A, in 
v. 5, io. de-van ,mgiihyi namani. 

It is the second pada of a Gayatri here ; and we 
shall see that, even in the third pada, four long 
syllables occur again and again. 

For the same reason I cannot follow Dr. Kuhn 
in a number of other passages where, for the sake 
of the metre, he proposes to change a long a into 
a short one. 	Such passages are in the Pada text: 

vi. 46, II. didiavah tigina%mardhinilt, not radr-
dlanah. 
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i. 1,5, 6. rituni yagnam as5,the, not isithi 
_ 

v. 66, 2. samyak asuryam &site, not Late. 
v. 67, 1. varshishth-am kshatra'm As ,the, not Lithe. 

See Beitrage, vol. iii. p. 122. 
i. 46, 6. tam acme rtllm ishim, not rashhim 

Y 	- isham. 
iv. 32, 23. Vabhrid ii,meshu sobhete, not sobhete. 
iv. 45, 3. u't.;, priyam ma-dhun' e yuThiathim ratham, 

not yaiig&thim raham. 
V. 74, 3. ka'm akkha yiiiigithe ratham, not yliiigLhe  .. 

ratham. 
iv. 55, 1. dyivibhami (Iti) a'dlte trisithim nah, not 

trisIthim nih. 
v. 41, 1. ritas- 	la vi sadasi trisithAm nah, not tr& 

sIthira nah. 
I must enter the same protest against shortening 

other long vowels in the following verses which 
Professor Kuhn proposes to make metrically correct 
by this remedy : 

i. 42, 6. hiranya-visima-t-tams, not visimat-tami. 
Here the short syllable of ganasri-bhih in v. 6o, 8, 

cannot be quoted as a precedent, for the i in ganasri, 
walking in companies, was never long, and could 
therefore not be shortened. 	Still less can we quote 
niri-bhyah as an instance of a long I. being short-
ened, for n&ri-bhyah is derived from nirih, not from 
Dart, and occurs with a short i even when the metre 
requires a long syllable ; 	i. 43, 6. rivi-bhyalt niri- 
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bhia-h, gave. 	The fact is, that in the Rig-veda the 
forms narlshu and nart-bhyah never occur, but always 
nirishu, n&ri-bhyah; while from vast we never find any 
forms with short i, but always vlsishu, vlst-bhih. 

Nor is there any justification for change in i. 25,16. 
gavilt na-  gavylitik -anti, the second $da of a Gfiyatri. 
Igor in v. 56, 3. riksha na-  viih, mar-  u-ta-h sirni-vAn 
wain.h,. 	In most of the passages mentioned by Profes- 
sor Kuhn on p. 122, this peculiarity may be observed, 
that the eighth syllable is ,short, or, at all events, 
may be short, when the ninth is long : 

vi. 44, 21. vrishne to indiih, vrisha-bh-a I Pipiya-. 
i. 73, 1. siona--silt atithih na- I prianah. 
vii. 13, 1. bhare ha-vih, na-  bar-  hishi

1 
 pi/Anilh. 

ii. 28, 7. ena-h, krinvanam asTh.ira bhrInanti. 
Before, 	however, 	we 	can 	settle 	the 	question 

whether in these and other places certain vowels 
should be pronounced as either long or short, we 
must settle the more general question, what authority 
we have for requiring a long or a short syllable in 
certain places of the Vedic metres. 	Now it has 
generally 	been 	supposed 	that 	the 	PrAtisakhya 
teaches that there must be a long 	syllable 	in 
the eighth or tenth place of Traishtubha and GA,-
gata, and in the sixth place of Anushtubha padas. 
This is not the case. 	The Pr&tiAkhya, no doubt, 
says, that a short final vowel, but not any short 
syllable, occupying the eighth or tenth place in 
a 	Traishtubha 	and 	GAgata pada, 	or 	the 	sixth 
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place 	in a Giyatra 	pada, is lengthened, but 	it 
never says that it must be lengthened.; 	on the 
contrary, it gives itself a number of cases where 
it is not so lengthened. 	But, what is even more 
important, the Pratisakhya distinctly adds a proviso 
which shows that the ancient critics of the Veda 
did not consider the trochee as the only possible 
foot for the sixth and seventh syllables of Giyatra, 
or for the, eighth and ninth, or tenth and eleventh 
syllables of Traishtubha and Gagata paths. 	They 
distinctly admit that the" seventh and the ninth 
and the eleventh syllables in such padas may be 
long, and that in that case the preceding short 
vowel is not lengthened. 	We thus get the iambus 
in the very place which is generally occupied by the 
trochee. 	According to the Pratisalchya, the general 
scheme for the Gayatra would be, not only 

6 	7 
+ + + + I + --,, +, 

but also 	6 7 
+ + 4- + I + v - + ; 

and for the Traishtubha and Gagata, not only 

	

8 	9 
+ ± + + I ÷ + + - I v + 1- ( -0, 

but also 	 8 	9 
++++ I 	+ + -I- v I - + -I- ( + ). 

And again, for the same Was, not only 
10 11 

+ + + + I + + + + I + — „ ( + ), 

but also 	 10 II 
+ + + +• I + + + + I + %, - ( + ). 
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Before appealing, however, to the Pratisfikhya for 
the establishment of,such a rule as that the sixth syl-
lable of Anushtubha and the eighth or tenth syllable 
of Traishtubha and GAgata p6.das must be lengthened, 
provided a short syllable follows, it is indispensable 
that we should have a clear appreciation of the real 
character of the PratisAkhya. 	If we carefully follow 
the thread which runs through these books, we shall 
soon perceive that, even with the proviso that a 
short,syllable follows, the PratiAlchya never teaches 
that certain final vowels must be lengthened. 	The 
object of the Pratisikhya is, as I pointed out on 
a former occasion, to register all the facts which 
posseSs 	a 	phonetic 	interest. 	In 	doing 	this, 	all 
kinds of plans are adopted in order to bring as 
large a number of cases as possible under general 
categories. 	These categories are purely technical 
and external, and they never assume, with the 
authors of the Pratisakhya, the character of general 
rules. 	Let us now, after these preliminary remarks, 
return to the Siltras 523 to 535, which we discussed 
before. 	The Pritistikhya simply says that certain 
syllables which are short in the Pada, if occupying 
a certain place in a verse, are lengthened in the 
Sanhid, provided a short syllable follows. 	This 
looks, no doubt, like a general rule which should 
be carried out under all circumstances. 	But this 
idea never entered the minds of the authors of the 
PratiAkhya. 	They only give this rule as the most 
convenient way of registering the lengthening of 
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certain syllables which-have actually been lengthened 
in the text of the Sanhita, while they remain short 
in the Pada; and after having done this, they pro-
ceed to give a number of ,verses where the same 
rule might be supposed to apply, but where in the 
text of the Sanhita the short syllable has not been 
lengthened. 	After having given a "long string of 
words .which are short in the Pada and long in 
the Sanhitk and wheie no intelligible reason of 
their lengthening can be given, at least not b.y the 
authors of the Pratisakhya; the Pratisakhya adds in 
Sara 523, ' The final vowel of the eighth syllable 
is lengthened in padas of eleven and twelve syl-
lables, provided a syllable follows which is sho-rt in 
the Sanhita: 	As instances the commentator gives 
(Sanhita text) : 

I 
 vi 

- 	- 
1.. 32, 4. taditni satrum nd, kila 	vitse. 

i. 94, 1. itgne sakhy6 ml nshama vayam tiva. 

Then follows another rule (Siam 525) that ' The 
final vowel of the tenth syllable in padas of eleven 
and twelve syllables is lengthened, provided a syl- 
lable follows which is short in the Sanhita: 	As 
instances the commentator gives: 

..; 	.::. 
ill. 54, 22. iha visva

I 
 suma,na didihi nah. 

ii• 34, 9. av'a ru-  dri 1  asa.so hanitana6  vadhah. 

Lastly, a rule is given (Sittra 526) that ' The final 
vowel of the sixth syllable is lengthened in a pada 
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of eight syllables, provided a .syllable follows which 
is short :' 	• 	- 	 _ ...1 	... 	6 	... 	 • i. 5, io. ?sino yavaya vadh?im. 	r 

 

If the seventh syllable is long no change takes 
place : 

ix. 67, 3o. i iavasva deva somi. 

While we ourselves should look upon these rules 
as founded in the nature of the metre, which, no 
doubt, to a certain extent{  , they are, the authors 
of the PritisAkhya use them simply as convenient 
nets for catching as many cases as 	possible of 
lengthened syllables actually occurring in the text 
of the Sanhit&. 	For this purpose, and in order 
to avoid giving a number of special rules, they 
add in this place an observation, very important 
to us as throwing light on the real pronuncia-
tion of the Vedic hymns at the time when our 
Sauhiti text was finally settled, but with them 
again a mere expedient for enlarging the preceding 
rules, and thus catching more cases of lengthening 
at one haul. 	They say in Siltra 527, that in order 
to get the right number of syllables in such verses, 
we must pronounce sometimes oho syllable as two. 
Thus only can the lengthened syllable be got into 
one of the places required by the preceding SAtra, 
viz. the sixth, the eighth, or the tenth place, and 
thus only can a large number of lengthened syllables 
be comprehended under the same general rule of 
the PrAtisikhya. 	In all this we ourselves can easily 
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recognize a principle which guided the compilers of 
the Sanhita text, or the very authors of the hymns, 
in lengthening syllables which in the Pada text 
are short, and which were liable to be lengthened 
because they occupied certain places on which the 
stress of the metre would naturally fall. 	We also see 
quite clearly that these compilers, or those whose 
pronunciation they tried to perpetuate, must have 
pronounced certain syllables as two syllables, and 
we naturally consider that we have a right to try 
the same expedient in other cases where to us, 
though not to them, the metre seems deficient, and 
where it could be rendered perfect by pronouncing 
one syllable as two. 	Such thoughts, however, never 
entered the Minds of the authors of the Pratisakhyas, 
who are satisfied with explaining what is, according 
to the authority of the SanhitA, and who never 
attempt to say what ought to be, even against the 
authority of the Sanhita. 	While in some cases they 
have ears to hear and to appreciate the natural flow 
of the poetical language of the Risbis, they seem 
at other times as deaf as the adder to the voice of 
the charmer. 

A general rule, therefore, in our sense of the word, 
that the eighth syllable in hendecasyllabics and do-
decasyllabics, the tenth syllable in hendecasyllabics 
and dodecasyllabics, and the sixth syllable in octo-
syllabics should be lengthened, rests in no sense on 
the authority of ancient grammarians. 	Even as a 
mere observation, they restrict it by the condition 
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that the next syllable must be short, in order to 
provoke the lengthening of the preceding syllable, 
thereby sanctioning, of course, many exceptions; and 
they then proceed to quote a number of cases where, 
in spite of all, the short syllable remains short*. 
In, some of these quotations they are no doubt wrong, 
but in most of them their statement cannot be 
disputed. 

As to the eighth syllable being short in hen-
decasyllabics rd dodecasyllabics, they quote such 
verses as, 	• 	• 

vi. 66, 4. antar (iti) santah a'vadyini pUninih. 
Thus we see that in vi. 44, 9, var  slayih, va' yilt 

krinithi s:akibhilt, hi remains short; while in vi. 25, 3, 
97.ah'i vrishnyini krinu'hi rarakah, it is lengthened in 
the Sanhita, the only difference being that in the 
second passage the accent is on hi. 

. 	As to the tenth syllable being short in a dodeca- 
syllabic, they.quote 

ii. 27,14. 'adite mitr'a v'arrina u't:q.. mri/i. 

* ' wo die achtsilbigen Reihen mit herbeigezogen sind, ist es 
in der Regel bei solchen Liedern geschehen, die im Ganzen von 
der regelniassigen Form weniger abweichen, and ftir solche Palle, 
wo audi das Pratisakhya die Liingung der sechaten Silbe in 
achtsilbigen 	Reihen vorschreibt, 	namlich 	wo 	die siebente 	von*  
Natur kurz ist. 	Die achtsilbigen Reihen bedtirfen einer erneu- 
ten Durchforschung, da es mehrfach schwer flint, den Sanhid-
text mit der Vorschrift der Pratisakhya in tbereinstimmung • zu 
bringen.' 	Kula), Reitrage, vol. iii. p. 450 ; and still more strongly, 

P• 458. 
VOL. J. 	 g 
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As to the tenth syllable being short in a hendeca- 
syllabic, they quote 	. 	- 	. 

ii. 2o, I. vayam to va-ya-h indra-  viddhi su nah,. 
As to the sixth syllable being short in an octo-

syllabic, they quote 
viii. 23, 26. m-ahah, visvin abhi sa-t37/. 
A large number of similar exceptions are collected 

from 528, 3 to 534, 94, and this does not include any 
cases where the ninth, the eleventh, or the seventh 
syllable is long, instead  of being short, while it 
does include cases where 	the 	eighth 	syllable is 
long, though. the ninth is not short, or, at least, is 
not short according to the views of the collectors of 
these passages. 	See &tn. 522, 6. 

Besides the cases mentioned by the Pritisakhya 
itself, where a short syllable, though occupying a 
place which would seem to require lengthening, 
remains short, there are many others which the 
PratiAkhya does not mention, because, from its 
point of view, there was no necessity for doing so. 
The Pritisikhya has been blamed * for omitting 
such cases as i. 93, 6. urum, yagaya kakrathtir u 
lokam; or i. 96, 1. deva agnim dharayan drItvinoam. 
But though occupying the eighth place, and though 
followed by a short syllable, these syllables could 

* ' Dazu kommt, dass der uns vorliegende Sanbitatext vielfaltig 
gar nicht mit Saunaka's allgemeinen Regel ilbereinstimmt, in dem 
die Verlangerung kurzer Silben nicht unter den Bedinguugen ein- 
getreten ist, die er vorschreibt.' 	Kuhn, Beitfage, vol. iii. p. 459• 
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never fall under the general observation of the , 
Pritisakhya, because that general observation refers 
to final vowels only, but not to short syllables in 
general. • 	Similar cases are i. 107, l a ; 122, 9; 130, 10; 
152, 6; 15+ x; 158, 5a; 163, 2; 167, 10a ; 171, 4; 173, 6; 
179, la; 182, 8a; 186,.6, &c. 

If, therefore, we say that, happen what may, these 
metrical rules must be observed, and the text of 
the Veda altered in order to satisfy the requirements 
of these rules, we ought to .know at all events that 
we do this on our own responsibility, and that we 
cannot shield 	ourselves behind 	the authority of 
Saunaka or Kalyiyana. 	Now it is well known that 
Professor Kuhn* has laid down the rule that the 
Traishtubha padas must end in a bacchius or amphi-
brachys ,..,— Y, and the G6,gata padas in a dijambus 
or peon secundus ,-,1,-. 	With regard to Anush- 
tubha Was, he requires the dijambus or pmon 
secundus ,., -, -Y. at the end of a whole verse only, 
allowing greater freedom in the formation of the 
preceding phdas. 	In a later article, however, the 
final p&da, too, in Anushtubha metre is allowed 
greater freedom, and the rule, as above given, is 
strictly maintained with regard to the Traishtubha 
and Gagata pklas only. 

This subject is so 'Important, and affects so large 
a number of passages in the Veda, that it requires 
the most careful examination. 	The Vedic metres, 

* Beitrage zur Vergleichenden Sprachforschung, vol. iii. p. 118. 
g 2 
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though at first sight very perplexing, are very 
simple, if reduced to their primary elements. 	The 
authors of the PratiAlchyas have elaborated a most 

' complicated system. 	Counting the syllables , in the 
most mechanical manner, they have assigned nearly 
a hundred names to every variety which they disco- 
vered in the hymns of the Rig-veda*. 	But they also 

I observed that the constituent elements of all these 
metres were really but four, (Sutras 988, 989) : 
z. The Giyatra $da, of eight syllables, ending in u —. 
2. The Vairaga pada, of teh syllables, ending in — —. 
3. The Traishtubha pida, of eleven syllables, ending 

in — —. 
4. The Gigata pada, of twelve syllables, ending in ,., —. 

Then follows an important rule, Siitra 990 : ' The 
penultimate syllable,' he says, ' in a GAyatra and 
Gigata pida is light (laghu), in a Vairaga and 
Traishtubha pida heavy (guru).' 	This is called 
their vritta. 

This word vritta, which is generally translated 
by metre, had evidently originally a more special 
meaning. 	It meant the final rhythm, or if we 
take it literally, the turn of a line, for it is derived 
from wit, to turn. 	Hence vritta is the same word 
as the Latin versus, verse ; but I do not wish to 
decide whether the connection between the two 
words 	is historical, or 	simply 	etymological. 	In 
Latin, versus is always supposed to have meant 

• 
* See Appendix to my edition of the PrfitisAkhya, p. ecelvi. 
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originally a furrow, then a line, then a verse. 	In 
Sanskrit the metaphor that led to the formation 
of vritta, in the sense of final rhythm, has nothing 
to do with ploughing. 	If, as I have tried to prove 
(Chips from a German Workshop, vol. i. p. 84), the 
names assigned to metres and metrical language 
were derived from words originally referring to 
choregic movements, vritta must have meant the 
turn, i. e. the last step of any given movement ; 
and this turn, as determining the general character 
of the whole movement, would naturally be regulated 
by more severe rules, while greater freedom would 
be allowed for the rest. 

Having touched on this subject, I may add another 
fact in support of my view. 	The words Trishtubh 
and Anushtubh, names for the most common metres, 
are generally derived from a root stubh, to praise. 
I 	believe 	they should be derived from a root 
stubh, 'which is preserved in Greek, not only in 
crmiheXOf, hard, crrt4egw, to strike hard, but in 
the root tr-reptp, from which (rri,u0uNow, stamped or 
pressed olives or grapes, and atrref449, untrodden 
(grapes), then unshaken ; and in 0-7441.0, to shake, 
crro/31w, to scold, &c. 	In Sanskrit this root exists 
in a parallel form as stambh, lit. to stamp down, 
then to fix, to make firm, with which Bopp has 
compared the German stampfen, to stamp ; (Glossa- 
rium, s. v. stambh.) 	I therefore look upon•Trishtubh , 
as meaning originally tripudium, (supposing this 
word to be derived from tri and.pes, according to 
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the expression in Horace, pepulisse ter pede terram, 
Hot Od. iii. i8,) and I explain its name ' Three-
step,' by the fact that the three last syllables . -- ,i, 
which form the characteristic feature of that metre, 
and may be called its real vritta or turn, were 
audibly stamped at the end of each turn or strophe. 
I explain Anushtubh, which consists of four equal 
$das, each of eight syllables, as the ' After-step,' 
because each line was stamped regularly after the 
other, possibly by two choruses, each side taking 
its turn. 	There is one passage in the Veda where 
Anushtubh seems to have preserved this meaning : 

x. 124, 9. anu-stlibham dnu karlthryaminam indram 
nf kikyuli kaviyah, manishg. 	• 

J 	Poets by their wisdom discoVered Indra dancing 
to an Anushtubh. 

Other names of metres which point to a similar 
origin, i. e. to their original connection with dances, 
are Padapankti, ' Step-row ;' 	Nyanku-saxii0, ' Roe- 
step ;' Abhisarint, ' Colitre-danse,' &c. 

If now we return to the statement of the PrAti-
sikhya in reference to the vrittas, we should observe 
how careful its author is in his language. 	He does 
not say that the penultimate is long or short, but 
he simply states, that, from a metrical point of 
view, it must be considered as light or heavy, 
which need not mean more than that it must be 
pronounced with or without stress. 	The fact that 
the author of the Pratisgkhya uses these terms, laghu 
and guru, instead of hrasva, short, and dirgha, long, 
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shows in fact that he was aware that the penul-
timate in these padas is not invariably long or 
short, though, from a metrical point of view, it is 
always heavy or light. 

It is perfectly true that if we keep to these 
four pid.as, (to which one more pida, viz, the half 
Vairaga, consisting of five syllables, might be added,) 
We can reduce nearly all the hymns of the Rig-veda 
to their simple elements which the ancient poets com-
bined together, in general in a very simple way, but 
occasionally with greatei freedom. 	The most im- 4 
portant strophes, formed out of these Was, are, 
1. Three Gayatra pidas = the Giyatri, (24 syllables.) 
z. Four Giyatra padas = the Anushtubh, (32 syllables.) 
3. Four Vairaga Was= the Virag, (40 syllables.) 
4. Four Traishtubha Was . the Trishtubh, (44 syl-

lables.) 
5. Four Gigata $das = the Gagatl, (48 syllables.) 

Between the Giyatrit and Anushtubh strophes, 
another strophe may be formed, by mixture of 
Giyatra and Gigata pidas, consisting of 28 syl- 
lables, 	and 	commonly 	called 	Ushnih ; 	likewise. 
between the Anushtubh and the Virg, a strophe 
may be formed, consisting of 36 syllables, and com-
monly called Brihatl. 

In a collection of hymns, however, like that of V 
the Rig-veda, where poems of different ages, dif-
ferent places, and different families have been put 
together, we must be prepared for exceptions to 
many r-  des. 	Thus, although the final turn of the 
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hendecasyllabic Traishtubha is, as a rule, the bacchius, 
., — —, yet if we take, for instance, the 77th hymn 
of the tenth Mandala, we clearly perceive another 
hendecasyllabic pada of a totally different structure, 
and worked up into one of the most beautiful 
strophes by an ancient poet. 	Each line it divided 
into two halves, the first consisting of seven syl- 
lables, being 	an 	exact 	counterpart of the 	first 
member of a Saturnian verse (fato Romae Metelli) ; 
the second a dijambus, answering boldly to the 
broken rhythm of the first member*. 	We have, in 
fact, a Trishtubh where the turn or the three-step, 

— —, instead of being at the end, stands in the 
middle of the line. 

x. 77, 1-5, in the Pada text: 
I. abhra-prushah na -yak 	prusha vasu, 

ha'vishman6.16 na-  yagiiih 1  vi-ginus' ha, t 

* Professor Kuhn (vol. iii. p. 450) is inclined to admit the same 
metre as varying in certain hymns with ordinary Traishtubha 
Was, but the evidence he brings forward is hardly sufficient. 
.Even if we object to the endings u — v — and — — u — , v. 33, 4, 
may be a Gagata, with vyftha of (Asa, the remark quoted from 
the Pratisikhya being of no consequence on such points ; and 
the same remedy would apply to v. 41, 5, with vyaha of eshe. 
In vi. 47, 31, vyaha of asvaparnaih ; in i. 33, 9, vytha of indra 
and rodad ; in ii. 24, 5, vyftha of nidbhi/t would produce the 
same effect ; while in i. 821, 8, we must either admit the Traish- 
tubha vritta — v — or scan dhiikshan. 	In iii. 58, 6, I should 
admit vyfilla for nark ; in iv. 26, 6, for mindl:am ; in i. 100, 8, 
for .gyotTh, always supposing that we consider the ending — — v —
incompatible with a Trishtubh verse. 
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sii-ntraiim na-  briliminam arhase, 
_ 	1  

ga'nam as toshi ;sham na sobhase u 
2. sriye maryAsh, al-iglu * krinvata, 

su-marutilm na piArvih, ad kshapDt, i 
divan, pitris;.h eta '  n-a, ye-tire, 
idityisa to akriht  na-  va;vri:dhilh o 

„ • 	_ 	- 
3. pm.' ye diva i prithivy6.h,

i 
 na barhani, 

tma-ni, ririkre-  ibhrit s pa sarialh, t 
1 	- 	_ 	- 

pigasvantik, na •virih.panasymQ,, 
- 	_ 	1 

risadasah na maryik a'lli-diavih, o • 
4. yus  hmakam bu-dhne aptim na yamani-  , 

1 - — 
vithur-  yati na mail sratharyati 1 
visva.-psiih, yagniih, irvik aya-Di sti.-  vilt, 
pra'yasvanta, na satrAtah ti ga't.71, II 

5. yTtyain dha-su pra-yuiah, na rasmi-bbih, 
gyotishmantah, na blia,sa, vi-usbtishu i 
syen 	na sva-yasasa 	ri 	as 	, isDb 	- 	---- 	 7/1 vsid 
pra-visalt na pra-sitisa, pari-prushih, o 

Another strophe, the nature of which has been 
totally misapprehended by native metricians,•occurs 
in iv. 1o. 	It is there called Padapankti and Maha- 
padapankti ; 	nay, attempts have been made to 
treat it even as an Ushnih, or as a kind of Wayatri. 
The real character of that strophe is so palpable 
that it is difficult to understand how it could have 
been mistaken. 	It consists of two lines, the first 
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embracing three or four feet of five syllables each, 
having the ictus on the first and the fourth syl-
lables, and resembling the last line of a Sapphic 
verse. 	The second line is simply a Trishtubh. 	It 
is what we should call an asynartete strophe, and 
the contrast of the rhythm in the first and second 
lines is very effective. 	I am not certain whether 
Professor Bollensen, who has• touched on this metre 
in an article just published (Zeitschrift der D. M. G., 
vol. xxii. p. 572), shares this opinion. 	He has clearly 
seen that the division of 'the lines, as given in the 
MSS. of the Sanhit, text, is wrong ; but he seems 
inclined to admit the same rhythm throughout, and 
to treat the strophe as consisting of four lines of 
five syllables each, and one of six syllables, which 
last line is to submit to the prevailing rhythm 
of the preceding lines. 	If we differ, however, as 
to the internal architecture of this strophe, we 
agree in condemning the interpretation proposed 
by the PratisAkhya ; and I should, in connection 
with this, like to call attention to two important 
facts : first, that the Sanhid text, in not changing, 
for instance, the final t of martht, betrays itself as 
clearly later than the elaboration of the ancient 
theory of metres, later than the invention of such 
a metre as the Padapankti ; 	and secondly, that 
the 	accentuation, 	too, 	of 	the 	Sanhita 	is 	thus 
proved 	to 	be 	posterior to . the establishment of 
these fanciful metrical divisions, and hence cannot 
throughout claim so irrefragable an authority as 
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certainly belongs to it in many cases. 	I give the 
Sanhita text : 	. 

I. Agne tam adya i as  vam na stomaih. 1 kra-tum na bhadram, 
hridIspris-am ridhilmi to ohalh. 

2.  A.dhA, hy agne 1 krator bhadras  ya 1 dAkshas ya-  sidhoh, 
rathir ritisya briha-to balhilitha: 

-.• 3.  Ebhir no ar  kair 1 bhavi no arvan i svar na gyotih, 
agne visvebhih su-mani a-nikaih. 

4.  Abhish to adya 1 girbhir VrinintO i agne disema,  
pra to divo na stanayanti sushmah. 

5.  fava-  svidislithi i agne samdrishtir, 
MA kid a-lina i idi kid a-ktiih, 

, srrye ru-kmo na roka-ta-  u-pike. 
6.  Ghrita,m, na piitim, 1 t'a',ntir arepah 1 stilii hira-nyam, 

tat to rukmo na rokata sva-dhAvh. 
7.  Krifam kid dhi shmA, i san-emi dvesho i agna inoshi, 

martid itthi ya'ga-minid ritiv;.h,. 
8.  Siva, nah, sikhyi t Cantu-  bhritrigne i deveshu yus  hme, 

si n() nAbhih sadane sasmin ddhin. 

• Now it is perfectly true that, as a general rule, 
the syllables composing the vritta or turn• of the 
different metres, and described by the Prittisakhya 
as heavy or light, are in reality long or short. 
The question, however; is this, have we a right, 
or are we obliged, in cases where that' syllable is 
not either long or short, as it ought to be, so to 
alter the text, or so to change the rules of pro- 
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nunciation, that the penultimate may again be what 
we wish it to be ? 

If we begin with the G&yatra pada, we have 
not to read long before we find that it would be 
hopeless to try to crush the Giyatri verses of the 
Vedic- Rishis on this Procrustean bed. 	Even Pro- 
fessor Kuhn very. soon perceived that this was 
impossible. 	He had to admit that in the Gayatrf 
the two first $das, at all events, were free from 
this rule, and though he tried to retain it for .the 
third or final pada, he- was obliged after a time to 
give it up even there. 	Again, it is perfectly true, 
that in the third pada of the Gayatri, and in the 
second and fourth padas of the Anushtubh strophe, 
greater care is taken by the poets to secure a short 
syllable for the penultimate, but here, too, excep-
tions cannot be entirely removed. - We have only 
to take such a single hymn as i. 27, and we shall 
see that it would be impossible to reduce it to 
the uniform standard O'f. Giyatrl $das, all ending 
in a dijambus. 	But what confirms me even more 
in my view that such strict uniformity must not 
be looked for in the ancient hymns of the Rishis,* 
is the fact that in many cases it would be so very 
easy to replace the irregular by a regular dipodia. 
Supposing that the original poets had restricted 
themselves to the dijambuts, who could have put 
in the place of that regular dijambus an irregular 
dipodia ? 	Certainly not the authors of the Prati- 
Akbya, for their ears had clearly discovered the 
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general rhythm of the ancient metres ; 	nor their 
predecessors, for they had in many instances pre- 
served 	the 	tradition 	of syllables 	lengthened 	in 
accordance with the requirements of the metre. 
I do not mean to insist too strongly on this argu- 
ment, or to represent those who *handed down' 	the 
tradition of the Veda as endowed with anything like 
apaurusheyatva. ' Strange accidents have happened 
in the text of the Veda, but they have generally 
happened when the sense 'Of the hymns had ceased 
to be understood ; and if anything helped to pre- / 
serve the Veda from greater accidents, it was due, 
I believe, to the very fact that the metre continued 
to be understood, and that oral tradition, however 
much it might fail in other respects, had at all 
events to satisfy the ears of the hearers. 0 I should 
have been much.less surprised if all irregularities 
in the metre had been smoothed down by the flux 
and reflux of oral tradition, a fact which is 'so 
apparent in the text of Homer, where the gaps 
occasioned by the loss of the digamma, were made 
good by the insertion of unmeaning particles ; but 
I find it difficult to imagine by what class of men, 
who must have lived between the original poets 
and the age of the Pratisakhyas, the simple rhythm 
of the Vedic metres should have been disregarded, 
and the sense of rhythm, which .ancient people 
possess in a far higher degree than we ourselves, 
been violated through crude and purposeless altera- 
tions. 	I shall give a few specimens only. 	What 
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but a regard for real antiquity could have induced 
people in viii. 2, 8, to preserve the defective foot 
of a Cayatrl verse, samine ;Alai: blArman ? 	Any 
one acquainted with Sanskrit would naturally read . 
sa'mane acl111 blairm-ani. 	But who 	would 	have 
changed bhArmani,aif that had been there originally, 
to bh&rman ? 	I believe we must scan sa'inine as.dhi 

-an' bfarman, or jame adlii bhinuan, the pmon ter-
tius being a perfectly legitimate foot at the end 
of a Giyatri verse. 	In x. 158, 1, we can under- 
stand how an accident 'happened. 	The original 
poet may have said : 	giLryo no divas- 	pita' pitu 
vifo- ant'arlkshit, ignir nah parthiv-ebhy'&h. 	Here 
one of the two pitu was lost. 	But if in the same 
hymn we find in the second verse two feet of nine 
instead of eight syllables each, I should not venture 
to alter this except in . pronunciajion, because no 
reason can be imagined why any one should have 
put these irregular lines in the place of regular 
ones. 

In v. 41, In, grinite agnir et;ri na sashalli, soki-
shkes  o . ni rinka vans, every modern Pandit would 
naturally read vanani instead of Irani, in order to 
get the regular Trishtubh metre. 	But this being 
the ease, how can we imagine that even the most 
ignorant member of an ancient Parishad should 
wilfully have 	altered vanani 	into vans ? 	What 
surprises one is, that vani should have been spared, 
in 	spite of every temptation to change it into 
vanini : for I cannot doubt for one moment that 
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vanA, is the right reading, only that the ancient ... — 
poets pronounced it vans. 	Wherever we alter the 
text of the Rig-veda by conjecture, we ought to 
be able, if possible, to give some explanation how 
the mistake which we wish to remove came to be 
committed. 	If a passage is 	obscure, difficult to 
construe, if it contains words which occur in no. 
other place, then we can .understand how, during 
a long process of oral tradition, accidents may have 
happened. 	But when everything is smooth and 
easy, when the intention of the poet is not to be 
mistaken, when the same phrase has occurred many 
times before, then to suppose that a simple and 
perspicuous sentence was changed into a compli- 
cated and obscure string of words is more difficult .  
to understand. 	I know there are passages where 
we cannot as yet. account for the manner in which 
an 	evidently faulty reading found 	its way into 
both the Pada and Sanhiti texts, but in those very 
passages we cannot be too circumspect. 	If we read 
viii. 40, 9, parvish toindroiamita'idt, parvir u'ta..  

- 	. - 
prasastayah, nothing seems more tempting than to 
omit indra, and to read pdrvish to u-p::imity.dt. 
Nor *ould it be difficult to account for the inser-
tion of indra; for though one would hardly venture 
to call it a marginal gloss that crept into the text—
a case which, as far as I can see, has never hap-
pened in the hymns of the Rig-veda----it might be 
taken for an explanation given by an Akarya to his 
pupils, in order to inform them that the ninth verse, 
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different from the eighth, was addressed to Indra. 
But however plausible this may sound, the question 
remains whether the traditional reading could not 
be maintained, by admitting synizesis of opa, and 
reading pArvish to indropamitayah. 	For a similar 

----:, 
synizesis of — ,see iii. 6, io. prat idhvareva ti- 
stha-tiih, unless we read pray a-dhvareva. 

Another and 	more difficult case 	of synizesis 
occurs in 

vii. 86, 4. a'va tvineni n'am'asi ttira,̀"(h) iyim. 
It would be easy to conjecture tvareyim instead 
of tura iyim, but tvareyam, in the sense of ' let 
me hasten,' is not Vedic. 	The choriambic ending, 
however, of Trishtubha can be proved to be legi- 
timate, and if that is 	the case, then even the 

,:.--:. 
synizesis of tura, though hard, ought not to be 
regarded as impossible. . 	. 	, 

In ii. 18, 5, i. vimsatyi, trIrns:a'ti ygli art5,11; 
A, kitvirims'ati Waribhir yu-ginaW, 
I p-alikiiiti aVathebhir Indra, 
A, shashtii, fraptityi, so-m'apeyam, 

Professor Kuhn proposes to omit the 4 at the 
beginning of the second 	line, in order to* have 
eleven instead of twelve syllables. 	By doing so 
he loses the uniformity of the four pada.% which 
all begin with 1, while by admitting synizesis of 
haribhih, all 	necessity for conjectural 	emendation 
disappears. 

If the poets of the Veda had objected to a pfeon 
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quartus (., 1/ 4).-) at the end of a GA,yatri, what could 
have been easier than to change iv. 52, I, divo adarsi 
diihiti, into adarsi duhit. di'vah ? or x. 118, 6, a-d&-
bhy—anz grih-ap-atim, into grihap-atim adilphlami 

If an epitritus secundus (-- ,.,- -) had been objec- 
tionable in the same place, why•not say vi. 61, 1o, .., 	_ 	..... 	VI  

stOmy-6. Wit sa- v- 	a-ti, instead of sarasvatl stomyfi. 
bhilt ? 	Why not viii. 2, II, revantim hi srinTomi 
tvi, instead of revantam hi tvi srinomi? 
' 	If an ionicus a minore (,, ,.., - -) had been excluded 
from that place, why not •say i. 3o, 10, iaritribhyah, 
sail; va-so-, instead of salhe -4so garitribhia ? or 
i. 41, 7, yamWay-a mahi psarah, instead of mall 
psaro varunasya .  

If a dispondeus (— -- —) was to be avoided, then 
v. 68, 3, rna-hi vAm, jcsh;itriim deveshu, might easily 
have been• replaced by deveshu yarn, ksha-triim mail, 
and .viii. 2, 10,..Suka asirim yikant, by sukri yi- 
kantl isiram. 

If no epitritus primus (., - - -) was allowed, why 
not say vi. 61, 11, nid-as iitu sarasvati, instead of 
sa-ras  va-ti nidas pitu, -or viii. 79, 4, dvesho yivir 
ag-  h4sia kit, instead of yftvlr -aghasy-a kid dyesha? 

Ven the epitritus tertius (--,-) might easily 
have been avoided by dropping the augment of apain 
in a. 119, 7-13, kuvit somasyapim ifi. 	It is, in fact, 
a variety of less frequent occurrence than the rest, 
and might possibly be eliminated with some chance 
of success. •-• 

Lastly, the choriambus (---,,-) could have been 
VOL. I. 	 h 
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removed in M. 24, 5, sisihi nah dinum' 	a'ti//, by reading 
sfin'uma-tah sisili nah, and in viii. 2, 31, sinad a-mriktO 
daya'te, by reading -amriktO dalate sant. 

But I am afraid the idea that regularity is better 
than irregularity, and that in the Veda, where there 
is a possibility, thd regular metre is to be restored by 
means of conjectural emendations, has been so ably 
advocated by some of the most eminent scholars,. 
that a merely general argument would now be of 
no avail. 	I must therefore give as much evidence • 
as I can bring together in support of the contrary 
opinion ; and though the process is a tedious one, 
the importance of the consequences with regard to 
Vedic criticism leaves me no alternative. 	With 
regard, then, to tfie final dipodia of GiyatF4. verses, 
I still hold and maintain, that, although the dijam-
bus is by far the most general metre, the following 
seven varieties have to be recognized in the poetry 
of the Veda : 

I. .., - kJ-, 2. %., %-r %., -, 3. - 1 /4., - -, 4. ,.., %., - -, 5. ----, 
6. %.1 - - - - , 7. -...- %., -, 8. - ...., -.  

I do not pretend to give every passage in which 
these varieties occur, but I hope I shall give a 
sufficient number in support of every one of them. 
I have confined myself almost entirely to the final 
dipodia of Gayatri verses, as the Anushtubha verses 
would have swelled the lists too much ; 	and in 
order to avoid 	every possible objection, I have 
given the verses, not in their Pada, but in ' their 
Sanhith, form. 	.. 
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§ 2. 	‘..0 	s 	‘.., 	—. 

i. 12, 9. 	tasmai 	pivaka 	mritaya. (Instead 	of 
mrilaya, it has been proposed to read 

i. 18, 9. divo na sadmanalkhasam. 
i. 42, 4. padibhi tisht/za tapu'shim. 

mardaya.) 
• 

i. 46, 2. dhiyi devA, va'su'vidi. 	(It would have 
been easy to read vadtvidi.) 

i. 97, x-8. apa nah, sosillea a'ghana. 
iii. I I, 3. artham by alp' t'ar;,rti. 
iii. 27, io. agne suditim UWam. 
iv. 15, 7. akkla na hAt-a u'd a'ra-m. 
iv. 32, 4. asmiti-asmin id u'd ava. 
'v. 52, I. divo adarsi duThiti. 
. 5, 9. yagiie-yagne na iid ava. 
. 7, 4. pra smi minity a'garah. 

1 

1  , 7, 5, bhOini prishthev'a ru'rauh. 
- - 	 - . 7, 7. anibhrishtatavishih. 

v. 9, 4. agne pasur na yavase. 
v. 53, 12. enft Alpena manitah. 
v. 61, 3. putrakrithe na gana.3Q. 
v. 61, i 1. atra sravimsi da'dhire. 
v. 64, 5. s'akhinIm, ka .1,ridha'se. 
V. 6.5, 4. sumatir asti vidhaWt. ' 
v. 84 9. pra ka suvkI sa-viti.,  
vi. 16, 17. tatrA, sadah krina"va'se. 
vi. 16,.18. WA duvo va'na"v'ase. 

' 	h 2 
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vi. 16, 45. soka vi bhahy-  a'gar' a. 
vi. 45, 17. sa tvam na indra mrilaya. 
vi. 61, 4. dhinim a'vltri a...van-. 
vii. 15, 14. pitir bhavi. sa't,;.bhu-gih,. 
vii. 66, '2. asuryiya pra'ma'hasi. 
viii. 6, 35. anuttamanyuma-ga'rana. 
viii. 6, 42. satam vahantu h-arayah. 
‘-iii. 32, 1o. sidhu krinvantam avase. 
viii. 44, 28. tasmai pivaka mri/ayi. 
viii. 45, 31. mft tat kar indra mrii-aya. 
viii. 72, 6. dim& rathasya (111(12.19e. 
viii. 72, 13. rasa dadhita vrishabham. 
viii. 8o, 1 and 2. tvam na indra mri/a-ya.  
viii. 83, 3. yityam ritasya" ra-ihy-ah. 
viii. 93, 27. stotribhya indra mri/a-ya. 
ix. 61, 5. tebhir nah soma mrYda'ya. 
ix. 64, 1. vrishi dharnAni daclhish& 
x. 118, 6. adA,bhyarn grihapatim. 

§ 3. - '-' - - • 
i. 22, I 1. akkhinnapatrih saantim. 
i. 30, 13. kshumanto yibhir ma'dema. 
i• 41, 8. sumnair id va i vivi.se. 
i. 9o,1. aryamA devaih s-agoshih. 
i. 90, 4 'Ash& bhago v-andlis-ah. 
i. 12o, I. kathA, vidhaty apr-ake-tiih. 
v. 19,1. upasthe mitu-r vi Cashte. 
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V. 7o, 3. turyima dasyan ta'ndbhgt. 
vi. 6i, io. sarasvati stomyI bhiit. 
viii. 2, 2. asvo na nikto nadishii. 
viii. 2, 4. antar devin ma-rty'lms ki. 	• 
viii. 2, 5. apasprinvale s'ulia,rdam. 
viii. 2, ii. revantam hi tvi sri - nomi. 
viii. 2, 12. Adhar na nagna. jarante. 
viii. 2, 13. pred u harivilt srulasya. 
viii. 2, 14. na giyatram'' . glya-rainam. 
viii. 2, 15. sikshA, sadvilt saibbill. 
viii. 2, 16. kanvi ukthebhir ga'r-ante. 
viii. 2, 17. taved u stoma-m kiketi. 
viii. 2, 29. indra karinam vri'dhanta. 
viii. 2, 3o. satrf dadhire sa'vaansi. 
viii. 2, 32. mahin mahthhilt saleibhih. 
viii. 2, 33. anu ghen mandi mighonah. 
viii. 2, 36. say; vita, vidhantim. 
viii. 2, 37. yo bilk somaih Catiamadvi. 
yiii. 7, 30..mardikebhir nadhas.mAnam. 
• ... vm. 7, 33. vavritylm kitravagin. 
viii. 11, 2. agne rathir -adhv-arinim. 
viii.i I, 3. adevtr agne 'aria (or § 4). 
viii:i I, 4. nopa veshi gita'ved.h. 
viii. 16, 3. maho viginim sillibhyah. 
viii. 16, 4. .harshumantah siirasThIta-u. 
viii. i6, 5. yesham indras to iayanti. 
viii. 16, 7. mahan mahibbih, saibliih. Cf. viii. 2, 32. 
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viii. 46, 2. vidma didr-am r"ayinim.. 
viii. 71, 2. tv'a'm :id asi ksh'apivan (or § 
viii. 8i, x. mahihastt dakshinena. 
viii. 8x, 3. bhimara na Om vAiayante. 
viii. 81, 4. na ridhas.4., mardhishan n-ah. 
viii. 81, 7. adisAshtaras-  y'a ve-da 

4). 

. viii. 81, 9. vasais ka makshil jarante. 
viii. 94, 2. Riryimisi &Ise kam. 
ix. 6z, 5. svadanti glvih iayo-bhih. 
X. 20, 4. kavir abhram diayIn;.h. 
x. 2o, 7. adreh sitnum 	.yum ihu-h. 

§ 4. Li Li — — . 
i. 3, 8. usrA., iva svasarfini 
i. 27, 4. ague deveshu pri voOt. 
i. 3o, 10. sakhe vaso ga'ritrihhy. 

• i. 30, 15. rinor aksham na s'akibhih, 
1. 38, 7. miham krinvanty avitim. 
i. 38, 8. yad eshim vrishiir as' argi. 
i. 41, 7. mahi psaro varun-asy-a. 
i. 43, 7. mahi sravas ttivinrimnam. 
ii. 6, z. end, sAktena saigita-. 
iii. 27, 3. ati dveshamsi earema. 
v. 8z, 7. satyasavam sa'vitir-am. 
vi. 16, 25. Argo napad 'amrita-sya-. 
vi. 16, 26. marta Ang,sa suvriktim. 
vi. 6x, 12. vage-vage ha'vyi bhiit. 
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viii. 2, I. anAbhayin ra-rImi te. 
viii. 2, 3. indra tvasraint s'adh-amdde. 

CX1X 

viii. 2, 8. samine actin bhfirman (see page cx). 
viii. 2, 18. yanti pramadam atandrih. 
viii. 2, 19. mahAl iva yu'v'aginih,. 
viii. 2, 21. trishu gitasyi manImsi. 
viii. 2, 22. yasastaram, sata'militeh.. 
viii. 2, 23. bharb, piban n::tryiy-a. 
viii. 2, 26. ni yamate iat:amiiti/t. 

,, , viii. 2, 35. ino vasu sa m vocna. 
viii. 16, 2. a$m avo n'a, sa'mu-dre. 
viii. 16, 6. esha indro varivas  krit. 
viii. 16, 8. ekas kit sann a'bhibhiitih. 
viii. 71, 9. sakhe vaso garff 4111,  ;1 	Of  _ ...7_,_.y.... L. 	- i.  30, 

viii. 79, 3. uru yantItsi val.' •litha-m. 
ix. 21, 5. yo asmabhiam 'ar-6,vi (or a'rivI). 
ix. 62, 6. madhvo rasam s'adcanAcle. 
ix. 66, 21. dadhad rayim, may poshim. 

10. 

X. 20, 5. minvant sadma pura eti. 
x. 185, 1. duradharsham varunasya. 
x. 185, 2. Ise ripur 'agh::isa-msalt. 
x. 185, 3. gyotir yakkhanti agasram. 

§5• ----. 
i. 2, 7. dhiyam ghritaim, sidhanti. 
i. 3, 4. anvibhis tan& pdtiisah. 
i. 27, 3. pAli sadam id Visvayiih,. 
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i. 90, 2. vrati rakshante Nis-a-hi (or § 6). 
ii. 6, 4. yuyodhy asmad dveshimsl. 
iii. 41, 8. indra svadhA,vo m-atsveha (or § 6). 
v. 68, 3. mahi vim kshatr-am deveshii. 
v. 68, 4. adruha, deva-u vardhete. 
viii. 2, to. sukri isira-m yAkante. 
viii. 2, 24. vayam stotribhyo gomant-a:m (or 
viii. i6, I. naram nrishiham mamhishtham. 
viii. 16, 12. akkh& ka nah su-mnam neshi. 

. 

§ 6). 

viii. 79, 2. prem andhah.  khyan rah srono bhiit. 
ix. 66, 17. blaftridabhyas kin m•amhiyA,n. 
x. 20, 6. agnim devi visima-n6,m. 
x. 20, 8. agnim havish& var  dhanta. 

§ 6. V - - - . 

i. 15, 6. rituni yagfia-m As6,the-. 
_ • 	_ 

i. 38, 2. kva vo gay° n'a ranyanti (see page 7o). 
i. 38, 9. yat prithivim viun  dant!. 
i. 86, 9. vidhyati vidytiti, raksha.h. 
iii. 27, 2. srushtivinam dhitivinam. 
iii. 41, 3. vithi Ara pu- ro-tisa-m. 
iv. 32, 23. babhra yameshu-  sobhete. 
v. 68, 5. brihantam gart-am 	,sate. 	. 
v. 70, 2. vayam to rudia syima. 
vi. 6 i , ix. sarasvatt nidaspitu. 
V. 2, 20. asrtra iva gina6,ti: 
viii. 2, 25. somam vtriya-  siiriya-. 
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viii. 7, 32. stushe hiraniavisibhih. 
viii. 26, 19. vahethe subhr;ydvina,. 
;Hi. 79, 4. Av'ir aghasya kid dves6://,. 
viii. 79, 5. vavrigyus trishy-atah, lainam: 
viii. 81, 6. indra m6, no vasor nir bhik. 
x. 158, 4. sam kedam vi ka pasyema. 

§ 7. — — Li —• 
i. xo, 8. sam gi asnitbhyam, dhiinuThi. 
i. 12, 5. agne team rikshas  vin.h. 
i. 37, 15. visvam kid 6,yur givase. 
i. 43, 8. 6, na indo -die bla'aga-. 
i. 46, 6. dm asme rAiitha,m isham. 
iii. 62, 7. asmttbhis tubhyam sas  yate. 
iv. 3o, 21. dA,sinA,m indrO miya'yi. 
v. 86, 5. arnseva deviv arvae. 
viii. 5, 32. purusk-andri nisatia, (or nasayi, i 
v11 5, 35. dhiga'va'ni nasityi,. 
x. 119, 1-13. kuvit somasylptim iti. 
x. 144, 4. satakakram, yo 'hyo vartanih. 

§ 8. — %., ,., —. 
i. 2, 9. daksham  dadhate :Ipas' ,--tm (or § 2). 
i. 6, 10. indmm maho vi ra'gasilt,. 
i. 27, 6. sadyo dasushe kslaras' i. 
i. 3o, 21. asve na kitre 'aru.-shi (or § 2). 
i. 41, 9. na duruktaya-  spriha'yet (or § 2). 
i. 90, 5. karti nah svastimatah. 

8). 
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11 24, 5. sisihi nah stmumatah. 

	

- 	 - 
v. 19, 2. A dri/ham puram vivisuh. 
v. 70, I. mitra vamsi vim sun' -aim. 
v. 70, 4. ma seshas1 mi eanas  i. 
v. 82, 8. sv—idlair devah Sa'viti. 

... 	.., 	.. viii. 2, 27. gtrbhih srutam girvanasam. 	• 
viii. 2, 31. sanad amriktTo dayate (or § 2).- 
viii. i6, 9. indram vardhanti kshifeay 	(or § 2). 
viii. 55, 4. asviso na Calikra7maTa. 
viii. 67, 19. yfiyam asmabhyam mrlrata. 
viii. 81, 5. abhi radhasi gu-gn-rat. 
viii. 81, 8. asmibhih, su tam Canal 
ix. 47, 2. rina, ka dhrishnu-s ka'yate. 

But although with regard to the Giyatra, and 
I may add, the Anushtubha padas, the evidence 
as to the variety of their vrittas is such that it 
can hardly be resisted, a much more determined 
stand has been made in defence of the vritta of 
the Traishtubha and Gagata padas. 	Here Professor 
Kuhn and those who follow him maintain that the 
rule is absolute, that the former must end in V - V, 

the latter in u — u —, and that the eighth syllable, 
immediately preceding these syllables, ought, if pos- 
sible, to be long. 	Nor can I deny that Professor 
Kuhn has brought forward powerful arguments in 
support of his theory, and that his emendations of 
the Vedic text recommend themselves by their great 
ingenuity and simplicity. 	If his theory could be 
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carried out, I should readily admit that we should 
gain something. 	We should have throughout the 
Veda a perfectly uniform metre, and wherever we 
found any violation of it, we should be justified in 
resorting to conjectural criticism. 

The only question is at what price this strict 
uniformity can be obtained. 	If, for instance, in 
order to 'have the regular vrittas at the end of 
Traishtubha and GAgata lines, we were obliged to 
repeal all rules of prosody; * to allow almost every 
short vowel to be used as long, and every long vowel 
to be used as short, whether long by nature or by 
position, we should have gained very little, we should 
have robbed Peter to pay Paul, we should have re-
moved no difficulty, but only ignored the causes which 
created it. 	Now, if we examine the process by which 
Professor Kuhn establishes the regularity of the 
vrittas or final syllables of Traishtubha and Gagata 
padas, we find, in addition to the rules laid down 
before, and in which he is supported, as we saw, to a 
great extent by the Pr&tisakhya and Pinini, viz. the 
anceps nature of e and o, and of a long final vowel 
before a vowel, the following exceptions or metrical 
licences, without which that metrical uniformity at 
which he aims, could not be obtained : 

I. The vowel o in the body of a word is to be 
treated as optionally short : 

- ,t,  ii. 39, 3. prati vastor usra (see Trisht. § 5). 
Here the o of vastoh is supposed to be short, 

although' it is the Guna of u, and therefore very 
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different from the final e of sarve or rite, or the 
final o of sarvo for sarvas or mano for minas'*. 
It should be remarked that in Greek, too, the final 
diphthongs corresponding to the e of sarve 	and 
aste are treated as short, as far as the accent is 
concerned. 	Hence dl _irOLKOI, Tt;7rTETal, and even rrekcar, 
nom. plur. 	In Latin, too, the old terminations of 
the nom. sing. o and u, instead of the later us, are 
short. 	(Neue, Formenlehre, § 23 seq.) 

vi. 51, 15. gop5, ama. 	 • 
Here the o of go$ is treated as short, in order 

to get ,-,.., -- instead of — — .. —, which is perfectly 
legitimate at the end of an Ushnih. 

2. The long i and i 	are treated as short, not 
only before vowels, which is legitimate, but also 
before consonants : 

vii. 62, 4, 	dyivibhfimi adite trasithint 	ii...1i, (see 
Trisht. § 5). 	 • 

The forms isiya and risi.ya in vii. 32, 18, occur 
at the- end of octosyllabic or GAyatra pttdas, and are ' 
therefore perfectly legitimate, yet Professor Kuhn 
would change them too, into isfyi and rAsiya. 	In 
vii. 28, 4, even may' is treated as miyi (see Trisht. § 5); , 

-and in vii. 68, z, vitam as vitam. 	If, in explanation 

* A very strong divergence of opinion is expressed on this point 
by Professor Bollensen. 	He says : ' 0 and E erst spater in die 
Schrifttafer aufgenommen, bewahren ihre Lange durch das ganze 
indische Schriftenthum bis ins Apabhramsa hinab. 	Selbstver- 
standlich kann kurz o mid e im Veda erst recht nicht zugelassen 
werden.' 	Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. xxii. p. 574. 
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of this shortening of vitam, vihi is quoted, which 
is identified with vihi, this can hardly be considered 
as an argument, for• vihi occurs where no short 
syllable is required, iv. 48; I; ii. 26; 2 ; and where, 
therefore, the shortening of the vowel cannot 'be 
attributed to metrical reasons. 

3. Final m followed by an initial consonant is 
allowed 	to 	make 	no position, and even in the 
middle of a word a nasal followed by a liquid is 

u• supposed to make positio debftis. 	Several of the in- 
stances, however, given in support, are from Gayatra 
Alas, where Professor Kuhn, in some of his later 
articles, has himself allowed greater latitude ; others 
admit of different scanning, as for instance, 

kshoni.isyl asvinii, kiinvayi. 
considered the dispondeus -as ille-
t scan li'anv-iya, for this scanning 

laces, while to treat the first a-as 
eems' tantamount" to surrendering 

dy. 
re semivowels, mutes, and double 

make no position 4. 	Ex.... iii. 49, I. 
isht. § 5); i. 174, 5. yasinifi kikan ; 
adha-n t.  

has afterwards (Beitrage, vol. iv. p. 207) 
d instead of allowing a final nasal-followed 

sitio debilis, he thinks that the nasal should 
ed altogether. 
n should be made, I think, between an n 
dr a final n following a short vowel, which, 
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5: Final Yisarga before sibilants makes -no posi- 
tion'*: 'EX: . iv. 21, .1o: satyalt. 'samrat 	(Trisht. § 5). 
Even In i. 63, 4. ko-pi :s.-akhi (probably a Gaga,ta), 
and V. 82, 4. sia saubha'g&in (a Gfty. § 7), the long 
I IS treated as short,. and the  short a of , sakhi is 
lengthened/because an aspirate follows. 	• , 	'. 
' .6. S befoike mutes mafces.no position. Ex. vi. 66, IL. ' 

- 
7  

ugra'aspridlirak4  • (Trisht. § 3).. 

. 
'y. S. before k makes .no 	Position. 	Ex. visva- , 

skandra, &c. 	• 	. 	- 
8. Mutes before s make no .position. 	Ex. raslias, 

• .according to Professor Kuhn, in the seventh Man- 
dala only., but see k. 12, 5; kasa, &c. 

'9.' Mutes -before r 'or ir make no position. 	Ex. 
. suirpra, dfrghasrut. 	. 
• ...  io. 	Sibilants . before y mak-  e 	no 

. 	(la n. 	 • 
II. It followed by mutes or sibil,„  

position. 	Ex: iyut giv'ase, khardih,, va 
12. Words like smaddishfim &c. re 

.41°11, before two following consonan 
We now proceed to consider a n 

. 	 . 
according to the rules of Sandhi, is doubled, • 
In the latter case, the vowel before the n remai 
in many eases, or, more correctly, the doubl* 
not take place, e. g. i. 63; 4 ; 186, 4: 	In other p 
seems preferable) e. g. i. 33, xi, though Profe 
remove it altogether. 	Kuhn, Beitrage, vol. iii. p 

* /fere, too, according to later researches, Prof 
rather omit the final sibilant altogether, lot'. cit. 
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sodial rules, which Professor kuhn.proposes to repeal 
in order -to have a Jong -syllable •Where the • MSS. 
supply a short : 

1. 'The vowel ri is::to.- be pronounced as • tong, or 
rather as ar. .Ex. i.. 12,9. tas)nii plval-a•mri/a'y-a is to 
be read :Mai-day-a; v:',33,'.i 0, san),,iar'anasla nislieh -is to • , 
be read arsheh. 	But:why not •s'a,./nv`aran-asiaff'r  isb8h, 

_. (i. e. siarsheh).? 	_ 	• - 	- 	- 	- 	.-• • • 

2. The a . privativtim . n:tay be lengthened.. ,EX: 
agarah, amritah." 

3. Short vowels before liquids may be long. .Ex. . 	,.. 	• 	:..- 	,. 	.. 	z 
narah, taruta,iarati, marutam, hari,vah, arushi, dadluir v. 	 , 
iha, suvid (p. 471). 	. 	' 	• - 	• 

4. Short vowels before nasals' may be  lengthened. 
Ex. gaz.nari, sLitar, 4nfilt, upa hilt.. 	. .. . 

5. Short vowels before the ma of the superlative 
may be lengthened. 	Ex. nritImg.  

6. The short a in the roots sam and yam, and in am • 
(the termination of the accusative f may be lengthpied. 

7. The group ava is to be 1pronounced aua.. 	Ex. 

• • 

. 
avase becomes auase ; saviti become§ zaulti; -na'Vi _ 	... 
becomes naua. 	 . 	. 

, 	 • 	.-,... 8. The group aya is to 	e changed into am -or. 
ea. • Ex. nfiyasi becomes na- 'Iasi. 	 . 

9. The group va is to be changed into na,. and, 
this ua to be treated as a kind of diphthong..and 
therefore long. 	Ex. ka-nv'atsamah becomes liaiiitta-:- ,• 

:' 

inah; va"ru iiah becomes illtriin;.h. 	 • 	. 
1o. The short vowel in the reduplicated syllable of . 	v • . 	_ 	v 	y•• 

perfects is to be lengthened. . Ex. tatatiah, dadlnre. 
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• ' xi. 	Short . vowels before 	all -aspirates may be 
lengthened; - Ex. iras'thalE,' becoides .rathilt,; silha beL. • 

' comes -silthg; ' • ....  
. ...../g. : Short -..vOrela :before ..)-.1 	and •. ';a11 . sibilants - 
. may - Le,: lengthttled., N Ex. /nahmi :beiionles mahini ; 
neig&rck becota'es tisigllin ;` r/sliati becomes itsla'te .,-. • • 	t 
das' it.  Ue.  'canes diSa. . 	' . 	-. 	:- 	' 	• ,.. 	-.. 	. 	. • . 

. 	 .. 

	

.13:v T.16 'shot, vowel before. t ,play',Ise:. iernit 	. ,, .... 	- 
'Ex..1A,gavaah -be-Comi.g.  vaga\--,1.11 
-ati*Iiiit.,!. 
• .--- -I4. - rrfie•kriott vo 	1 3-„‘rore (1 may be 	e) 	t', itt-1 , 
".•Ex. udaram becomes 	'arum; tad ava beconi,ii ii(1 2wo . 
• ./5., The short. vow- 	efore P  may 1)0 lengthimed. .. 

becoes tapu- 

	

E. apim .becomes ,1 	. 	tapnsliim 	m 
Aiini; grihipatim bey 	les grili:ipatim. . 
.. ;6. The short vowel hyri.ro g and y may he length- 

• ened. 	:Ex. sartushag 	 e) asut 	becomes sa,nusbiu,  a•itti,; ...., 	. 
• ytmagan becomes yui 	 11 0 . 

Let us now turn 	r s 	 0 l 
at the slaughter whi 
there one: 	rule th • 
One single shoit .sylldl 	• 	., 
short or a long  syllatil0 
loni? 	If 	all . restrictio 	i• 	u'r 	 , f 	:II.. 
tuoved, ' our 	metres, 	/ 	,.. 	, 	1. u0 , 0i,. '. 
regular:, But it should 	',Jived 
metrical rules, for whicl 	carnago 
committed, :are 	not 	fou 	' 	ti, 	au 	. 
principles,.; but' -.deduced 	. ent, 

-... metriciabs 	from 	those 
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so constantly to violate them. 1  Neither ancient nor V 
modern metricians bud, as far as we know, any. evi-
dence to go upon besides The hymns of the Rig-,veda; 
and the philosophical .speculations .as. to the , origin • 

	

of metres in. which some of their: indulge, and from 	' 
which they woad rain derive-  some of'.•their un-
bending 

 
rules, are, as need hardly be said, of -no 

consequence whatever. 	I cannot, understand what 	 ' 
definite idea even modem writers connect with-such.  : • - 	6 	• 

" *statements as that, for hiStance, the Trishtubh metre 
sprang from the Gagati- metre, that the' eleven. syl-
lables of the former are an abbreViation of the twelve., 
syllables of the latter. 	Surely, metres axe not made 
artificially, and by addition or subtraction. 	Metres 
have a natural origin in the rhythmic sentiment 
of different people, and they become artificial and 
arithmetical in the same way as language with its 
innate principles of law and analogy becomes in 
course of time grammatical and artificial. 	To derive 
one metre from another is like deriving a genitive 
trom a nominative, which we, may do indeed for 
grammatical purposes, but which no .one would ven-
ture to do who is at all acquainted NVith the natural 
and independent production of grammatical forms.. 
Were we to arrange the Trishtubh and Gagati metres.  
in chronological order, I should decidedly plate the 
Trishtubh first, for we see, as it were before our eyes, 
how sometimes one foot, sometimes two and three feet 
in a Trishtubh verse admit an additional - syllable at 
the end, particularly in set phrases *Which would not 

VOL. I. 	 i 
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submit to a Trishtubh ending. 	The phrase sam no 
bhava civipade sam katushpade is evidently a solemn 
phrase, and we see it brought in without hesitation, 
even though every other line of the same strophe or 
hymn is Trishtubh, i. e. hendecasyllabic, not dodeca- 
syllabic. 	See, for instance, vi. 74, x ; vii. 54, i ; x. 
85, 44; 165, i. 	However, I maintain by no means 
that this was the actual origin of Gagati metres ; 
I only refer to it in order to show the groundlessness 
of metrical theories which represent the component ele-
ments, a foot of one or two or four syllables as given 
first, and as afterwards compounded into systems of 
two, three or four such feet, and who therefore would 
wish us to look upon the hendecasyllabic Trishtubh 
as originally a dodecasyllabic Gagati, only deprived 
of its tail. I If my explanation of the name of Trish- 

•4 

9ubh, L e. Three-step, is right, its origin must be 
ascribed to a far more natural process than that 
of artificial amputation. 	It was to accompany a 
choros, i. e. a dance, which after advancing freely 
for eight steps in one direction, turned back (vritta) 
with three steps, the second of which was strongly 
marked, and Would therefore, whether in song or 
recitation, be naturally accompanied by a long syl- 
lable. 	It certainly is so in the vast majority of 
Trishtubhs which have been, handed down to us. 
But if among these verses we find a small number 
in which this simple and palpable rhythm is violated, 
and which nevertheless were preserved from the 
first in that imperfect form, although the temptation 
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to set them right must have been as great to the 
ancient as it has proved to be to the modern students 
of the Veda, are we to say that nearly all, if not all, 
the rules that determine the length and shortness 
of syllables, and which alone give character to every 
verse, are to be suspended ? 	Or, ought we not 
rather to consider, whether the ancient choregic 
poets may not have indulged occasionally in an 
irregular movement? I Ne see that this was so with 
regard to Gayatri verses. 	We see the greater free- 
dom of the first and seconcrpadas occasionally extend 
to the third ; 	and it will be impossible, without 
intolerable violence, to remove all the varieties of 
the last pada of a Gayatri of which I have given 
examples above, pages cxv seq. 

It is, of course, impossible to give here all the 
evidence that might be brought forward in support 
of similar freedom in Trishtubh verses, and I admit 
that the number of real varieties with them is 
smaller than with the Giyatris. 	In order to make 
the evidence which I have to bring forward in sup-
port of these varieties as unassailable as .possible, 
I have excluded nearly every pada that occurs only 
in the first, second, or third line of a strophe, and have 
restricted myself, with few exceptions, and those 
chiefly referring to pada,s that had been quoted by 
other scholars in support of their own theories, to 
the final padas of Trishtubh verses. 	Yet even with 
this limited evidence, I think I shall be able to 
establish 	at 	least 	three 	varieties 	of 	Trishtubh. 

i 2 
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Preserving the same classification which I adopted 
before for the Gayatris, so as to include the im- 
portant eighth 	syllable 	of the Trishtubh, which 
does not properly belong to the vritta, I maintain 
that class 4.., v - -, class 5. - - - -, and class 
8. - ., ., - must be recognized as legitimate endings 
in the hymns of the Veda, and that by recognizing 
them we are relieved from nearly all, if not all, the 
most violent prosodial licences which Professor Kuhn 
felt himself obliged to admit in his theory of Vedic 
metres. 

§ 4. 	,-, %-, - -• 
The verses which fall under § 4 are so numerous 

that after those of the first Mandala, mentioned 
above, they need not be given here in full. 	They 
are simply cases where the eighth syllable is not 
lengthened, and they cannot be supposed to run 
counter to any rule of the PrAkisAkhya, for the 
simple reason that the Pratisikhya never gave such 
a rule as that the eighth syllable must be lengthened 
if the ninth is short. 	Examples will be found in the 
final $da of Trishtubhs : ii ..... 30, 6; 	iii. 36, 4; 	53, 15;  
54, 12; iv. I, 16; 2, 7; 	9; 	xi; 4, 12; 6, 1; 2 ; 4; 	7, 7; 
77, 5 ; 77, 3 ; 	23, 6  ; 	24, 2 ; 	27, I ; 	28, 5; 55, .5; .57, 2 ; 
V. I, 2 ; vi. 17, 10 ; 	21, 8 ; 	23, 7 ; 	25, 5 ; 	29, 6 ; 33, 1; 
62, 1; 63, 7 ; vii. 21, 5; 28, 3; 42, 4; 56, 15; 6o, 10; 
84, 2 ;* 92, 4; viii. 7, 33 ; 96, 9; ix. 92, 5 ; 	x. 61, 12 ; 

13 ; 	74, 3 ; 	117, 7- 	 . 
In support of § 5. - - - -, the number of cases is 

smaller, but it should be remembered that it might 
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be considerably increased if I had not restricted 
myself to the final pada of each Trishtubh, while 
the first, second, and third pidas would have yielded 
a much larger harvest:  

§5. ----. 
i. 89, 9. ma, no rnadhya, ririshatayur- 	gantoh. 
i. 92, 6. supratika saumanasayagigah. 
i. 114, 5. sarma varma khardir asmabhyam yamsat. 
i. 117, 2.- tena nu& vartir asra-abhyam, ykim. 
i. 122, 1. ishu'dhleva" ma'rlito rodasyoh (or io'das  yoh). 
i. 122, 8. asvivato rathino mahyam siTilifh. 
i. 186, 3. ishas ka parshad arigartak, sarlIt. 
ii. 4, 2. devanam agnir aratir girisvh. 
iii. 49, 2. prithugraya aminad hytir diisyoh. 
iv. 3, 9. gamaryena payasa,' pipaya. 
iv. 26, 6. divo amushmad uttarad adaya. 
v. 41, 14. udi vardhantam abhishata(h) a-rn&h. 
vi. 25, 2. aryaya viso (a)va tatir digh. 
vi. 66,11. girayo napa ugia, aspriclliran. 
vii. 8, 6. dyumad amivakatanam rtakshohi. 
vii. 28, 4. a"va dvita, varuno mail-  nah sat. 

• vii. 68, 1. havyani ka pratiblwita vitam nah. 
vii. 71, 2. diva naktam madhvt trisitham nah. 
vii. 78, 1. gyotishmata vamam asmabhprn, vaksbi. 
V. 93, 7b• akkhi mitram varunam indra-m vokeh. 
ix. 90, 4. sam kikrado maho asmabhyam vagin. 

x. /I , 8. bhagam no atra vasumantam vitat. 
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I do not wish to deny that in several of these 
lines it would 	be 	possible 	to remove the 	long 
syllable from the ninth place by conjectural emen- 
dation. 	Instead of gyur in i. 89, 9, we might read 
gyu ; in i. 92, 6, we might drop the augment of 
agigar ; 	in ii. 4, 2, we might admit synizesis in 
astir, and then read gira-asvalt, as in i. 141, 12. 

- In vi. 25, 2, after eliding the a of ava, we might 
read aislh,. 	But even if, in addition to all this, 
we were to admit the possible suppression of final 
m in asmabhyam, mahyam, and in the accusative 
singular, or the suppression of s in the nominative 
singular, both of which would be extreme measures, 
we should still have a number of cases which could 
not be righted without even more violent remedies. 
Why then should we not rather admit the occa- 
sional appearance 	of a metrical variation which 
certainly has a powerful precedent in the dispon- 
deus of Ggyatrls 1 	I am not now acquainted with 
the last results of metrical criticism in Virgil, but, . 
unless some new theories now prevail, I well recol- 
lect that spondaic hexameters, though 	small 	in 
number, much smaller than in the Veda, were 
recognized by the best scholars, and no emendations 
attempted to remove them. 	If then in Virgil we 
read, ' Cum patribus populoque, penatibusque et 
magnis dis,' why not follow the authority of the 
best MSS. and the tradition of the PratisAkhyas 
and admit a dispondeus at the end of a Trishtubh 
rather than suspend, in order to meet this single 
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difficulty, some of the most fundamental rules of 
prosody ? 

I now proceed to give a more numerous list of 
Traishtubha padas ending in a choi'iambus, — . —, 
again confining myself, with few exceptions, to final 
fAdas : 

§ 8. — %.., w —. 

i. 62, 3. sam usriyAbhir vivasanta n-ara-h. 
i. 103, 4. yad dha sitnuli, sravase nirn'a dadhe. 
i. 121, 9. sushnam anantaik pariyisl va'ilhailt. 
i. 122, 10'. sardhastaro n'aiint gtirtisr,avAh. 
i. 173, 8. sthims kid yadi dhish& veshi janda. 
i. 186, 2. karant .sush5,11a, .vithuram na sa'v&h. 
U. 4, 3: dakshayyo yo dasvate da-m-a 3. (not dame 4 
ii. 19, 1. oko dadhe brahmanyant:qs ka-  na rah. 
U. 33, 14. midhvas tolaya tanayiy-a mrlia. 
iv. 1, I9e. say 11dho-  a'trina-* na davAm*. 
iv. 25, 4. nare naryhya nritamkTa nriain. 
iv. 39, 2. dadathur mitravaruni t'atu'rim. 
v. 3o, 12. pr'aty agralhishm'a nrit;,masya nrinim. 
v. 41, 4. ttgim na gagmur 6,svasvatam6.h,. 
v. 41, 15. smat snribhir rigu-bas-  tesrigu-va-nih. 
vi. 4, 7. viy-um prinanti ridhaii nrit2imih. 
vi. Ic), 5. su'viriebhis abhi sCinti ga'n6,n. 

* , Nur eine Stolle babe ich mir angemerkt, wo das Mctrum ttam 
verlangt.' 	Kuhn, Beitriige, vol. iv. p. 18o ; Bollensen, Zeitschrift 
der D. M. G., vol. xxii. p. 587. 
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vi. II, 4. anganti suprayasam panda giinah. 
vi. 13, 1b. agne vi yanti vanino n'a vafah. 
vi. 13, 1d. (live vrishtir 1.4o ritir 'apim. 
vi. 2o, Ill. tasthad raya savas& pritsu ianin. 
vi. 2o, Id. daddhi sail° sahaso vritraur*- am. 
vi. 29, 4. uktha, samsanto devavVat'amM. 
vi. 33, 3. 6., pritsu-  darshi nriam nritsama-. 

	

vi. 33, 5. divi shYlma pry 	gosha'Gro&h. 
vi. 44, 11. daily 'asushvin pr'a vrilAprin'atalt. 
vi. 49, 12. strrfbhir na takam vsa'ica'nas-  y'a vipah. 
vi. 68, 5. vamsad rayim rayivatas Ca iani.n. 
vi. 68, 7. pra sadyo dyumni tirate taur—ih. 
vii. 19, 10. Cakhi Ca sal; 'vita ka nrf[Am. 
vii. 62, 4. ma, mitrasya prliatamas  ya nria,m. 
ix. 97, 26. hotiro na cliciyag' o ma-ndr'atam  6,1i, (?). 
x. 55, 8. sat; nir yu'dladhamad da'syZin (?). • 
x. 99, 9. atkam yo asya sanitota nriam. 
x. Io8, 6. brihaspatir va ubhayi n'a mriat. 
x. 169, 1. aN7asiya padvae radio,' mrlia. 

It is perfectly true that this sudden change in 
the rhythm of Trishtubh verses, making their ending 
iambic instead of trochaic, grates on our ears. 	But, 
I believe, that if we admit a short stop after the 
seventh syllable, the intended rhythm of these verses 
will become intelligible. 	We remarked a similar 
break in the verses of hymn x. 77, where the sudden 
transition to an iambic metre was used with great 
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effect, 	and 	the 	choriambic 	ending, 	though 	less 
effective, is by no means offensive. 	It should be 
remarked also, that in many, though not in all cases, 
a maim takes place after the seventh syllable, and 
this is, no doubt, a great help towards a better 
delivery of these choriambic Trishtubhs. 	. 

While, however, I contend for the recognition of 
these three varieties of the normal Trishtubh metre, 
I am quite willing to admit that other variations 
besides these, which occtrr• from time to time in 
the Veda, form a legitimate 	subject 	of critical 
discussion. 

§ 2. v v v - . 

Trishtubh verses the final pada of which ends in 
‘.., .., 	—, I should generally prefer to treat as ending 
in a Gagata $da, in which this ending is more 
legitimate. 	Thus I should propose to.' scan : • 

i. 122, II. pras' astaye maiini, irathav'ate. 

iii. zo, 5. va'siin ru-drinw idityrn iha huve. 
•,, 	I 	. 	... 	- 

v. 2, I. pu'ra, pasyanti m
y,
hitam (tam) pram. 

vi. 13, 5. vayo vrikayaraye gasuraye. 

§ 	J. 	1/ 4.., 	- 	1/40 	-• 

I should propose the same medela for some final 
padas of Trishtubhs apparently ending in %., — ,., — . 
We. might indeed, as has been suggested, treat 
these verses as single instances of that peculiar 
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metre which we saw carried out in the whole of 
hymn x. 77, but at the end of a verse the admis-
sion of an occasional Gtata ptda is more in accord- 
ance with the habit of the Vedic poets. 	Thus I 
should scan: 

V. 33, 4. vrish5, samatsu asasya nima kit *. 
v. 41, 5b. riya eshe 'vase dadhita alh. 

After what I have said before on the real cha-
racter of the teaching of the Pratisakhya, I need 
not show again that the fact of Uvata's counting 
to of dadhtta as the tenth syllable is of no import-
ance in determining the real nature of these hymns, 
though it is of importance, as Professor Kuhn re-
marks (Beitrage, vol. iii. p. 451), in showing that 
Uvata 	considered 	himself 	at 	perfect liberty 	in 
counting or not counting, for his own purposes, 
the elided syllable of avase. . 	1 	... vii. 4, 6. niipsa"vah, p'-ari sh-adima madu'v-ih, 	. 

§ 6. v — — —. 

Final pA:das of Trishtubhs ending in 1 /4, — — — are 
very scarce. 	In vi. 1, 4, 

bhadrayfim to ranayant'a samdrishtau, 
it would be very easy to read bhadriAm to sam-
drishtau ranayanta ; and in x. 74, 2, 

* Professor Kuhn 	has 	finally adopted 	the 	same 	scanning, 
Beitrage, vol. iv. p. 184. 
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dy'a-ur na-  virebhih krinavanta sv-alh, 
we may either recognize a Gagata pada, or read 

. _ 	- 	... 	.. 
dyaur na varebhih knnavanta svaih, 

which would agree with the metre of hymn x. 77. 

§ 7. — — '-' — • 
Pidas ending in — — %.,-- do not occur as final in 

any Traishtubha hymn, but as many Guigata padas 
occur in the body of Traishtubha hymns, we have 
to scan them as dodecasylla‘bic : 

i. 63, 4a. tv'am ha tya-d indi:a-  k-oai7i, au 
iv. 26, 6b. iariv'atih salun' o man di:am madam. 
The adjective pavaka which frequently occurs at 

the end of final and internal padas of Trishtubh 
hymns has always to be scanned Pivaa-. 	Cf. iv. 
51, 2; vi. 5, 2 ; 10, 4;  51,  3;  vii. 3, 1 ; 9; 	9, lb; 56,12; 
X. 46, 7b. 

I must reserve what I have to say about other 
metres of the •Veda for another opportunity, but 
I cannot leave this subject without referring once 
more to a metrical licence which has been strongly 
advocated by Professor Kuhn and others, and by 
the admission of which there is no doubt that 
many difficulties might be removed, I mean the 
occasional omission of a final m and s, and the 
subsequent 	contraction 	of 	the 	final 	and 	initial 
vowels. 	The arguments that have been brought 
forward in support 	of this 	are very powerful. 
There is the general argument that final s and m 
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are liable to be dropt in other Aryan languages, 
and particularly for metrical purposes. 	There is 
the stronger argument that in some cases final s 
and m in Sanskrit may or may not be omitted, 
even apart from any metrical stress. 	In Sanskrit 
we find that the demonstrative pronoun sas appears 
most frequently as sa (sa dadAti), and if followed 
by liquid vowels, it may coalesce with them even 
in later Sanskrit. 	Thus we see saisha for sa esha, 
sendrah for sa indrah, sanctioned for metrical pur- 
poses even by Panini, wi. I, 134. 	We might refer 
also to feminines which have s in the nominative 
singular after bases in il, but drop it after bases 
in 1. 	We find in the Sanhita text, v. 7, 8, svddhitiva, 
instead of svtdbitih-iva in the Pada text, sanctioned 
by the Pratisakhya 259 ; likewise ix. 61, io, Sanhiti, 
birgmy g dade, instead of Pada, bhilmih, g dade. 	But 
before we draw any general conclusions from such 
instances, we should consider whether they do not 
admit of a grammatical instead of a metrical 	. ex- 
planation. 	The nominative singular of the demon- 
strative pronoun was sa before it was sas ; by the 
side of bhdmih we have a secondary form bhgml ; 
and we may conclude from svadhitl-van, i. 88, 2, 
that the Vedic poets knew of a form svadbiti, 
by the side of svd,dhitih,. . 

As to the suppression' of final m, however, we 
see it admitted by the best authorities, or we see 
at least alternate forms with or without m, in 
tublva, which 	occurs 	frequently 	instead 	of ttl- . 
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bhyam''', and twice, at least, without apparently 
any metrical reason f. " We find asmgka instead of 
asnigkam (i. 173, io), yushmgka instead of yushnal-
kam (vii. 59, 9--1o), yfigadhva instead of ydgadhvam 
(viii. a, 37) sanctioned both by the Sanhita and Pada 
texts t. 

If then we have such precedents, it may well 
be asked why we should hesitate to adopt the 
same expedient, the omission of final m and s, 
whenever the Vedic metres' ' seem to 	require 	it. 
Professor Bollensen's remark, that Vedic verses can-
not be treated to all the licences of Latin scanning§, 
is hardly a sufficient answer ; and he himself, though 
under a slightly different form, would admit as 
much, if not more, than has been admitted on 
this point by Professors Kuhn and Roth. 	On d 
priori grounds I should by no means feel opposed 
to the admission of a possible elision of final s or 
m, or even n ; and my only doubt is whether it, is 
really necessary for the proper scanning of Vedic 
metres. 	My own opinion has always been, that 
if we admit on a larger scale what in single 
words can hardly be doubted by anybody, viz. the 
pronunciation of two syllables as one, we need 

* 	I. 54, 9; 	135, 2; iii. 42, 8 ; v. 1 1, 5 ; vii. 22, 7; 'Fiji. 51; 9; 
76, 8; 82, 5; ix. 62, 27; 86, 3o; x. 167, 1. 

t ii. II, 3; v. 3o, 6. 
$ See Bollensen, Orient and Occident, vol. iii. p. 459; Kuhn, 

Beitrage, vol. iv. p. 199. 
§ Orient and Occident, vol. iv. p. 449. 
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not fall .back on the elision of final consonants in 
order to arrive at a proper scanning 	of Vedic 
metres. 	On this point I shall have to say a few 
words in conclusion, because I shall frequently avail 
myself of this licence, for the purpose of righting 
apparently corrupt verses in the hymns of the 
Rig-veda ; 	and I feel bound to explain, once for 
all, why I avail myself of it in preference to other 
emendations which have been proposed by scholars 
such as Professors Benfey, Kuhn, Roth, Bollensen, 
and others. 

The merit of having first pointed out some cases 
where two syllables must be treated as one, be-
longs, I believe, to Professor Bollensen in his article, 
' Zur Herstellung des Veda,' published in Benfey's 
Orient and Occident, vol. ii. p. 461. 	He proposed, 
for instance, to write hyine 	instead 	of hiyang, 
ix. 13, 6 ; 	dhyan6 instead of dhiyin6, viii. 49, 5 ; 
sdhyase instead of sahiyase, i. 71, 4 ; yan6 instead of, 
iyan6, viii. 5o, ,, &c. 	The actual alteration of these 
words seems to me unnecessary; nor should we 
think of resorting to such violent measures in Greek 
where, as far as metrical purposes are concerned, 
two vowels have not unfrequently to be treated 
as one. 

That iva counts in many passages as one syllable 
is admitted by everybody. 	The only point on which 
I differ is that I do not see why iva, when mono-
syllabic, should be changed to va, instead of.being 
pronounced quickly, or, to adopt the, terminology 
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of Greek grammarians, by synizesis*. 	Synizesis is 
well explained by Greek scholars as a quick pro-
nunciation of two vowels so that neither should be 
lost, and as different thereby from synalcephe, which 
means the contraction of two vowels into one t. 
This synizesis is by no means restricted to iva 
and a few other words, but seems to me a very 
frequent 	expedient 	resorted 	to 	by 	the 	ancient 

f • 0 

Rishis. 
Originally it may have arisen from the fact that 

language allows in many eases alternate forms of 
one or two syllables. 	As in •Greek we have double 
forms like aXerivds and larivjr, 7aXaKrooptiyor and 

. 7XcurroOciyos, wertiv4s. and 7-7,7.49, irwavos and 71-VICVdr 1, 
and as in Latin we have the shortening or sup-
pression of vowels carried out on the largest scale §, 

* Synizesis in Greek applies only to the quick pronunciation 
of two vowels, if in immediate contact ; and not, if separated by 
consonants. 	Samprasfrana might seem a more appropriate term, 
but though the grammatical process designated in Sanskrit by 
Samprasarana offers some analogies, it could only by a new defi- 
nition be applied to the metrical process here intended. 

t A. B. p. 835, 30. icrri 8E 6 Tar Komar tdrposs ,cal 0 xaXovizi'vri 
cruveokiovvols 0 tuft cruyitlicrts Xiyerai. 	"Orav yap (frowlivrcov eircaXriXot 
yivrirat i Irpocbopi, rdre yiveras i crvvitgars cis utav craXagiv. 	atasbipct 
8E cruvaXotche ii piv yap yptiquiron,  e'errl KAO7rib i 8E Xpoiltele Kal i pito 
avvcdtoaki, Ear Xiverat, (Pail/El-at, 	, 	8i 	06. 	Afehlhorn, 	Griechische 
Grammatik, § tot. 	Thus in is ;;;TrraftiOr we have synizesis, in ...... 	_ _ 
Nov/mayor synteresis. 

$ CfeMehlhorn, Griechische Grammatik, § 57. 
§ See the important chapters on ' Kiirzung der Vokale' and 
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we find in 	Sanskrit, too, such double forms as. 
prithvt or fwithivl, adhi and dhi, api and pi, ava 
and va. 	The occurrence of such forms which have 
nothing to do with metrical considerations, but 
are perfectly legitimate from a grammatical point 
of view, would encourage a tendency to treat two 
syllables—and particularly two short syllables—as 
one, whenever an occasion arose. 	There are, besides, 
in the Vedic Sanskrit a number of forms where, as 
we saw, long syllables have to be pronounced as 
two. 	In some of these - cases this pronunciation , is 
legitimate, i. e. it preserves an original dissyllabic 
form which in course of time had become mono- 
syllabic. 	In other cases the same process takes 
place through a mistaken sense of analogy, where 
we cannot prove that an original dissyllabic form 
had any existence even in a prehistoric . state of 
language. 	The occurrence of a , number, of such 
alternate forms would naturally leaVe a general 
impre4ion in the mind of poets that two short . 
syllables 	and one long 	syllable were under cer- 
tain  circumstances interchangeable. 	So consider- 
able a number of words in which a long syllable 
has to be pronounced as two syllables has been 
collected 	by 	Professors 	Kuhn, 	Bollensen, 	and 

' Tilgung der Vokale' in Corssen's 'Aussprache des Lateinisclien ;' 
and more especially his remarks on the so-called irrational vowels 
in Plautus, ibid. vol. ii. p. 7o. 
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others, that no doubt can remain on this subject. 
Vedic poets, being allowed to change a semivowel 
into a vowel, were free to say nisa-tyi and nasa-t576„ 
viii. 5, 32; prithivyas and prithivih; pltroh - and .. 	..,_ 
pitroh, i. 31, 4. 	They could separate 	compound 
words, and pronounce ghritiinnah or glirka-annah, 
vii. 3, x. 	They could insert a kind of shewa or 
svarabhakti in words like simne or Amite, viii. 6, 47; 
dhinane or dhamiie, viii. 92, 25; a'rivn-ah, and ariv'n-ah, 
ix. 63, 5. 	They might vary between pinti and 
pInti, i. 41, 2 ; yA,tha-na . and yltha'na, i. 39, 3 ; ni-
dhitZih and nidlaia, i. 41, 9 ; tredha and tredla, 
i. 34, 8; devil/ and devIh, (besides devasah), i. 23, 24; 
rodasi and rodasi, i. 33, 9;  59, 4 ; 64, 9; and io-das  yoh, 
i. 33, 5 ; 59, 2 ; 117, IO ; Vi. 24, 3  ; vii. 6, 2 ; x. 74, x*. 
Need we wonder then if we find that, on the other 
hand; they allowcd themselves to pronounce prithivl 
as prat 	 vic  i.,19i, 6 ; vii. 34, 7 ; 99, 3 ; dhrishnava 
as ,dhrishnava, v. 52, 14; su' vina as sn" ;Ana 2. 	There 

. is .no' reason why we should change the spelling of 
su'vina into svina. 	The metre itself tells us at 
once where suvina is to be pronounced as two or 
as three syllables. 	Nor is it possible to believe 
that those who first handed down and afterwards 
wrote down the text of the Vedic hymns, should 

* Professor Bollensen in some of these passages proposes to read -.. 	- 

	

rodastosl 	rn.i. 96, 4, no change is necessary if we, read yam. 
Zeitschrift der D. M. G., vol. xxii. p. 587.. 

VOL. T. 	 k 
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have been ignorant of that freedom of pronuncia- 
tion. 	Why, there is not one single passage in the 
whole of the ninth Man dala, where, as far as I know, 
suvana should not be 	pronounced as dissyllabic, 
i. e. as suCina ; and to suppose that the scholars 
of India did not know how that superfluous syllable 
should be removed, is really taking too low an 
estimate of men like Vybli or Saunaka. 	. 

But if we once admit that in these cases two 
syllables separated by a single consonant were pro-
nounced as one and were metrically • counted as 
one, we can hardly resist the evidence in favour 
of a similar pronunciation in a large number of 
other words, and we shall find that by the ad-
mission of this rapid pronunciation, or of what in 
Plautus we should call irrational vowels, many 
verses assume at once their regular form without 
the necessity of admitting the suppression of final 
s, m, n, 	or the 	introduction 	of other 	prosodial 
licences. 	To my mind the most convincing pas-
sages are those where, as in the Atyashti and 

• similar hymns, a poet repeats the same phrase 
twice, altering only one or two words, but without 
endeavouring to avoid an excess of syllables which, 
to our mind, unless we resort to synizesis, would ' 
completely destroy the uniformity of the metre. 
Thus we read : 

i. 133, 6. a'parUshighno 'pratia sar'a siatv'abhilt, 
trisaptih, Ara satv'abhilt. 

Here no 'pra• must be pronounced with one ictus 
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only, in order to get a complete agreement between 
the two iambic diameters. 

,.., 	- 	•-• 	- 	.., i. 134, 5. ugri, ish'ananta bhurvani, 
a'pim ishanta bhur-  va*.ni. 

As ishanta never occurs again, I suspect that the 
original reading was ishananta in both lines, and 
that in the second line ishananta, pronounced rapidly, 
was mistaken for ishanta. Is not bhurvani a locative, 
corresponding to the datives in vane which are so 
frequently used in the sense.of infinitives I 	See note 
to i. 6, 8, page 34. 	In i. 138, 3, we must read 

... 	. 	... 	. 	. 
ah-e/amina urusamsa Bali. bha'va-, 

Age-vide sari bhaw  wt.. 
In i. 129, II, 

a-dhi hi to ga'niti giga'n-ad vase, 
r-a-kshohana-m toglganid.  vaso, 

we might try to remove the difficulty by omitting 
vaso at the end of the refrain, but this would 
be against the general character of these hymns. 
We want the last word vaso, if possible, at the 
end of both lines. 	But, if so, we must admit two 
cases of synizesis, or, if this seems too clumsy, we 
must omit tvi. 

I shall now proceed to give a number of other 
examples in which the same consonantal synizesis 
seems necessary in order to make the rhythm of 
the verses perceptible to our ears as it was to the 
ears of the ancient Rishis. 

k 2 
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The preposition anu takes synizesis in 
i. 127, I. ghritas  ya-  vibhrishtim anu vashti sokishi. 

Cf. x. 14, 1. 
The preposition abhi : 
i. 91, 23. riyo bhiga7n sa-ha-sivann abhi yu-dhya-. 

Here Professor Kuhn changes sahasavan into saha-
svah, which, no doubt, is a very simple and very 
plausible emendation. 	But in altering the text of 
the Veda many things have to be considered, and 
in our case it might be objected that sahasvah 
never occurs again as ah epithet of Soma. 	As an 
invocation sahasvah refers to no deity but Agni, 
and even in its other cases it is applied to Agni 
and Indra only. 	However, I do not by any means 
maintain that sahasvah could not be applied to 
Soma, for nearly the same arguments could be 
used against sahasavan, if conjecturally put in the 
place of sahasvah ; I only wish to point out how 
everything ought to be tried first, before we resort 
in the Veda to conjectural emendations. 	Therefore, 
if in our passage there should be any objection 
to admitting the synizesis in abhi, I should much 
ratter propose synizesis of sahasavan, than change 
it into sahasvah. 	There is synizesis in maha, e. g. 
i. 133, 6. 	a-var un-aha- 	indra 	dadrilif srudhi 	na-h. 
Although this verse is quoted by the Pratisitkhya, 
&Ara 522, as one in which the lengthened syllable 
dhl of srudht does not occupy the tenth place, and 
-which therefore required special mention, the original 
poet evidently thought otherwise, and lengthened 
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the syllable, being a syllable liable to be lengthened, 
because it occupied the tenth place, and therefore 
received a peculiar stress. 

The preposition pari : 
vi. 52, 14. ma vo Tad/raj pa'rilashyani vokam, 

sum  nesh; id vO antsami m'adema. 
Here Professor Kuhn (Beitrage, vol. iv. p. 197) begins 
the last pada with vokam, but this is impossible 

0 . 
unless we change the accent of vokam, though even 
then the separation of the verb from m5, and the 
accumulation of two verbs° in the last line would 
be objectionable. 

Hari is pronounced as hari : 
vii. 32, 12. ya-  indro harivin na" dalhinti tam rIpih. 
ii. i8, 5. A kittvarrmsa-ti ha'ribliir ytiganiik. 
Hence I propose to scan the difficult verse i. 167, ir, 

as follows : 
sahas—ram to indra-iita'yo na, 

- 	- 	 - 	z---- - sahasramisho harivo gartaIaim&h*, 
sahasram ray° midayadhyai, 
sahasrina upa no yantu vagah. 

That the final o instead of as is treated as a 
short syllable we saw before, and in i. 133, 6, we 
observed that it was liable to synizesis. 	We see 
the same in 

i. 175, 6. maya ivipo na tnshyate lahatha. 
v. 61, 16. tt yagiiiyItso varrlitana. 

* As to the scanning of the second line see page cxxxv. 
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• • 
The pragrihya I of the dual is known in the 

Veda to be liable in certain cases to Sandhi. 	If 
we extend this licence beyond the limits recognized 
by the Pritisakhya, we might scan 

vi. 52, 14. u-bhe rodasy a-pim nawpik ka man  ma, or 
we might shorten the I before the a, and admitting 
synizesis, scan: 

ubhe rodast ap5,m na'ra ea minmi. 
In iii. 6, io, we must either admit Sandhi between 

prat and adhvareva, or contract the first two syl- 
lables of adhvardva. 	' 

The o and e of vocatives before vowels, when 
changed into av or a(y), are liable to synizesis : 

iv. 48, i. viyav i ka ndrena rathena (Anushtubh, c.) 
iv. i, 2. sa.-  bhritlraln varunam agna i vavritsva. 
The termination avah also, before vowels, seems 

to 	count 	as 	one 	syllable 	in v, 52,• 14, divo vi 
,.;—:„ 	_ 	... 

dhrishnava °gas& which would render Professor 
Bollensen's correction (Orient und Occident, vol. ii. 
p. 480), dhrishntiogask unnecessary. 

Like ava and iva, we find aya and iya, too, in 
several words liable to be contracted in pronuncia-
tion ; e. g. vayam, vi. 23, 5 ; ayam, i. 177, 4 ; iyam, 
vii. 66, 8 2  ; 	i. 186, x i 	(unless we read 	vo 'sme) ; 
x. 129, 6. 	Professor Bollensen's proposal to change 
iyam to tin, and ayam to Am (Orient und Occident, 
vol. ii. p. 461), would only cause obscurity, without any 
adequate gain, while other words would by a similar 
suppression of vowels or consonants become simply 
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irrecognizable. 	In i. 169, 6, for instance, adha has 
to be 	pronounced with one ictus ; 	in vi. • 26, 7, 
sadhavI  ra 	is 	trisyllabic. 	In vi. 1o, t, we 	must 
admit synizesis in adhvare ; in i. 161, 8, either in 
udakdm or in abravitana ; i. Ito, 9, in ribhumffn ; 
viii. 79, 4, in diva ; v. 4, 6, in nritama (unless we 
read so 'gne); 	i. 164, 17, in parah; 	vi. 15, 14, in 
pbaka ; 	i. 191, 6 ; 	vii. 34, 7 i.. 99, 3, in prithivT ; 
1.1:  2o, 8, in pAralt ; vi. to, 3., in prayatt ; vi. 17, 7, in 
brihdt ; ix. 19, 6, in bhiyasam ; i. 133, 6, in mahah ; 
ii. 28, 6 ; 	iv. t, 2 j vi. 75, 18, in varana. ; iii. 30, 21, 
in vrishabha ; 	vii. 41, 6, in vaginah ; 	ii. 43, 2, in 
sisumatth ; vi. 51, 2, in sanutir ; vi. is, 12, in stM-
virasya, &c. 

These remarks will, I hope, suffice in order to 
justify the principles by which I have been guided 
in my treatment of the text and in my translation 
of the Rig-veda. 	I know I shall seem to some to 
have been too timid in retaining whatever can pos-
sibly be retained in the traditional text of these 
ancient hymns, while 	others will look upon the 
emendations which I have suggested as unpardon- 
able temerity. 	Let everything be weighed in the 
just scales of argument. 	Those who argue for 
victory, and not for truth, can have no hearing 
in our court. 	There is too much serious work to 
be done to allow time 	for wrangling or abuse. 
Any dictionary will supply strong words to those 
who condescend to such warfare, but strong argu. 
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ments require honest labour, sound judgment, and; 
above la a genuine love of truth. 	- 

The second volume, which I am now preparing for 
Press, will contain the remaining hymns addressed 
to the Maruts. 	The notes will necessarily have to 
be reduced to smaller dimensions, but they must 
always constitute the more important part in , a 
translation . or, more 	truly 	in 	a 	deciphering • of 
Vedic hymns. 

F. MAX MULLER. 
PARRS END, OXFORD:  

March, 1869. 
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2 	 HYMNS TO THE MARUTS. 

IONDALA. I, SJKTA 6. 
ASHTAKA I, ADHYAYA 1, VARGA 11-12. 

1. Yufiganti bradhnam arusham karantam pari 
tastiishah, rokante rokang divi. 

2. Yufiganti asya kgmyi Mni (iti) vi-pakshasA, rathe, 
ASIA dhrishnil (iti.) nri-vghasa. 

• 
3. Kettim krinvan aketfive pr sah. maryah apesase, 

sam ushat-bhih, agayathak 

4. At aha svadhgm anu plinah garbha-tvam A.-hire, 
dadhanalt naima yagiiiyam. 

1. WiLsoN : The circumstationed (inhabitants of the three 
worlds) associate with (Indra), the mighty (Sun), the indc-
structive (fire), the moving (wind), and the lights that shine 
in the sky. 

BENFEY : Die rothe Sonne schirr'n sie an, die wandelt um 
die stehenden, Strahlen strahren am Himmel auf. 

LANGLOIS : Places autour du (foyer, les hommes) preparent 
le char (du dieu) brillant, pur et rapide; (cependant) brillent 
dana le ciel les feux (du matin), 

2. WILSON : They (the charioteers) harness to his .car his 
two desirable .coursers, placed on either 11,;m1, b.ay-c,oloured, 
high-spirited, chief-bearing. . 

BENFEY : Die lieben Falben sehirren sie zu beiden Seiten 
des Wagens an, braune, kiihne, held-tragende. 

LdNGLOIS : A ce char sont atteles ses deux.coursiers, beaux, 
brillants, impetueux, rougeatres, et xlignes de porter 	un 
h6ros. 

3. WiLsmi : Mortals, you owe your (daily) birth (to such 
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HYMN TO INDRA AND THEMARUTS (THE 
STORM-GODS). 

• 
1. Those who stand around him while he moves on, 

harness the bright red steed ;" the lights in heaven 
shine forth.2  

2. They harness to the chariot on each side his 
(Indra's)' two favourite bays,, 'the brown, the bold, 
who can carry the hero. 

3. •Thou who createst light where there was no 
light, and form, 0 men !I where there was no form, 
bast been born together with the dawns.2  

4. Thereafter' they (the Marut,$), according to their 
wont,2  assumed again the form of new-born babes,3  
taking their sacred name. 

• . 
an Indra), who with the rays of the morning, gives sense to 
the senseless, and to the formless, form. 

BENFEY : Licht machend —Manner ! —das Dunkele and 
kenntlich das Unkenntliche, entsprangst du mit dem Mor-
genroth.  

LANatom: 0 mortels, (voyez-le) mettant l'ordre dans la 
confusion, dormant la fame au chaos. '. 0 Indra, avec les 
rayons du jour; to viens de mitre. 

4. WILSON :_ . Thereafter, verily, those who 	bear 	names 
invoked in Holy rites, (the Maruts,) having seen the rain 
about to be engendered, instigated him to resume his embryo 
condition (in the clouds). 

BENFEY : Sodanu voa freren Stiicken gleich erregen wieder 
Schwaugerschaft die heilgen Namen tragenden. 

LA.NoLois : 	A peine la formule de Poffrande a-t-elle ete 
prononeee, que les Marouts), dont le nom • merite d'être 
invoque dans les saerifice..4, .viennent exciter (de leur souffle) 
le feu a peine sorti du sein (de Parani). 

D 2 
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5. Vihi kit' arugatml-bhih githi kit indra vahni-bhih, 

	

A , 	, a 

	

avindah usrlyaft 	u. 

6. Deva-yantah yfitlig matfm fikkha vid6t-vasum 
gfrah, mahlm aniIshata srutam. 

• 

7. fndrena sam hi drikshase sam-gagmanfih abi-
bhyushg, mandd (f ti) sanAna-varkasi. 

8. Anavadyafh abhidyu-bhih, makb6h sIthasvat ar-. 
kati, ganaih indrasya kgmyaih. 

• 
9. Atah pari-gman g gahi divah vi rokangt 'fidhi, 

slIm asmin ringate girah. 

5. WILSON : Associated with the conveying Maruts, the 
traversers of places difficult of access, thou, Indra, hast dis-
covered the cows hidden in the cave. 

BE.NFEY : Mit den die Festen brechenden, den Stiirmenden 
fandst, Indra, du die Kilhe in der Grotte gar. 

LANGLOIS : Avec ces (Marouts), qui brisent tout rempart et 
supportent (la nue) Indra, to vas, du sein de la caverne, 
delivrer les vaches (celestes). 

6. WILSON : 	The reciters of praises praise the mighty 
(troop of Maruts), who are celebrated, and conscious of the 
power of bestowing wealth in like manner as they (glorify) 
the counsellor (Indra). 

BENFEY : 	Nach 	ihrer Einsicht verherrlichend besingen 
Sanger den Schatzeherrn, den beriihmten, gewaltigen. 

LA-NGLOIS : Voila pourquoi l'hymne qui chante les dieux 
celebre aussi le grand (dieu des vents), qui assiste (Indra) de 
ses conseils, et decouvre, les heureux tresors. 

7. WnsoN : May you be seen, Maruts, accompanied by the 
undaunted (Iudra); both rejoicing, and of equal splendour. 
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5. Thou, 0 Indra, with the swift.Maruts1  who break 
even through the stronghold,2  bast found even in their 
hiding-place the bright cows3  (the days). 

6. The pious singers' (the Maruts) have, after their 
own mind,2  shouted towards the giver of wealth, the 
great, the glorious (Indra). 

7. Mayest thou' (host of the Maruts) be verily seen3  
coming together with Indra, .the fearless : you are 
both happy-making, and of equal splendour. 

8. With the beloved hosts of Indra, with the blame-
less, heavenward-tending (MAruts), the sacrificer' cries 
aloud. • 

9. 'From yonder, 0 traveller (Indra), come hither, 
or down from the light of heaven ;" the singers all 
yearn for it ;— 

BENFEY : So lass mit Indra denn vereiut, dem furchtloseu, 
erblicken dich, beide erfreu'nd and glanzesgleich. 

LANGLOIS: Avec l'intrepide Indra, '(6 dieu,) on to voit ac-
courir; tous deux pleins de bonheur, thus deux egalement 
resplendissants. 

8. WiLsoN : 	This rite is performed iu adoration of the 
powerful Indra, along with the irreproachable, heavenward- 
tending, and amiable bands (of the Maruts). 	• 

BENFEY : Durch Indra's liebe Schaaren, die untadligen, 
himnielstiirmenden, strahlet das Opfer mdchtiglich. 

LA.Nowis : Notre sacrifice confond, dans un homage aussi 
empresse, Indra et la troupe (des Marouts) bienfaisante, irre-
prochable, et brillante des feux (du matin). 

9. WELsox : Therefore circumambient (troop of Maruts), 
come hither, whether from the region of the sky, or from the 
solar sphere; for, in this rite, (the priest) fully recites your 
praises.  

BENFEY: Von hier, oder vom Himmel komm ob dem 
Ether, Umkreisender ! zu dir streben die Lieder all. 
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10. Itch 'VA satim Tmahe divah va, plirthivit adhir, 
indram malia, vg, ragasah. 

LA.Nowts : (Dieu des vents), qui parcours le monde, viens 
• vers nous, ou de ton sejour habitue], ou de Lq, demeure celeste 
de la lumiere; notre voix aujourd'hui t'appelle. 

10. Wusort: We invoke Indra,—whether he come from 
this earthly region, or from the heaven above, or from the 
vast firmament,—that he may give (us) wealth. 

COMMENTARY. • 
I 	This hymn is ascribed to Kanva, the son of Ghora.. The 

metre is Ggyatri throughout. 	 • 

Verse 1, note '. The poet begins with a somewhat abrupt 
description of a sunrise. 	Indra is taken as the god of the 
bright day, whose steed is the sun, and whose companions 
the Maruts, or the storm-gods. 	Arusha, meaning originally 
red, is used as a proper name of the horse or of the rising 
sun, though it occurs more frequently as the name of the 
red horses or flames of Agni, the god of fire, and also of 
the morning light. 	In our passage, Arusha, a substantive, 
meaning the red of the morning, has taken bradhn6 as an 
adjective,—bradhng meaning, as far as can be made out, 
bright in • general, though, as it is especially applied to the 
Soma-juice, perhaps bright-brown or yellow. 	Names of 
colour are difficult to translate from one language 	into 
another, for their shades vary, and withdraw themselves 
from sharp definition. 	We shall meet with this difficulty 
again and again in the Veda. 	 • 

The following passages will illustrate the principal mean-
ing of arusha, and justify the translation here adopted. 

Arushd as an Adjective. 
Arusha is used as an adjective in the sense of red : 
vii. 97, 6. 	tam sagmgsah arushgsah asvah brihaspatim 

saha-vghah vahanti,—nabhah ne riiptim arusham visa:111h. 
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• 10. Or we ask Indra for help from here, or from 
heaven, above the earth, or from the great sky. 

BENFEY : Von hier, oder vom Himmel ob der Erde begebren 
Spende wir, oder, Indra! aus weiter Luft. 

Len ors : 	Nous invoquons aussi la libemlite d'Indra; 
(qu'il nous entende), soit d'ici-bas, soit de Fair qui enveloppe 
la terre, soit du vaste sejour de la lumiere. 

$ 	. 

Powerful red horses, drawing together draw him, Brihas- 
pati : horses clothed in red colour like the sky. 

iii. I, 4. svettim gagfianam arushim mahi-tvd. 
Agni, the white, when born; the red, by growth. 
iii. 15, 3. krishndsu agne arushzili vi bhtthi. 
Shine, 0 Agni, red among the dark ones. 
iii. 31, 21. antfir (iti) krishntin arushaih dhtima-bhih gilt. 
He (Indra) went among the dark ones with his red com-

panions. 
vi. 27, 7. yitsya gdvau arushd. 
He (Indra) whose two cows are red. 
vii. 75, 6. priti dyutandm arusbdsah asvah kitrdh adrisran 

ush6sam vihantah. 
The red horses, the beautiful, were seen bringing to us 

the bright dawn. 
V. 43, 12. hiranya-varnam arusham sapema. 
Let us worship the gold-coloured, the red, i. e. Brihaspati 

(the fire). 
i. 118, 5. 01..1 yam tisviih vapushah patafiggh vtiyah va-

hantu arushdh abhike. 
May the winged beautiful horses, may the red birds 

bring you (the Asvins) back near to us. 
iv. 43, 6. ghrind vayah arushifsah pen pram. 
The red birds (of the Asvins) came back by day. 
v. 73, 5. 1)614 yam arushal wiyah ghrind varante a-tepah. 
The red birds shield you (the Asvins) around by day 

from the heat. 
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i. 36, 9. vi dhamam agne arushim miyedhya sriga. 
. Send off, 0 Agni, the red smoke, thou who art worthy of 

sacrificial food. 
vii. 3, 3. ikkha dygm arushah dhilma eti. 
The red smoke goes up to the sky. 
vii. 16, 3. ut dIramgsah arushgsah divi-sprisah. 
The clouds of red smoke went up touching the sky. 
x. 45, 7. iyarti dhilmam arusham. 
He (Agni) rouses the red smoke. 
i. 141, 8. dygm angebhih arushebhih iyate. 
He (Agni) goes to the sky with his red limbs. 
ii. 2, 8. sa idhana ushasah ramfah gnu svah ni didet 

arushena bhamina. 
He (Agni), lit after the lovely dawns, shone like the sky 

with his red splendour. 
iii. 29, 6. asvah ni vagi arusha vineshu g. 
Like 	a stallion, 	the red 	one (Agni) 	appears 	in the 

wood. 
iv. 58, 7. arushah na vagl kgshthah bhinclan. 
Like a red stallion, breaking the bounds. 
i. 114, 5. diva varaham arusham. 
Him (Rudra), the boar of the sky, the red. 
V. 59, 5. a-svah-iva it arushgsah. 
Like red horses, (0 Maruts.) 
v. 12, 2. ritam sapami arushasya vrishnah. 
I follow the rite -of the red hero (Agni). 	The meaning 

here assigned to vrishan will be explained hereafter, see 
note to i. 85, 12. 

v. 12, 6. ritarn sa pati arushasya vrishnah. 
He observes the rite of the red hero (Agni). 
vi. 8, 1. prikshasya vrishnah arushasya nit sahah pra nit 

vokam. 
I celebrate the power of the quick red hero (Agni Vaisya-

nara). 
vi. 48, 6. sytivasu arusha vrisha. 
In the dark (nights) the red hero (Agni). 
iii. 7, 5. gananti vrishnah arushasya sevarn. 
They know the treasure of the red hero (of Agni). 
In one passage vrjshan arusha is intended for fire in the 

shape of lightning. 
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x. 89, 9. 	ni amitreshu vadhltm indra ttimram vrlshan 
vrishanam arusham sisihi. 

Whet, 0 strong Indra, the heavy strong red weapon, 
against the enemies. 

x. 43, 9. tit gayatam parastilt gy6tishil saha—vi rokatam 
arushah bhanting stikih. 

May the axe (the thunderbolt) appear with the light— 
may the red one blaze forth, bright with splendour. 

x. I, 6. arushah &tilt pade itayah. 
Agni, born red in the place of the altar. 
vi. 3, 6. nAktam ya im arusca yah divg. 
He (Agni) being red by night and by day. 
x. 20, 9. krishnah svetah arushah ygmah asya bradhnah 

rigralt uta s6nah. 	 . 
His (Agnes) path is black, white, red, bright, reddish, 

and yellow. 
Here it is extremely difficult to keep all the colours 

distinct. 
Aruslui is frequently applied to Soma, particularly in the 

9th Mandala. 	There we read : 
ix. 8, 6. arushah harih. 
ix. 71, 7. arushah divAh kavih vrishg. 
ix. 74, I. vggi arushah. 
ix. 82, 1. arusluilt vrishg harik. 
ix. 89, 3. harim arusham. 
ix. 111, 1. 	arushah harik. 	See also ix. 25, 5 ; 61, 21. 

In ix. 72, I, arushi seems used as a substantive in the sense 
of red-horse. 

Arushci as an Appellalive. 

Aruslui is used as an appellative, and in the following 
senses: 

1. The one red-horse of the Sun, the two or more red- 
horses of Agni. 

i. 6, 1. yuiiganti bradlthAm arusham. 
They yoke the bright red-horse (the Sun). 
i. 94, io. ygt tiyukthgh arushg r6hita tithe. 
When thou (Agni) hast yoked the two, red-horses and the 

two ruddy horses to the chariot. 
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i. 146, 2. rihanti gdhah arushgsah asya. 
His (Agni's) red-horses lick the udder. 
ii. fo, 2. sruygli agnih—havam me—sygsg ritham vaha-

tah r6hita va uta arushg. 
Mayest thou, Agni, hear my call, whether the two black, 

or the two ruddy, or the two red-horses carry you. 
Here three kinds of colours are clearly distinguished, 

and an intentional difference is made between r6hita and 
arushg. 

iv. 2, 3. arushg yugan6h. 
Agni having yoked the two red-horses. 
iv. 6, 9. tava tye agne haritah—r6hitgsah—arushgsah 

vrishanah. 
To thee (Agni) belong these bays, these ruddy, these red-

horses, the stallions. 
Here, again, three kinds of horses are distinguished— 

Harits, R6hitas, and Arushas.  
viii. 34, 17. 	ye rigrgh vfita-ramhasah aruslasah raghu- 

syadah. 
Here arusha may be the subject and the rest adjectives; 

but it is also possible to take all the words as adjectives, 
referring them to '1vu in the next verse. 	The fact that Agri), 
likewise expresses a peculiar red colour is no objection, as 
may be seen from i. 6, i; 94, 10. 

vii. 16, 2. sah yogate arushg visvit-bhogasa. 
May he (Agni) yoke the two all-nourishing red-horses. 
vii. 42, 2. yunkshvit—haritah rohitah ka ye va sadman 

arushgh. 
Yoke (0 Agni) the bays, and the ruddy horses, or the 

red-horses which are in thy stable. 
2. The cloud, represented as the enemy of Indra, as re-

taining, like Vritra, the waters which Indra and the Maruts 
wish to liberate. 

i. 85, 5. uti arushElsya vi syanti dhgrah. 
(When you go to the battle, 0 Maruts), the streams of 

the red enemy flow off. 
v. 56, 7. uta syah vtigi arusla. 
This strong red-horse,--meant for the cloud, as it would 

seem ; 	but possibly, too, for one of the horses of the 
Maruts. 
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Arus1u as the Proper Name of a Solar Deity. 

Besides the passages in which arushi is used either as an 
adjective, in the sense of red, or as an appellative, meaning 
some kind of horse, there are others in which, as I pointed 
out in my Essay on Comparative Mythology*, Arushfi, 
occurs as a proper name, as the name of a solar deity, as 
the bright deity of the morning (Aforgenroth). 	My inter- 
pretation of some of these passages has been contested, nor 
shall I deny that in some of thebm a different interpretation 
is possible, and that in looking for traces of Arusha, as a 
Vedic deity, representing the morning or the rising sun, and 
containing, as I endeavoured to show, the first germs of the 
Greek name of Eros, I may have seen more indications of 
the presence of that deity in the Veda than others would 
feel inclined to acknowledge. 	Yet in going over the same 
evidence again, I think that even verses which for a time I 
felt inclined to surrender, yield a better sense if we take the 
word aruslui which occurs in them as a substantive, as the 
name of a matutinal deity, than if we look upon it as an 
adjective or a mere appellative. 	It might be said that 
wherever this arusha occurs, apparently as the name of a 
deity, we ought to supply Agni or Indra or Silrya. 	This is 
true to a certain extent, for the sun, ,or the light of the 
morning, or the bright sky are no doubt the substance and 
subject-matter of this deity. 	But the same applies to many 
other names originally intended for these conceptions, but 
which, nevertheless, in the course of time, became inde- 
pendent names of independent deities. 	In our passage 
i. 6, 1, yufwfinti bradhnfim arusham, we may retain for 
arusha the appellative power of steed or red-steed, but if we 
could ask the poet what he meant by this red-steed, or if 
we ask ourselves what we can possibly understand by it, 
the answer would be, the morning sun, or the light of the 
morning. 	In other passages, however, this meaning of red- 
steed is no longer applicable, and we can only translate 
Arushfi, by the Red, understanding by this name the deity 
of the morning or of the morning sun. 

* Chips from a German Workshop, 2nd ed., vol. ii. p. x37 eeq. 
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vii. 71, i. spa svasuh ushasali nfik gihtte rinfikti krishah 
arushfiya pfintham. 

The Night retires from her sister, the Dawn ; the Dark one 
yields the path to the Red one, i. e. the red morning. 

Here Arushi shares the same half-mythological character 
as Ushas, and where we should speak of dawn and morning 
as mere periods of time, the Vedic poet speaks of them as 
living and intelligent beings, half human, half divine, as 
powers of nature capable of understanding his prayers, and 
powerful enough to reward his praises. 	I do not think 
therefore that we need hesitate to take Arusha in this 
passage as a proper name of the morning, or of the morning 
sun, to whom the dark goddess, the Night, yields the path 
when he rises in the East. 

vi. 49, 2. divah sisum sihasah santim agnim yagriasya 
kettim arusham yfigadhyai. 

To worship the child of Dyu, the son of strength, Agni, 
the light of the sacrifice, the Red one (Arushfi). 

In this verse, where the name of Agni actually occurs, it 
would be easier than in the preceding verse to translate 
arusha as an adjective, referring it either to Agni, the god 
of fire, or to yagfigsya kettim, the light of the sacrifice. 
I had 'myself yielded* so far to these considerations that I 
gave up • my former translation, and rendered this verse by 
' to worship Agni, -the child of the sky, the son of strength, 
the red light of the sacrifice t.' 	But I return to my original 
translation, and I see in Arusha an independent name, in-
tended, no doubt, for Agni, as the representative of the rising 
sun and, at the same time, of the sacrificial fire of the 
morning, but nevertheless as having in the mind of the poet 
a personality of its own. 	He is the child of Dyu, originally 
the offspring of heaven. 	He is the son of strength, origin- 
ally generated by the strong rubbing of the aranis, i. e. the 
wood for kindling fire. 	He is the light of the sacrifice, 
whether as reminding man that the time for the morning 
sacrifice has come, or as himself lighting the sacrifice on the 
Eastern altar of the sky. 	He is Arushfi, originally as 

Chips from a German Workshop, vol. ii. p. 1 39• 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1867, p.204. 
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clothed-in bright red colour, but gradually changed into the 
representative of the morning. 	We see at once, if examin- 
ing these various expressions, how some of them, like the 
child of Dyu, are easily carried away into mythology, while 
others, such as the son of strength, or the light of the 
sacrifice, 	resist 	that unconscious 	metamorphosis. 	That 
Arusha was infected by mythology, that it had approached 
at least that point where nomina become • changed into 
numina, we see by the verse immediately following: 

vi. 49, 3. arushasya duhitarg viriipe (iti vi-riipe) stri-bhih 
any 	pipise sgrah anyg. 

There are two different daughters of Arushg; the one is clad 
in stars, the other belongs to the sun, or is the wife of Svar. 

Here Arusha is clearly a mythological, being, like Agni 
or Savitar or Vaisvanara; and if Day and Night are called 
his daughters, he, too,. can hardly have been 	conceived 
otherwise than as endowed with human attributes, as the 
child of Dyu, as the father of Day and Night, and not as a 
mere period of time, not as a mere cause or effect. 

iv. 15, 6. 	tarn Arvantam na sanasim arusham na divah 
sistim marmrigy6nte dive-dive. 

'they trim the fire day by day, like a strong horse, like 
Aruta, the child of Dyu. 

Here, too, Arusha, the child of Dyu, has to be taken as 
a personal character, and, if the na after arushim is right, a 
distinction is clearly made between Agni, the sacrificial fire, 
to whom the hymn is addressed, and Arushlt, the child of 
heaven, the pure and bright morning, here used as a simile 
for the cleaning or trimming of the fire on the altar. 

v. 47, 3. arushAh su-parizah. 
Arusha, the morning sun, with beautiful wings. 

The feminine A'rushf as an Adjective. 

Arushi, like arusha, is used as an adjective, in the same 
sense as arusha, i. e. red : 

iii. 55, i i. syrivi ka yat arushi ka svisarau. 
As the dark and the red are sisters. 
i. 92, i and 2. ggvah arushih and arushih ggh. 
The red cows of the dawn. 
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i. 92, 2. nisantam bhamim arushih asisrayuh. 
The red dawns obtained bright splendour. 
Here ushasak, the dawns, occur in the same line, so that we 

may take irushih either as an adjective, referring to the dawns, 
or as a substantive, as a name of the dawn or of her cows. 

i. 30, 21. rive ni kitre arushi. 
Thou bright, red dawn, thou, like a mare. 
Here, too, the vocative arushi is probably to be taken as 

an adjective, particularly if we consider the next following 
verse : 

iv. 52, 2. gsva-iva kitri1 arushi mats" g6vam ritti-vari sakha 
abhilt asvinok usligh. 

The dawn, bright and red, like a mare; the mother of the 
cows (days), the never-failing, she became the friend of the 
Asvins. 

x. 5, 5. sapta svisrik irushih. 
The seven red sisters. 

The feminine ifrushi as a Substantive. 

If used as a substantive, arushi seems to mean the dawn. 
It is likewise used as a name of the horses of Agni, Igdra, 
and Soma; also as a name for mare in general. 	• 

It means dawn in x. 8, 3, though the text points here so 
clearly to the dawn, and the very name of dawn is mentioned 
so immediately after, that this one passage seems hardly 
sufficient to establish the use of arushi as a recognized 
name of the dawn. 	Other passages, however, would like- 
wise gain in perspicuity, if we took ()sushi by itself as a 
name of the dawn, just as we had to admit in several 
passages arusha by itself as a name of the morning. 	Cf. 
i. 71, I. 

Arushi means the horses of Agni, in i. 14, 12 : 
yukshva hi 6rushih 'lithe haritak deva rohitah. 
Yoke, 0 god (Agni), the red-horses to the chariot, the 

bays, the ruddy. 
i. 72, 1o. prg. TAM agne irushih aganan. 
They knew the red-horses, Agni, coming down. 
In viii. 69, 5, arushi refers to the horses of Indra, whether 

as a noun or an adjective, is somewhat doubtful : 
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g hirayah sasrigrire Ar.  ushili. 
The bay horses were let loose, the red-horses ; or, possibly, 

thy bright red-horses were let loose. 
Soma, as we saw, was frequently spoken of as arushila 

hSri/i. 
In ix. 1 II, 2, tridhgtu-hhih arushibhih seems to refer to the 

same red-horses of Soma, though this is not quite clear. 
The passages where iirusht means simply a mare, without 

any reference to colour, are viii. 68, 18, and viii. 55, 3. 
It is curious that Arushet, which in the Veda means red, 

should in its Zendic form aurusha, mean white. 	That in 
the Veda it means red and not white is shown, for instance, 
by x. 2o, 9, where sveta, the name for white, is mentioned by 
the side of arusha. 	Most likely prushti meant originally bril- 
liant, and became fixed with different shades of brilliancy in 

V 

Sanskrit and Persian. 	Arushit presupposes a form ar-vas, and 
is derived from a root ar in the sense of running or rushing. 
See Chips from a German Workshop, vol. ii. pp. 135, 137. 

Having thus explained the different meanings of arush6 
and arushi in the Rig-veda, I feel it incumbent, at least for 
once, to explain the reasons why I differ from the classifi-
cation of Vedic passages as given in the Dictionary pub- 
lished by Messrs. Boehtlingk and Roth. 	Here, too, the 
passages in which arushi is used as an adjective are very 
properly separated from those in which it appears as a 
substantive. 	To begin with the first, it is said that ' aruslui 
means ruddy, the colour of Agni and his horses ; he (Agni) 
himself appears tis a red-horse.' 	In support of this, the 
following passages are quoted : 

• 

iii. I, 4. 	avardhayan su-bhtigam 	sapta yahvih svettim- 
gagiiiingm arushiim mahi-tvg, sisum nii gAtiim abhi ttruh 
isviih. 	Here, however, it is only said that Agni was born 
brilliant-white*, and grew red, that the horses came to him 
as they come to a new-born foal. 	Agni himself is not called 
a red-horse. 

iii. 7, 5. 	Here, again, vrishnali arushisya is no doubt 

* se* v.', 4. 	avetith, vlig`t gaynte itgre tilinam. 	x. I, 6. arushhh gatlili 
i,,.a.6 ilityfth. 
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• 

meant for Agni. 	But vrishan by itself does not mean 
horse, though it is added to different names of horses to 
qualify them as male horses ; cf. vii. 69, 1. a" yam riithah 
vrisha-bhih yatu gsvaih, may your chariot come near with 
powerful horses, i.e. with stallions. 	See note to i. 85, 12. 
We are therefore not justified in translating arusha vrishan 
by red-horse, but only by the red male, or the red hero. 

In iii. 31, 3, agnih gagfie guhva rertmfinah mahah putrgn 
arushisya pra-yakshe, I do not venture to say who is 
meant by the maha putrgn arushisya, whether Adityas or 
Maruts, but hardly the sons of Agni, as Agni himself is 
mentioned as only born. 	But, even if it were so, the father 
of these sons (putra) could hardly be intended here for 
a horse.  

iv. 6, 9. tava tye ague haritah ghrita-snih rehitasah Agit- 
6iikah su-afikah, arusha'sah vrishanah rigu-mushkfil. 	Here, 
so far from Agni being represented as a red-horse, his 
different horses, the Harits or bays, the Rehitas or ruddy, 
and the arush'a'sah vrishanah, the red stallions, are distinctly 
mentioned. 	Here vrishan may be translated by stallion, 
instead of simply by male, because arushi is here a sub-
stantive, the name of a horse. 

v. i, 5. ganishta hi genyah sere ahnam hitih hiteshu 
arushah vaneshu. 	Here arusbah is simply an adjective, red, 
referring to Agni who is understood throughout the hymn 
to be the object of praise. 	He is said to be kind to those 
who are kind to him, and to be red in the woods, i. e. 
brilliant in the wood which he consumes; 	cf. iii. 29, 6. 
Nothing is said about his equine nature. ' 

In v. 12, 2 and 6, vi. 48, 6, we 	have 	again 	simply 
arusha vrishan, which does not mean the red-horse, but 
the red male, the red hero, i. e. Agni. 

In vi. 49, 2, diva sisum sahasah stimim agnim yagfi6sya 
kettim arusham yagadhyai, there is no trace of Agni being 
conceived as a horse. 	He is called the child of the sky or 
of Dyu, the son of strength (who is produced by strong 
rubbing of wood), the light or the beacon of the sacrifice, 
and lastly Arusha, which, for reasons stated above, I take to 
be used here as a name. 

Next follow the passages in which, according to Professor 
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Roth, arusha is an adjective, is said to be applied to the 
horses, cows, and other teams of the gods, particularly of 
the dawn, the Asvins, and Brihaspati. 

i. 'i x8, 5. 	pall yam.  tisvah vapushah 	patangeh, vriyah 
vahantu arushalt abhike. 	Here we find the veyah arushgh 
of the Asvins, which it is better to translate by red birds, as 
immediately before the winged horses are mentioned. 	In 
fact, whenever aruslui is applied to the vehicle of the Asvins, 
it is to be understood of these red birds, iv. 43, 6. 

In i. 92, 1 and 2 (not 2o), arushi occurs three times, 
referring twice to the cows of the dawn, once to the dawn 
herself. 

In iv. 15, 6, tam arvantam ne sanasim arushem ne diva 
sisum marmrigyante 	dive-dive, arusha does not refer to 
the horse or any other animal of Agni. 	The verse speaks 
of a horse by way of comparison only, and says that the 
sacrificers clean or .trim Agni, the fire, as people clean a 
horse. 	We cannot join arushtim in the next pada with 
arvantam in the preceding pada, for the second na would 
then be without any construction. 	The 	construction is 
certainly not easy, but I think it is safer to translate: 
they trim him (Agni), day by day, as they clean a strong 
horse, as they clean Arusha, the child of Dyu. 	In fact, as 
far as I know, arusha is never used as the name of the 
one single horse belonging to Agni, but always of two or 
more.  

In iii. 31, 21, antar (iti) krishna'n arushaih dligina-bhih 
gat, dhfi'ma-bhih is said to mean flames of lightning. 	But 
dligman in the Rig-veda does not mean flames, and it seems 
better to translate, with 	thy red 	companions, 	scil. 	the 
Maruts. 

That arusha in one or two passages means the red cloud, 
is true. 	But in x. 43, 9, arusha refers to the thunderbolt 
mentioned in the same verse ; and in i. 114, 5, everything 
refers to Rudra, and not to a red cloud, in the proper 
sense of the word. 

Further on, where the meanings attributable to firushii in 
the Veda are collected, it is•said that etrushi means a red 
mare, also the teams of Agni and Ushas. 	Now, here, 
surely, a distinction should have been made between those 

VOL. I. 	 C 
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passages in which arushi means a real horse, and those 
where it expresses the imaginary steeds of Agni. 	The 
former, it should be observed, occur in one Mandala only, 
and 	in 	places 	of somewhat doubtful 	authority, in viii. 
55, 3, a Valakhilya hymn, and 	in viii. 68, j8, a dana- 
stuti or panegyric. 	Besides, no passage is given where 
arushl means the horses of the dawn, and I doubt whether 
such a passage exists, while the verse where firusht is really 
used for the horses of Indra, is 	not 	mentioned at all. 
Lastly, two passages are set apart where afushl is supposed 
to mean flames. 	Now, it may be perfectly true that the 
red-horses of Agni are meant for flames, just as the red- 
horses of Indra may be the rays of the sun. 	But, in that 
case, the red-horses of Agni should always have been thus 
translated, or rather interpreted, and not in one passage 
only. 	In ix. III, 2, aruslii is said to mean flames, but no 
further light is thrown upon that very difficult passage. 

Verse 1, note 2. 	A similar expression occurs iii. 61, 5, 
where it is said of Ushas, the dawn, that she lighted the 
lights in the sky, pra rokang ruruke ranva-sandrik. 

4  Verse 2, note'. Although no name is given, the pronoun 
asya clearly refers to Indra, for it is he to whom the two 
bays belong. 	The next verse, therefore, must likewise be' 
taken as addressed to Indra, and not to the sun or the 
morning-red, spoken of as a horse in the first verse. 

Verse 3, note'. The vocative maryah, which I have trans-
lated by 0 men, had evidently become a mere exclamation 
at a very early time. 	Even in our passage it is clear that 
the poet does not address any men in particular, for he 
addresses Indra, nor is marya used in the general sense of 
men. 	It means males, or male offspring. 	It sounds more 
like some kind of asseveration or 	oath, like the Latin 
mehercle, or like the English 0 ye powers, and it is there-
fore quoted as a nipata or particle in the Vagasan. Pratis. 
ii. 16. 	It certainly cannot be taken as addressed to the 
Maruts, though the Maruts are the subject of the next 
verse. 
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Verse 3, note 2. Ushadbhih, an instrumental plural which 
attracted the attention of the author of the Varttika to Pan. 
vii. 4, 48. 	It occurs 	but 	once, but the 	regular form, 
ushobhih, does not occur at all in the Rig-veda. 	The same 
grammarian mentions mas, month, as changing the final s 
of its base into d before bhis. 	This: too, is confirmed by 
Rv. ii. 24, 5, where madbhih occurs. 	Two other words, 
svavas, offering good protection, and svatavas, of independent 
strength, mentioned together as liable to the same change, 
do not occur with bhih in the Rig-veda, but the forms 
svavadbhih and svatavadbhih . probably occurred in some 
other Vedic writings. 	Svatavadbhyah has been pointed out 
by Professor Aufrecht in the Vagasan. Sanhita xxiv. 16, 
and svatavobhyah in Satap. Br. ii. 5, 1, 14. 	That the nom. 
svavan, which is always trisyllabic, is not to be divided into 
sva-van, as proposed by Sakalya, but into su-avan, is implied 
by Varttika to Pan. viii. 4, 48, and distinctly stated in the 
Siddhanta-Kaumudi. 	That the final n of the nom. su-avan 
disappeared before semi-vowels is confirmed by the Silkala-
priitisilkhya, Skra 287; see also Viigasan. Priltis. iii. Sidra 135 
(Weber, Ind. Stud. vol. iv. p. 206). 	On the proper division 
of su-avas, see Aufrecht, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgen- 
14ndischen Gesellschaft, vol. xiii. p. 499. 

Verse 4, note 1. At must here take vyilha and be pro- 
nounced as an iambus. 	This is exceptional with at, but 
there are at least two other passages where the 	same 
pronunciation .is necessary. 	i. 148, 4. 	gt rokate vane g 
vi-b14-va, though in the line immediately following it is 
monosyllabic. 	Also in v. 7, 10. fit agne aprinatah. 

Verse 4, note 2.1/Svadli'a', literally one's own place, after- 
wards, one's own nature. 	It was a great triumph for the 
science 	of Comparative 	Philology that, long before the 
existence of such a word as svadha in Sanskrit was known, 
it should have been postulated by Professor Benfey in his 
Griechische Wurzel-lexicon, published in 1839, and in the 
appendix of 1842. 	Svadhas was known, it is true, in the 
ordinary Sanskrit, but there it only occurred as an excla- 
mation used on presenting an oblation to the manes. 	It 

C 2 
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was also explained to mean food offered to deceased ances-
tors, or to be the name of a personification of Mtlyg or 
worldly illusion, or of a nymph. 	But Professor Benfey, 
with great ingenuity, postulated for Sanskrit a noun svadhg, 
as corresponding to the Greek egos and the German sitte, 
0. H. G. sit-u, Gothic' sid-u. 	The noun svadhg has since 
been 	discovered in the Veda,*where 	it occurs very fre- 
quently ; and its true meaning in many passages where 
native tradition had entirely misunderstood it, has really 
been restored by means of its etymological identification 
with the Greek egos or ilOost/ See Kuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. ii. 
p. 134, vol. xii. p. 158. 

The expressions gnu svadhgm and svadhiim anti are of 
frequent occurrence. 	They mean, according to the nature 
or character of the persons spoken of, and may be translated 
by as usual, or according to a person's wont. 	Thus in our 
passage we may translate, The Maruts are born again, i. e. 
as soon as Indra appeared with the dawn, according to their 
wont; they are always born as soon as Indra appears, for 
such is their nature. 

i. 165, 5. indra svadhgm inn hi nah babhiltha. 
For, Indra, according to thy wont, thou art ours. 
viii. 20, 7. svadhgm arm sriyam narah—vahante. 
According to their wont, the men (the Maruts) carry 

splendour. 
viii. 88, 5. gnu svadhgm vavakshitha. 
Thou hast grown (Indra) according to thy nature. 
iv. 33, 6. arm svadhgm ribhavah gagmuh etgm. 
According to their nature, the Bibhus went to her, scil. 

the cow; or, according to this their nature, they came. 
iv. 52, 6. iishah gnu svadhgm ava.  
Dawn, help ! as thou art wont. 
i. 33, II. gnu svadhgm aksharan gpah asya. 
As usual, or according to his nature, i. e. his strength, the 

waters flowed. 
i. 88, 6. gsgm gnu svadhgm. 
According to the nature of these libations. 
vii. 56, 13. anu svadhgm gyudhaih yakkhamfingh. 
According to their nature, stretching forth with their 

weapons. 
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iii. 51, II. 	ya to inn svadligm asat sute ni yakkha 
tanvam. 

Direct thy body to that libation which is according to thy 
nature, or better, according to thy taste. 

In all these passages svadha' may lie rendered by manner, 
habit, usage, and gnu svadhfi'm would seem to correspond to • the Greek 4. 	kVotis. 	Yet the history of these words in 
Sanskrit and Greek has not been exactly the same. 	First 
of all we observe in Greek a division between 'i'Oos and 
;006., and whereas the former comes very near in meaning 
to the Sanskrit svadhg, the latter shows in Homer a much 
more primitive and material sense. 	It means in Homer, 
not a person's own nature, but the own place, for instance, 
of animals, the haunts of horses, lions, fish ; in Hesiod, also 
of men. 	Svadhg in the Veda does not occur in that sense, 
although etymologically it might take the meaning of one's 
own place : cf. dha-man, familia, etc. 	Whether in Greek 
.400v, from meaning lair, haunt, home, came, like vo,u4s and 
vcibcos, to mean habit, manner, character, which would be 
quite possible, or whether 40os in that meaning represents 
a second start from the same point, which in Sanskrit was 
fixed in svadhg, is impossible to determine. 	In Sanskrit 
svadlul clearly shows the meaning of one's own nature, 
power, disposition. 	It does not mean power or nature in 
general, but always the power of some one, the peculiarity, 
the individuality of a person. 	This will appear from the 
following passages : 

ii. 3, 8. tisrah devil/ svadhAya barhih g lam fikkhidram 
pAntu. 

May the three goddesses protect, by their power the 
sacred pile unbroken. 

iv. 13, 5. kaya yati svadhaya. 
By what inherent power does he (the Sun) move on ? 
iv. 26, 4. akakraytt svadliya. 
By a power which requires no chariot, i. e. by himself 

without a chariot. 
The same expression occurs again x. 27, 19. 
In some places ' mad,' ,to delight, joined with svadhayti, 

seems to mean to mid in his 	strength, proud of his 
might. 
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v. 32, 4. svadlniya madantam. 
Vritra who delights in his strength. 
vii. 47, 3. svadhaya madandh. 
The waters who delight in their strength. 	See x. 124, 8. 
In other passages, however, as we shall see, the same 

phrase (and this is rather unuwal) requires to be taken in 
a different sense, so as to mean to rejoice in food. 

i. 164, 38. svadhaya gribhitah. 
Held or grasped by his own strength. 
iii. 17, 5. svadhaya ka sambhtih. 
He who blesses by his own strength. 
iii. 35, 1o. indra piba gvadhaya kit suta.sya agneh va pahi 

gihvaya yagatra. 
Indra drink of the libation by thyself (by thy own power), 

or with the tongue of Agni, 0 worshipful. 
To drink with the tongue of Agni is a bold but not 

unusual expression. 	v. 51, 2. agneh pibata gihvayg. 
x. 15, 3. ye svadhaya sutasya bhaganta pitva. 
Those who by themselves share in the offered draught. 
i. 165, 6. kva syg vah marutah svadhg asit yat mgm ekam 

sam-adhatta ahi-hatye. 
Where was that custom of yours, 0 Maruts, that ye should 

have joined me who stand alone in the fight with Ahi? 
vii. 8, 3. kaya nah agne vi vasah su-vriktim kgm um (iti) 

svadhgm rinavah sasyarnanah. 
In what character dost thou light up our altar, and what 

character dost thou assume when thou art praised? 
iv. 58, 4. vent ekam svadhaya nih tatakshuh. 
They (the gods) made one out of the sun, by their own 

power. 
iv. 45, 6. visvan anu svadhaya ketathah pathah. 
You (Asvins) look after all the paths by your own 

strength. 
i. 64, 4. sakarn gagiiire svadhaya. 
They (the Maruts) were born together according to their 

nature; very much like anu svadham, i. 6, 4. 	One can 
hardly render it here by ' they were born by their own 
strength,' or ' by spontaneous generation.' 

In other passages, however,svadhaya, meaning originally by 
its own power, or nature, comes to mean, by itself, sponge sud. 
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vii. 78, 4. i't asthit rfitham svadhilytt yugyamanam. 
She, the dawn, mounted the chariot which was harnessed 

by itself, by its own power, without requiring the assistance 
of people to put the horses to. 

X. 129, 2. gnit avatam svadhayet tat ekam. 
That only One breathed breathlessly, by its own strength, 

i. e. by itself. 	 . 
In the same sense svadhibhih is used in several passages : 
i. 113, 13. amrita karati svadha"bhih. 
The immortal Dawn moves along by her own strength, 

i. e. by herself. 	 .. 
viii. To, 6. yfit va svadhibhih adhi-tishthathak rfitham. 
Or whether ye mount your chariot by your own strength, 

ye Asvins. 	 . 
i. 164, 3o. givili mritasya karati svadhilkih fimartyah 

martyena sfi-yonik. 	 • 
The living moves by the powers of the dead, the immortal 

is the brother of the mortal. 
iii. 26, 8. varshishtham ratnam akrita svadhabhih. 
He (Agni) made the best jewel by his own powers, i. e. 

by himself. 
v. 6o, 4. varilh-iva it raivadsah hiranyaih abhi svadhibliih 

tanvgh pipisre. 
Like rich suitors, they (the Maruts) by their own strength, 

i. e. themselves, adorn their bodies with gold ornaments. 
There are doubtful passages in which the meaning of 

svadlifibhih, too, is doubtful. 	Thus, i. i8o, 6. 	In vi. 2, 8, 
svadhg looks like an adverb, instead of svadhfiyi, and would 
then refer to parigma. 	The same applies to viii. 32, 6. 

But svadha' means also food, lit. one's own portion, the 
sacrificial offering due to each god, and lastly, food 	in 
general. 

i. 108, 12. yat indragni (iti) tit-ita sVryasya madhye divah 
svadhaya madayethe (iti). 

Whether you, Indra and Agni, delight in your food at 
the rising of the sun or at midday. 

x. 15, 12. tvam agne i/ittih gata-vedah avilt havygni su-
rabhini kritvf, pra EOM pitri-bhyah svadlitiya to akshan tddhi 
tvam deva prii-yati havinishi. 	13. ye ka ilia pitarah ye ka na 
ilia yin ka vidmi yin iim (iti) ka ná pra-vidina, tvam vettlia 
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yeti te. gata-vedah svadhabhih yapiam sti-kritam gushasva. 
14. ye agni-dagdhah ye anagni-dagdhah madhye diva sva-
dhaya madliyante, tebhih sva-rat asu-nitim etam yatha-va-
sam tanvam kalpayasva. 

12. Thou, 0 Agni Gatavedas, hast carried, when implored, 
the offerings which thou hast rendered sweet : thou hast given 
them to the fathers, they fed on their share. 	Eat thou, 0 
god, the proffered oblations. 	13. Our fathers who are here, 
and those who are not here, our fathers whom we know and 
those whom we do not know, thou knowest how many they 
are, 0 Gatavedas, Accept the well-made sacrifice with the 
sacrificial portions. 	14. They who, whether burnt by fire 
or not burnt by fire, rejoice in their offering in the midst 
of heaven, give to them, 0 king, .that life, and thy (their) 
own body, according to thy will. 

iii. 4, 7. sapta priksha'sah svadhaya madanti. 
The seven horses delight in their food. 
x. 14, 7. ubha ragana svadhaya madanta. 
The two kings delighting in their food. 
ix. 113, 1o. yetra lama ni-kamah ka, yatra bradlimisya 

vishtapam, svadha ka yatra tr►ptih ka tetra main amritam 
kridhi. 

Where wishes and desires are, where the cup of the bright 
Soma is, where there is food and rejoicing, there make me 
immortal. 

1. 154, 4• yasya ta 'Aiwa' madhuna padani akshiyamana 
svadhaya madanti. 

He (Vishnu) whose three places, full of sweet, imperish- 
able, delight or abound in food. 

v. 34, 1. svadha amita. 
His unlimited portion or offering. 
ii. 35, 7. dhentih svadham pipaya. 
The cow yields her food, her portion, her milk. 
i. 168, 9. at it svadham ishiram pari apasyan. 
Thereafter (the Maruts) saw the vigorous food. 
i. 176, 2. gnu svadha yam upyite. 
After whom, or for whom, his food is scattered. 
fn the tenth book svadlia is used very much as it occurs 

in the later Sanskrit, as the name of a peculiar sacrificial 
rite. 
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x. 14, 3. ygn ka devgh vavridhtih ye ka devgn svgha any( 
svadhaya anye madanti. 

Those whom the gods cherish, and those who cherish the 
gods, the one delight in Svfihtt, the others in Svadha; or, in 
praise and food. 

Verse 4, note 3. 	The expression garbha-tvam tt-trire is 
matched by that of iii. 6o, 3. saudhanvangsah amrita-tvem 
g irire, the Saudhanvanas (the llibhus) obtained immor- 
tality. 	The idea that the Maruts assumed the form of a 
garbha, lit. of an embryo or a. new-born child, is only 
meant to express that the storms burst forth from the womb 
of the sky as soon as Indra arises to do battle against the 
demon of darkness. 	As. assisting Indra in this battle, the 

V 

Maruts, whose name retained for a long time its purely ap-
pellative meaning of storms, attained their rank as deities by 
the side of Indra, or, as the poet expresses it, they assumed 
their sacred name. 	This seems to be the whole meaning of 
the later legend that the Maruts, like the Bibhus, were not 
originally gods, but became deified for their works. 

Vdnni. 

Verse 5, note'. Sayana explains viihnibhih in the sense of / 
Matu'dbhih, and he tells the oft-repeated story how the cows 
were carried off by the Panis from the world of the gods, 
and thrown into darkness, and how Indra with the Maruts 
conquered them and brought them back. 	Everybody seems 
to have accepted this explanation of SAyana, and I myself 
do not venture to depart from it. 	Yet it should be stated 
that the use of vtihni as a name of the Maruts is by no 
means well established. 	'Irani is in fact a most difficult 
word in the Veda. 	In later Sanskrit it meals fire, and is 
quoted also as a name of Agni, the god of fire, but we do 
not learn why a word which etymologically means carrier, 
from vah, to carry, should have assumed the meaning of fire. 

V 

It may be that vah, which in Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin 
means chiefly 	to carry, expressed originally the idea of 
moving about (the German be-wegen), in which case vah-ni, 
fire, would have been formed with the same purpose as 
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ag-ni, ig-nis, fire, from Sk. ag, (.17-co, ag-o. 	But in Sanskrit 
Agni is so constantly represented as the carrier of the 
sacrificial oblation, that 'something may be said in favour 
of the Indian scholastic interpreters who take Irani, as 
applied to Agni, in the sense of carrier. 	However that 
may be, it admits of no doubt that vahni, in the Veda also, 
is distinctly applied to the bright fire or light. 	In some 
passages it looks very much like a proper name of• Agni, 
in his various characters of terrestrial and celestial light. 
It is used for the sacrificial fire : 

v. 5o, 4. yatra vahnih abM-hitah. 
Where the sacrificial fire is placed. 
It is applied to Agni: 
vii. 7, 5. asadi vritah vahnih fi-gagandn agnih brahmg. 
The chosen light came nigh, and sat down, Agni, the priest. 
Here Agni is, as usual, represented as a priest, chosen 

like a priest, for the performance of the sacrifice. 	But, for 
that very reason, vahni may here have the meaning of priest, 
which, as we shall see, it has in many places, and the trans-
lation would then be more natural : He, the chosen minister, 
came near and sat down, Agni, the priest. 

viii. 23, 3. vahnih vindate va.su. 
Agni finds wealth (for those who offer sacrifices ?). 
More frequently vahni is applied to the celestial Agni, or 

other solar deities, where it is difficult to translate it in 
English except by an adjective : 

iii. 5, T. apa dv'ara tamasah vahnih avar (ity avah). 
Agni opened the two doors of darkness. 
i. 16o, 3. 	sah vahnih putrah pitr6h pavitra-van pungti 

dhirah bluivanani mayiya. 
That light, the son of the two parents, full of brightness, 

the wise, brightens the world by his power. 
Agni is even called vahni-tama (iv. i, 4), which hardly 

means more than the brightest. 
ii. 17, 4. gt rOdasi (iti) gyatisha vahnih et atanot. 
Then the luminous (Indra) stretched out or filled heaven 

and earth with his light. 
ii. 38, 1. at Um (iti) syalt della savitg—vahnih asthat. 
The bright Savitar, the luminous, arose. 
Besides this meaning of light or fire, however, there are 
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clearly two other meanings of vethni which must be admitted 
in the Veda, first that of a carrier, vehicle, and, it may be, 
horse ; secondly that of minister or priest. 

vi. 57, 3. aggh anyasya vahnayah heri (iti) anyasya sem-
bbrita. 

The bearers of the one (Pashan) are goats, the bays are 
yoked for the other (Indra). 

i. 14, 6. 	ghrite-prishthah manah-ytigah ye tva vehanti 
vahnayah. 

The horses with shining backs, obedient to thy will, which 
carry thee (Agni). 	 ' ' 

viii. 3, 23. yasmai anye dasa prati dheram vahanti vahnayah. 
A horse against whom other ten horses carry a weight; 

i. e. it requires ten horses to carry the weight which this 
one horse carries. 	(See x. I I, 7. vahamanah asvaih.) • 

ii. 37, 3. medyantu te vahnayah yebhin i'yase. 
May thy horses be fat on which thou goest. 
ii. 24, 13. ute gsishtlifili anu srinvanti vahnayah. 
The very quick horses (of Brahmanaspati) listen. 	These 

may be the flames, but they are conceived as carriers or 
horses. 	 • 

i• 44, 13. srudle srut-karna vahni-bhih. 
Agni, who hast ears to hear, hear, on thy horses. 	Unless 

viihni,bhih is joined with the words that 	follow, devaih 
sayEva-bitih. 

iii. 6, 2. vakyantam te vahnayah sapta-gihvtle. 
May thy seven-tongued horses be called. 	Here vahnayah 

is clearly meant for the flames of Agni, yet I doubt whether 
we should be justified in dropping the simile, as the plural 
of vtihni is nowhere used in the bald sense of flames. 

In one passage vahni is used as a feminine, or at all 
events applied to a feminine subject: 

	

. 	. viii. 94, I. yukta vahnih rathanam. 
She is yoked as the drawer of the chariots. 
The passages ini, which vehni is applied to Soma in the 

9th and loth Mandalas throw little light on the subject. 
(ix. 9, 6 ; 20, 5; 6; 36, 2 ; 64, 19; 89, I ; X. MI, 10.) 

Instead of visaM vispatih, lord of men (vii. 7, 4).,. we find 

* Cf. i. 58, 7. saptai gulivtih. 
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ix. 108, 10. visam vahnih ni vispatih. 	One feels inclined to 
translate here vahnih by leader, but it is more likely that 
vahni is here again the common name of Soma, and that it 
is inserted between visam na vispatih, which is meant to 
form one phrase. 

In ix. 97, 34, tisrah vakall irayati pth vahnih, we may take 
vahni as the common appellation of Soma. 	But it may also 
mean minister or priest, as in the passages which we have 
now to examine. 	Cr. x. II, 6. 

For besides these passages in which vahni clearly means 
vector, carrier, drawer, horse, there is a large class of verses 
in which it can only be translated by minister, i.e. officiating 
minister, and, as it would seem, chiefly singer or reciter. 

The verb vah was used in Sanskrit in the sense of carry-
ing out (ud-vah, ausfiihren), or performing a rite, particularly 
as applied to the reciting of hymns. 	Hence such compounds 
as uktha-vahas or stoma-vahas, offering hymns of praise. 
Thus we read: 

v. 79, 	4. 	abhi 	ye 	tva 	vibha-vari 	st6maih 	grinanti 
vahnayah. 

The. ministers who praise thee, splendid Dawn, with 
hymns. 

i. 48, II. ye  tva grinanti vahnayah. 
. The ministers who praise thee. 
vii. 75, 5. ushah ukkhati vahni-bhih grinang. 	• 
The dawn lights up, praised by the ministers. 
vi. 39, I. mandrasya kaveh divyasya vahneh. 
Of the sweet poet, of the heavenly priest . . . . 
vii. 82, 4. 	yuva'm it yut-sa pritanasu vahnayah yuViim 

kshemasya pra-save mita-griavah isana vasvah ubhtiyasya 
karas;ah indravaruna su-hava havamahe. 

We, as ministers, invoke you only in fights and battles ; 
we, as supplicants, (invoke) you for the granting of treasure; 
we, as poets, (invoke) you, the lords of twofold wealth, you, 
Indra and Varuna, who listen to our call.. 

vi. 32, 3. sah vahni-bhih rikva-bhih g6shu sasvat mitagiiu- 
bhih puru-kritva gigaya. 

He (Indra) was victorious often among the cows, always 
with celebrating and'suppliant ministers. 

I have placed these two passages together because they 
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seem to me to illustrate each . other, and to show that 
although in the second passage the celebrating and sup-
pliant ministers may be intended for the Maruts, yet no 
argument could be drawn from this verse in favour of vahni 
by itself meaning the Maruts. 	See also viii. 6, 2 ; 12, 15 ; 
X. 114, 2. 

iv. 21, 6. hots yak nah mahgn sam-varaneshu vahnih. 
The Hotar who is our great priest in the sanctuaries. 
i. 128, 4. vahnih vedligh tigayata. 	• 
Because the wise priest (Agni) was born. 
The same name which in thde.  passages is applied to 

Agni, is in others, and, as it will be seen, in the same 
sense, applied to Indra. 

ii. 21, 2. tuvi-graye vahnaye. 
To the strong-voiced priest or leader. 
The fact that vahni is followed in several passages by 

ukthaih would seem to show that the office of the vahni 
was chiefly that of recitation or of addressing prayers to 
the gods. 

iii. 2o, r. agnim ushisam asving dadhi-krgm vi-ushtishu 
havate vahnih ukthaih. 

The priest at the break of day calls with his hymni Agni, 
Ushas, the Asvins, and Dadhikra. 

i. 184, 1. tg yam adyg tad apartim huvema ukkhantyam 
ushisi vahnih ukthaih. 

Let us invoke the two Asvins to-day and to-morrow, the 
priest with his hymns is there when the dawn appears. 

In a similar sense, it Would seem, as vahnih ukthaih, the 
Vedic poets frequently use the words vahnih gsg. 	This asg is 
the instrumental singular of as, mouth, and it is used in other 
phrases also of the mouth as the instrument of praise. 

vi. 32, x. 	vagrine 	sam-tamilni 	viikanzsi 	asg 	sthavirgya 
taksham. 	 • 

I have shaped with my mouth blessed words to the 
wielder of the thunderbolt, the strong Indra. 

x. 115, 3. asg vahnina na sokisha vi-rapsinam. 
He who sings with his flame as the poet with his 

mouth. 	See also i. 38, 14. mimihi shilcam asg, make a 
song in thy mouth. 

Thus we find vahnih as 	in the same place in the sixth 
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and seventh Mandalas (vi. 16, 9 ; vii. 16, 9), in the phrase 
vahnih Asa" vida-tarah, applied to Agni in the sense of the 
priest wise with his mouth, or taking vahnih fisfi' as it were 
one word, the wise poet. 

, i. 129, 5. vahnih AA, vahnih nail akha. 
Indra, as a priest by his lips, as a priest coming towards us. 
From the parallelism of this passage it would seem that 

Professor Roth concluded the meaning of Asti* to be near, 
or coram. 	• 

i. 76, 4. pragl-vats vakasa vahnih 'Asa' it ka huve ni ka 
satsi ilia devaih. 

With words in which my people join, I, the poet, invoke, 
and thou (Agni) sittest down with the gods. 

vi. I1, 2. pavakayfi guhva vahnih Asa'. 
Thou, a poet with a bright tongue, 0 Agni ! 
The question now arises in what sense \rani is used when 

applied without further definition to certain deities. 	Most 
deities in the Veda are represented as driving or driven, and 
many as poets or priests. 	When the Asvins are called vahnl, 
viii. 8, 12; V11. 73, 4, it may mean riders. 	But when the 
Visve Devas are so called, i. 3, 9, or the Ribhus, the exact 

.. As, mouth, thy Latin as, aria, has been derived from a root as, to breathe, 
preserved in the Sanskrit as-n, spirit, asu-ra, endowed with spirit, living, the 
living god. 	Though I agree with Curtius in admitting a primitive root as, to 
breathe, from which as-u, breath, must have sprung, I have always hesitated 
about the derivation of As and Asya, mouth, from the same root. 	I do not 
think, however, that the lengthening of the vowel in As is so grent a difficulty 
as has been supposed (Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. xvii. p.245). 	Several roots lengthen 
their vowel a, when used as substantives without derivative suffixes. 	In some 
cases this lengthening is restricted to the Anga base, as in anadvflh ; in others 
to the Anga and Pada base, as in visvavilt, visvavAdbhih, &c.; in others again 
it pervades the whole declension, as in turfishfit: (see Sanskrit Grammar, 
§§ .210, 208, 275.) 	Among ordinary words yAk offers a clear instance of a 
lengthened vowel. 	In the Veda we find rittshitham, vi. 14, 4, and ritIshaliam 
(Sanhita), i. 64,15. We find vah in apsu-v311 (Slim. Ved.), indra-vah, havya-vah. 
Sah at the end of compounds, such as nri-sah, pritana-sali, bhtri-sali, satrit-sah, 
vibldt-aah, sadl•sah, varies between a long and short I : (see Regnier, Etude 
sur l'idiome du V4das, p. i 1 i.) 	At all events no instance has yet been pointed 
out in Sanskrit, showing the same contraction which we should have to admit 
if; as has been proposed, we derived As from av-as, or from an-as. 	From an 
we have in the Veda ang, mouth or face, i. 52, 25. 	From as, to breathe, the 
Latin omen, originally os-men, a whisper, might likewise be derived. 
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meaning is more doubtful. 	The Maruts are certainly riders, 
and we can even prove that they were supposed to sit on 
horseback and to have the bridle through the horse's nostrils 
(v. 61, 2). 	But if in our verse i. 6, 5, we translate vahni as 
an epithet, rider, and not only as an epithet, but as a name of 
the Maruts, we cannot support our translation by independent 
evidence, but must rely partly on the authority of Sayana, 
partly on the general tenour of the text before us, where the 
Maruts are mentioned in the preceding verse, and, if I am 
right, in the verse following also. 	On the other hand, if 
vahni can thus be used as a namei'Of the Maruts, there is at 
least one other passage which would gain in clearness by 
the admission of that meaning, viz. 

x. 138, 1. ttiva tye indra sakhyeshu vihnayah—vi adar-
diruh valam. 

In thy friendship, Indra, these Maruts tore asunder the 
cloud. 

Verse 5, note 2. 	I have translated vilti by stronghold, 
though it is only an adjective meaning firm. Dr. Oscar Meyer, 
in his very able essay Quoestiones Homericm, specimen 
prius, Donna!, 1867, has tried to show that this viiii is the 
original form of "Duo's, and he has brought some further 
evidence to show that the siege and • conquest of Troy, as I 
pointed out in my Lectures on the Science of Language, 
vol. ii. p. 470, was originally described in language borrowed 
from the siege and conquest of the dark night by the powers 
of light, or from the destruction of the cloud by the weapons 
of Indra. 	It ought to be considered, however, that viiii in 
the Veda has not dwindled down as yet to a mere name, . 
and that therefore it may have originally retained its purely 
appellative power in Greek as well as in Sanskrit, and from 
meaning a stronghold in• general, have come to mean the 
stronghold of Troy. 

• 
Verse 5, note 3. 	The bright cows are here the cows of 	V 

the morning, the dawns, or the days themselves, which are 
represented as rescued at the end of each night by the 
power of Indra, or similar solar gods. 	Indra's companions 
in that daily rescue are the Maruts, the storms, or the 
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breezes of the morning, the same companions who act even 
a more prominent part in the battle of Indra against the 
dark clouds; two battles often mixed up together. 

Verse 6, note 1. The reasons why I take girah as a mas-
culine in the sense of singer or praiser, may be seen in a 
note to i. 37, 10. 

Verse 6, note 2. yitha matim, lit. according to their mind, 
according to their heart's desire. 	Cf. ii. 24, 13. 

Verse 7, note 1. 	The sudden transition from the plural 
4  to the singular is strange, but the host of the Maruts is 

frequently spoken of in the singular, and nothing else can 
here be intended. 	It may be true, as Professor Benfey 
suggests, that the verses here put together stood originally 
in a different order, or that they were taken from different 
sources. Yet though the Sama-veda would seem to sanction 
a small alteration in the order of the verses, the alteration 
of verses 7, 4, 5, as following each other, would not help us 
much. 	The Atharva-veda sanctions no change in the order 

.of these verses. 
The transition to the dual at the end of the verse is 

• likewise abrupt, not more so, however, than we are prepared 
for in the Veda. 	The suggestion of the Nirukta (iv. 12) 
that these duals might be taken as instrumentals of the 
singular, is of no real value. 

Verse 7, note 2. Drikshase, a very valuable form, a second 
`person singular conjunctive of the First Aorist Atmanepada, 
the termination ' Base' corresponding to Greek crp, as the 
conjunctive takes the personal terminations of the present 
in both languages. 	Similar forms, viz. prikshase, x. 22, 7, 
mamsase, x. 27, Po ; Ath. Veda vii. 20, 2 — 6, and possibly 
vivakshase, x. 21, 1-8, 24, 1-3, 25, i—i 1, will have to be 
considered hereafter. 	(Nirukta, ed. Roth, p. 30, Notes.) 

1 Verse 8, note 1. Arkati, which I have here translated by 
he cries aloud, means literally, he celebrates. 	I do not 
know of any passage where arkati, when used, as here, 

• 
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without an eject, means to shine, as Professor Benfey 
translates it. 	The real difficulty, however, lies in makha, y 
which Sayana explains by sacrifice, and which I have 
ventured to translate by priest or sacrificer. 	Makha, as an 
adjective, means, as far as we can judge, strong or vigorous, 
and is applied to various deities, such as Ptishan i. 138, i, 
Savitar vi. 71, 	1, Soma 	xi. 2o, 7, Indra 	iii. 34, 2, the 
Maruts i. 64, 1 1; vi. 66, 9. 	By itself, makha is never 
used as the name of any deity, and it cannot therefore, as 
Professor Roth proposes, be used in our passage as a name 
of Indra, or be referred to Indrq as a significant adjective. 
In i. 119, 3, makha is applied to men or warriors, but it 
does not follow that makha by itself means warrior, though 
it may be connected with the Greek Ataxoc in cr4tAtaxos. 
See Curtius, Grundziige, p. 293 ; 	Grassmann, in Kuhn's 
Zeitschrift, vol. xvi. p. 164. 

There are two passages where makha refers to an enemy 
of the gods, ix. 'of, 13; X. 171, 2. 

Among the remaining passages there is one where makha 
is used in parallelism with vahni, x. I1, 6. vivakti vahnih, 
su-apasyate makhah. 	Here I propose to translate, The poet 
speaks out, the priest works well. 	The same meaning seems.  
to me applicable likewise to the phrase makhasya davine, 
to the offering of the priest. 

i. 134, 1. fi yfilii &vane, vgyo (iti), makhasya davfine. 
Come, Vayu, to the offering, to the offering of the priest. 
viii. 7, 27. g nah makhasya dav6ne—devasah tipa gantana. 
Come, gods, to the offering of our priest. 
Professor Roth proposes to render makha in these passages 

by `attestation of joy, celebration, praise,' and he takes. 
&wine, as I have done, as a dative of davit], a nomen 
actions, meaning, the giving. 	There are some passages 
where one feels inclined to admit a noun detv6na, and to 
take davine as a locative sing. 

vi. 71, 2. devasya vayam savittih sivimani 	 • 
sreshthe syama vzisunah ka dttvine. 

May we be in the favour of the god Savitar, and in the 
best award of his treasure. 

In ii. 11, x, and ii. 11, 12, the locative would likewise 
be preferable; but there is a decided majority of passages 

VOL. I. 	 D 
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.in which &vane occurs and where it is to 1)e taken as a 
Alative*?  nor is there any other instance in the Veda of a 
nomen actions being formed by vana. 	It is better, there- 
fore, in vi. 71, 2, to refer sreshthe to sfivimani; and to make 
allowance in the other passages for the idiomatic use of such 
phrases as davine vesilinam or Ilya (ravine. 

The termination vane explains, as has been shown by 
Professor Benfey, 	Greek 	infinitives such as Sormat, i. e. 
Joevat or SoFevai= Sanskrit da-vane. 	The termination mane 
in da-mane, for the purpose of giving, explains, as the same 
scholar has proved, the ancient infinitives in Greek, such 
as Sckuevai. 	It may be added that the regular infinitives 
in 	Greek, ending in 	evat, 	as 	XeXonr-evai, 	are 	likewise 
matched by Vedic forms such as ix. 6i, 30. dhiirir-ane, or 
vi. 6i, 13. vibhv-ane. 	In the termination etv, which stands 
for evt, like ea for E01, we have, on the contrary, not a 
dative, but a locative of an abstract noun in an, both cases, 
as we see from their juxta-position in vi. 73, 2, being equally 
applicable to express the relation which we are accustomed 
to call infinitive. 

Verses 9 and 10, note 1. 	Although the names for earth, 
sky, and heaven vary in different parts of the Veda, yet the 

ir expression diva rokanam occurs so frequently that we can 
hardly take it in this place in a sense different from its 
ordinary meaning. 	Professor Benfey thinks that rokana 
may here mean ether, and he translates ' come from heaven 
above the ether;' and in the next verse, `come from heaven 
above the earth.' 	At first, every reader would feel inclined 

'to take the two phrases, diva va rokanAt adhi, and diva/i 
va parthivat adhi, as parallel ; yet I believe they are not 
quite so. 

The following passages will show that the two words 
,I rokanam diva belong together, and that they signify the 

light of heaven, or the bright place of heaven. 
viii. 98, 3. agakkhah rokanam diva. 

* Rv. i. 61, 10 ; 122, 5 ; 	134, 2 ; 139, 6 ; ii. I, 10 ; iv. 29, 5 ; 32, 9 ; V. 59, 
I ; 4 ; 65, 3 ; Viii. .25, 20 ; 45, 10 ; (92, 26) ; 46, 25 ; 27 ; 63, 5 ; 69, 17 ; 7o, 
12; ix. 93, 4 ; 	)1. 32, 5; 	44, 7; 	50, 7. 
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Thou (Indra) wentest to the light of heaven: 
' 	i. 155, 3. adhi.roliane divah. 

4 In the light of heaven. 
iii. 6, 8. urati vfi ye antarikshe--diva vet ye rokane. 	' 
In the wide sky, or in the light of heaven. 
viii. 82, 4. upame rokane diva. 
In the highest light of heaven. 
ix. 86, 27. triti'ye prishthe. adhi rokane divfih. 
On the third ridge, in the light of heaven. 	See also i. 

105, 5 ; viii. 69, 3. 
The very phrase which we find.in  our verse, only with kit 

instead of vfi, occurs again, i. 49, 1; viii. 8, 7; 	and the 
same sense must probably be assigned to viii. 1, 18, adha 
gmAh &Ilia va diva/a  brihatah- rokangt fidhi. 

Either from the earth, or from the light of the great 
'leaven, increase, 0 Indra! 	. 	 . 
• llokana also occurs in the plural: 

i. 146, 1. visvil divAh rokana". 
All the bright regions of heaven. 
Sayana: 'All the bright palaces of the gods.' See iii. 12, 9. 
The same word rokami, and in the same sense, is also 

joined with stirya and Mika. 	 . 
Thus, i. 14, 9. sdryasya rokanfit visvfin devgn—h6tii ilui 

vakshati. 	 • 
May the Hotar bring the Visve Devas hither from the.  

light of the sun, or from the bright realm of the sun. 
iii. 22, 3. yfih rokane parfistat sliryasya. 
The waters which are above, in the bright realm of the 

sun, and those which are below. 
i. 19, 6. ye nakasya adhi rokarnC, divi deviisah gsate. 	, 
They who in the light of the firmament, in heaven, arc 

enthroned as gods. 
Here divi, in heaven, seems to be the same as the light 

of the firmament, nakasya rokane. 
Thus rokang occurs also frequently by itself, when it 

clearly has the meaning of heaven. 
It is said of the (lawn, i. 49, 4 ; of the sun, i. 50, 4 ; and 

of Indra, iii. 44, 4. 
visvam if hhati rokantim, they light up the whole sky. 
We also read of three rokanas, where, though it is difficult 

D 2 
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to say what is really meant, we must translate, the three. 
skies. 	The cosmography of the Veda is, as I said before, 
somewhat ,vague and varying. 	There is, of course, the 
natural division of the world into heaven and earth (dyii and 
bhilmi), and the threefold division into earth, sky, and heaven, 
where sky is meant for the region intermediate between 
heaven and earth (prithivi, antariksha, dyti). 	There is also 
a fourfold division, for instance, 

viii. 97, 5. yfit va asi rokane divah 
samudrasya adhi vishtapt, 
yat pgrthive sadane vritrahan-tama, 
yat antarikshe ti gahi. 

Whether thou, 0 greatest killer of Vritra, art in the light 
of heaven, or in the basin of the sea, or in the place of the 
earth, or in the sky, come hither ! 
. 	v. 52, 7. ye vavridhanta pgrthivah ye urad antarikshe fi, 
vrigane va nadfnam sadha-sthe va mahah divah. 

The Maruts who grew, being on the earth, those who are 
in the wide sky, or in the compass of the rivers, or in the, 
abode of the great heaven. 

• 

But very soon these three or more regions are each 
spoken of as threefold. 	Thus, 

i. 102, 8. tisrah bh(imih trini rokang. 
The three earths, the three skies. 
ii. 27, 9. trl rokang divya' dharayanta. 
The Adityas support the three heavenly skies. 
v. 69, I. 	trf rokang varuna trin uta dytin trini mitra 

• dharayathah raganzsi. 
Mitra and Varuna, you support the three lights, and the 

.three heavens, and the three skies. 
Here there seems some confusion, which Sayana's com- 

mentary makes•even worse confounded. 	What can rokang 
mean as distinct from dyd and ragas ? 	The fourth verse of 
the same hymn throws no light on the subject, and I should 
feel inclined to take divyg-pairthivnya as one word, though 
even then the cosmic division here adopted is by no means 
clear. 	However, there is a still more complicated division 
alluded to in iv. 53, 5 : 

trih antariksham savitg mahi-tvang tit' ragainsi pari-bha 
trini rokang, tisrah divah prithivih tisrah invati. 
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Here we have the sky thrice, three welkins, three lights, 
three heavens, three earths. 

A careful consideration of all these passages rill show, I 
think, that in our passage we must take diva vit rokanAlt 
adhi in its usual sense, and that we cannot separate the 
two words. 

In the next verse, on the contrary, it seems equally clear 
that diva and pgrthivilt must be separated. 	At all events 
there is no passage in the Rig-veda where pgrthiva is joined 
as an adjective with dyti. 	Pgrthiva as an adjective is fre- 
quently joined with ragas, neve? Vith dyti. 	See i. 81, 5; 90, 
7; viii. 88, 5; ix. 72, 8: in the plural, i. 154, 1; v. 81, 3; 
vi. 31, 2; 49, 3. 

Fa'rthivini also occurs by itself, when it means the earth, 
as opposed to the sky and heaven.  

x. 32, 2. vi indra yasi divygni rokang vi pgrthivani rAgasa. 
Indra thou goest in the sky between the heavenly lights 

and the earthly. 
viii. 94, 9. g ye visvii pgrthiviini paprzithan rokang diviih.. 
The Maruts who stretched out all the earthly lights, and 

the lights of heaven. 
vi. 61, II. ii-paprtishi pgrthivani urti rtigah antariksham. 
Sarasvati filling the earthly places, the wide welkin, the 

sky. 	This is a doubtful passage. 
Lastly, pgrthitini by itself seems to signify earth, sky, 

and heaven, if those are the three regions which Vishnu 
measured with his three steps ; 	or east, the zenith, and 
west, if these were intended as the three steps of that 
deity. 	For we read : 	 . 

i. 155, 4. yak pgrthivani tri-bhih it vigama-bhih urti kri- 
mishta. 

He (Vishnu) who strode wide.with his three strides across 
the regions of the earth. 

These two concluding verses might also be taken as 
containing the actual invocation of the sacrificer, which is 
mentioned in verse 8. 	In that case the full stop at the 
end of verse 8 should be removed. 
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MANDALA I, RENA 19. 

ASHTAKA I, ADHYAYA 1, VARGA 36-37. 

1. Patti tyam kgrum adhvaritm go-pithgya pr.. 
hIyase, marat-bhih agne f gahi. 

2. Nahi devah, nd, raArtyah mandh, td,va knttum 
parch, marat-bhih ague g gahi. 

3. Ye maligh, rigasah, vidtih, visve d.evlsah adraah, 
martit-bhih agne g gahi. 

4. Ye ugirgh, arkam inriktih, dnidhrishasah 6gasg, 
martit-bhih, agne g gahi. 

• 

1. WILSON : Earnestly art thou invoked to this perfect rite, 
to drink the Soma juice : come, Agni, with the Maruts. 

BENFEY : Zu diesem schonen Opfer wirst du gerufen, zum 
Trank der Mulch !—Mit diesen Marut's, Agni ! komm I 

LANGLOIS : Le sacrifice est prepare avec soin ; nous t'appe- 
Ions a venir gofiter des nos libations : Agni, viens avec les 
Marouts. 

2. WILSON : No god nor man has power over a rite (dedi- 
cated) to thee, who art mighty : 	come, Agni, with the 
Maruts. 

BENFEY : Denn nicht ein Gott, kein Sterblicher ragt iiber 
dein, des Grossen, Macht — Mit 	diesen Marut's, Agni ! 
komm ! 

LANGLOIS : Aucun dieu, aucun mortel n'est assez fort pour 
lutter contre un etre aussi grand que toi : Agni, viens avec 
les Marouts. 
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HYMN TO AGNI (THE GOD OF FIRE) AND THE 

• IVrARITTS (THE STORM-GODS). 

1. Thou art called forth to this fair sacrifice for a 
draught of milk ;1  with the Maruts come hither, 0 
Agni ! 

2. No god indeed, no mortal, is beyond the might' 
of thee, the mighty one ; with the Maruts come 
hither, 0 Agni ! 

3. They who know of the great sky,' the Visve 
Devas' without guile ; 3  with those Maruts come 
hither, 0 Agni! 

4. The wild ones who sing their song,' unconquer- 
able by force ; 	with the Maruts come hither? 0 
Agni ! 	• 

3. WILSON : Who all are divine, and devoid of malignity, 
and who know (how to cause the descent) of great waters : 
come, Agni, with the Maruts. 

BENFEY : 	Die guten Giitter, welehe all bestehen in dem 
weiten Raum—Mit diesen Marut's, Agni ! komm ! 

LANGLOIS : Tons ces dieux bienfaiteurs (des hommes) con-
naissent ce vaste monde (oil regne la lumiere): Agni, viens 
avec lee Marouts. 

4. Wusow : Who are fierce, and send down rain, and 
are unsurpassed in strength : 	come, Agni, with the Ma- 
ruts. 

BENFEY : 	Die schrecklich-unbesiegbaren, die miichtiglieh 
Licht angefacht—Mit diesen Ararat's, Agni ! komm ! 

LANGLOIS : 	Menacants, doll& d'une force invincible, ils 
peuvent obscurcir la luiniere du soleil : Agni, viens avec les 
Marouts. 
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5. Y6 subhrgh ghora-varpasah su-kshatrgsah risg-
dasait, manit-bha agues gahi. 

6. Ye ngkasya adhi rokane divi devgsah t:sate, 
martit-bhih agne g gahi.' 

7. Ye inkhdyanti pdrvatin tird,h samudram arna-
vdm, mart t-bhih agne g gahi. 

8. A. ye tanvanti rasmi-12hih tirah sainudam Ogasil, 
manit-bhih, agne g gahi. 

9. Abhf tvg parva-pitaye sriggini somyfim mtdhu, 
mara-bhih, agne g gahi. 

• 

. . 
5. WiLsoN : Who are brilliant, of terrific forms, who are 

possessors of great wealth, and are devourers of the malevo-
lent : come, Agni, with the Maruts. 

BENFEY : Die gliinzend-grau'ngestaltigen, hochherrschend-
feindvernichtenden—Mit diesen Marut's, Agni 1 komm ! 

LANGLOIS : Resplendissants, rev'etus d'une forme terrible, ils 
peuvent donner les richesses, comme ils peuvent aussi detruire 
leurs ennemis : Agni, viens avec les Marouts. 

6. WilsoN : Who are • divinities abiding in the radiant 
heaven above the sun : come, Agni, with the Maruts. 

BENFEY : Die Glitter die im Himmel sind ob dem Lichtkreis 
des Gottersitz's—Mit diesen Marut's, Agni ! komm ! 

LANGLOIS : Sous la voute brillante du ciel, ces dieux s'61event 
et vont s'asseoir : Agni, viens avec les Marouts. 

7. WILSON : Who scatter the clouds, and agitate the sea 
(with waves) : come, Agni, with the Maruts. 

BENFEY : Welche fiber das wogende Meer hinjagen die Wol-
kensdiaar—Mit diesen Marut's, Agni! komm ! 
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5. They who are brilliant, of awful shape, powerful, 
and devourers of foes ; with the Maruts come hither, 
0 Agni I 	 • 

6. They who in heaven are enthroned as gods, in 
the light of the firmament s," with the Maruts come 
hither, 0 Agni ! 

7. They who toss the clouds' across the surging 
sea ;2  with"the Maruts come hither, 0 Agni ! 

8. They who shoot with •their darts across the 
sea with might ; with the Maruts come hither, 0 
Agni ! 

9. I pour out to thee for the early draught the 
sweet (juice) of Soma ; with the Maruts come hither, 
0 Agni ! 

LANGLOIS : 	Its soulevent et poussent les montagnes (de 
nuages) au-dessus de l'abime des mers : 	Agni, viens avec 
les Marouts. 

8. WILSON : Who spread (through the firmament), along 
with the rays (of the sun), and, with their strength, agitate 
the ocean : come, Agni, with the Maruts. 

BENFEY : Die mit Blitzen schleuderen machtig iiber das 
Meer hinaus—Mit diesen Marut's, Agni 1 komtn ! 

LANoLois : 	Its etendent avec force les rayons a travers 
l'Oc6an (e6leste): Agni, viens avec lee Marouts. 

9. WiLsorr: I pour out the sweet Soma juice for thy 
drinking, (as) of old : come, Agni, with the Maruts. 

BENFEY : Ich giesse zu dem ersten Trank fur dich des 
Soma Honig aus—Mit diesen Marut's, Agni ! komm ! 

LANGLOIS : A toi cette premiere libation; je t'offre la douce 
boisson du soma : Agni, viens avec les Marouts. 
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COMMENTARY. 

• This hymn is ascribed to Medhatithi, of the family of 
Kanva. 	The metre is Gayatri throughout. 

Verse 1, note 1. 	Gopithi is explained by Y'a.'ska and 
Sayana as drinking of Soma. 	I have kept to the literal 
signification of the word, a draught of milk. 	In the last 
verse of our hymn the libation offered to Agni and the 
Maruts is said to consist of Soma, but Soma was commonly 
mixed with milk. 	The other meaning assigned to gopitha, 
protection, would give the sense : ' Thou art called for the 
sake of protection.' 	But piths has clearly the sense of 
drinking in soma-piths, Rv. i. 51, 7, and must therefore be 
taken in the same sense in gopitha. 

• 
Verse 2, note '. The Sanskrit kratu expresses power both 

of body and mind. 

Verse 3, note 1. The sky or welkin (ragas) is the proper 
abode of the Maruts, and ' they who know of ' means simply 
' they who dwell' in the great sky. 	The Vedic poets dis- 
tinguish commonly between the three worlds, the earth, 
prithivi, 	f., or 	pgrthiva, n.; 	the 	sky, 	ragas ; 	and 	the 
heaven, dyti: 	see i. 6, 9, note 1. 	The phrase mah6h r6ga.- 
sah occurs i. 6, 1c); 168, 6, &c. 	Sayana takes ragas for 
water or rain: see on this my article in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, 
vol. xii. p. 28. 	The identification of ragas with ;peteos. 
(Leo Meyer, in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. vi. p. 19) must remain 
doubtful until stronger evidence has been brought forward 
in support of a Greek g representing a Sanskrit g, even 
in the middle of a word. 	See my article in Kuhn's Zeit- 
schrift, vol. xv. p. 215 ; Curtius, Grundzuge, p. 421. 

Verse 3, note 2. 	The appellation Visve devgh, all gods 
together, or, more properly, .host-gods, is often applied to 
the Maruts; cf. i. 23, 8; 10. 	Benfey connects this line with 
the preceding verse, considering Visve dev5k, it seems, in-
appropriate as an epithet of the Maruts. 

Verse 3, note 3. 	On adriih, 	without guile or deceit, 
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without 	hatred, 	see 	Kuhn's 	excellent 	article, Zeitschrift 
fiir die Vergleichende Sprachforschung, vol. i. pp. 179, 193. 
Adrtih is applied to the Maruts again in viii. 46, 4, though 
in connection with other gods. 	It is applied to the Visve 
Devas, Rv. i. 3, 9 ; ix. 102, 5 : the Adityas, Rv. viii. 19, 34; 
67, i3: the Rudras, Rv. ix. 73, 7: to Heaven and Earth, 
Rv. ii. 41, 2i; iii. 56, I; iv. 56, 2; Via. 66, t8: to Mitra 
and Varuna, Rv. v. 68, 4 : to Agni, Rv. vi. 15, 7; viii. 44, 
io. 	The form adhrtik occurs in the sixth Mandela only. 

Verse 4, note 1. 	Sayana explains erica by water. 	Hence %. 
Wilson : ' Who are fierce and send down rain.' 	But erica 
has only received this meaning of water in the artificial 
system of interpretation first started by the authors of the 
Brahmanas, who had lost all knowledge of the natural sense 
of the ancient hymns. 	The passages • in which erica is 
explained as water in the Brahmanas are quoted by Sayana, 
but they require no refutation. 	On the singing of the 
Maruts see note to i. 38, 15. 	The perfect in the Veda, 
like the perfect in Homer, has frequently to be rendered in 
English by the present. 

Verse 6, note 1. Naka must be translated by firmament," 
as there is no other word in English besides heaven, and 
this is wanted to render dye. 	Like the Jewish firmament, 
the Indian naka, too, is adorned with stars; cf. i. 68, y5: 
pipesa nakam stribhih. 	Dyti, heaven, is supposed to be 
above the ragas, sky or welkin. 	Kuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. xii. 
p. 28. 

Sayana : ' In the radiant heaven above the sun' See note' 
to i. 6, 9 ; p. 34. 

Verse 7, note 1. That parvata (mountain) is used in the,: 
sense of cloud, without any further explanation, is clear 
from many passages : 

i. 57, 6. tvarn tam indra parvatam maltgin urtim vagrena 
vagrin parva-siih kakartitha. 

Thou, Indra, hest cut this great broad cloud to pieces 
with thy lightning. 	Cf. i. 85, io. 	 • 

We actually find two similes mixed up together, such 
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as v. 32, 2. Uhah parvatasya, the udder of the cloud. 	In 
the Edda, too, the rocks, said to have been fashioned out 
of Ymir's bones, are supposed to be intended for clouds. 
In Old Norse klakkr means both cloud and rock ; nay, the 
English word cloud itself has been identified with the 
Anglo-Saxon cldd, rock. 	See Justi, Orient and Occident, 
vol. ii. p. 62. 

Verse 7, note 2. Whether the surging sea is to be taken for 
'' the sea or for the air, depends on the view which we take of 

the earliest cosmography of theVedic Rishis. Sayana explains: 
' They who make the clouds go, and stir the watery sea.' 
Wilson remarks that the influence of the winds upon the sea, 
alluded to in this and the following verse, indicates more 
familiarity with the ocean than we should have expected from 
the traditional inland position of the early Hindus, and it has 
therefore been supposed that, even in passages like our own, 
samudra was meant for the sky, the waters above the firma-
ment. But although there are passages in the Rig-veda where 
samudra may be taken to mean the welkin, this word shows 
in by far the larger number of passages the clear meaning 
of ocean. 	There is one famous passage, vii. 95, 2, which 
proves that the Vedic poets, who were supposed to have 
known the upper courses only of the rivers of the Penjab, 
had followed the greatest and most sacred of their rivers, 
the Sarasvati, as far as the Indian ocean./ It is well known 
that, as early as the composition of the laws of the Manavas, 
and possibly as early as the composition of the Siltras on 
which these metrical laws are based, the river Sarasvati had 
changed its course, and that the place where that river 
disappeared under ground was called Ninasana, the loss. 
This Vinasana forms, according to the laws of the Manavas, 
the western frontier of Madhyadesa, the eastern frontier 
being formed by the confluence of the Gangs and Yamuna. 
Madhyadesa is a section of Aryavarta, the abode of the 
Aryas in the widest sense. 	Aryavarta shares with Madhya- 
desa the same frontiers in the north and the south, viz. the 
Himalaya and Vindhya mountains, but it extends beyond 
Madhyadesa to the west and east as far as the western 
and eastern seas. 	A section of Madhyadesa, again, is the 
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country described as that of the Brahmarshis, which com-
prises only Kurukshetra, the countries of the Matsyas, 
Paiikalas (Kanyakubga, according to Kullaka), and Sttrasenas 
(Mathura, according to Kulliika). 	The most sacred spot 
of all, however, is that section of the Brahmarshi country 
which lies between the rivers Drishadvati and Sarasvati, 
and which in the laws of the Manavas is called Brahmavarta. 
I have not found any mention of the Vinasana of the Sara-
svati in any of those works which the author of the laws of 
the Manavas may be supposed to have consulted. 	Madhya- 
desa is indeed mentioned in one of the Parisishlas (MS. 510, 
Wilson) as a kind of model country, but it is there described 
as lying east of Dasarna*, west of Kampilyat, north of 
Pariyatra t, and south of the• Himavat, or again, in a more 
general way, as the Dual) of the Gangs and Yamuna §. 

It is very curious that while in the later Sanskrit lite- V 
rature the disappearance of the Sarasvati in the desert is a 
fact familiar to every writer, no mention of it should occur 
during the whole of the Vedic period, and it is still more 
curious that in one of the hymns of the Rig-veda we should 
have a distinct statement that the Sarasvati fell into the sea : 

vii. 95, 1-2. pri kshodasii dhgyasa sasre eshg sarasvati 
dhardnam gyasi ygh, pra-bgbadhttna rathya-iva yttti visvah 
apah mahing sindhuh anyak. 	ektr aketat sarasvati nadlnilin 
stikik yati giri-bhyah g samudrg.t, rayah ketand bhtivanasya 
bhgreh ghritam pt yah duduhe nghushaya. 

i. With her fertilizing stream this Sarasvati comes forth— 
(she is to us) a stronghold, an iron gate. 	Moving along as 
on a chariot, this river surpasses in greatness all other waters. 
2. Alone among all rivers Sarasvati listened, she who goes 

• See Wilson's Vishnu purana, ed. Hall, pp. 154, 155, 159, i6o. 
t See Wilson's Vishnu-purana, ed. Hall, p. /61. 
$ 1. o. pp. 123, 127. 
§ Prag dasarnat pratyak kampilyttd Walt pariyatrad, dakshinena himavatah. 

Gangayamunayor antaram eke madhyadessun ity Akakshate. 	Medbatithi says 
that Madhyadesa, the middle country, was not called so because it was in the 
middle of the earth, but because it was neither too high nor too low. 	Albiruny, 
too, remarks that Madhyadesa was between the sea and the northern mountains, 
between the hot and the cold countries, equally distant from the eastern and 
western frontiers. 	See Reinaud, Mdmoire sus l'Inde, p. 46. 
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pure from the mountains as far as the sea. 	She who knows 
of the manifold wealth of the world, has poured out to man 
her fat milk. 

-Nt 	Here we see samudra used clearly in the sense of sea, the 
Indian sea, and we have at the same time a new indication 
of the distance which separates the Vedic age from that of 
the later Sanskrit literature. 	Though it may not be possible 
to determine by geological evidence the time of the changes 
which modified the southern area of the Penjab and caused 
the Sarasvati to disappear in the desert, still the fact remains 
that the loss of the Sarasvati is later than the Vedic age, and 
that at that time the waters of the Sarasvati reached the 
sea. 	Professor Wilson had observed long ago in reference 
to the rivers of that part of India, that there have been, no 
doubt, considerable changes here, both in the nomenclature 
and in the courses of the rivers, and this remark has been 
fully confirmed by later observations. 	I believe it can be 
proved that in the Vedic age the Sarasvati was a river as 
large as the Sutlej, that it was the last of the rivers of the 
Penjab, and therefore the iron 	gate, or the real frontier 
against the rest of India. 	At present the Sarasvati is so 
small a river that the epithets applied to the Sarasvati in 
the Veda have become quite inapplicable to it. 	The Vedic 
Rishis, though acquainted with numerous rivers, including 
the Indus and Ganges, call the Sarasvati the mother of 
rivers 	(vii. 	36, 	6. 	sarasvati 	saptathi 	sindhu-mata), 	the 
strongest of rivers (vi. 6i, 13. apasam aprth-tama), and in our 
passage, vii. 95, 2, we have, as far as I can judge, conclusive 
evidence that the old Sarasvati reached in its course the 
Indian sea, either by itself, or united with the Indus. 

But this passage, though important as showing the appli-
cation o'f samudra, i. e. confluvies, to the Indian sea; and 
proving the acquaintance of the Vedic Rishis with the 
southern coast of India, is by no means the only one in 
which samudra must be translated by sea. 	Thus we read, 
vii. 49, 2: 

ygit apah clivyah uta va sravanti khanitrimah uti va ygh 
svayam-Oh, samudra-arthah ygh stikayah pavakal ta'h apah 
devih iha mam avantu. 

The waters which are from heaven, or those which flow 
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after being dug, or those which spring up by themselves, 
the bright, pure waters that tend to the sea, may those 
divine watersprotect me here ! 

i. 71, 7. agnim visvah abhi prikshah sakante samudram 
na sravatah sapta yahvi72. 

All kinds of food go to Agni, as the seven rivers go•to 
the sea. 

Cf. i. 19o, 7. samudram na sravitah rOdha-kakrah. 	• 
v. 78, 8. yatha valah yatha vanam pitha samudra Coati. 
As the wind moves, as the forest moves, as the sea moves 

(or the sky). 
• In hymn x. 58, the same expression occurs which we have 
in our hymn, and samudram arnavam there as here admits 
but of one explanation, the surging sea. 

Samudri in many passages of the Rig-veda has to be 
taken as an adjective, in the sense of watery or flowing: 

vi. 58, 3. yffs te pilshan nfivah with samudre hiranyayik 
antarikshe karanti. 
. 	Thy golden ships, 0 Piishan, which move within the 
watery sky. 

vii. 7o, 2. yah Wan samudan sarftah pfparti. 
He who carries you across the watery rivers. 
i. 161, 14. at-bhi/t yiiti vArunah samudraih. 
Varuna moves in the flowing waters. 
In both these passages samudra, as an adjective, does 

not conform to the gender of the noun. 	See Bollensen, 
Orient and Occident, vol. ii. p. 467. 

ii. 16, 3. 	na samudrach parvataik indra te rathah (na 
pari-bhve). 

Thy chariot, 0 Indra, is not to be overcome .by the 
watery clouds.  
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MANDALA L• StrKTA 37. 
ASHTAKA I, ADHY.A.YA 3, VARGA 12-14. 

1. KrI/Im vah sardhah Ealru.tam anarvInam rathe-
mi  bham, kinvih Oki pra, giyata. 

2. Ye prishatibhih rishti-bhih silid,rn vgstbhih afigi-
bhih, 6,g6,yanta s-va-bhinavah. 

3. Iha-iva srinve eshAni k4.351 hdsteshu yat \Tian, 
ni ylman kitrd,n3 ririgate. 

• 
4. Prd, vah sardhiya ghrishvaye tvesha-dyumn&ya 

sushmine, clevattam brahma gATata.. 

1. WitsoN: Celebrate, Kailivas, the aggregate strength of 
the Maruts, sportive, without horses, but shining in their 
car. 

BENFEY : Kanviden, auf ! begriisst init Sang, die muntre 
Heerschaar der Marut's, die rasch'ste, wagengliinzende. 

LL.NoLots : Enfants de Canwa, eelebrez la puissance des 
Marouts que transports un char brillant, (puissance) rapide 
et inattaquable dont vous_ressentez les effets. 

2. WnsoN : Who, borne by spotted deer, were born self-
radiant, with weapons, war-cries, and decorations. 

BENFEY : 	Die mit Hirschen 	und 	Speeren 	gleich 	mit 
Donnern und mit Blitzen auch—selbststrablende—geboren 
sind. 

LA.NOLOIS : Its viennent de naitre, brillanfs de leur propre 
eclat. (Voyez-vows)leurs acmes, leurs parures, leur char traine 
par les daims? (entendez-vous) leurs clameurs ? 
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kva nanam su-danavah madatha vrikta-barhishah. 
Where do ye rejoice now, you gods for whom the altar 

is trimmed? 
Otherwise, vrikta-barhishah might, with a change of 

accent, supply an accusative to dadhidlive : ' Will you take 
the worshippers in your arms ?' 	This, however, is not 
necessary, as to take by the hand _may be used as a 
neuter verb. 

Benfey : ' Wo weilt ihr gem? was habt ihr jetzt—gleichwie 
ein•Vater seinen Sohn—in Hiinden, da das Opfcr harrt ?' 

Wilson : ' Maruts, who are fond of praise, and for whom 
the sacred grass is trimmed, when will you take us by both 
hands as a father does his son ?' 

Verse 2, note 1. 	The idea of the first verse, that the 
Maruts s'hould not be' detained by other pursuits, is carried 
on in the second. 	The poet asks, what they have to do in 
the sky, instead of coming down to .the earth. 	The last 
sentence seems to mean ' where tarry your herds ?' viz. the 
clouds. 	Silyana translates : ' Where do worshippers, like 
lowing cows, praise you?' 	Wilson: ' Where do they who 
worship you cry to you like cattle' 	Benfey : ' Wo jauchzt 
man euch, gleich wie Stiere? 	(Ihre Verehrer briillen vor 
Freude 	fiber ihre 	Gegenwart, wie Stiere.)' 	The verb 
ranyati, however, when followed by an accusative, means 
to love, to accept with pleasure, 	The gods accept the 
offerings and the prayers : 

v. A, I. visvilni yah Amartyah havyg mirteshu ranyati. 
The immortal who deigns to accept all offerings among 

mortals. 
v. 74, 3. kasya brtihmilni ranyathah. 
Whose prayers do ye accept? 
Followed by a locative ranyati 	means 	to delight 	in. 

Both the gods are said to delight in prayers (viii. 1z, A ; 33, 
i6), and prayers are said to delight in the gods (viii. i6, z). 
I therefore take ranyanti in the sense of tarrying, disporting, 
and nfi, if it is to be retained, in the sense of not ; where 
do they not sport? meaning that they are to be found every- 
where, except where the poet desires them to be: 	We thus 
get rid of the simile of singing poets and lowing cows,/ which, 
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though not too bold for Vedic bards, would here come in 
too abruptly. 	It would be much better, however, if the 
negative particle could be omitted altogether. 	If we retain 
it, we must read: 	kvI vih I gavih I na 	rain I yanti I . 
But the fact is that through the whole of the Rig-veda 
kva has always to be pronounced as two syllables, kuva. 
There is only one passage, v. 61, 2, where, before a vowel, 
we have to read kva : 	kuva vo 'svAli, kvabhisavah. 	In 
other passages, even before vowels, we always have to 
read 	kuva, 	e. g. 	i. 	J6i, 4. 	kuvet = kva 	it ; 	i. 	105,- 4. 
kuvartam = kva ritam. 	In i. 35, 7, we must read either 
kuvedanim siiryah, making silryah trisyllabic, or kuva idfinim, 
leaving a hiatus. 	In i. 168, 6, kvfivaram is kuvfivaram : 
Sakalya, forgetting this, and wishing to improve the metre, 
added na, thereby, in reality, destroying both the metre and 
the sense. 	Kva occurs as dissyllabic in the Rig-veda at 
least forty-one times. 

Verse 3, note 1. The meanings of stirring in the first five 
Mandalas are well explained by Professor Aufrecht in Kuhn's 
Zeitschrift, vol. iv. p. 274. 	As to suvitg in the plural, see 
x. 86, 21, and viii. 93, 29, where Indra is said to bring all 
suvi.ta's. 	It frequently occurs in the singular : 

x. 148, 1. 'fi nah bhara suvitim yasya akin. . 

Verse 4, note 1. One might translate : ' If you, sons of 
Prisni, were mortals, the immortal would be your wor- 
shipper.' 	But this seems almost too deep and elaborate 
a compliment for a primitive 	age. 	Langlois translates : 
' Quand vous ne seriez pas immortels, (faites toutefois) que 
votre panegyriste jouisse d'une longue vie.' 	Wilson's trans- 
lation is obscure: `That you, sons of Pri4ni, may become 
mortals, and your panegyrist become immortal' 	Sfiyana 
translates : ' Though you, sons of Prisni, were mortal, yet 
your worshipper would be immortal.' 	I think it best to 
connect the fourth and fifth verges, and I feel justified in 
so doing by other passages where the same or a similar 
idea is expressed, viz. that if the god were the poet and the 
poet the god, then the poet would be more liberal to the 
god than the god is to him. 	Thus I translated a passage, 
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vii. 32, i8, in my History of Ancient Sanskrit Literciture, 
p. 545: ' If I were lord of as much as thou, I should support 
the sacred 'bard, thou scatterer of wealth, I should not 
abandon him to misery. 	I should award wealth day by day 
to him who magnifies, I should award it to whosoever it be.' 
Another parallel passage is pointed out by Mr. J. Muir. 
(On the Interpretation of the Veda, p. 79.) 	viii. 19, 25: 
' If, Agni, thou wert a mortal, and I were an immortal, I 
should not abandon thee to malediction or to wretchedness; 
my worshipper should not be miserable or distressed' 	Still 
more to the point is another passage, viii. 44, 23 : ' If I were 
thou, and thou wert I, then thy wishes should be fulfilled.' 
See also viii. 14, I, 2. 

As to the metre 	it is clear that we ought to 	read 
martasah syatana. 

Verse 5, note 1. Ma", though it seems to stand for nfi, 
retains its prohibitive sense. 

Verse 5, note 2. Yavasa is explained by Sayana as grass, 
and Wilson's Dictionary, too, gives to it the meaning of 
meadow or pasture grass, whereas yava is barley. 	The 
Greek 	eci or (etc; is likewise explained as barley or rye, 
fodder for horses. 	See i. 91, 13. gi'vah mi yfivaseshu, like 
cows in meadows. 

Verse 5, note 3. The path of Yama can only be the path 
that leads to Yama, as the ruler of the departed. 

x. 14, 8. sam gakkhasva pitri-bhih situ yamena. 
Meet with the fathers, meet with Yama, (x. 14, io; 15, 8.) 
x. 34, 7. yamam pasyilsi varunam ka devtim. 
Thou wilt see (there) Yams and the divine Varuna. 
x. 165, 4. tasmai yamiya namah astu mrityave. 
Adoration to that Yama, to Death ! 
Wilson : ' Never may your worshipper be indifferent to 

you, as a deer (is never indifferent) to pasture, so that he may 
not tread the path of Yama.' Benfey : ' IVer euch besingt, 
der sei euch nicht gleichgiiltig, wie das Wild im Gras, nicht 
wandP er auf des Yama Pfad.' 	Agoshya is translated insa- 
tiable by Professor Goldstiicker. 	 II 
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Verse 6, note 1. One of the meanings of nirriti is sin. 
It is derived from.the same root which yielded rita, in the 
sense of right. 	Nirriti was conceived, it would seem, as 
going away from the path of right, the German Vergehen. 
Nirriti was personified as a power of evil and destruc-
tion. 

vii. 104, 9. ahaye va tan pra-dadatu s6mah g va dadhatu 
nih-riteh ups-sthe. 

May Soma hand them over to Ahi, or place them in the 
lap of Nirriti. 

i. 117, 5. susupvgmsam na nih-riteh ups-sthe. . 
Like one who sleeps in the lap of Nirriti. 
Here Sayana explains Nirriti as earth, and he attaches 

the same meaning to the word in other places which will 
have to be 	considered hereafter. 	Cf. Lectures on the 
Science of Language, Second Series, pp. 515, 516. 

Wilson treats Nirriti as a male deity, and translates the 
last words, `let him perish with our evil desires.' 

Verse 6, note 2. Padishta is for-med as an optative of the 
Atmanepada, but with the additional a before the t, which, 
in the ordinary Sanskrit, is restricted to the so-called bene-
dictive (Grammar, § 385 ; Bopp, Kritische Grammatik, ed. 
1834, § 329, note). Pad means originally to go, but in certain 
constructions it gradually assumed the meaning of to perish, 
and native commentators are inclined to explain it by pat, 
to fall. 	One can watch the transition of meaning from 
going into perishing in such phrases as V. S. xi. 46. ma 
pad)/ ayushah pura, literally, ' may he not go before the 
time,' but really intended for `may he not die before the time.' 
In the Rig-veda padishta is generally qualified by some words 
to show that it is to be taken in malam partem. 	Thus 
in our passage, and in iii. 53, 21 ; Vii. 104, 16; 17. 	In i. 79, 
ii, however, padishta sgh is by itself used in a maledictory 
sense, pereat, may he perish ! 	In another, vi. 2o, 5, padi by 
itself conveys the idea of perishing. 	This may have some 
weight in determining the origin of the Latin pestis (Corssen, 
Kritische Beitrage, p. 396), for it shows that, even without 
prepositions, such as d or vi, pad may have an ill-omened 
meaning. 	In the Aitareya-brahmana vii. 14 (History of 
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Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 471), pad, as applied to a 
child's teeth, means to go, to fall out. 	With sam, however, 
pad has always a good meaning, and this shows that origin-
ally its meaning was neutral. 

Verse 7, note'. The only difficult word is avAtgm. 	Sayana 
explains it, ' without wind' 	But it is hardly possible to 
understand how. * Maruts, themselves the gods of the 
storm, the sons of Rudra, could be said to bring clouds 
without wind. 	Langlois, it is true, translates without any 
misgivings : ' Ces dieux peuvent sur un sol desseche faire 
tomber la pluie sans Paccompagner de vent.' Wilson : ' They 
send down rain without wind upon the desert.' Benfey saw 
the incongruous character of the epithet, and explained it 
away by saying that the winds bring rain, and after they 
have brought it, they moderate their violence in order not to 
drive it away again ; hence rain without wind. 	Yet even 
this explanation, though ingenious, and, as I am told, particu-
larly truthful in an Eastern.climate, is somewhat too artificial. 
If we changed the accent, gvatam, unchecked, unconquered, 
would be better than aviitgm, windless. 	But avata, uncon- 
quered, does not occur in the Rig-veda, except as applied 
to persons. 	It occurs most frequently in the phrase vanvan 
ivalah, which Sayana explains well by himsan ahimsitah, 
hurting, but not hurt: 	(vi. 	16, 	2o; 	i8, 1; 	ix. 89, 7.) 
In ix. 96, 8, we read prit-sti vanvfin fivfitah, in battles 
attacking, but not attacked, which renders the meaning of 
avata perfectly clear. 	In vi. 64, 5, where it is applied to 
Ushas, it may be translated by unconquerable, intact. 

There are several passages, however, where avata occurs 
with the accent on the last syllable, and where it is accord-
ingly explained as a Bahuvrihi, meaning either windless or 
motionless, from vata, wind, or from vata, going, (i. 62, to.) 
In some of these passages we can hardly doubt that the 
accent ought to be changed, and that we ought to read 
avata. 	Thus in vi. 64, 4, avate is clearly a vocative applied 
to Ushas, who is called avata, unconquerable, in the verse 
immediately following. 	In i. 52, 4, the Maruts are called 
aviltAh, which can only be aviltah, unconquerable ; nor can 
we hesitate in viii. 79, 7, to change avattlh into tivtitah, as an 
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epithet applied to Soma, and preceded by Adriptakratuh, of 
unimpaired strength, unconquerable. 

But even then we find no evidence that Ayala, uncon-
quered, could be applied to rain or to a cloud, and I there-
fore propose another explanation, though equally founded 
on the supposition that the accent of avatam in our passage 
should be on the first syllable. 

I take vAta as a Vedic form instead of the later vAna, the 
past participle of vai, to wither. 	Similarly we find in the 
Veda q'ita, instead of gina, the latter form being sanctioned 
by Parini. 	VA means to get dry, to flag, to get exhausted ; 
ilvAta therefore, as applied to a cloud, would mean not dry, 
not withered, as applied to rain, not dried up, but remain- 
ing on the ground. 	It is important to remark that in one 
passage, vi. 67, 7, Sayana, too, explains avata, as applied to 
rivers, by asushka, not dry ; and the same meaning would 
be applicable to avatfil in i. 62, io. 	In this sense of not 
withered, not dry, avatilm in our passage would form a per-
fectly appropriate epithet of the rain, while neither windless 
nor unconquered would yield an appropriate sense. 	In the 
famous passage x. 129, 2, 'irk avAtAm svadhaya tat ekam, 
that only One breathed breathless by itself, avAtAm might be 
taken, in accordance with its accent, as windless or breath-
less, and the poet may have wished to give this antithetical 
point to his verse. 	But avAtam, as an adverb, would here 
be equally appropriate, and we should then have to translate, 
' that only One breathed freely by itself.' 

Verse 8, note 1. The peculiar structure of the metre in 
the seventh and eighth verses should be noted. 	Though 
we may scan 

----‘,6--1--u--6--1..,---v6--I 
--4--6--1--4--6--14---,./6-- 

by throwing the accent on the short antepenultimate, yet 
the movement of the metre becomes far more natural by 
throwing the accent on the long penultimate, thus reading 

_ ..?.. _ ..t. 4  ,.., 2_ - I-  2 , 	 .4  ,.., 2. - I v  2. _ 2 ,.., , ..., ._ - 
_ 2- v  ..!.. - ,.., 	- I - 2. v  2- _ ,..0  _ _ I u  _L _ 2. „ ..L - 	. 

Sayana : ' Like a cow the lightning roars, (the lightning) 
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attends (on the Maruts) as the mother cow on her calf, because 
their rain is let loose at the time of lightning and thunder' 

Wilson : 	' The lightning roars like a parent cow that 
bellows for its calf, and hence the rain is set free by the 
Maruts.' 

Benfey : ' Es blitzt—wie eine Kuh briillt es—die Mutter 
folgt dem Kalb gleichsam—wenn ihr Regen losgelassen. 
(Der Donner folgt dem Blitz, wie eine Kuh ihrem Kalbe.)' 

Vasra as a masculine means, a bull, and it is used as a 
name of the Maruts in some passages, viii. 7, 3 ; 7. 	'As 
a feminine it means a cow, particularly a cow with a calf, 
a milch cow. 	Hence also a mother, x. 119, 4. 	The lowing 
of the lightning must be intended for the distant thunder, 
and the idea that the lightning goes near or looks for 
the rain is not foreign to the Vedic poets. 	See i. 39, 9: 
' Come to us, Maruts, with your entire help, as lightnings 
(come to, i. e. seek for) the rain !' 

Verse 9, note j. That parganya here and in other places 
means cloud has been well illustrated by Dr. Biihler, Orient 
and Occident, vol. i. p. 221. 	It is interesting to watch the 
personifying process which is very palpable in this word, 
and by which Parganya becomes at last a friend and com-
panion of Indra. . 

Verse 10, note I. 	Sadma, as a neuter, means originally 
a seat, and is frequently used in the sense of altar : iv. 9,3. 
Bah sadma pail niyate hate; vii. 18, 22. h6ta-iva sadma pail 
emi rebhan. 	It soon, however, assumed the more general 
meaning of place, as 

x. i, 1. agnih bhamina r6sata visvil, sadmlini apriik. 
Agni with brilliant light thou filledst all places. 
It is lastly used with special reference to heaven and 

earth, the two sadmani, i. 05, 6 ; iii. 55, 2. 	In our passage 
sadma piirthivam is the same as ptirthive sadane in viii. 97, 5. 
Here the earth is mentioned together with heaven, the sea, 
and the sky. Sfiyana takes sadma as ' dwelling,' so do Wilson 
and Langlois. 	Benfey translates `der Erde Sitz,%and makes 
it the subject of the sentence: ' From the roaring of the Maruts 
the seat of the earth trembles, and all men tremble.' Sadithn, 
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with the accent on the last syllable, is also used as a masculine 
in the Rig-veda, i. 173, I; vi. 51, 12. sadmgnam divydm. 

Verse 11, note 1. I have translated vi/u-pAnibhih, as if it 
were vihipanibhih, for this is the right accent of a Bahuvrihi 
compound. 	Thus the first member retains its own accent in 
prith6-pAni, bhilri-pani, vrisha-pani, 8ce. 	It is possible that 
the accent may have been changed in our passage, because 
the compound is used, not as an adjective, but as a kind of 
substantive, as the name of a horse. 	Ptini, hand, means, as 
applied to horses, hoof : 

ii. 31, 2. prithivygh sfi"nau gangliananta pAni-bhih. 
When they strike with their hoofs on the summit of the 

earth. 
This meaning appears still more clearly in such com-

pounds as dravat-pfini : 
viii. 5, 35. hiranytlyena rathena dravitpttni-bhih lisvaih. 
On a golden chariot, on quick-hoofed horses. 
The horses of the Maruts, which in our verse are called 

vi/u-pani, strong-hoofed, are called viii. 7, 27. hiranya-pani, 
golden-hoofed : 

isvaih hiranyap'ani-bhih devfisah tipa gantana. 
On your golden-hoofed horses come hither, 0 gods. 
Those who retain the accent of the MSS. ought to trans-

late, ' Maruts, with your strong hands go after the clouds.' 

Verse 11, note 2. Rodhasvati is explained by Stiyana as 
river. 	It does not occur again in the Rig-veda. 	ROdhas 
is enclosure or fence, the bank of a river; but it docs not 
follow that rodhasvat, having enclosures or banks, is appli- 
cable to rivers only. 	ii. 15, 8, it is said that he emptied or 
opened the artificial enclosures of Bala, these being the 
clouds conquered by Indra. 	Hence I take r6dhasvati in 
the sense of a cloud yet unopened, which is followed or 
driven on by the Maruts. 

Eitra, bright or many-coloured, is applied to the clouds, 
v. 63, 3. kitrebhih abhraih. 

Verse 11, note s. Roth takes fikhidraytiman for a name of 
horse. 	The word does not occur again in the Rig-veda, 
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but the idea that the roads of the gods are easy (sugfih 
fidhva) is of frequent occurrence. 

Wilson : 	`Maruts, with strong hands, come along the 
beautifully-embanked rivers with unobstructed progress' 

Benfey : ' Mit euren starken Handen folgt den hehren 
eingeschlossuen nach in unermild'tem Gang, Maruts.' 

Verse 12, note 1. Abhi'su does not mean finger in the 
Rig-veda, though Siiyana frequently explains it so, misled 
by Yfiska who gives abhisu 'among the names of finger. 
Wilson : ' May your fingers be well skilled (to hold the reins)' 

Verse 13, note 1. 	Agni is frequently invoked together 
with the Maruts, and is even called martit-sakha, the friend 
of the Maruts, viii. 92, 14. 	It seems better, therefore, to 
refer brahmanas pitim to Agni, than, with Sayana, to the 
host of the Maruts 	(martidganam). 	Brfihmanaspfiti 	and 
Brihaspati are both varieties of Agni, the priest and purohita 
of gods and men, and as such he is invoked together with 
the Maruts in other passages, i. 4o, 1. 	TanA is an adverb, 
meaning constantly, always, for ever. 	Cf. ii. 2, 1; viii. 4o, 7. 

Wilson : 	' Declare in our presence (priests), with voice 
attuned to praise l3rahmanaspati, Agni, and the beautiful 
Mitra.' 

Benfey : ' Lass schallen immerfort das Lied zu griissen 
Brahmanaspati, Agni, Mitra, den herrlichen' 

Verse 13, note 2. Mitra is never, as far as I know, in-
voked together with the Maruts, and it is better to take 
mitrim as friend. 	Besides mi cannot be left here untrans- 
lated. 

Verse 14, note 1. The second sentence is obscure. 	Sayana 
translates : 	' Let the choir of priests make a hymn of 
praise, let them utter or expand it, like as a cloud sends 
forth rain.' 	Wilson similarly : ' Utter the verse that is in 
your mouth, spread it out like a cloud spreading rain.' 
Benfey : ' Ein Preislied schaffe in dem Mund, erttine dem 
l'arganya gleich.' He takes Parganya for the god of thunder, 
and supposes the hymn of praise to be compared to it on 
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account of its loudness. 	Tatanah can only be the second 
person 	singular of the. conjunctive 	of the 	reduplicated 
perfect, of which we have also tatinat, tatinfima, tatinan, 
and tatinanta. 	Tatanah can be addressed either to the host 
of the Maruts, or to the poet. 	I take it in the latter sense, 
for a similar verse occurs viii. 21, 18. 	It is said there of a 
pairon that he alone is a king, that all others about the river 
Sarasvati are only small kings, and the poet adds : `May he 
spread like a cloud with the rain,' giving hundreds and 
thousands, (parginyah-iva tatimat hi vrishtyrt.) 

	

Verse 15, note '. 	It is difficult to find an appropriate 

	

rendering for arkin. 	It means praising, celebrating, singing, 
and it is in the last sense only that it is applicable to the 
Maruts. 	Wilson translates, ' entitled to adoration ;' 	Benfey, 
' flaming.' 	Boehtlingk and Roth admit the sense of flaming 
in one passage, but give to arkin in this plabe the meaning 
of praising. 	If it simply meant, possessed of arkfi, i. e. songs 
of praise, it would be a very lame epithet after panasyti. 
But other passages, like i. 19, 4; 	52, 15, show that the 
conception of the Maruts as singers was most familiar to 
the Vedic Rishis (i. 64, 10 ; Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. i. p. 521, 
note) ; and mica is the very name applied to their songs 
(i. 19, 4). 	In the Edda, too, ' storm and thunder are repre- 
sented as a lay, as the wondrous music of the wild hunt. 
The dwarfs and Elbs sing the so-called Alb-leich which 
carries off everything, trees and mountains.' 	See Justi in 
Orient and Occident, vol. ii. p. 62. 	There is no doubt 
therefore that 'arkin here means musician, and that the ark 
of the Maruts is the music of the winds. 

Verse 15, note 2. Vriddha, literally grown, is used in the 
Veda as an honorific epithet, with the meaning of mighty 
or great : 

iii. 32, 7. yagfimah it ntimasi vriddham indram 
brihfintam rishvfim aggram yiivanam. 

We worship with praise the mighty Indra, the great, the 
exalted, the immortal, the vigorous. 

Here neither is vriddlui intended to express old age, nor 
ytivan young age, but both are meant as laudatory epithets. 
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Asan 	is the so-called Let of as, to be. 	This Let is 
properly an imperative, which gradually sinks down to •a 
mere subjunctive. 	Of as, we find the following Let forms : 
belonging to the present, we have asasi, ii. 26, 2 ; asati, vi. 
23, 9 ; asathah, vi. 63, 1; and 6satha, v. 61, 4 : belonging 
to the imperfect, asah, viii. zoo, 2 ; asat, i. 9, 5 ; isama, i. 
173, 9; limn, i. 89, 1. 	Xsam, a form quoted by Roth from 
Rig-veda x. 27, 4, is really asam. 

We find, for instance, asah, with an imperative or opta- 
tive meaning, in 	, • .  

viii. Too, 2. fink ka tvem dakshinata stikha me 
gdha vritrani ganghanava bhari. 

And be thou my friend on my right hand, and we shall 
kill many enemies. 

Here we see the transition of meaning from an imperative 
to the conditional. 	In English, too, we may say, ' Do this 
and you shall live,' which means nearly the same as, ' If you 
do this, you will live.' 	Thus we may translate this passage : 
'And if thou. be my friend on my right side, then we shall 
kill many enemies' 

x. 124, 1. imam nah agne tips yagriam a ihi— 
asah havya-vat utti nah purah-gah. 

Here we have the imperative ihi and the Let asah used 
in the same sense. 

Far more frequently, however, asah is used in• relative 
sentences, such as, 

vi. 36, 5. asah yatha nah Avasi kalcana. 
That thou mayest be ours, delighting in strength. 
vii. 24, 1. asah paha nah avita vridhe ka. 
That thou mayest be our helper and for our increase. 
See also x. 44, 4; 85, 26 ; 36. 
Wilson : ' May they be exalted by this our worship.' 

Benfey : ' Mogen die Hohen bier bei uns sein' 
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MANDALA I, SUKTA 39. 
ASHTAKA I, ADHYAYA 3, VARGA 18-19. 

1. Pry, ydt ithg pars-vatah sokih nd, mgnam isyatha, 
kisya krdtvg marutah kasya varp.  asa, Um yitha Mm 
ha dhfitayah. 

2. Sthirg vah santu gyudhA, parg-nfide Vail ut,l, 
prati-skabhe, yushmgkam astu tdvish1 pinlyast mg 
mdrtyasya mayinah. 

3. PIA ha yat sthiram hathi mtrah vartdyatha 
gurd, of yithana vanfnah prithivygh of IAA pfirva-
tangm. 

4. Nahf vah sitruh vivide tdhi dylvi nd, blulmygm 
risadasah, yushmlkam astu tdvishi tangy, yoga rtidrg-
sah nu kit i-dhrishe. 

5. PIA vepayanti pdrvatan vi viiikanti vinaspAtin, 
pro (iti) grata marutah durmadah-iva devasah sirvay& 
visa. 

6. tpo (fti) rdtheshu prishatik, ayugdhvam prdsh-
tih vahati rOhitah, g vah ygmiya prithivl kit asrot 
d,bibhayanta mgnushAh. 

7. A yak makshii tingya Wm rtidrgh 	,vah vrinl- 
mahe, gd,nta nAndm nah %vas& yd,thg, purg itthg kan-
vgya bibhydshe. 

8. Yushmg-ishitah marutah mdrtya-ishitah g ydh 
nah dbhvah Tshate, of him yuyota sdvasi vi 6gasa vi 
yushmgkabhih, ilti-bhih. 

9. Asami hi pra-yagyavak, kdnvam dada, pra-ketasak, 
asimi-bhih marutah g nah 9tf-bhih Onta vrishtfm na, 
vi-clyutah. 
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HYMN TO THE MARITTS (THE STORM-GODS). 

1. When you thus from afar cast forwards your 
measure' like a blast of fire, through whose wisdom 
is it, through whose design 7' To whom do you go, to 
whom, ye shakers (of the earth)? 

2. May your weapons— be firm to • attack, strong 
also to withstand. 	May yours be the more glorious 
strength, not that of the deceitful mortal. 

3. When you overthrow what is firm, 0 ye men, 
and whirl about what is heavy, you pass' through the 
trees of the earth, through the clefts of the rocks.' 

4. No real foe of yours is known in heaven, nor 
on earth, ye devourers of enemies ! 	May strength be 
yours, together with your race,' 0 Rudras, to defy 
even now.2  

5. They make the rocks to tremble, they tear 
asunder the kings of the forest.' 	Come on, Maruts, 
like madmen, ye gods with your whole tribe. 

6. You have harnessed the spotted deer to your 
chariots, a red one draws as leader ;1  even the earth 
listened at your coming, and men were frightened. 

7. 0 Rudras, we quickly.desire your help for our 
race. 	Come now to us with help, as of yore ; thus 
now also, for the sake of the frightened lianva.' 

8. Whatever fiend, roused by you or roused by 
men, attacks us, tear him (from us) by your power, 
by your strength, by your aid.' 

9. For you, worshipful and wise, have wholly pro-
tected' Kanva. Come to us, Maruts, with your entire 
help, as lightnings' (go in quest of) the rain. i I 

VOL. I. 	 G 
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10. Asimi 6gah bibhritha su-anavah asimi dha- 
tayah 	sAvah, rishi-dvishe 	marutah pari-manyive 
ishum na, srigata dvisham. 

• 
• 

• 

• 
COMMENTARY. 

This hymn is ascribed to Kanva, the son of Ghora. 	The 
metre varies between Brihati and Satobrihati, the odd verses 
being composed in the former, the even verses in the latter 
metre. 	Each couple of such verses is called a Barhata 
Pragatha. 	The 	Brihati consists of 8 + 8 + 12 + 8, the 
Satobrihati of 12 + 8 + 12 + 8 syllables. 

Verse 1, note'. Mgna, which I translate by measure, is 
explained by Sayana as meaning strength. Wilson: ' When 
you direct your awful vigour donwards from afar, as light 
(descends from heaven)' 	Benfey : ' Wenn ihr aus weiter 
Ferne so wie Strahlen schleudert euren Stolz (das worauf 
ihr stolz seid : 	euren Blitz).' 	Langlois: 	' Lorsque vous 
lancet votre souffle puissant.' 	I doubt whether mgna is 
ever used in the Rig-veda in the sense of pride, which no 
doubt it has, as a masculine, in later Sanskrit : cf. Hata- 
yudha, ed. 	Aufrecht, 	iv. 	37. 	Mgna, 	as 	a 	masculine, 
means frequently a poet in the Rig-veda, viz. a measurer, a 
thinker or maker; as a neuter it means a measure, or what 
is measured or made. 	Thus v. 85, 5, we read : 

ma'nena-iva tasthi-vgn antarikshe vi yak mame prithivim 
silryena. 

He (Varuna) who standing in the welkin has measured 
the earth with the sun, as with a measure. 

In this passage, as well as in ours, we must take measure, 
not in the abstract sense, but as a measuring line, which is 
cast forward to measure the distance of an object, an image, 
perfectly applicable to the Maruts, who seem with their 
weapons to strike the trees and mountains when they them- 
selves are still far off. 	Another explanation might be given, 
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10. Bounteous givers, you possess whole strength, 
whole power, ye shakers (of the world). 	Send, 0 
Maruts, against the wrathful enemy of the poets 
an enemy, like an arrow.' 

• 
if mgna could be taken in the sense of measure, i. e. shape 
or form, but this is doubtful: .  

Verse 1, note .2. Varpas, which generally means body or 
form, is here explained by praise. 	Benfey puts Werk (i. e. 
Gesang, Gebet); Langlois, maison. 	Varpas, which, without 
much reason, has been compared to Latin corpus, must here 
be taken in a more general sense. 	Thus vi. 44, 14, asyri 
made purti vArpamsi vidvgn, is applied to Indra•as knowing 
many schemes, many thoughts, many things, when he is 
inspired by the Soma-juice. 

Verse 3, note '. Benfey takes vi yathana in a causative• 
sense, you destroy, you cause the trees to go asunder. 	But 
even without assigning to ya a causative meaning, to go 
through, to pierce, would convey the idea of destruction. 
In some passages vi-ya is certainly used in the simple sense 
of passing through, without involving the idea of destruction: 

viii. 73, 13. rathah viygti rOdasi (iti). 
Your chariot which passes through or between heaven 

and earth. 	 • . 
In other passages the mere passing across implies con-

quest and destruction : 
i. 116, 20. vi-bhindlina....rithena vi parvatan .... ayfitam. 
On your dissevering chariot you went across the moun-

tains (the clouds). 
In other passages, however, a causative meaning seems 

equally, and even more applicable : 
viii. 7, 23. vi vritram parva-sah yayuh vi parvatan. 
They passed through Vritra piecemeal, they passed through 

the mountains (the clouds); or, they destroyed Vritra, cutting 
him to pieces, they destroyed the clouds.  

G 2 
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Likewise i. 86, 20. vi fats visvam atrinam. 
Walk athwart every evil spirit, or destroy every evil spirit ! 
We must scan vi ylthana vanInah prIthivylh. 

Verse 3, note 2. 	It might seem preferable to translate 
Isia parvatanam by the spaces of the clouds, for parvata 
means cloud in many places. 	Yet here, and still more 
clearly in verse 5, where parvata occurs again, the object of 
the poet is to show the strength of the Maruts. 	In that 
case the mere shaking or bursting of the clouds would sound 
very tame by the side of the shaking and breaking of the 
forest trees. 	Vedic poets do not shrink from the conception 
that the Maruts shake even mountains, and Indra is even said 
to have cut off the mountain tops: iv. 29, 4. ava abhinat kakti- 
bhah parvatanam. 	In the later literature, too, the same idea 
occurs : 	Mahabh. Vana-parva, v. 10974, dyauh svit patati 
kim bhamir diryate parvato nu kim, does the sky fall? is 
the earth torn asunder, or the mountain ? 

Verse 4, note 1. Sayana was evidently without an autbo- 
•ritative explanation of tan& yugl 	He tries to explain it by 
' through the union of you may strength to resist be quickly 
extended.' 	Wilson : 	' May 	your collective 	strength 	be 
quickly exerted.' 	Benfey takes tans as adverb and leaves 
out yugg : ' Zu alien Zeiten, 0 Furchtbarn !—sei im Nu zu 
iiberwalt'gen euch die Macht.' 	Yugg, an instrumental, if 
used together with another instrumental, becomes in the 
Veda a mere preposition : cf. vii. 43, 5 ; 95, 4. rayg yugg ; 
x. 83,.3. tapasa yugg ; x. 102, 12. vadhrina yugg ; vii. 32, 2o. 
ptiram-dhya yugg ; vi. 56, 2. sakhya yugg ; viii. 68, 9. tvg 
yugg. 	As to the meaning of tan, see B. R. s. v., where 
tan in our passage is explained as continuation. 	The off- 
spring or race of the Maruts is mentioned again in the 
next verse. 

Verse 4, note 2. Nu kit a-dhrishe might possibly be taken 
as an abrupt interrogative sentence, viz. Can it be defied ? 
Can it be resisted ? 	See v. 87, 2 : 

tat yak marutah ni fi-dhrishe savah. 
Your strength, 0 Maruts, is not to be defied. 
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Verse 5, note 1. Large trees of the forest are called the 
kings or lords of the forest. 	. 

Verse 6, note 1. 	Prasbti is explained by Sayana as a 
sort of yoke in the middle of three horses or other animals, 
harnessed in a car ; r6hita as a kind of red deer. 	Hence 
Wilson remarks that the sense may be, ' The red deer 
yoked between them aids to drag the car.' 	But he adds 
that the construction of tbp, original is obscure, and ap- 
parently rude and ungrammatical. 	Benfey translates, ' Sie 
fiihrt ein flammenrothes Joch,' and remarks against Wilson 
that Sayana's definition of prashti as yoke is right, but that 
of rohita as deer, wrong. 	If Sayana's authority is to be 
invoked at all, one might appeal from Sayana in this place 
to Sayana viii. 7, 28, where prashti is explained by him 
either by quick or by pramukhe yugyamanah, harnessed in 
front. 	The verse is 

pit esham prishatth 'lithe prashtih vahati r6hitah. 
When the red leader draws or leads their spotted deer in 

the chariot. 
vi. 47, 24. prashtih is explained as tripada adharah ; tad- 

vad vahantiti prashtayo 'svah. 	In i. too, 17, prashtibhih, as 
applied to men, means friends or supporters, or, as SAyana 
explains, ptirsvasthair anyair rishibhih. 

Verse 7, note 1. Kanva, the author of the hymn. 

Verse 8, note 1. 	A very weak verse, particularly the 
second line, which Wilson renders by, ' Withhold from him 
food and strength and your assistance' 	Benfey translates 
abhva very happily by Ungethiim. 

Verse 9, note 1. The verb dada is the second pers. plur. of 
the perfect of da, and is used here in the sense of to keep, to 
protect, as is well shown by B. and R. s. v. da 4, base dad. 
Sayana did not understand the word, and took it for an 
irregular imperative ; yet he assigned to the verb the proper 
sense of to keep, instead of to give. 	Hence 'Wilson : 
' Uphold 	the 	sacrificer 	Kafiva.' 	Benfey, 	less 	correctly, 
' Den Kanva gabt ihr,' as if Kanva had been the highest 
gift of the Maruts. 
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Verse 9, note 2. 	The simile, as lightnings go to the 
rain, is not very telling. 	It may. have been suggested by 
the idea that the lightnings run about to find the rain, 
or the tertium cdmparationis may simply be the quickness 
of lightning. 	Wilson : ' As the lightnings bring the rain.' 
Benfey : 	' (So schnell) 	gleichwie 	der Blitz 	zum 	Regen 
kommt' 	Lightning precedes the rain, and may therefore 
be represented as looking about for the rain. 

Verse 10, note 1. 	Wilson : 	' Let loose your anger.' 
Sayana : 	' Let loose a murderer who hates.' 

Pari-manyti, which occurs but once in the Rig-veda, cor-
responds as nearly as possible to the Greek regiemLos. 
Manyti, like Ovivis, means courage, spirit, anger; and in 
the compound parimanyti, as in irepiOu,uos, the preposition 
06 seems to strengthen the simple notion of the word. 
That pan is used in that sense in later Sanskrit is well 
known ; 	for instance, in parilaghu, perlevis, parikshama, 
withered 	away : 	see Pott, 	Etymologische 	Forschungen, 
second edition, vol. i. p. 487. 	How pari, originally meaning 
round about, came to mean excessive, is difficult to explain 
with certainty. 	It may have been, because what surrounds 
exceeds, but it may also have been because what is done all 
around a thing is done thoroughly. 	Thus we find in the 
Veda, viii. 75, 9, pari-dveshas, lit. one who hates all around, 
then a great hater : 

ma" nah piri-dveshasah amhatih, tirmili ni ntivam 1 vadhit. 
May the grasp of the violent hater strike us not, as the 

wave strikes a ship. 
Again, pari-spridh means literally one who strives round 

about, then an eager enemy, a rival (fem.): 
ix. 53, I. nudAsva ygh pari-spridhah. 
Drive away those who are rivals. 
Pari-krosi means originally one who shouts at one from 

every side, who abuses one roundly, then an angry reviler. 
This word, though not mentioned in B. R.'s Dictionary, 
occurs in 

i, 2 9 , 7. sarvam pari-krosfon gahi. 
Kill every reviler ! 
The same idea which is here expressed by pari-krosa, is 
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in-other places expressed by pari-rgp, lit, one who shouts 
round about, who defies on every side, a calumniator, an 
enemy. 

ii. 23, 3. g vi-bgdhya pari-rapah. ' 
Having struck down the enemies. 
ii. 23, 14. vi pari-rapah ardaya. 
Destroy the enemies. 
In the same way as words meaning to hate, to oppose, 

to attack, are strengthened by. this preposition, which con-
veys the idea of round about, we also find words expressive 
of love strengthened by the same preposition. 	Thus from 
prita, loved, we have pari-pritah, lit. loved all round, then 
loved very much : i. 190, 6. pari-pritah nfi mitrah; cf. x. 
27, 12. 	We also find ix. 72, i. pari-priyah, those who 
love fully or all around, which may mean great lovers, or 
surrounding friends. 

In all these cases the intensifying power of pari arises 
from representing the action of the verb as taking place 
on every side, thoroughly, excessively ; but in other cases, 
mentioned by Professor Pott, particularly where this prepo-
sition is joined to a noun Which implies some definite limit, 
its magnifying power is no doubt due to the fact that what 
is around, is outside, and therefore beyond. 	Thus in Greek 
ireplizerpos expresses the same idea as Lr‘pµe-rpos (loc. cit. 
p. 488), but I doubt whether pan ever occurs in that sense 
in Sanskrit compounds. 
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MANDALA. I, META 64. 
ASHTAKA I, ADHYAYA 5, VARGA 6-8. 

1. Vrishne sfirdhaya sti-makhgYa vedh6se nodhah 
su-vriktim pra bhara• mariit-bhyah, apih* nfi dill-
rait manasi su-ha.styah girah, sam at:1'9e viditheshu 
6,-binivah,. 

2. Te gagiiire divah, rishvg,sah, ukshfinah rudrasya 
m6xyah, asurih arepasa.h, pivakasah, stikayah, sitry6,h-
iva satvinah, ni drapsfnah ghorfi-varpasah, 

3. Yiivinah rudrgh, agarah, abhok-hfinah vavakshiih 
kihri-gavah pfirvadh-iva, dri/h1 kit visv6, bhuvangni 
pgrthiva pra, kyavayanti divygni magmAng. 

4. Kitraih afigi-bhih, vapushe vi afigate vakshah-su 
rukmgn 6,dhi yetire subhe, 6,rnseshu eshgm ni mi-
mrikshuh rishtfiyah sakim gaguire svadhdyi, divfih 
narah. 	 . 

5. Lina-kritah dhilnayah, risgdasah, vatin vi-dyfitah, 
tavishibliih akrata, duh6,nti 6dhah, divygni dhataiah 
bliginim pinvanti payas6, pthi-grayah. 

6. Pinvanti ap6,h, manita.h, su-dgnavah piyah ghriti-
vat vidatheshu 6.-bhilvah, atyam ni mihd vi nayanti 
vaginam utsam duhanti stanayantam akshitam. 

7. MahishIsah mayinah kitri-bhg,navah girayah na, 
* ap0 I 
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HYMN TO THE MARIITS (THE STORM-GODS). 

1. For the manly host, the majestic, the wise, for 
the Maruts bring thou, 0 Nodhas,' a pure offering.2  
Like a workman,3  wise in his mind and handy, I join 
together words which are useful at sacrifices. 

2. They are born, the fa bulls of Dyu' (heaven), 
the boys2  of Rudra, the divine, the blameless, Fire, 
and bright like suns ; scattering rain-drops, of awful 
shape, like giants.3  

3. The youthful Rudras, they who never grow old, 
the slayers of the demon,' have grown irresistible 
like mountains. 	They shake with their strength all 
beings, even the strongest, on earth and in heaven. 

4. They deck themselves with glittering ornaments' 
for show ; on their chests they fix gold (chains) for 
beauty ; 2  the spears on their shoulders pound to 
pieces ;3  they were born together by themselves,' the 
men of Dyu.  

5. They who confer power,' the roarers,2  the de-
vourers of foes, they made winds and lightnings by 
their powers. 	The shakers milk the heavenly udders 
(clouds), roaming around they fill the earth with 
milk (rain). 

6. The bounteous' Maruts fill a (with) the fat milk 
(of the clouds) the waters, which are useful at 
sacrifices. 	They seem to lead 3  about the powerful 
horse, the cloud, to make it rain ; they milk the 
thundering, unceasing spring.' 

7. Mighty you are, powerful, of wonderful splen-
dour, firmly rooted' like mountains, (yet) lightly 
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svA-tavasah raghu-syadah, mriggh-iva hastfnah kW,-
datha villa yfit grunishu tcivishih, fiyugdhvam. 

8. SimIgh-iva ninadati pra-ketasa.h pisgh-iva su- 
pfsah visvarvedasah, 	kshdpah ginvantah 	prfshatl- 
hhih rishtf-bha sa,m ft sa-bgdhah savag thi-ma-
nyavah. 

9. Radast. (fti) g vadata gana-sriyah nrf-sakah sarah, 
savasa ihi-manyavah, g vandhdreshu amatih, ni dar-
satg vi-dydt na, tasthau marutah ratheshu vah. 

10. Visva-vedasah, rayf-bhiIi sAm-okasah sim-mi-
slasah, tivishibhih vi-rapsfnah, astarah fshum dadhire 
gabhastyoh ananti-sushmah vrfsha-khadaya.h, nirah. 

11. Hirany/yebhilt pavi-bhih, payah-vridhah tit 
gighnante 1-pathygh nd, parvatin, makhgh aygsah 
sva-srltah 	dhruva-kydtah 	dudhra-krftah 	marutah 
bhrIgat-rishtayah. 

12. Ghrfshum pavaka,m vanfnam vf-karshanim ru-
drisya semi= havisi grinimasi, ragah-tdram tavd,-
sam mgrutam ganAm rigIshinam vrfshanam saskata 
sriye. 

13. Pry, nti sah mArtah sAvasi ggnfi,n tti tasthad 
wit fitg marutah yim gvata, arvat-bhih, vggam bha-
rate dhing, nrf-bhih fi-prikkhyam knttum g ksheti 
pdshyati. 
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gliding along ;—you chew up forests, like elephants,' 
when you have assumed vigour among the red flames.' 

8. Like lions they roar, the far-sighted Maruts, 
they are handsome like gazelles,' the all-knowing. 
By night' with their spotted deer (rain-clouds) and 
with their spears (lightnings) they rouse the com-
panions together, they whose ire through strength 
is like the ire of serpents. 

9. You who march in companies, the friends of 
man, heroes, whose ire thiaigh strength is like the 
ire of serpents, salute heaven and' earth 11 	On the 
seats on your chariots, 0 Maruts, the lightning stands, 
visible like light.' 

10. All-knowing, surrounded with wealth, endowed 
with vigour, singers,' men of endless prowess, armed 
with strong rings,' they, the archers, have placed the 
arrow on their arms. 

11. The Maruts, who with their golden follies, 
increase the rain, stir up the clouds like wanderers 
on the road. 	They are brisk, indefatigable,' they 
move by themselves ; they throw down what is.firm, 
the Maruts with their brilliant spears make (every-
thing) to reel? 

12. We invoke with prayer' the offspring of Ru-
dra, the brisk, the bright, the worshipful,' the active. 
Clings for happiness-sake to the strong host of the 
Maruts, the chasers of the sky,' the vigorous, the 
impetuous.' 

13. The mortal whom ye, Maruts, protected with 
your protection, he indeed surpasses people in strength. 
He carries off food with his horses, treasures with his 
men; he acquires honourable' strength, and he prospers.' 
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14. Karkrityam marutah prit-sti dustaram dyu-
mdiatam sushmam maglutvat-su dhattana, dhana-
spritam ukthygm visvi-karshanim tokttm pushyema 
tinayam Satam tamih. 

15. Nti sthiram marutah, vird,-vantam riti-saham 
rayim asmgsu (Matta, sahasrfnam satfnana stisu-vgm-
sam prita, makshd dhiyg-vasuh, gagamyht, 

COMMENTARY. 

This hymn is ascribed to Noclhas, of the family of Go- 
tama. 	The metre from verse I-14 is Gagatii, verse 15 is 
Trishtubh. 

Verse 1, note 1. The first line is addressed by the poet 
to himself. 

Verse 1, note s. 	Suvrikti is generally explained by a 
hymn of praise, and it cannot be denied that in this place, 
as in ipost others, that meaning would be quite satisfactory. 
Etymologically, however, suvrikti means the cleaning and 
trimming of the grass on which, as on a small altar, the 
oblation is offered : cf. vriktabarhis, i. 38, 1, note 2, page 68. 
Hence, although the same word might be metaphorically 
applied to a carefully composed, pure and holy hymn of 
praise, yet wherever the primary meaning is applicable it 
seems safer to retain it : cf. iii. 61, 5 ; vi. I I, 5. 

Verse 1, note s. Apgs, with the accent on the last syllable, 
is the accusative plural of ap, water, and it is so explained 
by Sayana. 	He translates : ' I show forth these hymns of 
praise, like water, i. e. everywhere, as Parganya sends down 
rain at once in every place' 	Benfey explains : ' I make 
these hymns smooth like water, i. e. so that they run smooth 
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14. Give, 0 Maruts, to the worshippers strength 
glorious, invincible in battle, brilliant, wealth-confer- 
ring, praiseWorthy, known to all men.' 	Let us foster 
our kith and kin during a hundred winters. 

15. Will' you then, 0 Maruts, grant unto us wealth, 
durable, rich in men, defying all onslaughts V—wealth 
a hundred and a thousand-fold, always increasing 1— 
May he who is rich in prayers3  (the host of the 
Maruts) come early and soon ! 

. . 

like water.' 	He compares eu0t.tos, as derived from pew. 
Another explanation might be, that the hymns are powerful 
like water, when it has been banked up. 	Yet all these 
similes seem very lame, and I feel convinced that we ought 
either to change the accent, and read Apah, or the last vowel, 
and read apia. 	In the former case the meaning would be, 
`As one wise in mind and clever performs his work, so do I 
compose these hymns' 	In the second case, which seems 
to me preferable, we should translate: ' Like a workman, 
wise in mind and handy, I put together these hymns.' 

Verse 2, note'. It is difficult to say in passages like this, 
whether Dyu should be taken as heaven or as a personified 
deity. 	When the Maruts are called Rudrasya maryah, the 
boys of Rudra (vii. 56, I), the personification is always pre- 
served. 	Hence.if the same beings are called Div6h mEiryfih, 
this too, I think, should be translated the boys of Dyu (iii. 
54, 13 ; v. 59, 6), not the sons of heaven. 	The bulls of 
Dyu is a more primitive and more vigorous expression for 
what we should call the fertilising winds of heaven. 

Verse 2, note a. Marya is a male, particularly a young 
male, a boy, a young man (i. 115, 2 ; iii. 33, Ito ; iv. 20, 5 ; 
v. 61, 4, with vira) : 

v. 59, 5. maryah-iva su-vridhah vavridhuh narah. 
Like boys that grow well they have grown men. 
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When joined with nirah (v. 53, 3), narah maryah are- 
pasah, it may be taken as an adjective, manly, strong. 	At 
last marya assumes the general meaning of man : 

i. 91,13. mgryah-iva sve okg. 
Like a man in his own house. 

Verse 2, note 3. The simile, like giants, is not quite clear. 
Sitvan means a strong man, but it seems intended here to 
convey the idea of supernatural strength. 	Benfey translates, 
`like brave warriors ; Wilson, ' like evil spirits.' 	Ghora- 
varpas is an adjective belonging to the Maruts rather than 
to the giants, and may mean of awful aspect, i. 19, 5, or of 
cruel mind ; cf. i. 39, I, note 2. 

Verse 3, note'. Abhog-ghgnah, the slayers of the demon, 
are the slayers of the clouds, viz. of such clouds as do not 
yield rain. 	Abhog, not nurturing, is a name of the rainless 
cloud, like Namuki (na-muk, not delivering rain), the name 
of another demon killed by Indra ; see Benfey, Glossar, s. v. 
The cloud which sends rain is called bhugman : 

viii. so, 2. girih ni bhugmg maghlwat-su pinvate. 
Like a feeding cloud he showers his gifts on the wor-

shippers. 

Verse 4, note 1. The ornaments of the Maruts are best 
described v. 54, it: 

iimseshu vah rishayak pat-sti khtldayah vikshah-su ruk-
mgh. 

On your shoulders are the spears, on your feet rings, on 
your chests gold ornaments. 

Ruktna as a masc. plur. is frequently used for ornaments 
which are worn on the breast by the Maruts, but no hint is 
given as to the exact nature of the ornaments. 	The Maruts 
are actually called rukrnavakshasah, gold-breasted, (ii. 34, 2 ; 
v.  55, I; 57, 5-) 

Verse 4, note 2. V6pushe and subhe, as parallel expres-
sions, occur also vi. 63, 6. 

Verse 4, note 3. Ni mimrikshur does not occur again in 
the Rig-veda, and Roth has suggested to read ni mimikshur 
instead; see ni + marg. 	He does not, however, give our 
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passage under myak, but under mraksh, and this seems 
indeed preferable. 	No doubt, there is ample analogy for 
mimikshuh, and the meaning would be, their spears stick 
firm to their shoulders. 	But as the MSS. give mimrikshuh,. 
and as it is possible to find a meaning for this, I do not 
propose to alter the text. 	The question is only, what does 
mimrikshuh mean ? 	Mraksh means to grind, to rub, and 
Roth proposes to render our passage by `the spears rub 
together on their shoulders.' 	The objections to this trans- 
lation are the preposition ni, and the active voice of the verb. 
I take mraksh in the sense of grinding, pounding, destroying, 
which is likewise appropriate to mralcsha-kritvan (viii. 61, io), 
and tuvi-mrakshi (vi. 18, 2), and I translate, `the spears on 
their shoulders pound to pieces.' 

Verse 4, note 4. The idea that the Maruts owe every-
thing, if not their birth, at least their strength (sva-tavasah, 
sva-bhanavah, sva-sritah), to themselves is of frequent occur-
rence in these hymns. 

Verse 5, note '• They are themselves compared to kings 
(i. 85, 8), and called isAmi, lords (i. 87, 4)• 

Verse 5, note 2. Dlnini is connected with root dhvan, to 
dun or to din. 	Sayana explains it by bending or shaking, 
and Benfey, too, translates it by Erschiitterer. 	Roth gives 
the right meaning. 

Verse 6, note 1. I translate sudgnavah by bounteous, or 
good givers, for, if we have to choose between the two 
meanings of bounteous or endowed with liquid drops or 
dew, the former is the more appropriate in most passages. 
We might, of course, admit two words, one meaning, pos- 
sessed of good water, the other, bounteous ; 	the former 
derived from dfinu, neuter, water, or rain, the other from 
&anti, giving. 	It cannot be denied, for instance, that when- 
ever the Maruts are called sudetnavah, the meaning, pos-
sessed of good rain, would be applicable : i. 40, 1; 44, 14 ; 
64, 6 ; 	85, 10 ; ii. 34, 8 ; iii. z6, 5 ; v. 52, 5 ; 53, 6 ; 57, 5; 
viii. 20, 18 ; x. 78, 5 ; i. 15, 2 ; 	23, 9; 39, fo. 	Yet, even 
in these passages, while sudgnavah in the sense of possessed 
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of good rain is possible throughout, that of good giver would 
sometimes be preferable, for instance, i. 15, 2, as compared 
with i. 15, 3. 

When the same word is applied to Indra, vii. 31, 2 ; 
x. 23, 6 ; to Vishnu, viii. 25, 12 ; to the Asvins, i, 112, II; 
to Mitra and Varuna, v. 62, 9 ; to Indra and Varuna, iv. 41, 
8, the meaning of giver of good rain might still seem 
more natural. 	But with Agni, vi. 2, 4; the Adityas, v. 67, 4; 
viii. 18, 12; 	19, 34; 	67, 16 ; the Vasus, i. 106, i; x. 66, 
12; 	the Visve, x. 65, II, such an epithet would not be 
appropriate, while sudgnavah, in the sense of bounteous 
givers, is applicable to all. 	The objection that &inn, giver, 
does not occur in the Veda, is of no force, for many words 
occur at the end of compounds only, and we skull see 
passages where sudgnu must be translated by good giver. 
Nor would the accent of (land, giver, be an obstacle, con-
sidering that the author of the Unadi-sutras had no Vedic 
authority to guide him in the determination of the accent of 
ant 	Several words in nu have the accent on the first 
syllable. 	But one might go even a step further, and find 
a more appropriate meaning for suclemu by identifying it 
with the Zend hudinu, which means, not a good giver, 
but a good knower, wise. 	True, this root di, to know, does 
not occur in the ordinary Sanskrit, but as it exists both in 
Zend and in Greek (Sc'tzbut, Mets), it may have left this one 
trace in the Vedic word sudgnu. 	This, however, is only a 
conjecture ; 	what is certain is this, that apart from the 
passages where sudgnu is thus applied to various deities, in 
the sense of bounteous or wise, it also occurs as applied to 
the sacrificer, where it can only mean giver. 	This is clear 
from the following passages : 

i. 47, 8. isham prinkintA su-krite su-nnave. 
Bringing food to him who acts well and gives well. 
vii. 96, 4. gani-yantah n6 figravah putri-yantah su-d'ina-

via, sarasvantam havilmahe. 
We, being unmarried, and wishing for wives and wishing 

for sons, offering sacrifices, call now upon Sarasvat. 
viii. 103, 7. 	su-dEnavah deva-ytivah. 
Offering sacrifices, and longing for the gods. 	Cf. x. 172, 

2; 	3 ; vi. 16, 8. 
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iv. 4, 7: BM it agne astu su-bhagah su-dgnuh yfih tvil . 
nityena havisha yfih ukthaih piprishati. 

0 Agni, let the liberal sacrificer be happy, who wishes 
to please thee by perpetual offerings and hymns. 	See also 
vi. 16, 8; 68, 5 ; X. J72, 2, 3. 

It must be confessed that even the meaning of &Intl is 
by no means quite clear. 	It is clear enough where it means 
demon, ji. ii, 18; 	12, I I ; iv. 30, 7 ; X. 120, 6, the seven 
demons. 	In i. 32, q; iii. 30, 8, dgnu, demon, is applied to the 
mother of Vritra. 	From this &gnu we have the derivative 
dfinavii, meaning again demon. 	Why the demons, con- 
quered by Indra, were called,  &gnu, is not clear. 	It may 
he in the sense of wise, or in the sense of powerful, for this 
meani► 	is ascribed to dfinti by the author of the Unfidi- 
sfitras. 	If the latter meaning is authentic, and not only 
deduced ex post from the name of Dam" and Dfinava, it 
might throw light on the Celtic (Jana, fortis, from which 
Zeuss derives the name of the Danube. 

But the sense of the neuter &gnu is by no means settled. 
Sometimes it means Soma: 

x. 43,7. gpah nfi sindhum abhi yfit sam-fiksharan sorna.sah 
indram kulygkiva hradam, wirdhanti vipriih mahah asya 
sfidane yfivam na vrishfih divyena &glum& 

When the Somas run together tb Indra, like water to 
the 	river, 	like 	channels 	to 	the 	lake, 	then 	the 	priests 
increase his greatness in the sanctuary, as rain the corn, 
by the heavenly Soma-juice. 

In the next verse glrfidtinu means the sacrificer whose 
Soma is always alive, always ready. 

In vi. 50, t3, however, dgnu pziprih is doubtful. 	As an 
epithet to Apiim napat, it may mean he who wishes for 
Soma, or he who grants Soma ; but in neither case is 
there any tangible sense. 	Again, viii. 25, 5, Mitra and 
Varuna are called sriprfi-dfinfi, which may mean possessed 
of flowing rain. 	And in the next verse, sam yg dgniini 
yemathuh may be rendered by Mitra and Varuna, who 
brought together rain. 

The fact that Mitra-Varunau and the Asvins are called 
dg.nunaspati does not throw much more light on the su.b-
ject, and the one passage where &Thu occurs as a feminine, 

VOL. I. 	 H 
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i. 54, 7, (Math asmai tiparfi pinvate divah, may be trans-
lated by rain pours forth for him, below the sky, but the 
translation is by no means certain. 	 1 

ainukitra, applied to the dawn, the water of the clouds, 
and the three worlds (v. 59, 8 ; 31, 6; i. 174, 7), means 
most likely bright with dew or rain ; and da'numat yaw, 
the treasure conquered by Indra from the clouds, can be 
translated by the treasure of rain. 	Taking all the evidence 
together, we can hardly doubt that anti existed in the 
sense of liquid, rain, or Soma; yet it is equally certain that 
da'nu existed in the sense of giver, if not of gift, and that 
from this, in certain passages, at all events, sudgnu must be 
derived, as a synonym of sudgvan, sudgman, &c. 

• 

	

Verse 6, note 2. 	Cf. vii. 50, 4, (nadyilh) payasa pinia- 

	

manah, the rivers 	swelling with milk. 	Pinvati is 	here 
construed with two accusatives, the conception being that 
they fill or feed the waters, and that the waters take the 

	

food, viz. the rain. 	The construction is not to be com- 
pared with the Greek -rpecpetv TpiNP4v -rtva -rottivae (Herod. 
ii. 2), but rather with SISRCTICEIV TIVa -rt. 

Cf. vi. 63, 8. dhentim nah isham pinvatam asakram. 
You filled our cow (with) constant food. 
Similarly duh, to milk, to extract, is construed with two 

accusatives : Pan. i. 4, 51. gam dogdhi payah, he milks the 
cow milk. 

Rv. ix. 107, 5. duhanah fidhah divyarn mgdhu priyam. 
Milking the heavenly udder (and extracting from it) the 

precious sweet, i. e. the rain. 

Verse 6, note 8. 	The leading about of the clouds is 
intended, like the leading about of horses, to tame them, 
and make them obedient to the wishes of their riders, the 
Maruts. 	Atyah vagf is a strong horse, possibly a stallion; 
but this horse is here meant to signify the cloud. 	Thus 
we read : 

v. 83, 6. 	divah nah vrishtim marutah raridhvam pra 
pinvata vrishnah gsvasya dlarah. 

Give us, 0 Maruts, the rain of heaven, pour forth the 
streams of the stallion (the cloud). 
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In the original the simile is quite clear, and no one re-
quired to be told that the fityah vagi was meant for the cloud. 
Vagin by itself means a horse, as i. 66, 2 ; 69, 3. vagli IA 
prifith, like a favourite horse : i. 116, 6. paidvith vAgi, the 
horse of Pedu. 	But being derived from vgga, strength, 
vilgin retained always something of its etymological meaning, 
and was therefore easily and naturally transferred to the 
cloud, the giver of strength, the source of food. 	Even with- 
out the ni, i.e. as if, the simile would have been understood 
in Sanskrit, while in English it is hardly intelligible without 
a commentary. 	Benfey discovers some additional idea in 
support of the poet's comparison : 	' Ich bin kein Pferde- 
kenner,' he says, ' aber ich glaube bemerkt zu haben, dass 
man 4Pferde, welche rasch gelaufen sind, zum Uriniren zu 
bewegen sucht. 	So lassen hier die Maruts die durch 
ihren Sturm rasch fortgetriebenen Wolken Wasser herab 
stromen' 

Verse 6, note'. 	U'tsa, well, is meant again for cloud, 
though we should hardly be justified in classing it as a name 
of cloud, because the original meaning of utsa, spring, is 
really retained, as much as that of avata, well, in i. 85, xo—.t 1. 
The adjectives stamiyantam and iikshitam seem more appli-
cable to cloud, yet they may be applied also to a spring. 
Yaska derives utsa from ut-sar, to go forth ; ut-sad, to go 
out ; ut-syand,sto well out ; or from ud, to wet. 	In v. 32, 2, 
the wells shut up by tht seasons are identified with the 
udder of the cloud. 

Verse 7, note'. Svittavas means really having their own 
independent 	strength, a 	strength 	not 	derived from the 
support of others. 	The yet which I have added in brackets 
seems to have been in the poet's mind, though it is not 
expressed. 	In i. 87, 4, the Maruts are called sva-srit, going 
by themselves, i. e. moving freely, independently, wherever 
they list. 	See i. 64, 4, note 4. 

Verse 7, note 2. 	Mriggh hastinah, wild animals with a 
hand or a trunk, must be meant for elephants, although it 
has been doubted whether the poets of the Veda were 

H 2 
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acquainted with that animal. 	Hastin is the received name 
for elephant in the later Sanskrit, and it is hardly appli- 
cable to any other animal. 	If they are said to eat the 
forests, this may be understood in the sense .of crushing or 
chewing, as well as of eating. 

Verse 7, note 3. The chief difficulty of the last sentence 
has been pointed out in B. and R.'s Dictionary, s. v. 'grunt 
Arunl does not occur again in the whole of the Rig-veda. 
If we take it with Sayana as a various reading of aruni, then 
the Arunis could only be the ruddy cows of the dawn or of 
Indra, with whom the Maruts, in this passage, can have no 
concern. 	Nor would it be intelligible why they should be 
called grunt in this one place only. 	If, as suggested by 
B. and R., the original text had been yadg arunishu, it 
would be difficult to understand how so simple a reading 
could have been corrupted. 

Another difficulty is the verb Elyugdhvam, which is not 
found again in the Rig-veda together with tavishI. 	Tivishi, 
vigour, is construed with dhil, to take strength, v. 32, 2. 
adhatthih; v. 55, 2. dadhidhve; x. 102, 8. adhatta ; also with 
vas, iv. 16, 14 ; with pat, x. 313, 5, &c. 	But 	it is 	not 
likely that to put vigour into the cows could be expressed 
in Sanskrit by `you gain vigour in the cows.' 	If tivishi 
must be taken in the sense which it seems always to possess, 
viz. vigour, it would 	be least objectionable to translate, 
' when you joined vigour, i. e. when you assumed vigour, 
while being among the Arunis.' 	The Arunis being the cows 
of the dawn, grunIshu might simply mean in the morning. 
Considering, however, that the Maruts are said to eat up 
forests, grunt in this place, is best taken in the sense of 
red flames, viz. of fire or forest-fire (dilviigni), so that the 
sense would be, ' When you, Storms, assume vigour among 
the flames, you eat up forests, like elephants.' 	Benfey : 
' Wenn mit den rothen elite Kraft ihr angeschirrt. 	Die 
rothen sind die Antilopen, das Vehikel der Maruts, wegen 
der Schnelligkeit derselben.' 

Verse 8, note'. As piss does not occur again in the Rig-
veda, and as &Vans, without attempting any etymological 
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arguments, simply gives it as a name of deer, it seems best 
to .adopt that sense till something better can be discovered. 
Supis, too, does not occur again. 	In vii. 18, 2, pis is ex- 
plained by gold, &c.; 	vii. 57, 3, the Maruts are called 
visvapis. 	 •  

Verse 8, note 2. 	Kshapah can only be the accusative 
plural, used in a temporal sense. 	It is so used in the 
expression kshapah usrah ka, by night and by day, lit. nights 
and days (vii. 15, 8). 	In vi. 52, 15, we find kshapah usral 
in the same sense. 	iv. 53, 7. kshaplbhih aha-bhih, by night 
and 	by day. 	i. 44, 8, the, ,loc. plur. vpishtishu, in 	the 
mornings, is followed by kshapah, the acc. plur., by night, 
and here the genitive kshapah would certainly be preferable, 
in the sense of at the brightening up of the night. 	The 
acc. plur. occurs again in i. 116, 4, where tisrah is used as 
an accusative (ii. 2, 2 ; 	viii. 41, 3). 	Kshapah, with the 
accent on the last, must be taken as a genitivus temporatis, 
like the German Nachts (i. 79, 6). 	In viii. 19, 31, kshapah 
vastushu means at the brightening up of the night, i. e. in 
the morning. 	Thus, in iii. 5o, 4, Indra is called kshapgm 
vast 	ganitil saryasya, the lighter up of nights, the parent 
of the sun. 	In viii. 26, 3, ati kshapah, the genitive may 
be governed by ati. 	In iv. 16, 19, however, the accusative 
kshapah would.be more natural, nor do I see how a genitive 
could here be accounted for: 	• 

dygvah na dyumnaih abhi santah aryah kshapah madema 
saradah ka parvil. 

May we rejoice many years, overcoming our enemies as 
the days overcome the nights by splendour. 

The same applies to i. 7o, 4, where kshapah occurs with 
the accent on the last syllable, whereas we expect kshipah 
as nom. or ace. plural. 	Here B. and II,..in the Sanskrit 
Dictionary, s. v. kshap, rightly, I believe, suppose it to be a 
nom. plur. in spite of the accent. 

Verse 9, note 1. R6clasl, a dual, though frequently fol-
lowed by ublie (i. to, 8 ; 33, 9 ; 54, 2), means heaven and 
earth, excluding the antariksha 	or the air between°  the 
two. 	Hence, if this is to be included, it has to be added : 
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i. 73, 8. ilpapri-vgn rodasi antiiriksham. 	Cf. v. 85, 3. 	We 
must scan rodasi. 	See Kuhn, Beitriige, vol. iv. p. 193. 

Verse 9, note B. The comparison is not quite distinct. 
Amitti meats originally impetus, then power, e. g. v. 69, 1: 

vavridhangu amatim kshatriyasya. 
Increasing the might of the warrior. 
But it is most frequently used of the effulgence of the 

sun, (iii. 38, 8 ; V. 45, 2 j 62, 5 ; vii. 38, r; 2 ; 45, 3.) 	See 
also v. 56, 8, where the same companion of the Maruts is 
called Rodast 	The comparative particle nfi is used twice. 

Verse 10, note '. See i. 38, 14, p. 78. 

Verse 10, note 2. In vrisha-khAdi the meaning of khadi 
is by no means clear. 	Sayana evidently guesses, and pro- 
poses two meanings, weapon or food. 	In several passages 
where khadi occurs, it seems to be an ornament rather than 
a weapon, yet if derived from khad, to bite, it may origin- 
ally have signified some kind of weapon. 	Roth translates 
it by ring, and it is certain that these khadis were to be 
seen not only on the arms and shoulders, but likewise on 
the feet of the Maruts. 	There is a famous weapon in India, 
the kakra or quoit, a ring with sharp edges, which is thrown 
from a great distance with fatal effect. 	Bollensen (Orient 
and Occident, vol. ii. p. 46) suggests for vrishan the meaning 
of hole in the ear, and then translates the compound as 
having earrings in the hole of the ear. 	But vrishan does 
not mean the hole in the lap of the ear, nor has vrishabha 
that meaning either in the Veda or elsewhere. 	Wilson gives 
for vrishabha, not for vrishan, the meaning of orifice of the 
ear, but this is very different from the hole in the lap of 
the ear. 	Benfey suggests that the khadis were made of the 
teeth of wild animals, and hence their name of biters. 	Vri- 
shan conveys the meaning of strong, though possibly with 
the implied idea of rain-producing, fertilising. 	See p. 121. 

Verse 11, note 1. Formerly explained as ' zum Kampfe 
wardelnd.' 	See Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. iv. p. 19. 

Verse 11, note 2. Wilson : 	' Augmenters of rain, they 
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drive, with golden wheels, the clouds asunder; as elephants 
(in a herd, break down the trees in their way). 	They are 
honoured with sacrifices, visitants of the hall of offering, 
spontaneous assailers (of their foes), subverters of what 
are stable, immovable themselves, and wearers of shining 
weapons.' 

Benfey : ' Weghemmnissen gleich schleudern die Fluth-
mehrer mit den goldnen Felgen das. Gewolk empor, die nie 
miiden Kampfer, frei schreitend-festesstiirzenden, die schweres 
thu'nden, lanzenstrahlenden Maruts.' 

Verse 12, note i. 	Havas5„. instead of what one should 
expect, havasa, occurs but once more in another Marut 
hymn, vi. 66, 1 1. 

Verse 12, note 2. 	Vanin does not occur again as an 
epithet of the Maruts. 	It is explained by Sayana as a 
possessive adjective derived from vana, water, and Benfey 
accordingly translates it by flutkversehn. 	This, however, is 
not confirmed by any authoritative passages. Vanin, unless it 
means connected with the forest, a tree, in which sense it oc-
curs frequently, is only applied to the worshippers or priests in 
the sense of venerating or adoring (cf. venero, venustus, &c.): 

iii. 4o, 7. abhi dyumnini vaninah indram sakante akshittl. 
The inexhaustible treasures of the worshipper go towards 

Indra. 
viii. 3, 5. indram vaninah havamahe. 
We, the worshippers, call Indra. 
Unless it can be proved by independent evidence that 

vanin means possessed of water, we must restrict vanin to 
its two meanings, of which the only one here applicable, 
though weak, is adoring. 	The Maruts are frequently repre- 
sented as singers and priests, yet the epithets here applied to 
them stand much in need of some definite explanation, as 
the poet could hardly have meant to string a number of 
vague and ill-connected epithets together. 	If one might 
conjecture, svfminam instead of vaninam would be an im- 
provement. 	It is a scarce word, and occurs but once more 
in the Veda, iii. 26, 5, where it is used of the Marutg, in 
the sense of noisy, turbulent. 
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Verse 12, note 3. Saskata, which I have here translated 
literally by to cling, is often used in the sense of following 
or revering (colere): 

ii. I, 13. tvfi'm rati-salah adhvareshu saskire. 
The gods who are fond of offerings cling to thee, follow 

thee, at the sacrifices. 
The Soma libation is said to reach the god : 
ii. 22, i. sah enam saskat devah devam. 	The gods too are 

said to cling to their worshippers, i. e. to love and protect 
them : iii. i6, 2 ; vii. i8, 25. 	The horses are said to follow 
their drivers: vi. 36, 3; vii. 90, 3, &c. 	It is used very much 
like the Greek dirgw. 

Verse 12, note 4. Itagastith may mean rousing the dust 
of the earth, a very appropriate epithet of the Maruts. 
Sayan explains it thus, and most translators have adopted 
his explanation. 	But as the epithets here are not simply 
descriptive, but laudatory, it seems preferable, in this place, 
to retain the usual meaning of ragas, sky. 	When Soma is 
called ragasta, ix. io8, 7, Siiyana too explains it by tegasiim 
prerakam, and ix. 48, 4, by udakasya prerakam. 

Verse 12, note 5. Rigishin, derived from rigisha. 	Rigisha 
is what remains of the Soma-plant after it has once been 
squeezed, and what is used again for the third libation. 
Now as the Maruts are invoked at the third libation, they 
were called riyishin, as drinking at their later libation the 
juice made of the rigisha. 	This, at least, is the opinion 
of the Indian commentators. 	But it is much emore likely 
that the Maruts were invoked at the third libation, because 
originally they had been called rigishin by the Vedic poets, 
this rigishin being derived from rigisha,•and rigisha from rig, 
to strive, to yearn, like purisha from pr?, manisha from 
man ; 	(see Unadi-satras, p. 273.) 	This rig is the same 
root which we have in ciplyetv, to reach, 474, emotion, and 
14 pro, furious transports of worshippers. 	Thus the Maruts 
from being called riyishin, impetuous, came to be taken for 
drinkers of rigisha, the fermenting and overflowing Soma, and 
were assigned accordingly to the third libation at sacrifices. 
Rigishin, as an epithet, is not confined to the Maruts ; it 
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is given to Indra, with whom it could not have had a purely 
ceremonial meaning (viii. 76, 5). 

Verse 13, note 1. Aprikkhya, literally to be asked for, to 
be inquired for, to be greeted and honoured. 	A word of an 
apparently modern character, but occurring again in the 
Rig-veda as applied to a prince:  and to the vessel containing 
the Soma. 

Verse 13, note E. nishyati might be joined with kritu 
and taken in a transitive sense, he increases his strength. 
But peshyati is also used as qn.intransitive, and means he 
prospers: 

1. 83, 3. asam-yatah vrate to ksheti ptishyati. 
Without let he dwells in thy service and prospers. 
Roth reads asamyattah, against the authority of the MSS. 

Verse 14, note 1. The difficulty of this verse arises from 
the uncertainty whether the epithets dhanaspritam, ukthylim, 
and visvekarshanim belong to stishma, strength, or to told', 
kith and kin. 	Roth and Benfey connect them with toki. 
Now dhanasprit is applicable to toke, yet it never occurs 
joined with toka again, while 	it is 	used with stishma, 
vi. 19, 8. 	Ukthyil, literally to be praised with hymns, is 
not used again as an epithet of toka, though it is quite 
appropriate to any gift of the gods. 	Lastly, visvakarshani 
is never applied to toka, while it is an epithet used, if not 
exactly of the strength, stishma, given by the gods, yet of 
the fame given by them : 

x. 93, 70. dhatam vireshu visva-karshani srevah. 
Give to these men world-wide glory. 	Cf. iii. 2, is. 
The next difficulty is the exact meaning of visve-karshani, 

and such cognate words as visva-krishti, visva-manusha. 
The only intelligible meaning I can suggest for these words 
is, known to all men ; originally, belonging to, reaching to 
all men; as we say, world-wide or European fame, meaning 
by it fame extending over the whole of Europe, or over the 
whole world. 	If Indra, Agni, and the Maruts are called by 
these names, they mean, as far as I can judge, known, voar- 
shipped by all men. 	Benfey translates allverstandig. 
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Verse 15, note '. 	Riti, the first element of riti-siham, 
never occurs by itself in the Rig-veda. 	It comes from the 
root ar, to hurt, which was mentioned before (p. 54) in 
connection with ar-van, hurting, (zus, wound, and LK 
enemy. 	Stim-riti occurs i. 32,6. 	Riti therefore means hurt- 
ing, and riti-sah means one who can stand an attack. 	In our 
passage rayim vira-vantam riti-sdham means really wealth 
consisting in men who are able to withstand all onslaughts.. 

The word is used in a similar sense, vi. 14, 4: 
agnih apsgm riti-saham vIrim daditi sat-patim, yasya 

trisanti savasah sam-kakshi sitravah bhiyg. 
Agni gives a strong son who is able to withstand all 

onslaughts, from fear of whose strength the enemies tremble 
when they see him. 	 • 	•, 

In other passages riti-sah is applied to Indra : 
viii. 45, 35. bibhiya hi td-vatah ugral abhi-prabhanginah 

dastat aham riti-sahah. 
For I stand in fear of a powerful man like thee, of one 

who crushes his enemies, who is strong and withstands all 
onslaughts. 

viii. 	68, i. 	tuvi-kilrmim 	riti-saham 	indra 	savishtha 
sat-pate. 

Thee, 0 most powerful Indra, of mighty strength, able 
to withstand all onslaughts. 

viii. 88, i. tam vah dasmarn riti-saham—indram gih-bhih 
navamahe.  

We call Indra the strong, the resisting, with our songs. 

Verse 15, note 2. The last sentence finishes six of the 
hymns ascribed to Nodhas. 	It is more appropriate in a 
hymn addressed to single deities, such as Agni or Indra, 
than in a hymn to the Maruts. 	We must supply sardha, 
in order to get a collective word in the masculine singular. ,.._ 

Nil, as usual, should be scanned nu. 

Verse 15, note 3. Dhiyg-vasu, as an epithet of the gods, 
means rich in prayers, i. e. invoked by many worshippers. 
It does not occur frequently. 	Besides the hymns of Nodhas, 
it only occurs independently in i. 3, so (Sarasvati), iii. 3, z, 
iii. 28, x (Agni), these hymns being all ascribed to the 
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family of Visvamitra. 	In the last verse, which forms the 
burden of the hymns of Nodhas, it may have been intended 
to mean, he who is rich through the hymn just recited, he who 
rejoices in the hymn, the god to whom it is addressed. 

Nodhas, the poet, belongs, according to the Anukramani, 
to the family of Gotama, and in the hymns which are 
ascribed to him, i. 58-64, the Gotamai are mentioned 
several times : 

i. 6o, 5. tam tva vayam patim agne rayingm pra samsa-
mah mati-bhih gOtamasah. 

We, the Gotamas, praise thee with hymns, Agni, the 
lord of treasures. 

I 	. 	0 i. 6i, i6. eva to hari-yogana su-vrikti indra brahmani 
gotamasah akran. 

Truly the Gotamas made holy prayers for thee, 0 Indra 
with brilliant horses ! 	See also i. 63, 9. 

In one passage Nodhas himself is called Gotama : 
i. 62, 13. sana-yate gotamah indra navyam 

atakshat brahma hari-y6ganaya, 
su-nithgya nah savasana nodhgh—
pratAh makshii dhiyg-vasuh gagamygt. 

Gotama made a new song for the old (god) with brilliant 
horses, 0 Indra ! 	May Nodhas be a good leader to us, 0 
powerful Indra! 	May he who is rich in prayers (Indra) 
come early and soon ! 

I feel justified therefore in following the Anukramani and 
taking Nodhas as a proper name. 	It occurs so again in 

i. 6i, 14. sadyah bhuvat virygya nodhgh. 
May Nodhas quickly attain to power ! 
In i. T24, 4, nodhgh-iva may mean like Nodhas, but more 

likely it may have the more general meaning of poet. . 
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MANDALA I, SIJKTA 85. 
ASHTAKA. I, ADHYAYA 6, VARGA 9-10. 

1. Pri ye siimbhante ganayah na, saptayah ygman 
rudrisya sfinavah su-damsasah, rodasi. (iti) hi mard-
tah kakrire vridhe madanti v1rgh• vidatheshu ghri-
shvayah. 

2. Td ukshitgsah mahimlnam isata divi rudrgsah 
adhi 	kakrire • sadah,, 	irkantah 	arkam ganayantah 
indriyam adhi sriyah dadhire prisni-mitarah. 	. 

3. G6-mitarah yat subhiyante afigi-bhih, tandshu 
subhrgh dadhire virtikmatah,, vgdhante visvam abhi-
matinam apa vartmani eshim anti riyate ghritam. 

4. vi ye bhrIgante sti-makhisah rishti-bhih pra- 
kyavayantah, 	6.17uta kit 	ogasa,, manah-glivah, yat 
marutah ratheshu 1 vrfsha-vralasah prishatih 6,yug-
dhvam. 

5. Pri yat ratheshu prishatih iyugdhvam vgge 
adrim marutah ramhiyantah ut6 arushisya vi syanti 
&IAA karma-iva udl-bhih, vi undanti bhdma. 

,6. A vah vahantu saptayah raghu-syadah, raghu-
patvinah, pra, gigrata bahli-bhih, sl'data g barhih lull 
vah gdah, kritam madayadhvam marutah rnadhvah. 
andhasah. . 
• 7. Te avardhanta sva-tavasah mahi-tvang I nkam . 
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HYMN TO THE MARUTS (THE STORM-GODS). 

1. Those who glance forth like wives and yoke-
fellows,' they are the powerful sons of Rudra on 
their way. . The Maruts have made heaven and 
earth to grow,' sthey, the strong and wild, delight 
in the sacrifices. 	 • 

2. When grown 11.19,1  they attained to greatness ; 
the Rudras have established their abode in the sky. 
While singing their song and increasing their vigour, 

..the sons of Prisni have clothed themselves in beauty.' 
3. When these sons of the cow (Prisni)' adorn 

themselves with glittering ornaments, the brilliant 2  
ones put bright weapons on their bodies.' 	They 
hurl away every adversary;' fatness (rain) runs 
along their paths ;- 

4. When you,1  the powerful, who glitter with 
your spears, shaking even what is unshakable by 
strength ; when you, 0 Maruts, the manly hosts,' 
had yoked the spotted deer, swift as thought, to 
your chariots ;-  

5. When you had yoked the spotted deer before 
your chariots, stirring 1  the cloud to the battle, then 
the streams of the red enemy' rush forth: like a skin 3  
with water they water the earth. 

6. May the swift-gliding, swift-winged horses carry 
you hither 1 	Come forth with your arms 11 	Sit down 
on the grass-pile; a wide place has been made for you. 
Rejoice, 0 Maruts, in the sweet food.' 

7. They who have their own strength, grew 1  witt 
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tasthtih, urti kakrire sidah, vishnuh, yfit ha 	vat 
vrlshanam madarkydtam vayah na, sidan ddhi bar-
hfshi priye. 

8. Sifrah-iva ft yliyudhayah na, gagmayah srava-
sya,vah nd, pritanisu yetire, bhiyante vfsva bhdvang 
mardt-bhyah, rggin,h-iva tveshd,-sandrisah narah. 

• 
9. Tvashti yat vagram stl-kritam 	hiranyayam 

sahasra-bhrishtim su-Apih, ivartayat, dhatte fndrah 
nari 6,pimsi kartave ahan vritram nih apgm aubgat 
arnavdm. 

10. tirdhvam nunudre avatam t6 6gasa dadri-
hinim kit bibhiduh, vi Srvatam, dhamantah va.-
nam marutah su-dgnavah made s6masya ranyini 
kakrire. 	 . 

11. Gihmam nunudre avatam tiya, disg Asifikan 
dtsam gotamiya trishni-ge, g gakkhanti Im avasa, 
kitri-bhb,navah, kgmam vfprasya tarpayanta dhlma-
bhih. 

12. Yg vah sarma sasamingya santi tri-dhgtiini 
disushe yakkhata, adhi, asmabhyam tgni marutah vi 
yanta rayim nah dhatta vrishanah su-vlram. 

COMMENTARY. 
• This hymn is ascribed to Gotama. 	The metre is Gagati, 
except in verses 5 and 12, which are Trishtubh. 

Verse 1, note I. 	The phrase gimayah nri sgptayah is 
obscure. 	As gani has always the meaning of wife, and 
sapti in the singular, dual, and plural means horse, it might 
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might ; they stepped to the firmament, they made 
their 	place wide. 	When Vishnu 2 	descried the 
enrapturing Soma, the Maruts sat down like birds 
on their beloved altar. 

8. Like heroes indeed thirsting for fight they rush 
about ; like combatants eager for glory they have 
struggled in battles. 	All beings- 	are afraid of the 
Maruts ; they are men awful to behold, like kings. 

9. When the clever Tvashtar ' had turned the 
well-made, golden, thousand-edged thunderbolt, Indra 
took it to perform his manly deeds ; 2  he slew Vritra, 
he forced out the stream of water. 

10. By their power they pushed the well' aloft, 
they clove asunder the cloud, however strong. 	Send- 
ing forth their voices the beneficent Maruts performed, 
while drunk of Soma, their glorious deeds. 

11. They drove the cloud athwart this way, they 
poured out the well to the thirsty Gotama. 	The 
bright-shining Maruts approach him with help, they 
with their clans fulfilled the desire of the sage. 

12. The shelters which you have for him who 
praises you, grant them threefold to the man who 
gives ! 	Extend the same to us, 0 Maruts ! 	Give 
us, ye heroes,' wealth with excellent offspring ! 

be supposed that fitinayah could be connected with stiptayah, 
so as to signify mares. 	But although Oni is coupled with 
patni, i. 62, ED, in the sense of mother-wife, and though 
86.0 is most commonly joined with some other name for 
horse, yet ganayah saptayah never occurs, for the simple 
reason that it would be too elaborate and almost absurd an 
expression for vadavtth. 	We find stipti joined with vilgin, 
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i. 162, 1 ; 	with 	rithya, 	ii. 31, 7 ; 	'fityam 	nfi 	saptim, 	iii. 
22, I ; sapti hari, iii. 35, 2; asva sapti-iva, vi. 59, 3. 

We might then suppose the thought of the poet to have 
been this : What appears before us like race-horses, viz. the 
storms coursing through the sky, that is really the host of 
the Maruts. 	But then gfinayah remains unexplained, and 
it is impossible to take gfinayah ni saptayah as two similes, 
like unto horses, like unto wives. 

I believe, therefore, that we must here take sapti• in its 
original etymological sense, which would be ju-mentuni, a 
yoked animal, a beast of draught, or rather a follower, a 
horse that will follow. 	Sapti, therefore, could 	never be 
a wild horse, but always a tamed horse, a horse that will 
go in harness. 	Cf. ix. 21, 4. hitsIh ni saptayah lithe, like 
horses put to the chariot; 	or in the singular, ix. 7o, Jo. 
hitith nfi saptih, like a harnessed horse. 	The root is sap, 
which in the Veda means to 	follow, to 	attend on, to 
worship. 	But if sfipti means originally animals that will 
go together, it may in our passage have retained the sense 
of yoke-fellow (crl'ivyos.), and be intended as an adjective 
to ganayah, wives. 	There is at least one other passage 
where this meaning would seem to be more appropriate, 
viz. 

viii. 20, 23. yilyam•sakhfiyah saptayah. 	' 
You (Maruts), friends and followers ! or you, friends and 

comrades ! 
Here it is hardly possible to assign to sfipti the sense of 

horse, for the Maruts, though likened to horses, are never 
thus barely invoked as saptayah! 

If then we translate, ' Those who glance forth like wives 
and yoke-fellows,' i.e. like wives of the same husband, the 
question still recurs how the simile holds good, and how 
the Maruts rushing forth together in all their beauty can be 
compared to wives. 	In answer to this we have to bear in 
mind that the idea of many wives belonging to one husband 
(sapatni) 	is 	familiar to the Vedic 	poet, and 	that their 
impetuously rushing into the arms of their husbands, and 
appearing before them 	in all their beauty, are frequent 
images in their poetry. 	Whether in the phrase pittim nfi 
ginayah or gfinayah ma gfirbham, the ganis, the wives or 
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mothers, are represented as running together after their 
husbands or children. 	This" impetuous approach the poet 
may have wished to allude to in our passage also, but 
though it might have been understood at once by his 
hearers, it is almost impossible to convey this implied idea 
in any other language. 

Wilson translates : ' The Maruts, who are going forth, 
decorate themselves like.females : they are gliders (through 
the air), the sons of Rudra, and the doers of good works, 
by which they promote the welfare of earth and heaven. 
Heroes, who 	grind 	(the 	solid rocks), 	they delight 	in 
sacrifices.' 	.. 

Verse 1, note 2. 	The meaning of this phrase; which 
occurs very frequently, was originally that the storms by 
driving away the dark clouds, made the earth and the sky 
to appear larger and wider. 	It afterwards takes a more 
general sense of increasing, strengthening, blessing. 

Verse.2, note ". 	Ukshibi is here a participle of vaksh or 
uksh, to grow, to wax ; not from uksh, to sprinkle, to 
anoint, to inaugurate, as explained by Sayana. 	Thus it is 
said of the Maruts, v. 55, 3. saktim gatih—saketm ukshitgh, 

. born together, and grown up together. 

Verse 2, note 2. 	The same expression occurs viii. 28, 5. 
sapt6 (iti) Adhi sriyah dhire. 	See also i. 116, 17 ; ix. 68, 1. 

Verse 3, note 1. GO-matri, like g6-gfita; a name of the 
Maruts. 

Verse 3, note 2. 	Subhrti applied to the Maruts, i. 19, 5. 

Verse 3, note 3. 	Virtikmatah must be an accusative 
plural. 	It'occurs i. I27, 3, as an epithet of (gas; vi. 49, 5, 
is an epithet of the chariot of the Asvins. 	In our place, 
however, it must be taken 	as a substantive, signifying 
iomething which the Maruts wear, probably armour or 
weapons. This follows chiefly from x. 138, 4. saran asriAt 
riramata, Indra tore his enemies with the bright weapon. 

VOL. I. 	 I 
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In viii. 20, I1, where rukma occurs as a masculine plural, vi 
bhragante rukma'sah Adhi bahtishu, their bright things shine 
on their arms, it seems likewise to be meant for weapons ; 
according to Sayana, for chains. 	In v. 55, 3;  x. 78, 3, the 
Maruts are called vi-rokinah, bright like the rays of the sun 
or the tongues of fire. 

Verse 3, note 4. 	Observe the short syllable in the tenth 
syllable of this Pada. 

Verse 4, note 1. The •sudden transition from the third to 
the second person is not unusual in the Vedic hymns, the 
fact being that where we in a relative sentence should use 
the same person as that of the principal verb, the Vedic 
poets frequently use the third. 

Verse 4, note 2. Vrisha-vrata is untranslatable for reasons 
stated p. I2I seq. ; it means consisting of companies of vri- 
shan's in whatever sense that word be taken. 	Wilson in his 
translation mistakes akyuta for 6kyutah, and vrata for vrata. 
He translates the former by ' incapable of being overthrown,' 
the latter by ' entrusted with the duty of sending rain,' 
both against the authority of Sayana. 	Vrisha-vrata occurs 
twice in the Rig-veda as an epithet of Soma only, ix. 62, 
II; 	64, 1. 

Verse 5, note 1. Ramh, to stir up, to urge, to make go : 
v. 32, 2. tvain titsan ritti-bhih hadbadhana'n aramhah. 
Thou madest the springs to run that had been shut up 

by the seasons., 
viii. 19, 6. tasya it arvantah ramhayante asivah. 
His horses only run quick. 
Adri, which I here preferred to translate by cloud, means 

originally stone, and it is used in adrivah, wielder of the 
thunderbolt, a common vocative addressed to Indra, in the 
sense of a stone-weapon, or the thunderbolt. 	If we could 
ascribe to it the same meaning here, we might translate, 
`hurling the stone in battle.' 	This is the meaning adopted 
by Benfey. 

"Verse 5, note 2. The red enemy is the dark red cloud, 
but arusha has almost become a proper name, and its 
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original meaning of redness is forgotten. 	Nay, it is possible 
that arusha, as applied to the same power of darkness 
which is best known by the names of Vritra, Dasyu, etc., 
may never have had the sense of redness, but been formed 
straight from ar, to hurt, from which arvan, arus, etc., 
(see p. 54.) 	It would then mean simply the hurter, the 
enemy, (see p. 17.) 

Verse 5, note 3. 	Sayana explains : 	`They moisten the 
whole earth like a hide,' a hide representing a small surface 
which is watered without great effort. 	Wilson : 	`They 
moisten the earth, like a hide, with water.' 	Langlois : 
` Alors les gouttes d'eau, pergant comme la peau de ce 
(nuage) 	bienfaisant viennent inonder la terre.' 	Benfey : 
` Dann stiirzen reichlich aus der rothen (Gewitterwolke) 
Tropfen, mit Fluth wie eine Haut die Erde netzend. 	(Dass 
die Erde so durchngsst wird, wie durchregnetes Leder.)' 
If the poet had intended to compare the earth, before it 
is moistened by rain, to a hide, he might have had in his 
mind the dryness of a tanned skin, or, as Professor Benfey 
says, of leather. 	If, on the contrary, the simile refers to 
the streams of water, then kgrma-iva, like a skin, might either • 
be taken in the technical acceptation of the skin through 
which, at the preparation of the Soma, the streams (dhargh) 
of that beverage are squeezed and distilled, or we may take 
the word in the more general sense of water-skin. 	In that 
case the comparison, though not very pointedly expressed, 
asp  it would have been by later Sanskrit poets, would still 
be 	complete. 	The streams of the red enemy, i. e. of 
the cloud, rush forth, 	and they, 	whether the streams 
liberated by the Maruts, or the Maruts themselves, moisten 
the earth with water, like a skin, i. e. like a skin in which 
water is kept and from which it is poured out. 	The cloud 
itself being called a skin by Vedic poets (i. 129, 3) makes 
the comparison still more natural. 

One other explanation might suggest itself, if the sin- 
gular of 	kirma should be considered objectionable on 
account of the plural of the verb. 	Vedic poets speak 
of the skin of the earth. 	Thus : 	 • 

x. 68, 4. bhgmygh udng-iva vi tvakam bibheda. 
I 2 
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He (Brihaspati) having driven the cows from the cave, 
cut the skin of the earth, as it were, with water, i. e. 
saturated it with rain. 

The construction, however, if we took karma in the sense 
of surface, would be very irregular, and we should have 
to translate : They moisten the earth with water like a skin, 
i. e. skin-deep. 

We ought to scan karmevodabhih vi undanti bhUma, 
for karmeva udabhih vyundanti bhlima would 	give an 
unusual caesura.  

Verse 6, note I. 	With 	your arms, i. e. according 	to 
Sayana, with armfuls of gifts. 	Though this expression 
does not occur again so baldly, we read i. z66, io, of the 
Maruts, that there are many gifts in their strong arms, 
bhiirini bhadr1 neryeshu balnishu; nor does bali, as used 
in the plural, as far as I am able to judge, ever convey 
any meaning but that of arms. 	The idea that the Maruts 
are carried along by their arms as by wings, does not rest 
on Vedic authority, otherwise we might join raghupetvanah 
with balitibhih, come forth swiftly flying on your arms 1 

• As it is, and with the accent on the antepenultimate, we 
must refer raghupatvanah to septdyah, horses. 

Verse 6, note 2. The sweet food is Soma. 

Verse 7, note 1. The initial ' a' of avardhanta must be 
elided, or ' to a' be pronounced as• two short syllables equal 
to one long.  

Verse 7, note 2. Vishnu, whose character in the hymns 
of the Veda is very different from that assumed by him in 
later periods of Hindu religion, must here be taken as the 
friend and companion of Indra. 	Like the Maruts, he 
assisted Indra in his battle against Vritra and the conquest 
of the clouds. 	When Indra was forsaken by all the gods, 
Vishnu came to his help. 

iv. i8, ii. uti mad mahisham anti avenat an-li (iti) tva 
gahati putra devgh, 

itha abravit vritrem indrah hanishyan sakhe vishno (iti) 
vi-taram vi kramasva. 
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The mother also called after the bull, these gods forsake 
thee, 0 son ; then, when going to kill Vritra, Indra said, 
Friend, Vishnu, step forward ! 

This stepping of Vishnu is emblematic of the rising, the 
culminating, and setting of the sun ; and in viii. 12, 27, 
Vishnu is said to perform,  it through the power of Indra. 
In vi. 20, 2, Indra is said to have killed Vritra, assisted by 
Vishnu (vishnuna sakangh). 	Vishnu is therefore invoked 
together with Indra, vi. 69, 8; vii. 99; 	with the Maruts, 
v. 87; vii. 36, 9. 	In vii. 93, 8, Indra, Vishnu, and the 
Maruts are called upon together. 	Nay, mgruta, belonging 
to the Maruts, becomes actually an epithet of Vishnu, 
v. 46, 2. mgruta ut6, vishno (iti); and in i. 156, 4, mgrutasya 
vedhetsah has been pointed out by Roth as an appellation of 
Vishnu. 	The mention of Vishnu in our hymn is therefore 
by no means exceptional, but the whole purport of this 
verse is nevertheless very doubtful, chiefly owing to the fact 
that several of the words occurring in it lend themselves to 
different interpretations. 

The translations of Wilson, Benfey, and others have not 
rendered the sense which the poet intends to describe at all 
clear. 	Wilson says : ' May they for whom Vishnu defends 
(the sacrifice), that bestows all desires and confers delight, 
come (quickly) like birds, and sit down upon the pleasant 
and sacred grass.' 	Benfey : ' Venn Vishnu schiitzt den 
rauschtriefenden tropfenden (Soma), sitzen wie Vogel ale 
auf der geliebten Streu' 	Langlois : 	' Quand Vichnou 
vient prendre sa part de 	nos 	enivrantes libations, eux, 
comme des oiseaux, arrivent aussi sur le cousa qui leur 
est cher.' 

Whence all these varieties? 	First, because gvat may 
mean, he defended or protected, but likewise he descried, 
became aware. 	Secondly, because vrishan is one of the 
most vague and hence most difficult words in the Veda, 
and may mean Indra, Soma, or the cloud : (see the note on 
Vrishan, p. 121.) 	Thirdly, because the adjective belonging 
to vrishan, which generally helps us to determine which 
vrishan is meant, is here itself of doubtful import, and 
certainly applicable to Indra as well as to Soma ' and.the 
Asvins, possibly even to the cloud. 	Mafla-kytit is readily 
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explained by the commentators as bringing down pride, 
a meaning which the word might well have • in modern 
Sanskrit, but which it clearly has not in the Veda. 	Even 
where the thunderbolt of Indra is called madakyat, and 
where the meaning of ' bringing down pride' would seem 
most appropriate, we ought to translate ' wildly rushing 
down' 

viii. 96, 5. a' yat vagram bahvah indra dhatse mada-
kyfitam ahaye hantavai am (iti). 

When thou tookest the wildly rushing thunderbolt in 
thy arms in order to slay Ahi. 

When applied to the gods, the meaning of madakytit 
is by no means certain. 	It might mean rushing about 
fiercely, reeling with delight, this delight being produced 
by the Soma, but it may also mean sending down delight, 
i. e. rain or Soma. 	The root kyu is particularly applicable 
to the sending down of rain ; 	cf. Taitt. Sanh. ii. 4, 9, 2; 
10, 3 ; m• 3, 4, I ; and Indra and his horses, to whom this 
epithet is chiefly applied, are 	frequently asked 	to 	send 
down rain. 	However, madakytit is also applied to real 
horses (i. 126, 4) where givers of rain would be an inappro- 
priate epithet. 	I 	should therefore 	translate 	madakytit, 
when applied to Indra, to his horses, to the Asvins, or 
to horses in general by furiously or wildly moving about, 
as if ' made kyavate,' he moves in a state of delight, or in a 
state of intoxication such as was not incompatible with 
the character of the ancient gods. 	Here again the difficulty 
of rendering Vedic thought in English, or any other modern 
language, becomes apparent, for we have no poetical word 
to express a high state of mental excitement produced by 
drinking the intoxicating juice of the Soma or other plants, 
which has not something opprobrious mixed up with it, while 
in ancient times that state of excitement was celebrated as 
a blessing of the gods, as not unworthy of the gods them-
selves, nay, as a state in which both the warrior and the 
poet would perform their highest achievements. The German 
Rausch is the nearest approach to the Sanskrit mada. 

viii. 1, 21. visveshaM tarued.ram mada-kytitam made hi 
am &dab. nah. 

Indra, the 	conqueror of 	all, 	who 	rushes 	about 	in 
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rapture, for in rapture he bestows 	gifts upon us. 	Cf. 
i. 51, 2. 

The horses of Indra are called madakytit, i. 81, 3 ; viii. 33, 
18 ; 34, 9. 	Ordinary horses, i. 126, 4. 

It is more surprising to see this epithet applied to the 
Asvins, who are generally represented as moving about with 
exemplary steadiness. 	However we read: 

viii. 22, 16. m6.nah-gavasa vrishana mada-kyuta. 
Ye two Asvins, 	quick as thought, 	powerful, wildly 

moving ; or, as Sayana proposes, liberal givers, humblers 
of your enemies. 	See also viii. 35, 19. 

Most frequently madakytit is applied to Soma, x. 30, 9 ; 
ix. 32, I ; 53, 4; 79, 2 ; I08, I I ; where particularly the last 
passage deserves attention, in which Soma is called mada- 

.. kytitam sahisra-dharam vrishabham. 
Lastly, even the wealth itself which the Maruts are asked 

to send down from heaven, most likely rain, is called, viii. 
7, 13, rayim mada-kykam puru-kshem visva-dhayasam. 

In all these passages we must translate mada-kytit by 
bringing delight, showering down delight. 

We have thus arrived at the, conclusion that vrishanam 
mada-kytitam, as used in our passage i. 85, 7, might be 
meant either for Indra or for Soma. 	If the Asvins can be 
called vrishanau mada-kytita, the same expression would 
be even more applicable to Indra. 	On the other hand, 
if Soma is called vrishabhah mada-kytit, the same Soma 
may legitimately be called vrisha mada-kylit. 	In deciding 
whether Indra or Soma be meant, we must now have 
recourse to other hymns, in which the relations of the 
Maruts with Vishnu, Soma, and Indra are alluded to. 

If Indra were intended, and if the first words meant 
' When Vishnu perceived the approach of Indra,' we should 
expect, not that the Maruts sat down on the sacrificial 
pile, but that they rushed to the battle. 	The idea that 
the Maruts come to the sacrifice, like birds, is common 
enough: 

viii. 20, IO. vrishanasvena marutah vrisha-psuna rethena 
vrisha-nabhina, g syengsah ni pakshinah vritha narah havyg 
nah vitaye gata. 	 • 

Conte ye Maruts together, to eat our offerings, on your 
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strong-horsed, 	strong-shaped, 	strong-naved 	chariot, 	like 
winged hawks ! 

But when the Maruts thus come to a sacrifice it is to 
participate in it, and particularly in the Soma that is 
offered by the sacrificer. 	This Soma, it is said in other 
hymns, was prepared by Vishnu for Indra (ii. 22, x), and 
Vishnu is said to have brought the Soma for Indra (x. 
113, 2). 	If we keep these and similar passages in mind, 
and consider that in the preceding verse the Maruts have 
been invited to sit down on the sacrificial pile and to rejoice 

' in the sweet food, we shall see that the same train of 
thought is carried on in our verse, the only new idea being 
that the keeping or descrying of the Soma is ascribed to 
Vishnu. 

Verse 9, note j. Tvishtar, the workman of the gods, 
frequently also the fashioner and creator. 

Verse 9, note 2. 	Ngri, the loc. sing. of nri, but, if so, 
with a wrong accent, occurs only in this phrhse as used 
here, and as repeated in viii. 96, 19. nari apamsi karat sale 
vritra-hg. 	Its meaning is not clear. 	It can hardly mean 
' on man,' without. some more definite application. 	If nri 
could be used as a name of Vritra or any other enemy, 
it would mean, to do his deeds against the man, on the 
enemy. 	Nri, however, is 	ordinarily an honorific term, 
chiefly applied to Indra, iv. 25, 4. flare narygya nri-tamaya 
nringm, and hence its application to Vritra would be 
objectionable. 	Sgyana explains it in the sense of battle. 	I 
believe that nari stands for ngryg, the ace. plur. neut. of narya, 
manly, and the frequent epithet of spas, and I have trans- 
lated accordingly. 	Indra is called narya-apas, viii. 93, x. 

Verse 10, note 1. 	Avatit, a well, here meant 'for cloud, 
like titsa, i. 64, 6. 

Verse 10, note 2. Dhimantah vanam is translated by 
Sgyana as playing on the lyre, by Benfey as blowing the 
flute. 	Such a rendering, particularly the 	latter, would 
be ' very appropriate, but there is no authority for yang 
meaning either lyre or flute in the Veda. 	Vilna occurs 
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five times only. 	In one passage, viii. 2o, 8, gdbhih vanah 
agyate, it means arrow ; the arrow is sent forth from the 
bow-strings. 	The same meaning seems applicable to ix. 
5o, i. vanisya kodaya pavim. 	In another passage, ix. 97, 8, 
pra vadanti vanam, they send forth their voice, is applied 
to the Maruts, as in our passage; in iv. 24, 9, the sense 
is doubtful, but here too vans clearly does not mean a 
musical instrument. 	See iii. 3o, 10. 

Vrishan. 

Verse 12, note'. 	In ,vrishan we have one of those words 
which it is almost impossible to translate accurately. 	It 
occurs over and over again in the Vedic hymns, and if we 
once know the various ideas which it either expresses or 
implies, we have little difficulty in understanding its import 
in a vague and general way, though we look in vain for 
corresponding terms in any modern language. 	In the 
Veda, and .in 	ancient languages generally, one and the 
same word is frequently made to do service for many. 
Words retain their general meaning, though at the same 
time they are evidently used with a•definite purpose. 	This 
is not only a peculiar phase of language, but a peculiar 
phase of thought, and as to us this phase has become 
strange and unreal, it is very difficult to transport ourselves 
back into it, still more to translate the pregnant terms of 
the Vedic poets into the definite languages which we have 
to use. 	Let us imagine a state of thought and speech in 
which virtus still meant manliness, though it might also be 
applied to the virtue of a woman ; or let us try to speak 
and think a language which expressed the bright and the 
divine, the brilliant and the beautiful, the straight and the 
right, the bull and the hero, the shepherd and the king by 
the same terms, and we shall see how difficult it would be to 
translate such terms without losing either the key-note that 
was still sounding, or the harmonics which were set vibrating 
by it in the minds of the poets and their listeners. 

Vrishan, 	being derived from a root vrish, spargere, 
meant no doubt originally the male, whether applied to 
animals or men. 	In this sense vrishan occurs frequently 
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in the Veda, either as determining the sex of the animal 
which is mentioned, or as• standing by itself and meaning 
the male. 	In either case, however, it implies the idea of 
strength and eminence, Which .we lose whether, we translate 

,,it by man or male 	 .. 
Thus asva is horse, but vii. 69,1, we read : 
a' yam rathah—vrisha-bhih yatu asvaih. 
May your chariot ,come near with powerful horses, i. e. 

with stallions. 	. 
The Hfiris, the horses of Indra, are frequentLy called 

• , vrishana: 	i 	
• 	5  

i. 177, J. yuktvg hail. (iti) vrishana. 
Having yoked the bay, stallions. 
Vrishabhg, though itself originally meaning the male 

animal, had become fixed 'as the name of the bull, and in 
this process it had lost so much of its etymological import 
that the Vedic poet did not hesitate to define vrishabhfi itself 
by the addition of vrishan. 	Thus we find : 

viii. 93, 7. gh vrisha vrishabhah bhuvat. 
May he (Indra) be a strong bull. 
i. 54, 2. vrisha vrisha-tvg vrishablia. 
Indira by his strength a strong bull ; but, literally, Indra 

by his manliness a male bull. 
Even vrishabha loses again its definite meaning ; and as 

bull in bull-calf means simply male, or in bull-trout, large, 
so vrishabha is added to fitya, horse, to convey the mean-
ing of large or powerful: 

i. 177, z. ye te vrishanah vrishabha'sah indra—fityah. 
Thy strong and powerful horses; literally, thy male bull-

horses. 
When vrishan and vrishabha are used as adjectives, 

for instance with siishma, strength, they hardly differ in 
meaning : 

vi. 19, 8. g nah bhara vrishanam stishmam indra. 
Bring us thy manly strength, 0 Indra. 
And in the next verse : 
vi. 19, 9. g te stishmah vrishabhah etu. 
May thy manly strength come near. 
Vgansaga, too, which is clearly the name for bull, is 

defined by vrishan, i. 7, 8 : 	 . 
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vrishil yfithg-iva vamsagah. 	 . 
As the strong bull's6ares the herds. 
The *same applies to varfila, which, though by itself 

meaning boar„ is determined. agaid by vrishan : 
x. 67, 7. vrisha-bhih vailhaih.  
With strong boars. 
In iii. io 1, we read : 	. . 	- 
vrisha—anadat nil irnhiih. 
Like a roaring lion. 	 . 	.. 
If used by itself, vrishan, at least in the Rig-veda, can 

hardly be said to be th0 name of.any .spe.cial animal, though 
in later Sanskrit i it may, mean bull .of horse, 	Thus if we 
read, x. 43, 8, vrisha n6 kruddh6h, we can. only translate 
like an angry male, though, no doubt, like a wild bull, 

• •would seem more appropriate. 	. " .. 
i. 186, 5. 	yena napatam apg.m gungina manah-gtivah 

vrishanah yam vahanti. 
That we may excite the son of the water (Agni), whom 

the males, quick as thought, carry along. 
Here the males are no doubt the horses or stallions of 

Agni. 	But, though this follows from the context, it would 
be wrong to say that vrishan by itself means horse. 

If used by itself, vrishan most frequently means man, and 
chiefly in his sexual character. 	Thus : 

i. 140, 6. vrisha-iva pitnih abhi eti r6ruvat. 
Agni comes roaring like a husband to his wives. 
i. 179, i. api Am (iti) nu p6tnik vrishanah gagamyuh. 
Will the husbands now come to their wives? 
ii. 16, 8. 	sakrit sti to sumati-bhih — sam patnibhih 116 

vrishanah nasimahi. 
May we for once cling firmly to thy blessings, as hus- 

bands cling to their wives. 
v. 47, 6. upa-prakshe vrishanah modamilnith divAh paths 

vadhviih yanti akklia. 
The exulting men come for the embrace on the path of 

heaven towards their wives. 
In one or two passages vrishan would seem to have a 

still more definite 	meaning, particularly in 	the formula 
Orah dridike vrishanah ka paiimsye, which occurs iv. 417 6; 
x. 92, 7. 	See also i. 179, I. 
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In all the, passages which we have hitherto examined 
vrishan clearly retained its etymological meaning, though 
even then it was not always possible to translate it by 
male. 

The same meaning has been retained in other languages 
in which this word can be traced. 	Thus, in' Zend, arshan 
is used to express the sex of animals in such expressions 
as aspahe arshn6, gen. a male horse ; varazahkarshn6; gen. 
a male boar ; geus arshn6, gen. a male ox ; but likewise in 
the sense of man or hero, as arsha husrava, the hero 
Husrava. 	In Greek we find liperni, and ItiOnv used in the 
same way to distinguish the sex of animals, as 4a-eves 17r1rot, 
13o0v li pi-Eva. 	In Latin the same word may be recognized 
in the proper name Varro, and in vdro and bdro. 

We now come to another class of passages in which 
vrishan is clearly intended to express more than merely the 
masculine gender. 	In some of them the etymological 
meaning of spargere, to pour forth, seems to come out 
again, and it is well known that Indian commentators are 
very fond of explaining vrishan by giver of rain, giver of 
good gifts, .bounteous. 	The first of these meanings may 
indeed be admitted. in certain passages, but in others it is 
more than doubtful. 

i. 18i, 8. vrisha va'm megheh may be translated, your 
raining cloud. 

i. 129, 3. dasmah hi sma vrishanam pinvasi tvalcam. 
Thou art strong, thou finest the rainy skin, i. e. the 

cloud. 
See also iv. 22, 6; and possibly v. 83, 6. 
It may be that, when applied to Soma too, vrishan 

retained something of its etymological meaning, that it 
meant gushing forth, poured out, though in many places 
it is impossible to render vrishan, as applied to Soma, by 
anything but strong. 	All we can admit is that vrishan, 
if translated by strong, means also strengthening and invi-
gorating, an idea not entirely absent even in our expression, 
a strong drink. 

i. 8o, 2. sah tva amadat vrish& madah, semah—sutah. 
This strong draught inspirited thee, the poured out 

Soma-juice. 
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i. 91, 2. 'Wain vrishg vrisha-tvelha. 
Thou, Soma, art strong by strength. 
i. 175, i. vrishl to vrishne induh AO sahasra-sgtamah. 
For thee, the strong one, there is strong drink, powerful, 

omnipotent. 	 . 
In the ninth Mandala, specially dedicated to the praises 

of Soma, the inspiriting beverage of gods and men, the 
repetition of vrishan, as applied to the juice and to the god 
who drinks it, is constant. 	Indo vrishg or vrisha indo 
are incessant invocations, and become at last perfectly 
meaningless. 

There can be no doubt, in fact, that already in the 
hymns of the Veda, vrishan had dwindled away to a mere 
epitheton ornans, and that in order to understand it cor- 
•rectly, we must, as much as possible, forget its etymological 
colouring, and render it by hero or strong. 	Indra, Agni, 
the Asvins, Vishnu, the Ribhus (iv. 35, 6), all are vrishan, 
which means no longer male, but manly, strong. 

In the following passages vrishan is thus applied to 
Indra : 

i. 54, 2. ya dhrishming sgvasa rodast (iti) ubhe (iti) VA-
shA vrisha-tvg vrishabha ni-riliggte. 

(Praise Indra) who by his daring strength conquers both 
heaven and earth, a bull, strong in strength. 

i. 100, 1. sea ygla vrisha vrishnyebhih sAm-okah mahah 
diva prithivygh ka sam-rat satins-satvg hitvyah bhareshu 
mar itvan nah bhavatu indrah at 

He who is strong, wedded to strength, who is the king 
of the great sky and the earth, of mighty might, to be 
invoked in battles,—may Indra with the Maiuts come to 
our help ! 

i. i6, I. g tvil vahantu harayah vrishanam soma-pitaye, 
indra tvg sgra-kakshasah. 

May the bays bring thee hither, the strong one, to the 
Soma-draught, may the sunny-eyed horses (bring) thee, 0 
Indra I 

iv. i6, 2o. eva it indrgya vrishabhgya vrishne brahma 
akarma bhrigavah mi ratham. 

Thus we have made a hymn for Indra, the strong buil, 
as the Bhrigus make a chariot. 
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x. 153, 2. tvam vrishan vrisha it asi. 
Thou, 0 hero, art indeed a hero ; and not, Thou, 0 

male, art indeed a male ; still less, Thou, 0 bull, art indeed 
a bull. 

L zol, 1. avasyfivah vrishanam vagra-dakshinam mariit-
vantam sakhygya havamahe. 

Longing for help we call as our friend the hero who 
wields 	the 	thunderbolt, who 	is 	accompanied 	by 	the 
Maruts. 

viii. 6, 14. ni slishne indra dharnasim vagram gaghantha 
dasyavi, vrisha hi ugra erinvishe. 

Thou, 0 Indra, 	hast struck the strong thunderbolt 
against Sushna, the fiend ; for, terrible one, thou art called 
hero! 

viii. 6, 4o. vavridhanah tipa dyfivi vrisha vagri aroravit, 
vritra-hg soma-pgtamah. 

Growing up by day, the hero with the thunderbolt has 
roared, the Vritra-killer, the great Soma-drinker. 

V. 35, 4. vrisha hi asi rgdhase qagnishe vrishni to savah. 
Thou (Indra) art a hero, thou wast born to be bounteous; 

in thee, the hero, there is might. 
It is curious to watch the last stage of the meaning of 

vrishan in the comparative and superlative varshiyas and 
vgrshishtha. 	In the Veda, virshishtha still means excellent, 
but in later Sanskrit it is considered as the superlative of 
vriddha, old, so that we see vrishan, from meaning origin-
ally manly, vigorous, young, assuming in the end the 
meaning of old. 	(M. M., Sanskrit Grammar, § 252.) 

Yet even thus, when vrishan means simply strong or 
hero, its sexual sense is not always forgotten, and it breaks 
out, for instance, in such passages as, 

i. 32, 7. vrishnah vadhrih prati-mgnam btibhilshan puru-
trg vritrgh asayat vi-astah. 

Vritra, the eunuch, trying to be like unto a man (like 
unto Indra), was lying, broken to many pieces. 
• The next passages show vrishan as applied to Agni: 
iii. 27,.15. vrishanam tva vayam vrishan vrishanah sim 

idhimahi. 
0, strong one, let us the strong ones kindle thee, the 

strong! 
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v. 1, 12. ftvokama kavaye medhyaya vakah vandgru vri-
shabh5ya vrishne. 

We have spoken an adoring speech for the worshipful 
poet, for the strong bull (Agni). 

Vishnu is called vrishan, i. 154, 3: 
pra vishnave siisham etu manma giri-kshite uru-gaygya 

vrishne. 
May this hymn go forth to Vishnu, he who dwells in 

the mountain (cloud), who strides wide, the hero ! 
Rudra is called vrishan : 
ii. 34, 2. rudrah yfit vah marutah rukma-vakshasah vrisha 

• agani prisnyah sukre gabani. 
When Rudra, the strong man, begat you, 0 Maruts with 

brilliant chests, in the bright bosom of Prisni. 
That the Maruts, the sons of Rudra, are called vrishan, 

we have 	seen before, 	and 	shall see frequently again, 
(i. 165, 1; ii. 33, 13; vu. 56, 20; 21; 58, 6.) 	The whole 
company of the Maruts is called vrisha ganah, the strong 
or manly host, i. e. the host of the Maruts, without any 
further qualification. 

Here lies, indeed, the chief difficulty which is raised 
by the common use of vrishan in the Veda, that when it 
occurs by itself, it often remains doubtful who is meant 
by it, Indra, or Soma, or the Maruts, or some other deity. 
We shall examine a few of these passages, and first some 
where vrishan refers to Indra : 

iv. 3o, 10. 	apa usla anasah 	sarat sam-pishtat Eiha 
bibhytishi, ni pit sim sisnitthat vrisha. 

Ushas went away from her broken chariot, fearing lest 
the hero should do her violence. 

Here vrishan is clearly meant for Indra, who, as we 
learn from the preceding verse, was trying to conquer 
Ushas, as Apollo did Daphne ; and it should be observed 
that the word itself, by which Indra is here designated, is 
particularly apptopriate to the circumstances. 

i. 103, 6. bliqri-karmane vrishabluiya vrishne satylt-sush-
rnaya sunavama samara, yak a-dritya paripanthi-iva saran 
ayagvanah vi-bhagan eti vedah. 

Let us pour out the Soma for the strong bull, the ptr-
former of many exploits, whose strength is true, the hero 
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who, watching like a footpad, comes to us dividing the 
wealth of the infidel. 

Here it is clear again from the context that Indra only 
can be meant. 

But in other passages this is more doubtful : 
iii. 61, 7. ritfisya budhne ushasam ishanyan vrishtt mahi 

(iti) read (iti) g vivesa. 
The hero in the depth of the heaven, yearning for the 

dawns, has entered the great sky and the earth. 
The hero who yearns for the dawns, is generally Indra; 

here, however, considering that Agni is mentioned in the 
preceding verse, it is more likely that this god, as the light• 
of the morning, may have been meant by the poet. 	That 
Agni, too, may be called vrishan, without any other epithet 
to show that he is meant rather than any other god, is clear 
from such passages as, 

vi. 3, 7. vrisha rukshah Oshadhishu nUnot.  
He the wild hero shouted among the plants. 
In vii. 6o, 9, vrishanau, the dual, is meant for Mitra and 

Varuna ; in the next verse, vrishanah, the plural, must 
mean the same gods and their companions. 

That Soma is called simply vrishan, not only in the 
ninth Mandala, but elsewhere, too, we see from such 
passages as, 

iii. 43, 7. indra piba vrisha-dhatasya vrishnah (g yfim to 
syeniit usate gabh'fira), yasya made kyavfiyasi pra krishti7i 
yasya made spa gotrg vavartha. 

Indra drink of the male (the strong Soma), bruised by 
the males (the heavy stones), inspirited by whom thou 
makest the people fall down, inspirited by whom thou hast 
opened the stables. 

Here Sayana, too, sees rightly that ' the male bruised by 
the males' is the Soma-plant, which, in order to yield the 
intoxicating juice, has to be bruised by stones, which stones 
are again likened to two males. 	But unless the words, 
enclosed in brackets, had stood in the text, words which 
clearly point to Soma, I doubt whether Sayana would 

• have so readily admitted the definite meaning of vrishan 
as Soma. 

i. 109, 3. mg khedma rasmin iti ngdhamitnfih pitringm 
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saktih anu-yakkhamtinfa, indrfigni-bhyftm kern vrishanah 
madanti tg, hi adri (iti) dhishanayah ups-sthe. 

We pray, let us not break the cords (which, by means of • 
• the sacrifices offered by each generation of our forefathers, 

unite us with the gods); we strive after the powers of our 
fathers. 	The Somas rejoice for Indra and Agni ; here are 
the two stones in the lap of the vessel. 

First, as to the construction, the fact that participles are 
thus used as finite verbs, and particularly when the subject 

. changes in the next sentence, is proved by other passages, 
such as ii. Ix, 4. 	The sense is that the new generation 
does not break the sacrificial succession, but offers Soma, 
like their fathers. 	The Soma-plants are ready, and, when 
pressed by two stones, their juice flows into the Soma- 

_vessel. 	There may be a double entendre in dhishaniiyilh 
ups-sthe, which Sanskrit scholars will easily perceive. 

When vrishan is thus used by itself, we must be chiefly 
guided by the adjectives or other indications before we deter- 
mine on theemost plausible translation. 	Thus we read: 

i. 55, 4. slih it vane namasyd-bhih vakasyate kgru glineshu 
pra-bruvanah indriyilm, vrisha kkinduk bhavati haryata 
vrishil kshemena dhenam magha-va .yat invati. 

In the first verse the subject is clearly Indra : ' He alone 
is praised by worshippers in the forest, he who shows forth 
among men his fair power.' 	But who is meant to be the 
subject of the next verse ? 	Even Siiyana is doubtful. 	He 
translates 	first : 	' The bounteous 	excites the man who 
wishes to sacrifice ; when the sacrificer, the rich, by the 
protection of Indra, stirs up his voice' 	But he allows 
an optional translation for the last sentences : ' when the 
powerful male, Indra, by his enduring mind reaches the 
praise offered by the sacrificer.' 

According to these suggestions, Wilson translated : ' He 
(Indra) is the granter of their wishes (to those who solicit 
him); he is the encourager of those who desire to worship 
(him), when the wealthy offerer of oblations, enjoying his 
protection, recites his praise.' 

Benfey : ' The bull becomes friendly, the bull becomes 
desirable, when the sacrificer kindly advances praise' 	,, 

Langlois : 	' When the noble 	Maghavan receives the 
VOL. I. 	 K 
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homage of our hymns, his heart is 	flattered, 	and he 
responds to the wishes of his servant by his gifts' 

As far as I know, the adjective khandu does not occur 
again, and can therefore give us no - hint. 	But haryata, 
which is applied to vrishan in our verse, is the standing 
epithet of Soma. 	It means delicious, and occurs very 
frequently in the ninth Mandala. 	It is likewise applied 
to Agni, Pashan, the Haris, the thunderbolt, but wherever 
it occurs our first thought is of Soma. 	Thus, without 
quoting from the Soma-Mandala, we read, x. 96, i, harya-
tam madam, the delicious draught, i. e. Soma. 

x. 96, 9. 	pitvg madasya haryatasya andhasah, means 
having drunk of the draught of the delicious Soma. 

viii. 72, i8. padam haryatisya ni-dhanyam, means the 
place where the delicious Soma resides. 

iii. 44, i. haryatah sornah. 
Delicious Soma. 
ii. 21, 1. bhara indraya somam yagatgya haryatam;  
Bring delicious Soma for the holy Indra. 
i. 130, 2. madaya htuyatgya to tuvih-ttunaya dhgyase. 
That thou mayest drink the delicious- and most powerful 

draught, i. e. the Soma. 	 - 
If, then, we know that vrishan by itself is used in the 

sense of Soma, haryata vrishan can hardly be anything 
else, and we may therefore translate the second line of 
i• 55, 4, ' the strong Soma is pleasing, the strong Soma is 
delicious, when the sacrificer safely brings the cow.' 

That Indra was thirsting for Soma had been said in the 
second verse, and he is again called the Soma-drinker in the 
seventh verse. 	The bringing of the cow alludes to the often 
mentioned mixture with milk, which the Soma undergoes 
before it is offered. 

That the Maruts are called vrishan, without further ex-
planations, will appear from the following passages : 

i. 85, 12. rayim nah dhatta, vrishanah su-vfram. 
Give us wealth, ye heroes, consisting of good offspring. 
viii. 96, 14. ishyami vale vrishanah ytidhyata figati. 
I wish for you, heroes (Maruts), fight in the race ! 

" In all the passages which we have hitherto examined, 
vrishan was 	always 	applied to 	living beings, 	whether 
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animals, men; or gods. 	But as, in Greek, gppw, means 
at last 	simply strong, and is 	applied, for instance, to 
the crash of the sea, Krinros 	'cipernv irlivrou, so 	in 	the 
Veda vrishan is applied to the roaring of the storms and 
similar objects. 	. 

v. 87, 5. svaneth vrisha. 
Your powerful sound (0 Maruts). 
x. 47, I. gagribhmi to dakshinam indra litistam vasu-

yavah vasu-pate visitant, vidma hi tvfi. g6-patim Ara &gm 
asmabhyam kitram vrishanam rayim &h. 

We have taken thy right hand, 0 Indra, wishing for trea-
sures, treasurer of treasures, for we know thee, 0 hero, to be 
the lord of cattle ; give us bright and strong wealth. 

Should kitra here refer to treasures, and vrishan to 
. • cattle ? 

x. 89, 9. ni amitreshu vadhim indra ttimram vrishan 
vrishanam arush6m sisihi. 

Whet, 0 hero, the heavy strong red weapon, against the 
enemies. 

The long A in vrishAnam is certainly startling, but it 
occurs once more, ix. 34, 3, where there can be no doubt 
that it is the accusative of vrishan. 	Professor Roth takes 
vrishan here in the sense of bull (s. v. tumra), but he does 
not translate the whole passage. 

iii. 29, 9. krin6ta clhilmim vrishanam sakhgyah. 
Make a mighty smoke, 0 friends ! 
Strength itself is called vrishan, if I am right in trans-

lating the phrase vrishanam stishmam by manly strength. 
It occurs, 

iv. 24, 7. tasmin dadhat vrishanam slishmam indrah. 
May Indra give to him manly strength. 
vi. 19, 8. g nah bhara vrishanam stishmam indra. 
Bring to us, 0 Indra, manly strength. 
vii. 24, 4. asme (iti) &What vrishanam stishmam indra. 
Giving to us, 0 Indra, manly strength. 
See also vi. 19, 9, stishmah wishabhah, used in the same 

sense. 
This constant play on the word vrishan, which we have 

observed in the passages hitherto examined, and which 
give by no means a full idea of the real frequency of its 

IK. 2 
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occurrence in the Veda, has evidently had its influence on 
the Vedic Rishis, who occasionally seem to delight in the 
most silly and unmeaning repetitions of this word, and 
its compounds and derivatives. 	Here no language can 
supply any adequate translation ; 	for though we may 
translate words which express thoughts, it is useless to 
attempt to render mere idle play with words. 	I shall 
give a few instances : 

i. 177, 3. II tishiha ratham vrishanam vrisha te sutah 
soiriab pari-sikta madhiini, yuktvg vrisha-bhyam vrishabha 
kshittnim hari-bhyam yahi pra-vats 6pa madrik. 

Mount the strong car, the strong Soma is poured out for 
thee, sweets are sprinkled round; come down towards us, thou 
bull of men, with the strong bays, having yoked them. 

But this is nothing yet compared to other passages, when 
the poet cannot get enough of vrishan and vrishabha. 

ii. i6, 6. vrisha te vagrah uta te vrisha rathah vrishana 
hari (iti) vrishabhgni 'dyudha, vrishnah madasya vrishabha 
tvam isishe Indra somasya vrishabha.sya tripnuhi. 

Thy thunderbolt is strong, and thy car is strong, strong 
are the bays, the weapons are powerful, thou, bull, art lord of 
the strong draught, Indra rejoice in the powerful Soma! 

v. 36, 5. vrisha tva vrishanam vardhatu dyatih vrisha vri-
sha-bhyam vahase hari-bhyam, ea nah vrisha vrisha-rathah 
su-sipra vrisha-krato (iti) vrisha vagrin bhare dhah. 

May the strong sky increase thee, the strong; a strong 
one thou•art, carried by two strong bays ; do thou who art 
strong, with a strong car, 0 thou of strong might, strong 
holder of the thunderbolt, keep us in battle ! 

v. 40, 2-3. wish& grgva vrisha madah vrisha s6mah ayam 
sutah, vrishan indra vrisha-bhih vritrahan-tama, vrisha tva 
vrishanam huve. 

The stone is strong, the draught is strong, this Soma 
that has been poured out is strong, 0 thou strong Indra, 
who killest Vritra with the strong ones (the Maruts), I, 
the strong, call thee, the strong. 

viii. 13, 31-33. vrisha ayam indra te rathah ut6 (iti) te 
vrishana 11614 (iti), vrisha tvim sata-krato (iti) vrisha havah. 
vrisha griva vrisha madah vrisha s6mah ayam sutra, vrisha 
yagriah yam invasi vrisha havah. 	vrisha tva vrishanam 
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huve vtigrin 	kitrgbhih ilti-bhih, vavantha hi prati-stutim 
vrishg hivalz. 

This thy car is strong, 0 Indra, and thy bays are strong; 
thou art strong, 0 omnipotent, our call is strong. 	The 
stone is strong, the draught is strong, the Soma is strong, 
which is here poured out ; the sacrifice which thou orderest, 
is strong, our call is strong. 	I, the strong, call thee, the 
strong, thou holder of the 	thunderbolt, with manifold 
blessings ; 	for thou hast desired our praise ; 	our call is 
strong. 	

. 

There are other passages of the same kind, but they are 
too tedious to be here repeated. The commentator, through- 
out, 	gives to 	each 	vrishan its full 	meaning either of 
showering down or bounteous, or male or bull ; but a word 
which can thus be used at random has clearly lost its 
definite power, and cannot call forth any definite ideas in 
the mind of the listener. 	It cannot be denied that here 
and there the original meaning of vrishan would be appro-
priate even where the poet is only pouring out a stream of 
majestic sound, but we are not called upon to impart sense 
to what are verba et preeterquam nihil. 	When we read, 
i. 1 zz, 3, vgtah apgm vrishan-van, we are justified, 	no 
doubt, in translating, ' the wind who pours forth water ;' 
and x. 93, 5, apgm vrishan-vasA (iti) sgryamgsg, means ' Sun 
and Moon, givers of water' 	But even in passages where 
vrishan is followed by the verb vrish, it is curious to observe 
that vrish is not necessarily used in the sense of raining or 
pouring forth, but rather in the sense of drinking. 

vi. 68, 1 i. indravarunii nuidhumat-tamasya vrishnah so-
masya vrishanit* t vrishetham. 

• The dual vrishanau occurs only when the next word begins with a vowel. 
Before an initial a, A, i, the au is always changed into Ay in the Sanhita 
(i. 	,o8, 7-13; 116, 2,; 117, 19; 	153, 2 ; 157, 5;  158, i; 	,8o, 7; vii. 6x, 5). 
Before u the preceding au becomes A in the Sanhitii, but the Pada gives au, 
in order to show that no Sandhi can take place between the two vowels 
(vii. 6o, 9; x. 66, 7). 	Before consonants the dual always ends in A, both in 
the SanhitA and Pada. 	But there are a few passages where the final A occurs 
before initial vowels, and where the two vowels are allowed to form one 
syllable. 	In four passages this happens before an initial A (i. io8, 3; voi. 68, 
11; i. 177, i ; ii. 16, 5). 	Once, and once only, it happens before u, in viii. 
22, 12. 	 • 
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Indra and Varuna, you strong ones, may you drink of 
the sweetest strong Soma. 

That a-vrish means to drink or to eat, was known to 
Sayana and to the author of the Satapatha-brahmana,. who 
paraphrases a vrishayadhvam by units, eat. 

The same phrase occurs i. 108, 3. 
i. 104, 9. uru-vyakah gathare 'a' vrishasva. 	. 
Thou of vast extent, drink (the Soma) in thy stomach. 
The same phrase occurs x. 96, 13. 
viii. 61, 3. a' vrishesva—sutasya indra andhasah. 
Drink, Indra, of the Soma that is poured out. 
In conclusion, a few passages may be pointed out in 

which vrishan seems to be the proper name of a pious 
worshiiiper: 

i. 36,10. yarn tva deva'sah manave dadheh iha yfigishtham 
havya-vahana, yam kanvah medhya-atithih dhana-spritam 
yam vrisha yam upa-stutah. 

Thee, 0 Agni, whom the gods placed here for man, the 
most worthy of worship, 0 carrier of oblations, thee whom 
Kanva, thee whom Medhyatithi placed, as the giver of 
wealth, thee whom Vrishan placed and Upastuta. 

Here the commentator takes Vrishan as Indra, but this 
would break the symmetry of the sentence. 	That Upa- 
stutah is here to be taken as a proper name, as Upastuta, 
the son of Vrishiihavya, is clear from verse 17: 

agnih pre avat mitrf  uta medhya-atithim agnik sate" upa-
stutim. 

Agni protected also the two friends, Medhyatithi and 
Upastuta, in battle. 

The fact is that whenever upastuta has the accent on the 
last syllable, it is intended as a proper name, while, if used 
as a participle, in the sense of praised, it has the accent on 
the first. 

viii. 5, 25. yithi kit kinvam avatam priya-medham upa-
stutem. 

As you have protected Kanva, Priyamedha, Upastuta. 
Cf. i. 112, 15. 

viii. 103, 8. pill mrinthishthaya gayata—epastutasah ag- 
dye. 

Sing, 0. Upastutas, to the worthiest, to Agni ! 
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x. 115, 9. 	iti tva ague vrishii-havyasya putral upa- 
stuta'sah rishayah avokan. 

By these names, 0 Agni, did the sons of Vrishtihavya, 
the Upastutas, the Rishis, speak to you. 

Vrishan occurs once more as a proper name in vi. 16, 
i4 and 15 : 

tam Um (iti) tva dadhya rishik putrik idhe itharvanah, 
vritra-hanam puram-daram. 

tam inn (iti) tva pathyah wish& sam Whe dasyuhan-
tamam, dhanam-gayam rane-rane. 

Thee, 0 Agni, did Dadhyak kindle, the Rishi, the son of 
Atharvan, thee the killer of Vritra, the destroyer of towns. 

Thee, 0 Agni, did Vrishan Pathya kindle, thee the best 
killer of enemies, the conqueror of wealth in every battle. 

Here the context can leave no doubt that Dadhyak as 
well as Vrishan were both intended as proper names. Yet as 
early as the composition of the Satapatha-brahmana, this 
was entirely misunderstood. Dadhyak, the son of Atharvan, 
is explained as speech, Vrishan Pathya as mind (Sat. Br. 
vi. 3, 3, 4). 	On this Mahidhara, in his remarks on Vfig. 
Sanh. xi. 34, improves still further. 	For though he allows 
his personality to Dadhyak, the son of Atharvan, he says 
that Pathya comes from pathin, path, and means he who 
moves on the right path ; or it comes from pathas, which 
means sky, and is here used in the sense of the sky of the 
heart. 	He then takes vrishan as mind, and translates the 
mind of the heart. 	Such is the history of the rise and fall 
of the Indian mind ! 
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MANDALA I, StIKT.A. 86. 

ASHTAKA I, ADHYAXA. 6, VARGA 11-12. 

1. 1VIirutah, yasya hi kshaye pgthd, div6h, vi-maha-
sah, 86,h su-gopitamah ginah. 

2. Yagilaih vg yaglia-vghasah viprasya A, matingm, 
marutah srinuta, hivam. 

3. Uta, vi ydsya vagfnah inu vipram Atakshata, 
salt ginti go-mati vrage. 

4. Asy6 vtrasya barhfshi sutah sOmah divishtishu, 
ukth6m madah ka sasyate. 

5. Asya, sroshantu g bhtivah* visvgh ya,h, karshan,17/ 
abhf, Aram kit sasnishih, ishah. 

6. PlIrvfbhih, 	hi .dadasimi 	sar6t-bhih marutah 
vayam, avah-bhih, karshaningm. 

7. Su-bhi,gah, 	sib, pra-yagyavah, 	mirutah, 	astu 
martyah, yasya prayginsi pirshatha. 

8. Sasamanasya va, narah sv6dasya satya-savasah, 
vida, kgmasya venatah; 

9. Yiiyam tit satya-savasah, Axil& karta mahi-tvanl, 
vidhyata vi-dpita riksha,h. 

10. Gtfhata gtihyam timah, of yita visvam atrinam, 
gy6tih karta yat usmisi. 
----, 

*11-bluivalt 	 r. 
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HYMN TO THE MARUTS (THE STORM-GODS). 

1. 0 Maruts, that man in whose dwelling you drink 
(the Soma), ye mighty (sons) of heaven, he indeed has 
the best guardians.' 

2. You who are propitiated' either by sacrifices 
or from the prayers of the sage, bear the call, 0 
Maruts ! 

3. Aye, the strong man to whom you have granted 
• a sage, he will live in a stable rich in cattle.' 

4. On the altar of that strong man Soma is poured 
out in daily.sacrifices ; praise and joy are sung. 

5. To him let the strong' Maruts listen, to him 
who surpasses all men, as the flowing rain-clouds 2  
pass over the sun. 

6. For we, 0 Maruts, have sacrificed in many a 
harvest, through the mercies' of the swift gods (the 
storm-gods). 

7. May that mortal 	be 	blessed, 0 worshipful 
Maruts, whose offerings you carry off.' 

8. You take notice either of the sweat of him who 
praises you, ye men of true strength, or of the desire 
of the suppliant.' 

9. 0 ye of true strength, make this manifest by 
your greatness 1 strike the fiend' with your thunder- 
bolt 1 

10. Hide the hideous darkness, destroy' every 
tusky 3  spirit. 	Create the 	light which we 	long  
for ! 	 - 
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COMMENTARY. 

This hymn is ascribed to Gotama. 	The metre is Gayatri 
throughout. 

Verse 1, note 1. Vimahas occurs only once more as an 
epithet of the Maruts, v. 87, 4. 	Being an adjective derived 
from mains, strength, it means very strong. 	The strong 
ones of heaven is an expression analogous to i. 64, 2. diva 
rishvgsah ukshanah; i. 64, 4. diva narah. 

Verse 2, note 1. The construction of this verse is not 
clear. 	Yagfifi-v'ahas has two meanings in the Veda. 	It is 
applied to the priest who carries or performs the sacrifice : 

iii. 8, 3, and 24, i. v6rkah dhah yagfa-vfihase. 
Grant splendour to the sacrificer ! 
But it is also used of the gods who accept the sacrifice, 

and in that case it means hardly more than worshipped or 
propitiated; 	i. 15, 1 i 	(Asvinau); 	iv..47, 4 (Indra and 
rayu) ; viii. 12, 20 (Indra). 	In our verse it is used in 
the latter sense, and it is properly construed with the in- 
strumental yagfiaih. 	The difficulty is the gen. plur. matt- 
n'a'm, instead of matibhih. 	The sense, however, seems to 
allow of but one construction, and we may suppose that the 
genitive depends on the yagfia in yagfifivahas, `accepting 
the worship of the prayers of the priest.' 	Benfey refers 
yagilaih to the preceding verse, and joins havam to viprasya 
mafingm : ' Durch Opfer—Opferffirdrer ihr !—oder ihr bOrt 
—Maruts—den Ruf der Lieder die der Priester schuf.' 

The Sanhitg text lengthens the last syllable of srinutii, as 
suggested by the metre. 

Verse 3, note 1. The genitive ya.sya vaginah depends on 
vipra. 	Anu-taksh, like anu-grah, anu-gfig, seems to convey 
the meaning of doing in behalf or for the benefit of a person. 
Gant& might also be translated in a hostile sense, he will 
go into, he will conquer many a stable full of cows. 

Verse 5, note 1. I have altered g bhtivah into abhtivah, 
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for I do not think that bhuvah, the second * pers. sing., 
even if it were.bhtivat, the third pers., could be joined with 
the relative pronoun yah in the second pada. 	The phrase 
visvfih yak karshanih abhi occurs more than once, and is 
never preceded by the verb bhuvah or bhuvat. 	Abhtiva.h, 
on the contrary, is applied to the Maruts, i. 64., 6, vide-
theshu ehhtivah; and as there can be no doubt who are 
the deities invoked, Ahtivah, the strong ones, is as appro-
priate an epithet as vimahas in the first verse. 

Verse 5, note 2. Sasrtishik ishak, as connected \vith sera, 
the sun, can only be .meant for the flowing waters, the 
rain-clouds, the givers of ish or vigour. 	They are called 
divyfil ishah : 

viii. 5, 21. utii nah diva ishak utti sindhim varshathah. 
You rain down on us the heavenly waters and the rivers. 
Wilson translates: ' May the Maruts, victorious over all 

men, hear (the praises) of this (their worshipper) ; and may 
(abundant) food be obtained by him who praises them' 

Benfey : ' Ihn, der ob aRe Menschen ragt, sollen hOren 
die Labungen, and nahn, die irgend Weisen nahn' 

Langlois: ' Que les Marouts ecoutent favorablement la 
priere ; qu'ils acceptent aussi les offrandes de ce (mortel) que 
sa position eleve au-dessus de tous les autres, et meme 
jusqu'au soleil.' 

Sroshantu does not occur again ; . but we find srOshan, 
i. 68, 5 ; sr6shanlna, iii. 8, io; vii. 51, I ; vii. 7, 6. 

Verse 6, note 1. The expression tivobhik, with the help, 
the blessings, the mercies, is generally used with reference 
to divine assistance ; 	(i. 	117, 	19 ; 	167, 2 ; 	185, 	lc.; 	II ; 
iv. 22, 7; 41, 6; V. 74, 6; vi. 47, 1 2 ; Vii. 20, 1; 35, it, &c.) 
It seems best therefore to take karshani as a name or 
epithet of the Maruts, although, after the invocation of the 
Maruts by name, this repetition is somewhat unusual. One 
might translate, ' with the help of our men, of our active 
and busy companions,' for karshani is used in that sense 
also. 	Only avobhih would not be in its right place then. 

- • 
Verse 7, note 1. 	Par, with ati, means to 	carry over, 
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(1. 97, 8; 99, 1; 	174, 9; iii. i5, 3; 2o, 4; iv. 39, 1; V. 25, 
9; 73, 8; vii. 40, 4; 	97, 4; viii. 26, 5; 67, 2, &c.) ; 	with 
apa, to remove, (i. 129, 5); with nih, to throw down. 	Hence, 
if used by itself, unless it means to overrun, as frequently, 
it can only have the general sense of carrying, taking, 
accepting, or accomplishing. 

Verse 8, note '. 	Vid6, 	as 	second 	pers. plur. perf, is 
frequent, generally with the final ' a' long in the Sanhit'a, 
i. 156, 3 ; v. 41, 13 ; 55, 2. 

Verse 9, note'. Observe the long penultimate in rakshah, 
instead of the usual short syllable. 	Cf. i. 12, 5, and see 
Kuhn, Beitrage, vol. iii. p. 456. 

Verse 10, note 1. See note to i. 39, 3, note I. 

Verse 10, note 2. Atrin, which stands for attrin, is one 
of the many names assigned to the powers of darkness and 
mischief. 	It is derived from atra, which means tooth or jaw, 
and therefore meant originally an ogre with large teeth or 
jaws, a devourer. 	Besides atra, we also find in the Veda 
atra, with the accent on the first syllable, and meaning what 
serves for eating, or food : 

x. 79, 2. &rani asmai pat-bhih sam bharanti. 
They bring together food for him (Agni) with their feet. 
With the accent on the last syllable, atra in one passage 

means an eater or an ogre, like atrin: 
v. 32, 8. apa'dam atram-mridhrfi-valcam. 
Indra killed the footless ogre, the babbler. 
It means tooth or jaw : 
i. 129, 8. svayfim sfi.' rishayadhyai fa nah upa-iishe atraih. 
May she herself go to destruction who attacks us with 

her teeth. 
It is probably from aril in the sense of tooth (cf. Oi6Tes =--, 

i.S4v-res) that atrin is derived, meaning ogre or a devouring 
devil. 	In the later Sanskrit, too, the Asuras are represented 
as having large tusks, Mahabh. v. 3572, damshtrino bhi-
mavegas kr. 
•Thus we read i. 2 I , 5, that Indra and Agni destroy the 

Rakshas, and the poet continues : 
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epragah santu atrinah. 
May the ogres be without offspring! 
ix. 86, .48. gahi visvan raksluisah indo (iti) atrinah. 
Kill, Q Soma, all the tusky Rakshas. 	Cf. ix. 104, 6 ; 

105, 6. 
vi. 51, 14. gahi ni atrinam panim. 
Kill, 0 Soma, the tusky Pani. 
i. 94, 9. vadhaih duh-samsan apa duh-dhyah gahi 

dime va ye anti va Ice kit atrinah. 
Strike with thy blows, 0 Agni, the evil-spoken, evil-

minded (spirits), the ogres, those who are far or who are 
near. 	 .r. 

See also i. 36, 14; 	20 ; vi. 16, 28 ; vii. 104, 1; 	5 ; viii. 
12, I ; 	19, 15 ; 	X. 36, 4; 	118, I. 
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MANDALA I, StKTA 87. 
ASHTAXA I, ADHYAYA 6, VARGA 13. 	. 

1. Pry,-tvakshasah pra-tavasah, vi-rapsinah, finana- 
t5A 	avithurah rigishinah, 	gushta-tam5,sah 	nri-ta- 
masah, aiigi-bhih vi finagre ke kit usrgh-iva stri-
bhih. 

2. Upa-hvareshu yitt fikidhvam yayfm vityah-iva 
marutah k6na kit pathg, sk6tanti kosalt iipa vah 
rdtheshu g ghritdm ukshata manhu-varnam dr-
kate. 

3. Pray, eshira agmeshu vithurg-iva regate Ultima 
ygmeshu ydt ha yungAte subh6, t6 kriddyah dhium-
yah bhrgg,t-rishtayah svayam mahi-tvdm panayanta 
dhiltayah. 

4. Salt 	hi 	sva-srit 	prishat-asvah, 	ytivA, 	gandh 
ayg Isandh tdvishibhih g-vritah, dsi satyr& rina-
ylvi d,nedyah asygh dhiyah pra-avitg Atha wish/ 
gandh. 	 . 

5. Pittlh pratnisya gdnmana, vaamasi" s6masya 
gihvg prd, gigati kakshasi, ydt im 	indram 	swami 
rikvinah grata gt it ngmttni yaglifyini dadhire. 

6. Sriyase Um bhinii-bhih sAm mimikshire to 
rasnal-bhih te 	rikva-bha 	su-khiddyah, te vlst- 
=utak ishmInah abhiravah vidre priyasya mgruta-
sya dhgmnah. 
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HYMN TO La/. ALcauTs (THE STORM-GODS). 
• 

1. The active, the strong, the singers, the never 
flinching, the immovable, the wild, the most beloved 
and most manly, they have shown themselves with 
their glittering ornaments, a few only,' like the 
heavens with the stars. 

2. When you see your way through the clefts, you 
are like birds, 0 Maruts, on whatever road it be.' 
The clouds drop (rain) on your chariots everywhere ; 
pour out the honey-like fat (the rain) for him who 
praises you. 

3. At their ravings the earth shakes, as if broken,' 
when on the (heavenly) paths they harness (their 
deer) for victory.' 	They the sportive, the roaring, 
with bright spears, the shakers (of the clouds) have 
themselves praised their greatness. 

4. That youthful company (of the Maruts), with 
their spotted horses,' moves by itself ; 	hence' it 
exercises lordship, and 	is 	invested with powers. 
Thou art true, thou searchest out sin,' thou art 
without blemish. 	Therefore thou, the strong host, 
thou wilt cherish this prayer. 

5. We speak after the kind of our old father, our 
tongue goes forth at the sight' of the Soma : when 
the shouting Maruts had joined Indra in the work,' 
then only they received sacrificial honours;- 

6. For their glory' these well-equipped Maruts 
obtained splendours, they obtained'  rays, and men to 
praise them; nay, these well-armed, nimble, and qtr- 
less beings found the beloved home of the Maruts' 
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COMMENTARY. 

This hymn is ascribed to Gotama. 	The metre is Gagati 
throughout. 

Verse 1, note 1. 	Ke kit refers to the Maruts, who are 
represented as gradually rising or just showing themselves, 
as yet only few in number, like the first stars in the sky. 
Ke kit, some, is opposed to sarve, all. 	The same expres- 
sion occurs again, v. 52, 12, where the Maruts are compared 
to a few thieves. 	B. and R. translate usrgh iva stri-bhih 
by ' like cows marked with stars on their foreheads.' 	Such 
cows no doubt exist, but they can hardly be said to become 
visible by these frontal stars, as the Maruts by their orna- 
ments. 	We must take usrgh here in the same sense as 
dygvah; ii. 34, 2, it is said that the Maruts were perceived 
dygvah n6 stri-bhih, like the heavens with the stars. 

i. 166, 1 i. dilre-drisah ye divygh-iva stri-bhih. 
Who are visible far away, like the heavens (or heavenly 

beings) by the stars. 
And the same is said of Agni, ii. 2, 5. dya6h nfi stri-bhih 

kiiayat redasi (iti) gnu. 	Stribhih occurs i. 68, 5 ; iv. 7, 3 ; 
V. 49, 3 ; 12. 	It always means stars, and the meaning 
of rays (strahl) rests, as yet, on etymological authority 
only. 	The evening sky would, no doubt, be more appro- 
priate than usrgh, which applies chiefly to the dawn. 	But 
in the Indian mind, the two dawns, i. e. the dawn and the 
gloaming, are so closely united and identified, that their 
names, too, are frequently interchangeable. 

Verse 2, note '. 	I translate yayi not by a 	goer, 	a 
traveller, i. e. the cloud, (this is the explanation proposed 
by Sayana, and adopted by Professor Benfey,) but by path. 
Etymologically yayi may mean either. 	But in parallel pas- 
sages yayi is clearly replaced by ygma. 	Thus : 

viii. 7, 2. yat—igmam subhrah Itkidhvarn. 
When you, bright Maruts, have seen your way. 
See also viii. 7, 4. yiit ygmam ygnti vay6-bhih. 
When they (the Maruts) go on their path with the winds. 
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viii. 7, 14. tidlii-iva yat giringm ygmam subhrah glcidhvam. 
When you, bright Maruts, had seen your way, as it were, 

along the mountains. 
The same phrase occurs, even without ygma or ya.yi, in 
V. 55, 7. 	ni pgrvatah net nadygh varanta vah yatra 

akidhvam marutah gAkkhata it u tat. 
Not mountains, not rivers, keep you back; where you 

have seen (your way), there you go. 
Though yayi does not occur frequently in the Rig-veda, 

the meaning of path seems throughout more applicable than 
that of traveller. 

v. 87, 5. tvesh6h yoryih. 
Your path, 0 Maruts, is brilliant. 
V. 73, 7. ugrah vain kakuhgh yayih. 

. 	Fearful is your pass on high. 
i. 51, x i. ugrah yayim nih apah srOtasa asrigat. 
The fearful Indra sent the waters forth on their way 

streaming. 
x. 92, 5. pra—yaying yanti sindhavah. 
The waters go forth on their path. 

• 
Verse 3, note '• 	Cf. i. 37, 8, page 5x. 	There is no 

authority for Sgyana's explanation of vithunl-iva, the earth 
trembles like a widow. 	Vithurg occurs several times in 
the Rig-veda, but never in the sense of widow. 	Thus : 

i. 168, 6. ygt kyavgyatha vithurg-iva sam-hitam. 
When you, Maruts, shake what is compact, like brittle 

things. 
i. 186, 2 ; 	vi. 25, 3; 	46, 6; 	viii. 96, 2 ; 	x. 77, 4 (vi- 

thuryati). 	The Maruts themselves' are called avithura in 
verse x. 	As to 6gma and ygma, see i. 37, 8, page 62. 

Verse 3, note 2. 	Stibh is one of those words to which it 
is very difficult always to assign a definite special meaning. 
Being derived from stibh, to shine, the commentator has 
no difficulty in explaining it by splendour, beauty ; some- 
times by water. 	But although stibh means originally 
splendour, and is used in that sense in many passages, 
yet there are others where so vague a meaning seems very 
inappropriate. 	In our verse Sap= proposes two trans- 

VOL. I. 	 L 
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Iations, either, ' When the Maruts harness the clouds,' or, 
' When the Maruts harness their chariots, for the bright 
rain-water.' 	Now the idea that the Maruts harness their 
chariots in order to make the clouds yield their rain, can 
jardly be expressed by the simple word subhe, i. e. for 
brightness' sake. 	As the Maruts are frequently prgised for 
their glittering ornaments, their splendour might be intended 
in this passage as it certainly is in others. 	Thus : 

i• 85, 3. 	yet subhayante atigi-bhih tanllshu subhrgh 
dadhire virtikmatah. 

When 	the Maruts 	adorn 	themselves with glittering 
ornaments, the brilliant ones put bright weapons on their 
bodies. 

vii. 56, 6. subhg sObhishthah, sriyg sem-mislah, 6yah-bhih 
ugrgh. 

The 	most 	brilliant 	by 	their brilliancy, united with 
splendour, terrible by strength. 

In i. 64, 4, I have translated vakshah-su rukmgn adhi 
yetire subhe by ' they fix gold (chains) on their chests for 
beauty' 	And the same meaning is applicable to i. 117, 5, 
subhe rukmam 1.4 darsatam ni-khatam, and other passages : 
iv. 5i, 6; vi. 63, 6. 

But in our verse and others which we shall examine, beauty 
and brilliancy would be very weak renderings for subhe. 
' When they harnessed their chariots or their deer for the sake 
of beauty,' means nothing, or, at least, very little. 	I take, 
therefore, subhe in this and similar phrases in the sense of 
triumph or glory or victory. `When they harness their chariots 
for to conquer, implies brilliancy, glory, victory, but it con- 
veys at the same time a tangible meaning. 	Let us now see 
whether the same meaning is appropriate in other passages : 

i. 23, II. gayatam-iva tanyata martitam eti dhrishnu-yg 
yet stibham yathena narah. 

The thundering voice of the Maruts comes fiercely, like 
that of conquerors, when you go to conquer, 0 men ! 

Sayana : ' When you go to the brilliant place of sacrifice.' 
Wilson : 	' When you 	accept the 	auspicious 	(offering).' 
Benfey : ' Wenn ihr euren Schmuck nehmt.' 

v. 57, 2. yathana stibham, you go to conquer. Cf. v..55, i. 
gayEina : ' For the sake of water, or, in a chariot.' 
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v. 52, 8. sardhah merutam lit sarasa—utzi sma to subhe 
narah pra syandrah yugata tmena. 

Praise the host of the Maruts, and they, the men,'the 
quickly moving, will harness by themselves (the chariots) 
for conquest. 	 - 

Sayana : ' For the sake of water.' 	Cf. x. 10,5, 3. 
v. 57, 3. subhe yet ugrah prishatih ayugdhvam. 

• When you have harnessed the deer for conquest. 
&Vilna : ' For the sake of water.' 
v. 63, 5. retham yufigate martitah sublig su-kham Aral: 

ne—g6-ishtishu. 
The Maruts harness. the chariot meet for conquest, like 

a hero in battles. 
Sayana : ' For the..sake of water' 
i. 88, 2. subh6 kam yanti—asvaih. 
The Maruts go on their horses towards conquest. 
Sayana : ' In order to brighten the worshipper, or, for 

the sake of water.' 
i. 119, 3. sem yet mithah paspridhanesah egmata subhe 

makhgh timitah ggyavah nine. 
When striving with each other they came together, for 

the sake of glory, the brisk (Maruts), immeasurable (in 
strength), panting for victory in the fight. 

Sayana : ' For the sake of brilliant wealth.' • 
vii. 82, 5. martit-bhih ugreh stibham anyah brate. 
The other, the fearful (Indra), goes with the Maruts to glory. 
Sayana : ' He takes brilliant decoration.' 
iii. 26, 4. subhe—prishatih ayukshata. 
They had harnessed the deer for victory. 
SAyana: 	' They had harnessed in the water the deer 

together (with the fires).' 
i. 167, 6. 	g a.sthapayanta yuvatim ytivenah subh6 ni- 

mislam. 
The Maruts, the youths, placed the maid (lightning 

on 	their chariot), 	their companion 	for victory, 	(subtle 
nimislam). 

Sayana : 	' For the sake of water, or, on the brilliant 
chariot.' 	Cf. i. 127, 6 ; 	165, 1. 

vi. 6z, 4. stibham priksham isham &gam vithante. 
The Asvins bringing glory, wealth, drink, and food. 	• 

L 2 
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viii. 26, 13. subhe kakrate, you bring him to glory. 
Subham-ygvan is an epithet of the Maruts, i. 89, 7 ; 

v. 61, 13. 	Cf. subhra-yavantt, viii. 26, 19 (Asvinau). 
Subham-yg, of the wind, iv. 3, 6. 
Subham-yti, ("the rays of the dawn, x. 78, 7. 

Verse 4, note 1. Sayana : ' With spotted deer for their 
horses.' 	See i. 37, 2, note', page 59. 

Verse 4, note 2. Ayg is a word of very rare occurrence 
in the Rig-veda. 	It is the instrum. sing. of the feminine 
pronominal base a or t, and as a pronoun followed by a 
noun it is frequently to be met with ; v. 45, n. ayg dhiyg, 
&c. 	But in our verse it is irregular in •form as, not entering 
into Sandhi with isana. 	This irregularity, however, which 
might have led us to suppose an original afih, indefatigable, 
corresponding with the following fisi, is vouched for by the 
Pada text, in such matters a better authority than the San-
hita text, and certainly in this case fully borne out by the 
Pratisakhya, i. 163, io. 	We must therefore take ayg as 
an adverb, in the sense of thus or hence. 	In some passages 
where ayg seems thus to be used as an adverb, it would be 
better to supply a noun from the preceding verse. 	Thus in 
ii. 6, 2, ayg 'refers to samidham in u. 6, i. 	In vi. 17, 15, a 
similar noun, samidhtt or girg, should be supplied. 	But 
there are other passages where, unless we suppose that the 
verse was meant to illustrate a ceremonial act, such as the 
placing of a samidh, and that ayg pointed to it, we must 
take it as a simple adverb, like the Greek -rrp : 	Rv. iii. 
12, 2 ; ix. 53, 2 ; 106, 14. 	In X. 116, 9, the Pada reads 
iyali-iva, not tiyil, as given by Roth ; in vi. 66, 4, aya nu, 
the accent is likewise on the first. 

Verse 4, note 2. 	_Rina-ygvan is well explained by B. and 
R. as going after debt, searching out sin. 	SAyana, though 
he explains rina-ygvan by removing sin, derives it neverthe- 
less correctly from rina and ya, and not from yu. 	The 
same formation is found in subham-ygvan, &c. ; and as 
there is rina-yg besides rina-ygvan, so we find subham-yg 
besides subham-ygvan. 
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Verse 5, note 1. 	The Soma-juice inspires the poet with 
eloquence. 

Verse 5, note 2. 	Simi occurs again inilii. 31, 6; iii. 55, 
3 ; viii. 45, 27; x. 40, I. 	In our passage it must be taken 
as a locative of sam, meaning work, but with special refer- 
ence to the toil of the battle-field. 	It is used in the same 
sense in 

viii. 45, 27. A find turvane semi. 
He (Indra),was able to overcome in battle, lit, he reached 

to, or he arrived at the overcoming or the victory in battle. 
But, like other words which have the general meaning of 

working or toiling, sam is likewise used in the sense of 
sacrifice. 	This meaning seems more applicable in 

x. 40, I. vastoh-vastoh vihamanam dhiyg sami. 
Your chariot, 0 Asvins, which through prayer comes 

every morning to the sacrifice. 
ii. 31, 6. apitim napit fisu-hemi dhiyg sami. 
Apim napit (Agni) who through prayer comes quickly 

to the sacrifice. 
In these two passages one feels inclined, with a slight 

alteration of the accent, to read dhiyi-sami as one word. 
Dhiya-sam would mean the sacrificer who is, engaged in 
prayer; cf. dhiya-pir, v. 43, 15. 	Thus we read: 

vi. 2, 4. ytih to su-dgnave dhiyg martah sasirnate. 
The mortal who toils for thee, the liberal god, with 

prayer.  
There is no necessity, however, for such a change, and 

. the authority of the MSS. is certainly against it. 
In in. 55, 3, sami is an ace. plur. neut.: 
sami akkka didye parvygni. 
I glance back at the former sacrifices. 	See B. R. a. v. di. 
From the same root we have the feminine same, meaning 

work, sacrificial work, but, as far as we can see, not simply 
sacrifice; 	Thus the Ribhus and others are said to have 
acquired immortality by their work or works, salmi or 
sam'ibhih, i. 20, 2 ; 	no, 4; iii. 6o, 3 ; iv. 33, 4. 	CC iv. 
22, 8; 	17, 18; 	V. 42, io; 	77, 4; vi. 52, 1; viii. 75, 14; 
ix. 74, 7 ; x. 28, 12. 	In vi. 3, 2, we read: 	• 

ige yagliebhih sasame samibhih. 
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I have sacrificed with sacrifices, I have worked with 
pious works. 

Here the verb sam must be taken in the sense of 
working, or perfdiming ceremonial worship, while in other 
places (iii. 29, 16 ; v. z, 7) it takes the more special sense 
of singing songs of praise. 	The Greek Kcitt-vm, to work, to 
labour, to tire (Sanskrit sarnyati), the Greek Ko,u/St; and 
ico,ui(to, to labour for or take care of a person, and possibly 
even the. Greek ki-o'ttos, a song or a festival (not a village 
song), may all find their explanation in the Sanskrit root 
sam. 

The idea that the Maruts did not originally enjoy divine 
honours will occur again and again : 	cf. i. 6, 4; 72, 3. 
A similar expression is used of the Bibhus, i. 20, 8, &c. 
Yagfiiya, properly ' worthy of sacrifice,' has the meaning 
of divine or sacred. 	The Greek a"yios has been compared 
with yam, eacrificio colendus, not a Vedic word. 

Verse 6, note 2. Sriyase kam seems to be the same as the 
more frequent sriye kam. 	Sriyase only occurs twice more, 
V. 59, 3. 	The chief irregularity consists in the absence of 
Guna, which is provided for by Panini's kasen (iii. 4, 9). 
Similar infinitives, if they may so be called, are bhiyase, 
V. 29, 4; vridhase, v. 64, 5 ; dhruveise, vii. 7o, 1; tugase, 
iv. 23, 7; 	rifigase, viii. 4, 17 ; 	vriiigese, viii. 76, 1; 	rikase, 
vu. 6i, 6. 	In vi. 39, 5, rikase may be a dat. sing. of the 
masculine, to the praiser. 

Verse 6, note 2. Mimikshire from myaksh, to be united 
with. 	Rasmi, 	rays, , after bhanti, splendour, 	may seem 
weak, but it is impossible to assign to rasmi any other 
meaning, such as reins, or strings of a musical instru- 
ment. 	In v. 79, 8, rasmi is used in juxta-position with 
arki. 

Verse 6, note 3. The bearing of this concluding verse is 
not quite clear, unless we take it as a continuation of the 
preceding verse. 	It was there said that the Maruts (the 
rikv'anak) obtained their sacrificial honours, after having 
joined Indra in his work. 	Having thus obtained a place 
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in the sacrifice, they may be said to have won at the same 
time splendour and worshippers to sing their praises, and 
to have established themselves in what became afterwards 
known as their.  own abode, their own plag among the gods 
who are invoked at the sacrifice. 

The metre requires that we should read dhAmanah. 
Benfey translates: ' Gedeih'n zu spenden woll'n die schon-

geschmiickcten mit Lichtern, Strahlen mit Lobsangem 
regenen ; die briillenden, furchtlosen stiirmischen, sie sind 
bekannt als Glieder des geliebten Marutstamms.3  

Wilson : 	' Combining with the solar rays, they have 
willingly poured down (rain) for the welfare (of mankind), 
and, hymned by the priests, have been pleased partakers 
of the (sacrificial food). 	Addressed with praises, moving 
swiftly, and exempt from fear, they have become possessed 
of a station agreeable and suitable to the Maruts.' 
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MANDALA I, StOITA 88. 

ASHTAkA I, ADHYAYA 6, VARGA 14. 

1. A. vidytinmat-bhih marutah su-arkaih rtthebhih 
yita rishtimat-bhih* isva-paxnaih, g varhishthayi 
nah ishg viyah, n6, paptata su-mAy'ah. 

2. T6 arundbhih varam g pisangaih subhe kttm 
yinti rathatdh-bhih asvaih, rukmah na, kitrah t sva-
dhiti-vin pavyl rathasya gaighananta bhdma. 

3. Sriye Um va.h, adhi tandshu vgslh, medhg I 
vana na krinavante drdhvg, yushmabhyam Um 
marutah, 	su-ga,tih 	tuvi-dyumngsah, 	dhanayante 
adrim. 

4. A.hani gridhr6A pari g vah g aguh imgm dhiyam 
•varkarygm ka devrm, brahma krinvantah g6tamasah 
arkaih Ardhv&m nunudre utsa-dhim pibadhyai. 

5. Etat tyat na yaganam aketi sasvah ha yat 
marutah gotamah, vah, pasyan hfranya-kakran iyah-
damshtran vi-dhgvatah varghdn. 

6. Eshg syg vah marutah, anu-bhartr1 prati sto-
bhati vighatah na vgnit, astobhayat vritha, isam dam 
svadhgm gabhastyoh. 

* rail-manta ? 	t kitr,.h wham? 	$ medldh 
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HYMEN TO THE MARTITS (THE STORM-GODS). 

• 
1. Come hither, Maruts, on your chariots charged 

with lightning, resounding with beautiful songs,' 
stored with spears, and winged with horses ! 	Fly3 
to us like birds, with your best food,2  you mighty 
ones ! 
. 2. They come gloriously on their red, or, it may 

be, on their tawny horses which hasten their chariots. 
He who holds .the axe 1  is brilliant like gold ;--
with the felly 2  of the chariot they have struck the 
earth. 

3. On your bodies there are daggers for beauty ; 
may they stir up our minds' as they stir up the forests. 
For your sake, 0 well-born Maruts, you who are 
full of vigour, they (the priests) have shaken 8  the 
stone (for distilling Soma). 

4. Days went round you and came back,' 0 hawks, 
back to this prayer, and to this sacred rite ; the 
Gotamas making prayer with songs, have pushed up 
the lid of the well (the cloud) for to drink. 

5. No such hymn' was ever known as this which 
Gotama sounded for you, 0 Maruts, when he saw you 
on golden wheels, wild boars 2  rushing about with 
iron tusks. 

6. This refreshing draught of Soma rushes towards 
you, like the voice of a suppliant : it rushes freely 
from our hands as these libations are wont to do. 
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COMMENTARY. 

This hymn is ascribed to Gotama, the son of RahAgana. 
The metre varies. 	Verses 1 and 6 are put down as 
Prastara-pankti, i. e. as 12 +12 + 8 + 8. 	By merely count- 
ing the syllables, and dissolving 	semivowels, at is just 
possible to get twenty-four syllables in the first line of 
verses 1 and 6. 	The old metricians must have scanned 
verse t: 

; 	-- - 	- 	- 	- - - 	- - 	- a vidyunmat-bhih marutah su-arkaih 
rathebhih yata—rishtitnat-bhih asva-parnaih. 

Again verse 6: eshi syl viik marnta/  i ann-bhartri 
pratt stobhati vaghatak na vam. 

But the general character of these lines shows that they 
were 	intended 	for hendecasyllabics, 	each 	ending in a 
bacchius, though even then they are not free from irregu- 
larities. 	The first verse would scan : 

a vidyunmat-bhih marutah su-arkaih 
- rathebhih yita-zrishtimit-(bhih) asva-parnaih. 

And verse 6 : esha sya vah marutah—anu-bhartri 
prati stobhati vaghatah na yam. 

Our only difficulty would be the termination bhih of rishti- 
mat-bhih. 	I cannot adopt Professor Kuhn's suggestion to 
drop the Visarga of bhih and change i into y (Beitrage, 
vol. iv. p. 198), for this would be a license without any 
parallel. 	It is different with 	sah, originally sa, or with 
feminines 	in 	ih, 	where parallel forms 	in i 	are 	intelli- 
gible. 	The simplest correction would be to read rathebhih   
yata—rishti-mantah—asva-parnaih. 	One might urge in sup- 
port of this reading that in all other passages where rishtimat 
occurs, it refers to the Maruts themselves, and never to their 
chariots. 	Yet the difficulty remains, how could so simple 
a reading have been replaced by a more difficult one ? 

In the two Gayatri padas which follow I feel equally 
reluctant to alter. 	I therefore scan 

-11, varshishthaya nah isha vayah na paptata su-mayah, 
taking the dactyl of paptata as representing a spondee, and 
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admitting the exceptional bacchius instead of the amphimacer 
at the end of the line. 

The last line of verse 6 should be scanned : 
astobhayat vrIthrts'Im anu u svadh7i'm gabhastyoh. 

There air two other verses in this hymn where the metre 
is difficult. 	In the last pada of verse 5 we have seven 
syllables instead of eleven. 	Again, I say, it would be most 
easy to insert one of the many tetrasyllabic epithets of the 
Maruts. 	But this would have been equally easy for the 
collectors of the Veda. 	Now the authors of the Anukra- 
madis distinctly state that this fifth verse is viradrfipa, i. e. 
that one of its padas consists of eight syllables. 	How 
they would have made eight syllables out of vi-dhavatah 
varahfin does not appear, but at all events they knew that 
last pada to be imperfect. 	The rhythm does not suffer by 
this 'omission, as long as we scan vi-dhavatah varahfin. 

Lastly, there is the third pada of the second verse, 
rukmah na kitrah svadhiti-van. 	It would not be possible 
to get eleven syllables out of this, unless we admitted vyfiha -. — 
not only in svadhitivan or svadhiti-van, but also in kitrah. 
Nothing would be easier than to insert esham after kitrah, 
but the question occurs again, how could esham be lost, 
or why, if by some accident it had been lost, was not so 
obvious a correction made by Saunaka and Katyayana ? 

Verse 1, note i. Alluding to the music of the Maruts, 
and not to the splendour of the lightning which is men- 
tioned before. 	See Wolf, Beitrage zur Deutschen Mytho- 
logic, vol. ii. p. 137. 	' Das Ross und den Wagen des 
Gottes begleitet munterer HOrnerschall, entweder stosst er 
selbst ins Horn, oder sein Gefolge. 	Oft vernimmt man auch 
eine liebliche Musik, der keine auf Erden gleich kommt 
(Miillenhof, 5'82). 	Das wird das Pfeifen und Heulen des 
Sturmes sein, nur in idealisirter Art.' 	Ibid. p. 158. 

Verse 1, note 2. 	Varshishtha, 	which 	is 	generally 	ex- 
plained as the superlative of vriddha, old, (Pan. vi. 4, 157,) 
has in most passages of the Rig-veda the more general 
meaning of strong or excellent : vi. 47, 9. isham a vatshi 
ishfi'm virshishthilm ; 	iii. 	13, 	7 	(vEtsu); 	iii. 	26, 8 (ritna); 
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iii. 16, 3 	(rai); iv. 31, 15; viii. 46, 24 (sravah); iv. 22, 9 
(nrimn,a); v. 67, 1 (kshatre); vi. 45, 31 	(mUrdhan). 	In 
some passages, however, it may be taken in the sense of 
oldest (i. 37, 6 ; v. 7, I), though by no means necessarily. 
Versliishtha is derived in reality from vrishan, in the sense 
of strong, excellent. 	See note to i. 85, 12, page 126. 

Verse 1, note 3. Paptata, the second person plural of the 
Let of the reduplicated base of pat. 	It is curiously like 
the Greek 7rbrrere, but it has the meaning of flying rather 
than falling : see Curtius, Grundziige, p. 190. 	Two other 
forms formed on the same principle occur in the Rig-veda, 
paptah and paptan : 

ii. 31, I. pre. yet vayah nit paptan. 
That they may fly to us like birds. 
vi. 63, 6. pra yam vayah—finu paptan. 
May your birds fly after you. 	• 
x. 95, 15. ptirilravah mil mrithah m'a' pra paptah. 
Puraravas, do not die, do not fly away ! 

Verse 2, note '. 	Though svadhiti-van does not occur 
again, it can only mean he who holds the axe, or, it may 
be the sword or the thunderbolt, the latter particularly, if 
Indra is here intended. 	Svadhiti signifies axe : 

iii. 2, 10. sva-dhitim na tegase. 
They adorned A gni like an axe to shine or to cut. 
The svadhiti is used by the butcher, i. 162, 9; 18; 2o; 

and by the wood-cutter or carpenter, iii. 8, 6 ; II; x. 89, 
7, &c. 	In v. 32, io, a devT svadhitih is mentioned, possibly 
the lightning, the companion of Indra and the Maruts. 

Verse 2, note 2. The felly of the chariot of the Maruts 
is frequently mentioned. 	It was considered. not only as 
an essential part of their chariot, but likewise as useful for 
crushing the enemy : 

v. 52, 9. uta pavyil rathanam adrim bhindanti 6gasa. 
They cut the mountain (cloud) with the felly of their 

chariot. 
i:' 166, to. pavishu kshurgh adhi. 
On their follies are sharp edges. 
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In v. 31, 5, fellies are mentioned without horses and 
chariot, which were turned by Indra against the Dasyus, 
(i. 64, 1I.) 	I doubt, however, whether in India or else- 
where the fellies or the wheels of chariots were ever used 
as weapons of attack, as detached from the chariot ; 	(see 
M. M., On Pavirava, in Beitrage zur vergleichenden Sprach- 
forschung,a vol. iii. p. 447.) 	If we translate the figurative 
language of the Vedic poets into matter-of-fact terms, the 
fellies of the chariots of the Maruts may be rendered by 
thunderbolts ; yet by the poets of the Veda, as by the ancient 
people of Germany, thunder was really supposed to be 
the noise of the chariot of a god, and it was but a con-
tinuation of the same belief that the sharp wheels of that 
chariot were supposed to cut and crush the clouds; (see 
M. M., loc. cit. p. 444.) 

Verse 3, note 1. That the vgsis are small weapons, knives 
or daggers, we saw befoit, p. 59. 	SAyana here explains vast 
by a weapon commonly called Ara, or an awl. 	In x. iox, to, 
Artists are mentioned, made of stone, asman-miiyi. 

The difficulty begins with the second half. 	MedhS, as 
here written in the Pada text, could only be a plural of a 
neuter medlim, but such a neuter does nowhere exist in 
the Veda. 	We only find the masculine medha, sacrifice, 
which is out of the question here, on account of its accent. 
Hence the passage iii. 58, 2, Ardhvgh bhavanti pitark-iva 
medhilh, is of no assistance, unless we alter the accent. 
The feminine medhg means will, thought, prayer : i. 18, 6; 
ii. 34, 7; 	iv. 33, io; v. 27, 4; 	42, 13; 	vii. 104, 6; 	viii. 
6, io ; 	52, 9 ; 	ix. 9, 9 ; 	26, 3 ; 32, 6; 	65, 16; 	107, 25 ; 
x. 91, 8. 	The construction does not allow us to take 
medlifi as a Vedic instrumental instead of medhayii, nor 
does such a form occur anywhere else in the Rig-veda. 
Nothing remains, I believe, than to have recourse to con-
jecture, and the addition of a single Visarga in the Pada• 
would remove all difficulty. 	In the next line, if tuvi-dyum- 
ngsah be the subject, it would signify the priests. 	This, 
however, is again without any warrant from the Rig-veda, 
where tuvi-dyumn6 is always used as an epithet of gods. 
I therefore take 	it as 	referring to 	the 	Maruts, as 	an 
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adjective in the nominative, following the vocatives•marutah 
su-gatah. 	The conception that, the Maruts stir up the 
forests is not of unfrequent occurrence in the Rig-veda : 
cf. i. 171, 3 ; v. 59, 6. 	That lirdhvg is used of the mind, 
in the sense of roused, may be seen in i. 119, 2; 	134, I ; 
144, I ; vii. 64, 4. 	The idea in the poet's mind seems to 
have been that the thunderbolts of the Maruts rouse up 
men to prayer as they stir the tops of the forest trees. 

Verse 3, note 2. On dhan in the sense of to agitate, 
see B. and R. s. v. 

Verse 4, note 1. 	The 	first question is, which is the 
subject, ahani or gridhrah? 	If gridhrah were the subject, 
then we should have to translate it by the eager poets, 
and take ahani in the sense of visva ahani. 	The sense 
then might be : ' Day by day did the eager poets sing 
around you this prayer.' 	There would be several objec- 
tions, however, to this rendering. 	First, gridhrah never 
occurs again as signifying 	poets or priests. 	One pas- 
sage only could be quoted in support, ix. 97, 57, kavayah 
na gridhrah (not gridhrah), like greedy poets. 	But even 
here, if this translation is right, the adjective is explained 
by kavi, and does not stand by itself. 	Secondly, ahani 
by itself is never used adverbially in the sense of day after 
day. 	The only similar passage that might be quoted is 
iii. 34, to, and that is very doubtful. 	To take ahani as a 
totally different word, viz. as fi + hani, 	without ceasing, 
without wearying, would be too bold in the present state 
of Vedic interpretation. 	If then we take ahani as the 
subject, gridhrah would have to be taken as a vocative, 
and intended for the Maruts. 	Now, it is perfectly true, 
that by itself gridhra, hawk, does not occur again as a 
name of the Maruts, but syenit, hawk, and particularly a 

.strong hawk (ix. 96, 6), is not only a common simile applied 
to the Maruts, but is actually used as one of their names : 

vii. 56, 3. abhi sva-plibhih mithah vapanta vata-svanasah 
syenah aspridhran. 

They plucked each other with their beaks (?), the hawks, 
ruining like the wind, strove together. 
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Aguh might be the aorist of gai, to sing, or of ga, 
to go : 

i. 174, 8. sing tg to indra ngvfah g aguh. 
New poets, 0 Indra, sang these thy old deeds. 
iii. 56, 2. ggvah g aguh. 
The cows approached. 
If then the sense of the first line is, ' Days went and 

came back to you,' the next question is whether we are 
to extend the construction to the next words, imgm dhiyam 
vfirkilrygm ka devim, or whether these words are to be 
joined 	to 	krinvgntah, 	like 	brahma. 	The 	meaning 	of 
varkilryg is, of course, unknown. 	Sgyana's interpretation 
as ' what is to be made by means of water' is merely 
etymological, and does not help us much. 	It is true that 
the object of the hymn, which is addressed to the Maruts, 
is rain, and that literally varkgryg might be explained as 
`that the effect of which is rain.' 	But this is far too 
artificial a word for Vedic poets. 	Possibly there was some 
other word that had become unintelligible and which, by 
a slight change, was turned into varkitryg, in order to 
give the meaning of rain-producing. 	It might have been 
karkgrya, glorious, or the song of a poet called Varkara. 
The most likely supposition is that varkaryg was the name 
given to some famous hymn, some wean or song of triumph 
belonging to the Gotamas, possibly to some verses of the 
very hymn before us. 	In this case the epithet devi would 
be quite appropriate, for it is frequently used for a sacred 
or sacrificial song : 	iv. 43, i. devim su-stutim ; 	iii. 18, 3. 
imam dhiyam sata-seyilya devim. 	See, however, the note 
to verse 6. 

The purport of the whole line would then be that many 
days have gone for the Yaruts as well as for the famous 
hymn once addressed to them by Gotama, or, in other 
words, that the Gotamas have long been devoted to the 
Maruts, an idea frequently recurring in the hymns of the 
Veda, and, in our case, carried on in the next verse, where 
it is said that the present hymn is like one that Gotama 
composed when he saw the Maruts or spoke of them as 
wild boars with iron tusks. 	The pushing up the lid of the 
well for to drink, means that they obtained rain from ithe 
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cloud, which is here, as before, represented as a covered 
well. 

See another explanation in Haug, Uber die urspriingliche 
Bedeutung des Wortes Brahma, 1868, p. 5. 

Verse 5, note 1. Y6gana commonly means a chariot : 
vi. 6z, 6. arenti-bhih yoganebhih bhuganta. 
You who possess dustless chariots. 
viii. 72, 6. asva-vat y6ganam briluit. 
The great chariot with horses.  
It then became the name for a distance to be accom-

plished without unharnessing the horses, just as the Latin 
jugum, a yoke, then a juger of land, ' quod uno jugo bourn 
uno die exarari posset,' Pliny xviii. 3, 3, 9. 

In our passage, however, y6gana means a hymn, lit. a 
composition, which is clearly its meaning in 

viii. 90, 3. 	brahma te indra girvanah kriytinte isnatid- 
bhuta, 	img 	gushasva 	hari-asva 	yogana 	indra 	yfi.' 	te 
ismanmahi. 

Unequalled prayers are made for thee, praiseworthy 
Indra ; accept these hymns which we have devised for 
thee, 0 Indra with bright horses ! 

Verse 5, note 2. Vargiu has here the same meaning as 
vadhi, wild boar, (viii. 77, 10 ; x. z8, 4.) 	It occurs once 
more, i. 121, II, as applied to Vritra, who is also called 
varaha, i. 61, 7 ; x. 99, 6. 	In x. 67, 7, vrisha-bhih vadhaih 
(with the accent on the penultimate) is intended for the 
Maruts *. 	Except in this passage, varaha has the accent on 
the last syllable: ix. 97, 7, varahi is applied to Soma. 

Verse 6. 	This last verse is almost unintelligible to me. 
I give, however, the various attempts that have been made 
to' explain it. 

Wilson : ' This is that praise, Maruts, which, suited (to` 
your merits), glorifies every one of you. 	The speech of the 

• See Genthe, Die Windgottheiten, 186x, p. 4 ; Grimm, Deutsche Mytho- 
logie, p. 689. 	Grimm mentions ebtalSrung (bOar-throng) as a name of Orion, 
the'dtar that betokens storm. 
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priest has now glorified you, without difficulty, with sacred 
verses, since (you have placed) food in our hands' 

Benfey : `Dies Lied—Maruts !—das hinter euch empor- 
strebt, es klingt zuriick gleich eines Beters Stimme 	Miihlos 
schuf solche Lieder er, entsprechend eurer Anne Kraft. 
(Note : 	Der zum Himmel schallende Lobgesang findet 
seinen Widerhall (wirklich, " bebt zuriick") in dem Sturm-
geheul der Maruts, welches mit dem Geheul des Betenden 
verglichen wird.)' 

Langlois : ' 0 Marouts, la voix qui s'elte aujourd'hui 
vers vous, vous chante avec non moins de raison que celle 
qui vous Mehra (jadis). 	Oui, c'est avec justice que nous 
vous exaltons dans ces (vers), tenant en nos mains les meta 
nacres.' 

My own translation is to a great extent conjectural. 
It seems to me from verse 3, that the poet offers both a 
hymn of praise and a libation of Soma. 	Possibly viirkslryil 
in verse 4 might be taken in the sense of Soma-juice, and 
be derived from valkala, which in later Sanskrit means the 
bark of trees. 	In that case verse 5 would again refer to 
the hymn of Gotama, and verse 6 to the libation which is 
to accompany it. 	Anu-bhartal does not occur again, but 
it can only mean what supports or refreshes, and therefore 
would be applicable to a libation of Soma which supports 
the gods. 	The verb stobhati would well express the rushing 
sound of the Soma, as in i. 168, 8, it expresses the rushing 
noise of the waters against the fellies of the chariots. 	The 
next line adds little beyond stating that this libation of 
Soma rushes forth freely from the hands, the gabhastis 
being specially mentioned in other passages where the 
crushing of the Soma-plant is described : 

ix. 71, 3. adri-bhih sutah pavate glibbastyoh. 
The Soma squeezed by the stones runs from the hands. 
On svadhS see p. 19. 

VOL. I. 	 M 
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M4NDALA I, StKTA 165. 
ASHTAKA II, AMY:ANA 3, VARGA 24-26. 

Indrah. 	• 
1. Kiyi subhg si-vayasah si-ntlgh, samgnyg math-

tah sam mimikshuh, kayA, matg katah 1-itasah ete 
arkanti sitshmam vrishanah vasu-yg. 

Indrah. 
2. Kasya brahmini gugushuh yilvinah kah adhvar6 

mariltah g vavarta, syengn-iva dhrigatah antarikshe 
kdna mahg mamas& riramgma. 

Marutah. 
3. Kiltah tvam indra mghinah san ekah, yA,si sat-. 

pate kim te itthg, sam prikkhase sam-ar5„nah subhg-
naih, vokeh tat nah hari-vah yat te asm4 (iti). 

1. Wu sow : (Indra speaks): With what auspicious fortune 
have the Maruts, who are of one age, one residence, one 
dignity, watered (the earth) together : with what intention : 
whence have they come : Showerers of rain, they venerate, 
through desire of wealth, the energy (that is generated in the 
world by rain)? 

Lerrawis : Quel eclat ces Marouts qui parcourent, qui 
habitent ensemble (les espaces de l'air) alpandent par tout (le 
monde)! 	Que veulent-ils ? d'o4 viennent-ils, genereux et 
riche.% chercher les offrandes ? 

g. virmsoN: Of whose oblations do the youthful (Maruts) 
approve : who attracts them to his (own) sacrifice (from the 
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HYMN TO THE MARUTS AND INDRA. 

The Prologue. 
The sacrificer speaks : 
1. With what splendour are the Maruts all equally' 

endowed,2  they who are of the same age, and dwell 
in the same house ? 	With what thoughts ? 	From 
whence are they com03 	Do these heroes sing forth 
their (own) strength 4  because they wish for wealth ? 

2. Whose prayers have the youths accepted ? Who 
has turned the Maruts to his own sacrifice I 	By 
what strong devotion' may we delight them, they 
who float through the air like hawks ? 

The Dialogue. 
The Maruts speak.: 
3. From whence,' 0 Indra, dost thou come alone, 

thou who art mighty ? 	0 lord of men,2  what has 
thus happened to thee ? 	Thou greetest (us) 	when 
thou comest together with (us), the bright (Maruts).4  
Tell us then, thou with thy bay horses, what thou 
hast against us ! 	. 	 _ 

rites of others): with what powerful praise may we propitiate 
(them), wandering like kites in the mid-air? 

LANoLors: Quel est celui qui, par ses hommages, plait I ces 
jeunes (divinites)? qui, par son sacrifice, attire les Marouts ? 
Par quelle priere parviendrons-nous I retenir ces (dieux qui) 
comme des eperviers, pareourent les airs? 

3. WILsoN: (The Maruts): Indra, lord of the good, whither 
dost thou, who art entitled to honour, proceed alone : what 
means this (absence of attendance): when followed (by us), 
thou requirest (what is right). 	Lord of fleet horses, say to us, 
with pleasant words, that which thou (bast to say) to us. 0  

LANGLOIS : 	(Les 	Marouts 	parlent): 	Indra, 	maitre 	des 
M 2 
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Indrah. 
4. Brahmani me matiyah sam sutgsah sitshmah 

iyarti ' praAhritah me adrih, 1 Asate prAti haryanti 
ukthg img hdri (id) vahatah tg nah Akkha., 

Marutah. 
5. Atah vayam antamebhih yugaugh sva-kshatte-

bhih tanvgh stimbhaMA,n5A mahah-bhih &An Aim yug-
mahe nit indra svadhgna anu hi nah babhiltha. 

Indrah. 
6. livi syg •vah marutah svadhl isit yAt intim 

ekam sam-adhatta alai-hatye, aham hi ugra tavi-
shah titvishmtm visvasya saroh, anamam vadha-
sheik. 

hommes pieux, d'oil viens-tu, grand et unique ? 	Que veux- 
tu? 	Toi qui est notre compagnon, tu peux nous repondre 
avec bout& 	0 dieu, train par des coursiers azures, dis-nous 
ce que tu nous veux. 

4. WILSON : (Indra): Sacred rites are mine : (holy) praises 
give me pleasure : libations are for me : my vigorous thunder-
bolt, hurled (against my foes), goes (to its mark): me, do (pious 
worshippers) propitiate: hymns are addressed to me; these 
horses bear us to the presence (of those worshippers, and 
worship). 

LANGLois : (Indra park): Les ceremonies, les prieres, les 
hymns, les libations, les offrandes, tout est A moi. 	Je porte 
la foudre. 	Des invocations, des chants se sont fait entendre. 
Mes chevaux m'amenent. 	Voila ce que je veux ici, 

K. WILSON : (The Maruts): Therefore we also, decorating 
our persons, are ready, with our docile and nigh-standing 
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Indra speaks: 
4. The sacred songs are mine, (mine are) the 

prayers ;1  sweet 2  are the libations !. My strength 
rises,' my thunderbolt is hurled forth. 	They call for 
me, the prayers yearn for me. 	Here are my horses, 
they carry me towards them. 

The Maruts speak : 
.5. Therefore, in company with our strong friends,' 

having adorned our bodies, we now harness our fallow 
. deer 3  with all our might ;3—for, Indra, according to • 
thy custom, thou halt been with us. 

Indra speaks: 
6. Where, 0 Maruts, was that cftstom of yours, 

that you should join me who am alone in the killing 
of Ahi ? 	I indeed am terrible, strong, powerful,--I 
escaped from the blows of every enemy.' 

steeds, (to attend thee) with all our splendour, to those rites; 
verily, Indra, thou appropriatest our (sacrificial) food. 

LANGLOIS : (Les Marouts parlent) : Et nous, sur les puis-
sants coursiers que voici, placant nos corps legers et brillants, 
nous joignons nos splendeurs aux tiennes. 	Et to veux, Indra, 
t'approprier notre offmnde ? 

6. WiLsoN : (Indra): Where, Maruts, has that (sacrificial) 
food been assigned to you, which, for the destruction of Ahi, 
was appropriated to me alone; for I indeed am fierce and 
strong and mighty, and have bowed down all mine enemies 
with death-dealing shafts. 

Lucinois : (Indra parle): Et comment cette offrande serait-
elle pour vous, 6 Marouts, quand vous reconnaissez ma supe-
riorite en reclamant mon secours pour la mort d'Ahi ? Je suis 
grand, fort et redoutable, et de mes traits, funestes b, tons znes 
ennemis, j'ai tue Ahi. 
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Marutah. 
7. Bhdri kakartha ytigyebhih asme (iti) samane-

bhih vrishabha pailmsyebhih, bhdrIni hi krinavama 
savishtha indra kratvi marutah yat vdsima. 

Indrah. 
8. Vidhim vritrdm marutah 	indriy6na svdna 

bhgmena tavishah babhfivan, ahem etgh mtnave vi-
svd-kandrah, su-ggh apah kakara vagra-bahuh. 

Marutah. 
9. finuttam 1 to magha-van nakih, nu nd tvg-van 

asti devdta, vidanah, na ggyamanah ndsate na gitall 
ygni karishyg* krinuhi pra-vriddha. 

Indrah. 	. 
10. Ekasya 	kit me vi-bhit 	astu 	6gali, yl 	nu 

7. WiLsoN : 	(Maruts): Showerer (of benefits) thou hast 
done much; but it has been with our united equal energies; 
for we, too, most powerful Indra, have done many things, and 
by our deeds (we are, as) we desire to be, Maruts. 

LANGLOIS : (Les Marouts parlent): Ta as beaucoup fait, 
(dieu) genereux en venant nous seconder de to force herdique. 
Mais, 6 puissant Indra, nous pouvons aussi beaucoup, quand, 
nous autres Marouts, nous voulons prouver notre vaillance. 

8. WnsoN : (Indra) : By my own prowess (Maruts) I, 
mighty in my wrath, slew Vritra; armed with my thunder-
bolt, I created all these pellucid, gently-flowing waters for 
(the good of) man. 

_ 	• 	 - 
* kariallytat 7 
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The Maruts speak : 
7. Thou bast achieved much with us as com- 

panions.' 	With the same valour, 0 hero ! let us 
achieve then many things, 0 thou most powerful, 0 
Indra! whatever we, 0 Maruts, wish with our heart.2  

Indra speaks: 
8. I slew Vritra, 0 Maruts, with (Indra's) might, 

having grown strong.through my own vigour; I, who 
hold the thunderbolt in my arms, I have made these 
all-brilliant waters to flow freely for man.' 

The Maruts speak: 
9. Nothing, 0 powerful lord, is strong before thee: 

no one is known among the gods' like unto thee. No 
one who is now born 2  will come near, no one who 
has been born. 	Do what has to be done,3  thou who 
art grown so strong. 

Indra speaks: 
10. Almighty power be mine alone, whatever I 

LANGIDIS : (Indra park): Marouts, j'ai tue Vritra, et je 
n'ai eu besoin que de ma colere et de ma force d'Indra. 	C'est 
moi, qui, la foudre a la main, ai ouvert un chemin a ces ondes 
qui font le bonheur de Manou. 

9. WnsoN : (Maruts): Verily, Maghavat, nothing (done) 
by thee is unavailing, there is no divinity as wise as thou; no 
one being born, or that has been born, ever surpasses the 
glorious deeds which thou, mighty (Indra), bast achieved. 

LANGLOIS : 	(Les Marouts parlent): 0 Maghavan, nous 
n'attaquons pas to gloire. 	Personne, 8 dieu, quand on connait 
tes exploits, ne peut se croire ton egal. 	Aucun etre, present 
ou passe ne saurait to valoir. 	Tu es grand, fais ce que to 
dois faire. 	 4 

:to. WILSON : (Indra) : May the prowess of me alone be 
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dadhrishvIn krinivai mantshg, ah6m hi ugrah, maru-
tah vidanah, ylni kylvam indrah it Ise esham.. 

Indrah. 
11. Amandat ma, marutah st6mah atra yit me. 

narah snityam brdhma kakra, indraya vrishne sit-
makhaya mahyam sakhye sachayah tanv6 tang-
bhih. 

Indrah. 
12. Ev6, it et6 pntti ma, raamanah inedyah,* 

srivah 1 ishah, 	d6dhanah, 	sam-kiksbya marutah 
kandri-varnah 	akk,hanta 	me khaddy&tha ka nil- 
ria,m. 

• 
Agastyah. 
13. Ka, nu Ara marutah mamahe yak prt yitana 

irresistible, may I quickly accomplish whatever I contemplate 
in my mind, for verily, Maruts, I am fierce and sagacious, 
and to whatever (objects) I direct (my thoughts), of them I 
am the lord, and rule (over them). 

LANGLOIS : (Indra parle): Ma force est assez grande, pour 
que, seul, je puisse executer ce que je veux tenter. 	Je suis 
redoutable, '6 Marouts, je sais ce que j'ai a faire, moi, Indra, 
maitre de vows tous. 

11. WILsort : Maruts, on this occasion praise delights me; 
that praise which is to be heard (by all), which men have 
offered me. 	To Indra, the showerer (of benefits), the object 
of pious sacrifice; to me, (endowed) with many forms, (do 
you) my friends (offer sacrifices) for (the nourishment of my) 
pers,n. 

• Anedyara ? 
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may do, daring in my heart ; ' for I indeed, 0 Maruts, 
am known.as  terrible : of all that I threw down, I, 
Indra, am the lord. 

Indra speaks: 
11. 0 Maruts, now your praise has pleased me, 

the glorious hymn which you have made for me, ye 
men !—for me, for Indra, for the powerful hero, as 
Mends for a friend, for your own sake and by your 
own efforts.' 	 . 

.. 	Indra speaks : ' 
12. Truly, there they are, shining towards me, 

assuming blameless glory, assuming vigour. 	0 
Maruts, wherever I have looked for you, you have 
appeared to me in bright splendour : appear to me 
also now ! 

The Epilogue. 
The sacrificer speaks : 
13. Who, has magnified you here, 0 Maruts? Come 

LANGLOIS : 0 Marouts, Peloge que vous avez fait de moi.  
m'a flatte et surtout votre attention a me laisser votre part du 
sacrifice. 	Indra est genereux, et fete par de nombreux horn- 
mages. 	Soyez mes amis, et developpez vos corps (16gers). 

12. WiLsox : Maruts, verily, glorifying me, and enjoying 
boundless fame and food (through my favour), do you, of 
golden colour, and invested with glory, cover me in requital, 
verily, (with renown.) 

LANGLOIS : 	Ainsi brillant a mes cotes, prenez dans les 
offrandes et dans les hymns la part conforme a votre rang, 
0 Marouts, vos couleurs sont merveilleuses. 	Resplendissons 
ensemble, et couvrez-moi (de vos corps) comme vous l'avez 
fait jusqu'a present. 

13. WIISON : (Agastya): What mortal, Maruts, worships 
you in this world : hasten, friends, to the presence of your 
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sakhin akkha sakhiyah, minmini kitrah api-vata,-
yantah eshgm bhitta nAvedah, me ritgna,m. 

Agastyah. 
14. A yat dirvasygt duvase ná kbriih asmgn kakr6 

minya,sya medhg, 6 (iti) sli varta marutah vipram 
akkha inag brahmani garitg vah arkat. 

Agastyah. 
15. Eshah, vah, st6mah marutah iyam eh mina"-

yasya minyd,sya kft,r6h, 1 ishg yasIshta tanve vaygm 
vidygma ishara vriganara gir6,-danum. 

friends; wonderful (divinities), be to them the means of ac-
quiring riches; and be not uncognisant of my merits. 

LANGLOIS : (Le poete parle): Quel est celui qui vous chante 
en ce moment, ii Marouts ? 	Soyez-nous agreables, et venez 
vers des amis. 	D'un souffle propice favorisez nos voeux. 	Pos- 
sesseurs de biens varies, daignez visiter notre sacrifice. 

14. WILsoN : Since the experienced intellect of a venerable 
(sage), competent to bestow praise upon (you), who dezerve 
praise, has been exerted for us : do you, Maruts, come to the 
presence of the devout (worshipper) who, glorifying (you), 
worships you with these holy rites. 

LANGLOIS : 	Si la science d'un sage nous a, comme un 

COMMENTARY. 

According to the Anukramanildi this hymn is a dialogue 
between Agastya, the Maruts, and Indra. 	A careful consi- 
deration of the hymn would probably have led us to a similar 
conclusion, but I doubt whether it would have led us to 
adopt the same distribution of the verses among the poet, 
the Maruts, and Indra, as that adopted by the author of the 
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hither, 0 friends, towards your friends. 	Ye brilliant 
Maruts, cherish 1  these prayers, and be mindful of 
these my rites. 

14. The wisdom of lanya has brought us to this, 
that he should help as the poet helps the performer 
of a sacrifice : bring (them) hither quickly! 	Maruts, 
on to the sage 1 these prayers the singer has recited 
for you.' 

MI 

15. This your praise, 0 Maruts, this your song 
comes from Mandarya, the son of Mama,' the poet. 

• • Come hither with rain ! 	May we find for ourselves 
offspring,2  food, and a camps with running water. 	. 

artiste habile, faconnds au culte pompeux que nous vous 
rendons, 6 Marouts, traitez avec bonte l'homme qui, par ses 
prieres et ses chants, vous a honores.  

15. WasoN : This praise, Maruts, is for you : this hymn 
is for you, (the work) of a venerable author, capable of con-
ferring delight (by his laudations). May the praise reach you, 
for (the good of your) persons, so that we may (thence) obtain 
food, strength, and long life. 

LANGLoIs : 0 Marouts, cet eloge et cet hymne d'un respec-
table poste s'addressent a vous. Il a voulu vous plaire. Venez 
avec l'abondance, en etendant vos reseaux. 	Que nous eon- 
nais.sions la prosperite, la force et l'heureuse vieillesse ! 	• 

Anukramanika. 	He assigns the first two verses to Indra, 
the third, fifth, seventh, and ninth to the Maruts, the 
fourth, sixth, eighth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth to Indra, 
and the three concluding verses to Agastya. 	I think that 
the two verses in the beginning, as well as the three con-
cluding verses, belong certainly to Agastya or to whoever 
else the real performer of the sacrifice may have been..The 
two verses in the beginning cannot be ascribed to Indra, 
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who, to judge from his language, would never say : ' By 
what strong devotion may we delight the Maruts?' 	It 
might seem, in fact, as if the three following verses, too, 
should be ascribed to the sacrificer, so that the dialogue 
between Indra and the Maruts would begin only with the 
sixth verse. 	The third verse might well be addressed to 
Indra by the sacrificer, and in the fourth verse we might 
see a description of all that he had done for Indra. 	What 
is against this view, however, is the phrase prahritah me 
adrih. 	If used by the sacrificer, it might seem to mean, 
' my stone, i. e. the stone used for squeezing the Soma, has 
been brought forth.' 	But though Professor Roth assigns 
this meaning to prfibhrita in our passage, I doubt whether, 
in connection with adri, or with vfigra, prabhrita can mean 
anything but hurled. 	Thus we read : 

i. 6i, 12. asmai it Am (iti) pra bhara—vritrgya vetgram. 
Hurl thou, Indra, the thunderbolt against this Vritra. 
v. 32, 7. yat im vfigrasya prfi-bhritau dadribha. 
When Indra conquered him in the hurling of the 

thunderbolt. 
I therefore suppose the dialogue to begin with verse 3, 

and I find that Langlois, though it may be from different 
reasons, arrived at the same conclusion. 

There can be little doubt that the other verses, to verse 
tz, are rightly apportioned between Indra and the Maruts. 
Verse 12 might perhaps be attributed again to the wor-
shipper of the Maruts, but as there is no absolute necessity 
for assigning it to him, it is better to follow the tradition 
and to take it as the last verse of Indra's speech. 	It would 
seem, in fact, as if these ten verses, from 3 to 12, formed 
an independent poem, which was intended to show the 
divine power of the Maruts. 	That their divine power was 
sometimes denied, and that Indra's occasional contempt of 
them was well known to the Vedic poets, will become 
evident from other hymns. 	This dialogue seems therefore 
to have been distinctly intended to show that, in spite of 
occasional misunderstandings between the Maruts and the 
all-powerful Indra, Indra himself had fully recognized their 
power and accepted their friendship. 	If we suppose that 
this dialogue was repeated at sacrifices in honour of the 
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Maruts, or that possibly it was acted by two parties, one 
representing Indra, the other the Maruts and their followers, 
then the two verses in the beginning and the three at the 
end ought to be placed in the mouth of the actual sacrificer, 
whoever he was. 	He begins by asking, who has attracted 
the Maruts to his sacrifice, and by what act of praise and 
worship they can be delighted. 	Then follows the dialogue 
in honour of the Maruts,• and after it the sacrificer asks 
again, `Who has magnified the Maruts, i.e. have not we 
magnified them ?' and Ite implores them to grant him their 
friendship in recognition of his acts of worship. 	If then 
we suppose that the dialogue was the mirk of Mandarya 
Minya, the fourteenth verse, too, would lose something of 
its obscurity. 	Coming from the mouth of the actual sacri- 
ficer, it would mean, ' the wisdom, or the poetical genius, of 
Minya has brought us to this, has induced us to do 
this, i.e. to perform this dialogue of Minya, so that he, 
Minya, 'should assist, as a poet assists . the priest at a 
sacrifice' 	If Minya himself was present, the words 6 s6 
varta, ' bring hither quickly,' would have to be taken as 
addressed to him by the sacrificer ; the next, ' Maruts, on 
to the sage I' would be addressed to the Maruts, the sage 
(vipra) being meant for Minya ; and in the last words, too, 
' these prayers the singer has recited for you,' the singer 
(garitg) might again be Minya, the powerful poet whose 
services the sacrificer had engaged, and whose famous 
dialogue between Indra and the Maruts was considered a 
safe means of winning their favour. It would be in keeping 
with all this, if in the last verse the sacrificer once more 
informed the Maruts that this hymn of praise was the work 
of the famous poet Mandarya, the son of Mana, and if he 
then concluded with the usual prayer for safety, food, and 
progeny. 

Verse 1, note 1. As samanf occurs in the Veda as the 
feminine of samana (cf. iv. 51, 9 ; x. 191, 3 ; 4), samanyg 
might, no doubt, be taken as an instrumental, belonging to 
subhg. 	We should then have to translate : ' With what 
equal splendour are the Maruts endowed ?' 	Sayana adppts 
the same explanation, while Wilson, who seems to have 
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read sam'anyah,translates ' of one dignity' 	Professor Roth, 
s. v. myaksh, would seem to take samanya: as some kind of 
substantive, and he refers to another passage, i. 167, 4, 
sadhilranyg-iva 	martitah 	mimikshuh, 	without, 	however, 
detailing his interpretation of these passages.. 

It cannot be said that Sayana's explanation is objection-
able, yet there is something awkward in qualifying by an 
adjective, however indefinite, what forms the subject of an 
interrogative sentence, and it would be possible to avoid 
this, by taking samany'a as an adverb. 	It is clearly used 
as an adverb in iii. 54, 7 ; viii. 83, 8. 

Verse 1, note 2. Mimikshuh is the perfect of myaksh, in 
the sense of to be firmly joined with something. 	It has 
therefore a more, definite meaning than the Latin miscere 
and the Greek tticryetr, which come from the same source, 
i. e. from a root mik or mig, in Sanskrit also mis in mis-ra ; 
(see Curtius, Grundiiige, p. 3oo.) 	There may be inlleed one 
or two passages in the Veda where myaksh seems to have 
the simple meaning of mixing, but it will be seen that they 
constitute a small . minority compared with those where 
myaksh has the meaning of holding to, sticking to ; 	I 
mean 

x. 1o4, 2. mimikshtih yam adrayah indra ttibhyam. 
The Soma which the stones have mixed for thee. 
This form cannot be derived from mimiksh, but is• the 

3rd pers. plur. perf. Parasm. of myaksh. 	It may, however, 
be translated, 'This Soma which the stones have grasped or 
squeezed for thee,' as may be seen from passages quoted here-
after, in which myaksh is construed with an accusative. 

ii. 3, I 1. ghritam mimikshe. 
The butter has been mixed. 
This form cannot be derived from mimiksh, but is the 

3rd pers. sing. perf. Atm. of myaksh. 	If the meaning of 
mixing should be considered inadmissible, we might in this 
verse translate, `The butter has become fixed, solid, or 
coagulated.' 

Leaving out of consideration for the present the forms 
which are derived from mimiksh, we find the following 
passages in which myaksh occurs. 	Its original meaning 
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must have been to be mixed with, to be joined to, and in many 
passages that original sense is still to be recognized, only with 
the additional idea of being firmly joined, of sticking to, or, 
in an active sense, laying hold of, grasping firmly. 

1. Without any case : 
i. 169, 3. amyak sg to indra rishtih asme (iti). 
This thy spear, 0 Indra, sits firm for us. 
This would mean that Indra held his weapon well, as a 

soldier ought to hold his spear. 	Amyak is the 3rd pers. 
sing. of a second nor. -Parasm., amyaksham, timyak(sht); 
(Say. prapnoti.) 	Cf. viii. 61, 18. 

2. With locative: 
' 	x. 44, 2. mimyiksha vagrah nri-pate gabhestau. 

In thy fist, 0 king, the thunderbolt restsa  firmly. 
i. 167, 3. mimyaksha yeshu sti-dhita—rishEih. 
With whom the spear (lightning) rests well placed (gut 

eingelegt), i. e. the Maruts who hold the spear firmly, so 
that it seems to stick fast to them. 	(Say. samgatabhat.) 

vi. 5o, 5. mimyaksha yeshu rodasi nu devr. 	. 
To whom the goddess Rodasi clings. 	(Say. samgakkhate.) 
vi. II, 5. amyakshi stidma sadane prithivygh. 
The seat was firmly 	set on the seat of the earth. 	(Say. 

	

gamyate, parigrihyate). 	It is the 3rd pers. sing. aor. pass. 
vi. 29, 2. 	g yismin 	htiste 	naryfih 	mimikshuh g lithe 

hiranyaye rathe-sthgh, g rasmtiyah gahastyoh sthfireyoh g 
tidhvan asvasali vrishanah yugangh. 

To whose hand men cling, in whose golden chariot the 
drivers stand firm, in whose strong fists the reins are well 
held, on whose path the harnessed stallions hold together. 
(Say. asikyante, aparyante ; or asinkanti, pArayanti.) 

x. 96, 3. indre ni raps harita mimikshire. 
Bright colours stuck or clung or settled on Indra. 	(Say. 

nishiktani babhilvuh ; miheh sanantat karmani rapam.) 
3. With instrumental : 

i. 165, I. keys subhg martitah sem mimikshuh. 
To what splendour do the Maruts cling ; 	or, what 

splendour clings to them ? 
v. 58, 5. sviyi matyg martitah sam mimikshuh. 	4See 

also i. 165, I.) 
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The Maruts cling to their own thought or will. 	(Say. 
vrislayi samyak silikanti.) 

i. 167, 4. 	yavyg (i. e. yaviyg) 	sadharanyg-iva martitah 
mimikshuh. 

A difficult passage which receives little light from i. 173, 
12 ; viii. 98, 8; or vi. 27, 6. 

i. 87, 6. bhanti-bhih sam mimikshire. 
The Maruts were joined with splendour. 	(Say. medhum 

ikkanti.) 
4. With accusative: 

viii. 61, 18. ni yg vagram mimikshatuh. 	, 
Thy two arms which have firmly grasped the thunder- 

bolt. 	(Say. parigrihnitah.) 
Here I should also prefer to place vii. 20, 4, if we might 

explain mimikshon as a participle present of myaksh in the 
Hu-class : 

ni vagram indrah mimikshan. 
Grasping firmly the thunderbolt. 	(Say. satrushu pra- 

payan•) 
vi. 29, 3. sriye to pgda dtivah g mimikshuh. 
Thy servants embrace thy feet for their happiness. 	(Say. 

asifikanti, samarpayanti.) 
Like other verbs which mean to join, myaksh, if accom-

panied by prepositions expressive of separation, means to 
separate. 	(Cf. vi-yukta, se-junctus.) 

ii. 28, 6. apo (iti) sit myaksha varuna bhiyasam mat. 
Remove well from me, 0 Varuna, terror. 	(Say. apa- 

gamaya.) 
Quite distinct from this is the desiderative or inchoative 

verb mimiksh, from mih, in the sense of to sprinkle, or to 
shower, chiefly used with reference to the gods who are 
asked to sprinkle the sacrifice with rain. 	Thus we read : 

i. 142, 3. madhva yagfiam mimikshati. 
(Narasantsa) sprinkles the sacrifice with rain. 
ix. 107, 6. madhva yagfiam mimiksha nah. 
Sprinkle (0 Soma) our sacrifice with rain. 
i. 34, 3. trip adyti, yagliam madhuna mimikshatam. 
0 Asvins, sprinkle the sacrifice with rain thrice to-day I 
ii 47, 4. madhva yagfiam mimikshatam. 
0 Asvins, sprinkle the sacrifice with rain ! 
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5. Without madhu : 
i. 22, 13. malit dyatih prithivi ka nak imam yagilam 

mimikshatam. 
May the great heaven and earth sprinkle this our sacrifice. 

6. With madhu in the accusative : 
vi. 7o, 5. madhu nal, dygvaprithivi (16) mimikshatam. 
May heaven and earth shower down rain for us. 
Very frequently the Asvins are asked to sprinkle the 

sacrifice with their whip. 	This whip seems originally, like 
the whip of the Manes, to have been intended for the 
cracking noise of the storm, preceding the rain. 	Then as 
whips had probably some similarity to the instruments used 
for sprinkling butter on the sacrificial viands, the Asvins 
are asked to sprinkle the sacrifice with their whip, i. e. to 
give rain: 

i. 157, 4. madhu-matya nah kasaya mimikshatam. 
0 Asvins, sprinkle us with your rain-giving whip. 
i. 22, 3. taya yagfoim mimikshatam. 
0 Asvins, sprinkle the sacrifice with it (your Whip). 

7. Lastly, we find such phrases as, 
i. 48, 16. sam nah rays"—mimikshva. 
Sprinkle us with wealth, i. e. shower wealth down upon 

us. 	Here mih 	is really treated as a Hu-verb in the 
Atmanepada. 

As an adjective, mimikshit is applied to Indra (iii. 5o, 3), 
and mimiksha to Soma (vi. 34, 4). 

Verse 1, note s. I do not see how etasah can here be 
taken in any sense but that suggested by the Pada, a-itasak, 
come near. 	Professor Roth thinks it not impossible that it 
may be meant for etch, the fallow deer, the usual team of 
the Maruts. 	These Etas are mentioned in verse 5, but 
there the Pada gives quite correctly eau, not g-itan, and 
Stlyana explains it accordingly by gantfin. 

Verse 1, note 4. The idea that the Maruts proclaim their 
own strength occurred before, i. 87, 3. 	It is a perfectly 
natural conception, for the louder the voice of the wind, the • 
greater its strength. 

VOL. I. 	 N 
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Verse 2, note 1. Minas here, as elsewhere, is used in the 
sense of thought preceding speech, devotion not yet ex-
pressed in prayer. -See Taitt. Sanh. v. 1, 3, 3. yat purusho 
manasabhigakkhali *tad vaka vadati, what a man grasps in 
his mind that be expresses by speech. 	Professor Roth 
suggests an emendation which is ingenious, but not neces-
sary, viz. mahg namasa, with great adoration, an expression 
which occurs, if not in vi. 52, 17, at least in vii. 12, I. 	We 
find, however, the phrase inalig minas& in 

vi. 4o, 4. 'a' yahi sfisvat usatil yayatha indra maul manasa 
soma-peyam, 

tipa brahmani arinavah img nah atha to yagilah tanv'e' 
vayah dhat. 

Come hither, thou hast always come, Indra, to our 
libation through 	our yearning great devotion. 	Mayest 
thou hear these our prayers, and may then the sacrifice 
place vigour in thy body. 

It is curious to 	observe that throughout the 	Rig- 
veda the instrumental 	singular mahg 	is 	always 	used 
as 	an adjective belonging to 	some term 	or other for 
praise and prayer. 	Besides the passages mentioned, we 
find : 

ii. 24, I. ayg vidhema navaya mahg girg. 
Let us sacrifice with this new great song. 
vi. 52, 17. su-uktena mall'a' namas'a g vivase. 
I worship with a hymn with great adoration, or I worship 

with a great hymn in adoration. 
viii. 46, 14. gaya girg nuthfis  vi-ketasam. 
Celebrate the wise Indra with a great song. 

Verse 3, note 1. We ought to scan ku-tah iva-m inar-a 
mihinah san, because yasi, being auudatta, could not begin 
a new pada. 	It would be more natural to translate ktitah 
by why ? for the Maruts evidently wish to express their 
surprise at Indra's going to do battle alone and without 
their assistance. 	I do not think, however, that in the 
Rig-veda, even in the latest hymns, ktitah has ever a causal 
meaning, and I have therefore translated it in the same 
sense in which it occurs before in the poet's address to 
the Maruts. 
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Verse 3, note 2. 	Sat-pati, lord of men,. means lord of 
real men, of heroes, and should not be translated by good 
lord. 	Sat by itself is frequently used in the sense of 
heroes, of men physically rather than morally good : 

ii. 1, 3. tvam agne indrah vrishabhah satim asi. 
Thou, Agni, art Indra, the hero among heroes. 
i. 173, 7. samat-su tva sera sattim uranam. 
Thee, 0 hero, in battles the protector of (good and 

true) men. 
.. 	• 

Verse 3, note 3. 	The meaning of sam prikkhase is very 
much the same as that of sam vadasva in i. 170, 5.- 

Verse 3, note 4. 	Subhanti evidently is meant as a name 
for the Maruts, who thus speak of themselves in the third 
person. 	This is by no means unusual in the Rig-veda ; 
see, for instance, 

i. 17o, 2. tebhih kalpasva stulhu-yg mg nazi sam-crane 
vadhih. 

Be thou good with these (with us, the Maruts), do not 
kill us in battle ! 

Verse 4. 	Indra certainly addresses his old friends, the 
Maruts, very unceremoniously, but this, though at first 
startling, was evidently the intention of the poet. 	He 
wished to represent a squabble between Indra and the 
Maruts, such as they were familiar with in their own 
village life, and this was to be followed by a reconciliation. 
The boorish rudeness, selfishness, and boastfulness here 
ascribed to Indra may seem offensive to those who cannot 
divest themselves of the modern meaning of deities, but 
looked upon from the right point of view, it is really full 
of interest. 

Verse 4, note 1. 	Brahmani and matayah are here men- 
tioned separately in the same way as a distinction is made 
between brahman, stoma, and uktli, iv. 22, I ; vi. 23, I ; 
between brahmki and girah, iii. 51, 6 ; between brglima, 
girah, and stOmah, vi. 38, 3; between brahma, girah, uik till, 
and manma, vi. 38, 4, &c. 

N 2 
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Verse 4, note 2. Sam, which I have here translated by 
sweet, is a difficult word to rende.r. 	It is used as a sub- 
stantive, as an adjective, and as an adverb; and in several 
instances it must remain doubtful whether it was meant 
for one or the other. 	The adverbial character is almost 
always, if not always, applicable, though in English there 
is no adverb of such general import as sam, and we must 
therefore render it differently, although we are able to 
perceive that in the mind of the poet it might still have 
been conceived as an adverb, in the sense of 'well.' 	I shall 
arrange the principal passages in which slim occurs accord-
ing to the verbs with which it is construed. 

1. With bha : 
viii. 79, 7. bhava nah soma slim bride. 
Be thou, Soma, well (pleasant) to our heart. 	Cf. viii. 82, 3. 
viii. 48, 4. slim nah bhava hride ii OM indo (iti). 
Be thou well (sweet) to our heart, when drunk, 0 Soma! 

Cf. x. 9, 4. 
i. 90, 9. slim nah bhavatu aryamil.  
May Aryaman be well (kind) to us ! 
V. 74, 1. sem nah bhiltam dvi-pade sam katuh-pade. 
May Soma and Rudra be well (kind) to our men and cattle. 
Here sam might be rendered as an adverb, or as an 

adjective, or even as a substantive, in the sense of health 
or blessing. 

Cf. vii. 54, 1; 	ix. 69, 7. 	The expression dvipad and 
kituh-pad is curiously like what occurs in the prayers of 
the Eugubian tables, Fisovie Sansie, ditu ocre Fisi, tote 
Jovine, ocrer Fisie, totar Jovinar dupursus, peturpursus fato 
fito, (Urnbrische Sprachdenkmaler, von Aufrecht, p. 198.) 

ii. 38, 11. sam yet stotri-bhyah Apaye bhavati. 
What may be well (a pleasure) for the praisers, for 

the friend. 	 • 
x. 37, io. slim nah bhava kakshasa. 
Be kind to us with thy light ! 

2. With as . 
viii. 17, 6. semah sam astu te bride. 
May the Soma be well (agreeable) to thy heart ! 
i. 5, 7. sam te santu pra-ketase. 
May the Somas be well (pleasing) to thee, the wise ! 

• 
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• 

v. I I, 5. ttibhyam manishg" iygm astu sam hride. 
May this prayer be wal (acceptable) to thy heart ! 
i. 114, I. yathist sam asat dvi-pade katuh-pade. 
That it may be well for our men and cattle. 	Cf. x. 

165, I ; 	3. 	-''. 
vii. 86, 8. sam nah ksheme sam um (iti) yege nah astu. 
May it be well with us in keeping and acquiring ! 
v. 7, 9. g yah te—agne sam Asti dhgyase. 
He who is lief to thee to support, i. e. he whom thou 

Of likest to support. 
v. 74, 9. sam Um (iti) sti vam—asmaam astu karkritih. 
Let there be happiness to you—glory to us ! 

3. With as or bhil understood : 
vi. 45, 22. sam yat gave na Aline. 
A song which is pleasant to the mighty Indra, as food 	• 

to, an ox. 
viii. 13, II. SAM it hi te. 
For it is well for thee. 
x. 86, is. manthah te indra sam hride. 
The mixture is pleasant to thy heart, 0 Indra! 
x. 97, 18. Aram kgmgya, sam hride. 
Enough for love, pleasant to the heart. 
vi. 34, 3. sam tat asmai. 
That is pleasant to him. 
vi. 21, 4. kah te yagnah maltase sam vargya. 
What sacrifice seems to thy mind pleasant to select? 

4. With kar : 
i. 43, 6. sam nah karati arvate. 
May he do well to our horse, i.e. may he benefit our horses. 
iv. I, 3. tokgya tuge—sam kridhi. 
Do good to our children and progeny, or bless us for 

the procreation of children. 
viii. 18, 8. sam nah karatah asving. • 
May the two Asvins do us good ! 

5. With vah : 
i. 157, 3. sam nah a vakshat dvi-pade katuh-pade. 
May he bring blessing to us for man and cattle. 
viii. 5, 20. tena nah—pgsve tokgya slim gave, vAatam 

pivarih ishah. 
• 
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Bring to us rich food, a blessing to cattle, to children, 
and to the ox. 

6. With other verbs, such as pil, va, and others, where 
it is clearly used as an adverb : 

ix. 1 1, 3. sah nah pavasva sam gave sam ganaya sam 
arvate, sam rag= 6shadkibhyah. 

Do thou, king Soma, stream upon us, a blessing for the 
ox, a blessing for man, a blessing for the horse, a blessing 
for the plants. 	Cf. ix. 1 r, 7 ; 6o, 4 ; 6x, 15 ; 109, 5. 

vii. 35, 4. sam nah ishirah abhi vatu va'tah. 
May the brisk wind blow kindly upon us, or blow a 

blessing upon us. 
vii. 35, 6. sam nah tvishta gn'abhih iha srinotu. 
May Tvashtar with the goddesses hear us here well, i. e. 

auspiciously ! 	- 
vii. 35, 8. sam nah sttryah—tit etu. 
May the sun rise auspiciously for us ! 
viii. 18, 9. sam nah tapatu sfiryah. 
May the sun warm us well ! 
iii. 13, 6. sam nah soka—ague. 
Shine well for us, 0 Agni ! 
Sam also occurs in a phrase that has puzzled the inter- 

preters of the Veda very much, viz. sam y6h. 	These are 
two words, and must both be taken as substantives, though 
originally they may have been adverbs. 	Their meaning 
seems to have been much the same, and in English they 
may safely be rendered by health and wealth, in the old 
acceptation of these words : 

i. 93, 7. dhattam yagamantiya sam y6h, 
Give, Agni and Soma, to the sacrificer health and 

wealth. 
i. xo6, 5. sam yekh yat to manuh-hitam tat tmahe. 
Brihaspati, we ask for health and wealth which thou 

gayest to Manu. 
i. 114, 2. yat sam ka y6h ka manuh a-yeg6 pita tat 

asyama tava rudra pra-nitishu. 
Rudra, the health and wealth which Manu, the father, 

obtained, may we reach it under thy guidance. 
ii. 33, 13. ygni manuh avrinita pita nah to sam ka y6h ka 

n 	rudrisya vasmi. 
a 
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The medicines which our father Manu chose, those I 
desire, the health and wealth of Rudra. 

i. 189, 2. bhava tokaya tanayaya sam y611. 
Be to our offspring health and wealth! 
iv. 12, 5. yikkha tokaya tanayaya sam y6h. 
Give to our offspring health and wealth ! 
v. 69, 3. fle toktiya tanayaya sam 37611. 
I ask for our offspring health and wealth. 
vi. so, 7. dha'ta tokgya tanayfiya sam y6h. 
Give to our offspring health and wealth ! 
x. 182, 1. atha karat yagamanaya sam yob. 
May he then produce for the sacrificer health and 

wealth. 
vii. 69, 5. tena nah sam y6h—ni asvina vahatam. 
On that chariot bring to us, Asvins, health and wealth. 
iii. 17, 3. atha bhava yagamanaya sam y611. 
Then, Agni, be health and wealth to the sacrificer. 
iii. "18, 4. brihat vayah sasamaneshu dhehi, revert agne 

visvtimitreshu sam 3,671. 
Give, Agni, much food to those who praise thee, give to 

the Visvamitras richly health and wealth. 
x. 15, 4. atha nah sam y6h arapah dadhata. 
And give us health and wealth without a flaw! Cf. x. 59, 8. 
x. 37, II. tat asme sam 3,614 arapah dadhatana. 
And give to us health and wealth without a flaw ! 
v. 47, 7. tat astu mitra-varuna tat ague sam ya asma- 

bhyam idam astu sastam. 	• 
Let this, 0 Mitra-Varuna, let this, 0 Agni, be health 

and wealth to us ; may this be Auspicious ! 
v. 53, 14. vrishtvl sam y611 giak usri bheshagam sytima 

marutah saha. 
. Let us be together, 0 Maruts, after health, wealth, water, 

and medicine have been showered down in the morning. 
viii. 39, 4. sam ka y6h ka mayah dadhe. 
He gave health, wealth, and happiness. 
viii. 71, 15. agnim sum y611 ka &lave. 	 . 
We ask Agni to give us health and wealth. 
x. 9, 4. sum ye& abhi sravantu nah. 
May the waters bring to us health and wealth, at' may 

they run towards us auspiciously. 	 " 
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Verse 4, note 3. If we retain the reading of the MSS. 
stishoaah iyarti, we must take it as an independent phrase, 
and translate it by 'my strength rises'. For stishma, though 
in this and other places it is frequently explained as an 
adjective, meaning powerful, is, as far as I can see, always 
a substantive, and means power, strength. 	There may be 
a few passages in which, as there occur several words for 
strength, it might be possible to translate stishma by strong. 
But even there it is better to keep to the general meaning 
of stishma, and translate it as a substantive. 

Iyarti means to rise and to raise. 	It is particularly 
applied to prayers raised by the poet in honour of the gods, 
and the similes used in connection with this, show clearly 
what the action implied by iyarti really is. 	For instance, 

i. 116,i. stOmin iyarmi abhriya-iva va"tah. 
I stir up hymns as the wind stirs the clouds. 
x. 116, 9. su-vakasyfi'm iyarmi sindhau-iva pri irayam 

avam. 
I stir up sweet praise, as if rowing a ship on the river. 
In the sense of rising it occurs, 
x. i40, 2. pavake-varkah sukrfi-varkah finiina-varkah 	it 

iyarshi bhantina. 
Thou risest up with splendour, Agni, thou of bright, 

resplendent, undiminished majesty. 
We might therefore safely translate in our verse 'my 

strength rises,' although it is true that such a phrase does 
not occur again, and that in other passages where iyarti and 
stishma occur together, the former governs the latter in the 
accusative. 	Cf. iv. 17, 12 i X. 75, 3. 

Verse 5, note t. If, as we can hardly avoid, we ascribe 
this verse to the Maruts, we must recognize in it the usual 
offer of help to Indra on the part of the Maruts. 	The 
question then only is, who are the strong friends in whose 
company they appear? 	It would be well if one could 
render antamebhih by horses, as Sfiyana does, but there is 
no authority for it. 	Sva-kshatra is an adjective, meaning 
endowed with 	independent 	strength, synonymous with 
sva-twas, i. 166, 2. 	It is applied to tbe mind of Indra, 
1. 54, 3; v. 35, 4; to the Maruts, v. 48, 1, but never to 
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horses. 	As it stands, we can only suppose that a distinc- 
tion is made between the Maruts and their followers, andithat 
after calling together their followers, and adorning themselves 
for battle, they proceed to harness their chariots. Cf. i. 107, 2. 

Verse 5, note 2. Etan, in all MSS. which I consulted, has 
here the accent on the first syllable, and Professor Aufrecht 
ought not to have altered the word into etgn. 	If the accent 
had not been preserved by the tradition of the schools, the 
later interpreters would certainly have taken etan for the 
demonstrative pronoun. 	As it is, in spite of accent and 
termination, Sayana in i. 166, 10, seems to take edit for 

• • etc. 	In other passages, however, Sayarta, too, has perceived 
the difference, and in i. 169, 6, he explains the word very 
fully as prishadvarna gantaro va asva va. 	In this, passage 
the Etas are clearly the deer of the Maruts, the Prishatis: 

i. 169, 6. adha yat esham prithu-budhniisah etch. 
In the next verse, however, eta seems applied to the 

Maruts themselves : 
i. 169, 7. prati ghorgnam etanim afIsam martitam srinve 

fi-yadm upabdih. 
The shout of the terrible, speckled, indefatigable Maruts 

is heard, as they approach ; unless we translate : 
The noise of the terrible deer of the indefatigable Maruts 

is heard, as they approach. 
In i. x66, xo, amseshu etah, I adopt Professor Roth's 

conjecture, that. etah means the skins of the fallow deer, 
so that we should have to translate : On their shoulders 
are the deer-skins. 

In the other passages where eta occurs, it is used as a 
simile only, and therefore throws no light on the relation 
of the Etas to the Maruts. 	In both passages, however 
(v. 54, 5 ; x. 77, 2), the simile refers to the Maruts, though 
to their speed only, and not to their colour. 

Verse 5, note 2. 	Mahah-bhih, which I have translated 
' with all our might,' seems to be used almost as an adverb, 
mightily or quickly (makshu); although the original meaning, 
with our powers, through our might, is likewise applicable. 
The original meaning is quite perceptible in passages like 
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v. 62, 3. adharayatam prithivim ute dygm mitra-rayank 
varuna mahah-bhih. 

Kings Mitra and Varuna, you have supported heaven 
and earth by your powers. 

vii. 3, 7. tebhih nah agne amitaih malah-bhih satim Or-
bhih gyasibhih ni pahi. 

With those immeasurable powers, 0 Agni, protect us, with 
a hundred iron strongholds. 

i. 90, 2. to—mehah-bhih, vratg rakshante visvaliii. 
They always protect the laws by their powers. 
vii. 71, 1. tvam nah agne mabah-bhih pahi. 
Protect us, Agni, with thy power. 
In other passages, however, we see mAhah-bhih used of 

the light or of the flames of Agni and of the dawn : 
iv. 14, I. devih rekamanah mahah-bhih. 
Agni, the god, brilliant with his powers. 
vi. 64, 2. devi rekamfina mehah-bhih. 
0 goddess, brilliant with thy powers. 
The powers of the Maruts are referred to by the same 

name in the following passages : 
V. 58, 5. prit-pra gayante—mehah-bhih. 
The Maruts are born with their powers. 
vii. 58, 2. pra ye mahah-bhih 6gas'a uta santi. 
The Maruts who excel in power and strength. 	Cf. iii. 

4, 6. 

Verse 6, note'. Indra in this dialogue is evidently repre- 
sented as claiming everything for himself alone. 	He affects 
contempt for the help proffered by the Maruts, and seems 
to deny that he was at any time beholden to their assistance. 
By asking, Where was that custom of yours that you should 
join me in battle? he implies that it never was their custom 
before, and that he can dispense with their succour now. 
He wants to be alone in his battle with Ahi, and does not 
wish that they should join him : (cf. i. 33, 4.) 	Professor 
Roth takes sam-adhatta in the sense of implicating, but it can 
hardly be said that the Maruts ever implicated Indra in his 
fight against Ahi. 	Certainly this is not in keeping with 
the general tenor of this dialogue, where, on the contrary, 
Indra shuns the company of .  the Maruts. 	But while on 
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this point I differ from Professor Roth, I think he has 
rightly interpreted the meaning of anamam. 	Out of the 
four passages in which badha-snaih occurs, it is three times 
joined with nam, and every time has the sense of to bend 
away from, to escape from. 	See also Sonne, in Kuhn's 
Zeitschrift, vol. xii. p. 348. 

Verse 7, note '. See vii. 39, 6. sakshimghi ytigyebhih ml 
devaih. 

Verse 7, note 2. The last words leave no doubt as to 
their meaning, for the phrase is one of frequent occurrence. 

• •The only difficulty is the vocative marutah, where we should 
expect the nominative. 	It is quite possible, however, that 
the Maruts should here address themselves, though, no 
doubt, it would be easy to alter the accent. 	As to the 
phrase itself, see 

viii. 6i, 4. titbit' it asat indra krtitva ykitha vtisah. 
May it be so, 0 Indra, as thou desirest by thy mind. 
viii. 66, 4. vagri—it karat indrah kratvii yithA virat. 
May Indra with the thunderbolt act as he desires in his 

mind. 	Cf. viii. 20, I 7 ; 28, 4, &c. 

Verse 8, note 1. Here again Indra claims everything for 
himself, denying that the Maruts in any way assisted him 
while performing his great deeds. 	These deeds are the 
killing of Vritra, who withholds the waters, i. e. the rain 
from the earth, and the consequent liberation of the waters 
so that they flow down freely for the benefit of Manu, that 
is, of man. 

When Indra says that he slew Vritra indriyena, he 
evidently chooses that word with a purpose, and we must 
therefore translate it, not only by might, but by Indra's 
peculiar might. 	Inclriya, as derived from indra, means 
originally Indra-hood, then power in general, just as vere-
thraghna in Zend means victory in general, though origin- 
ally it meant the slaying of Vritra. 	 • 

Verse 9, note 1. DevEittt in the ordinary sense of a ctleity 
never occurs in the Rig-veda. 	The word, in . fact, •as a 
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feminine substantive occurs but. twice, and in the tenth 
Mandala only. 	But even there it does not mean deity. 
In x. 24, 6, devah devataya means, 0 gods, by youi•god- 
head, i. e. by your divine power. 	In x. 98, i, brihaspate 
prati me devatam ihi, I take devata in the same sense as 
devatati, and translate, 0 Brihaspati, come to my sacrifice. 

In all other places•where devata occurs in the Rig-veda 
it is a local adverb, and means among the gods. 	I shall 
only quote those passages in which Professor Roth assigns 
to devata a different meaning: 

i. 55, 3. pri viryEna devata ati kekite. 
He is pre-eminent among the gods by his strength. 
i. 22, 5. sale ketta devata padam. 
He knows the place among the gods. 
i. roc, 15. ni yasya devah devata na martah apah kana 

savasah antam aptih. 
He, the end of whose power neither the gods among the 

gods, nor mortals, nor even the waters have reached. 
Here the translation of devata in the sense of 'by their 

godhead,' would be equally applicable, yet nothing would 
be gained as, in either case, devata is a weak repetition. 

vi:4, 7. indram ne, tva savasa devata vayern prinanti 
radhasa nri-tamah. 

The best among men celebrate thee, 0 Agni, as like 
unto Indra in strength among the gods, as like unto Tayu 
in liberality. 

Verse 9, note 2• The juxta-position of ggyamanah and 
Atilt would seem to show that, if the latter had a past, 
the former had a future meaning. 	To us, ' No one who 
will be born and no one who has been born,' would cer- 
tainly sound 	more natural. 	The 	Hindu, 	however, 	is 
familiar with the idea as here expressed, and in order to 
comprehend all beings, he speaks of those who are born 
and those who are being born. 	Thus in a Padasishta of 
the Pavamanis (ix. 67) we read: 	. 

yan me garbhe vasatah papam ugram, 
yag gayamanasya ka kimkid anyat, 

"• 	gatasya ka yak kapi vardhato me, 
tat pavamanibhir aham punami. 
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Verse 9, note $. 	Karishyg is written in all the MSS. 
without a Visarga, and unless we add the Visarga on our 
own authority, we should have to take it as an accusative 
plur. neut. of a passive participle of the future, karishylim 
standigg for learyg.m, faciendum. 	It would be much easier, 
however, to explain this form if we added the Visarga, and 
read karishygh, which would then be a second person 
singular of a Vedic conjunctive of the future. 	This form 
occurs at least once more in the Veda : 

iv. 30, 23. 	uti Minim yit indriyim karishygh indra 
patimsyam, adyfi nakih tit g minat. 

0 Indra, let no man destroy to-day whatever manly feat 
thou art now going to achieve. 

Verse 10, note'. As I have translated these words, they 
sound rather abrupt. 	The meaning, however, would be 
clear enough, viz. almighty power belongs to me, therefore 
I can dare and do. 	If this abrupt expression should offend, 
it may be avoided, by taking the participle dadhrishvgn as 
a finite verb, and translating, Trhatever I have been daring, 
I shall do according to my will. 

Verse 11, note 1. 	In this verse 	Indra, after having 
declined with no uncertain sound the friendship of the 
Maruts, repents himself of his unkindness towards his 
old friends. 	The words of praise which they addressed to 
him in verse 9, in spite of the rebuff they had received 
from Indra, have touched his heart, and we may suppose 
that 	after this, 	their reconciliation was complete. 	The 
words of Indra are clear enough, the only difficulty occurs 
in the last words, which are so idiomatic that it is impos- 
sible to 	render them in English. 	In tanve tangbhih, 
literally for the body by the bodies, trial is used like the 
pronoun self. 	Both must therefore refer to 	the 	same 
subject. 	We cannot translate ' for myself made by your- 
selves,' but must take the two words together, so that they 
should mean, ' the hymn which you have made for your 
own sake, freely, and by your own exertions, honestly.' 

Verse 13, note '. 	I translate api-vattiyantah by chvish- 
ing, a meaning equally applicable to i. 128, 2, and x. 25, I. 
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I suppose the original meaning was really to blow upon a 
person, to cool or refresh a person by a draught of air, 
which, in countries like India, was and is the office of the 
attendants of a prince. 	It would then take the meaning of 
honouring, worshipping or cherishing, though I coniss the 
hymns of the Veda seem almost too early for such a courtly 
metaphor. 

Verse 14, note 1. This is a verse which, without some 
conjectural 	alterations, it seems 	impossible to translate. 
Sgyana, of course, has a translation ready for it, so has 
M. Langlois, but both of them offend against the simplest 
rules of grammar and logic. 	The first question is, who is 
meant by asmgn (which is here used as an amphimacer), 
the sacrificers or the Maruts? 	The verb g kakre would well 
apply to the medhg mAnyAsya, the hymn of Manya, which is 
intended to bring the Maruts to the sacrifice, this bringing 
to the sacrifice being the very meaning of a kar. 	But then 
we have the vocative marutah in the next line, and even if 
we changed the vocative into the accusative, we should not 
gain much, as the Maruts could hardly call upon anybody 
to turn them towards the sage. 

If, on the contrary, we admit that asma'n refers to those 
who offer the sacrifice, then we must make a distinction, 
which, it is true, is not an unusual one, between those who 
here speak of themselves in the first person, and who pro-
vide the sacrifice, and the poet Mgndarya Mfinya, who was 
employed by them to compose or to recite this hymn. 

But even if we adopt this alternative, many difficulties 
still remain. 	First of all, we have to change the accent of 
kakre into kakre, which may seem a slight change, but is 
not the less objectionable when we consider that in our 
emendations of the Vedic hymns we must think rather of 
accidents that might happen in oral traditions than of the 
lapses calami of later scribes. 	Secondly, we must suppose 
that the hymn of Mandarya Manya ends with verse 13, and 
that the last verses were supplied by the sacrificers them- 
selves. 	Possibly the dialogue only, from verse 3 to verse 12, 
was the work of Mgnya, and the rest added at some solemn 
occasion. 
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Other difficulties, however, remain. 	Duvasygt is taken 
by Sayana as an ablative of duvasyg„ worthy of dtivas, 
i. e. of worship, of sacrifice. 	Unfortunately this duvasya 
does not occur again, though it would be formed quite 
regukitkrly, like namasya, worthy of worship, from llamas, 
worship. 

If we take duvasygt as the 3rd pers. sing. of the present 
in the Vedic conjunctive, we must also confess that this 
conjunctive does not occur again. 	But the verb duvasyati 
occurs frequently. 	It.seems to have two meanings. 	It is 
derived from dtivas, which in the Vedic language means 
worship or sacrifice, just as karma, work, has assumed the 
special sense of sacrificer 	Derived from dtivas in this sense, 
duvasyati means to worship. 	But dtivas meant originally 
any opus operatum. 	The root from which dtivas is derived, 
is lost in Sanskrit, but it exists in other languages. 	It 
must have been du or dig in the sense of acting, or 
sedulously working. 	It exists in Zend as du, to do, in 
Gothic as tdzdan, yataujan, Old High German zawjan, 
Modern German zauen (Grimm, Gram. i2. p. 1041). 	The 
Gothic tavi, opus, Old High German zouwi, Middle High 
German geztiuwe (Grimm, Gram. iii. p. 499), come from 
the same source ; and it is possible, too, that the Old Norse 
tbfrar, incantamenta, the Old High German zoupar, Middle 
High.German zouber, both neuter, and the modern Zauber, 
may find their explanation in the Sanskrit dtivas. 	Deri'ved 
from divas, in the sense of work, we have duvasyati in 
the sense of helping, providing, the German schaffen and 
verschaffen. 

In the sense of worshipping, duvasyati occurs, 
iii. 2, 8. duvaspita—gatti-vedasam. 
Worship Gatavedas. 
v. 28, 6. g guhota duvasytita agnim. 	 . 
Invoke, worship Agni. 	Cf. iii. 13, 3 ; 1, 13. 
ill. 3, 1. agnih hi devin—duvasyfiti. 
Agni performs the worship of the gods. 	Cf. vii. 82, 5. 
i. 167, 6. sutti-somah duvasyan. 
He who has poured out Soma and worships. 
In many 	passages duvasyati 	is 	joined with 	n 	in- 

strumental: 
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v. 42, II. namah-bhik devam—duvasya. 
Worship the god with praises. 
i. 78, 2. tam u tva g6tamah girg—duvasyati. 
Gotama worships thee with a song. 
v. 49, 2. su-uktaik devam—duvasya. 
Worship the god with hymns. 
vi. 16, 46. vitt' yah devam—duvasy6t. 
He who worships the god with food. 	 , 
x. 14, I. yamam—havisha duvasya. 
Worship Yama with an oblation. 
vi. 15, 6. agnim-agnim vah samidha duvasyata. 
Worship Agni with your log of wood. 	Cf. viii. 44, 1. 
iii. 1, 2. samit-bhih agnim namaa duvasyan. 
They worshipped Agni with logs of wood; with praise. 
In the more general and, I suppose, more original sense 

of caring for, attending, we find duvasyati : 
iii. 51, 3. anehisah st6bhah indrak duvasyati. 

- Indra provides for the matchless worshippers. 
i. 112, 15. kalim ya'hhih—duvasylithah. 
By the succours with which you help Kali. Cf. i. 112, 21. 
i. 62, to. duvasyanti svasayah ahrayanam. 
The sisters attend the proud (Agni). 
i. 119, to. yuvam peave—svetam—duvasyathah. 
You provide for Pedu the white horse. 
If, then, we take duvasyati in the sense of working for, 

assisting, it may be with the special sense of assisting at a 
sacred act, like Siatcoveiv ; and if we take duvas, as it has 
the accent on the last syllable, as the performer of sacrifice, 
we may venture to translate, ' that he should help, as the 
singer helps the performer of the sacrifice'.' 	The singer 
of the poet may be called the assistant at a sacrifice, for 
his presence was not necessary at all sacrifices, the songs 
constituting an ornament rather than an essential in most 
sacred acts. 	But though I think it right to offer this 
conjectural interpretation, I am far from supposing that it 
gives us the real sense of this difficult verse. 	Duvasygt 
may be, as Sayana suggests, an ablative of duvasyti ; and 

* Ear in the sense of officiating at a sacrifice is equally construed with a 
dative, a. 97, 22. yrianuti krin6ti brIlimantik, he for whom a BrAhmans 
performs a sacrifice. 
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duvasya, -like namasyg, if we change the accent, may mean 
he who is to be worshipped, or worshipping. 	In this way 
a different interpretation might suggest itself, in which the 
words duvasygt duvtise could be taken to mean ' from one 
worshipper to another.' 	Some happy thought may some 
day or other clear up this difficulty, when those who have 
toiled, but toiled in a wrong direction, will receive scant 
thanks for the trouble they have taken. 

In the second line, the words 6 sil varta remind one of 
similar phrases in the 'Veda, but we want an accusative, 
governed by varta ; whereas marutah, to judge from its 
accent, can only be a vocative. 	Thus, we read : 

• 1. 138, 4. 6 (iti) sti tva vavritimahi st6mebhih. 
May we turn thee quickly hither by our praises I 
viii. 7, 33. 6 (iti) sii vrishnah—vavritygm. 
May I turn the heroes quickly hither ! 
Compare also passages like iii. 33, 8: 
6 (iti) s6 svasarah karftve srinota. 
Listen quickly, 0 sisters, to the poet. 
i. 139, 7. 6 (iti) sti nah agne srinuhi. 
Hear us quickly, 0 Agni. 
Cf. i. 182, I; ii. 34, 15;  vii. 59, 5; viii. 2, 19; X. 179, 2. 
Unless we change the accent, we must translate, ' Bring 

hither quickly !' and we must take these words as addressed 
to the lar6, the poet, whose hymn is supposed to attract the 
gods to the sacrifice. 	By a quick transition, the next words, 
marutah vipram fikkha, would then have to be taken as 
addressed to the gods, `11,1auts, on to the sage I' and the 
last words would become intelligible by laying stress on 
the vah, ' for you, and not for Indra or any other god, has 
the singer recited these hymns.' 

Verse 15, note '• I translate Minya, the son of Mann, 
because the poet, so called in i. 189, 8, is in all probability 
the same as our Mandarya Nlanya. 

,., 

Verse 15, note 2. The second line is difficult, owing to 
the uncertain meaning of vaygm. 	First of all, it might 
seem as if the two hemistichs must be kept distinct, be Buse 

I  the second is so often used independently of the first. 
VOL. I. 	 0 
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There are passages, however, where this very hemistich 
carries on the sentence of a preceding hemistich, as, for 
instance, i. 177, 5 ; 182, 8. 	We may therefore join tanve 
vaygm with the following words, and it certainly seems 
more difficult to elicit any sense if we join them with 
the preceding words. 

X ishg * yasishta might be rendered, ' Come hither with 
water or drink or rain,' yasishta being the aorist without 
the augment and with the intermediate vowel lengthened. 
The indicative occurs in 

v. 58, 6. yat pra ayasishta prishatibhih fisvaih. 
When you Maruts come forth with your fallow deer and 

your horses. 
But what is the meaning of vaygm? 	Vayg. means a 

germ, a sprout, an offshoot, a branch, as may be seen from 
the following passages : 

ii. 5, 4. vidvgn asya vratg dhruva.  vaygh-iva gnu rohate. 
He who knows his eternal laws, springs up like young 

sprouts. 
vi. 7, 6. tasya it tint (iti) visva blnivana adhi mardhani 

vaygh-iva ruruhuh. 
From above the head of Vaisvanara all worlds have 

grown, like young sprouts. 
viii. 13, 6. stotg—vaygh-iva anu rohate. 
The worshipper grows up like young sprouts. 
viii. 13, 17. indram kshonth avardhayan vaygh-iva. 
The people made Indra to grow like young sprouts. 
viii.19,33. yasya te agne anye agnayahupa-kshitahvaygh-iva. 
Agni, of whom the other fires are like parasitical shoots. 
i. 59, 1. vaygh it agne agnayah te anye. 
0 Agni, the other fires are indeed offshoots of thee. 
ii. 35, 8. vaygh it any 	bhtivanani asya. 
The other worlds are indeed his (the rising sun's) offshoots. 
vi. 13, I. tvat visva— satibhagani agne vi yanti vaninah 

mi. vaygh. 
From thee, 0 Agni, spring all happinesses, as the sprouts 

of a tree. 
• 

• litere was a misprint in the Sanhitit teat, esliff instead of dela, which was 
afterwards repeated whenever the same verse occurred again. 
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to--vaygh 	tItayah ruruhuh. vi. 24, 3. vrikshasya nu (n6?) 	vi 
Succours sprang from thee, like the branches of a tree. 
v. x, i. yahvgh-iva pra vaygm ut-gihanah pra bhanavah 

sisrate nakam akkha. 
Like birds (?) flying up to a branch, the flames of Agni 

went up to heaven. 	 . 
vi. 57, 5. tam piishnah su-matim vayam vrikshasya pra 

vaygm-iva indrasya ka g rabhamahe. 
Let us reach this favour of Pashan and of Indras  as one 

reaches forth to the biiinch of a tree. 
There remain some doubtful passages in which vayg 

OMITS, Vii. 4o, 5, and x. gz, 3; 134, 6. 	In the first pas- 
sage, as in our own, vaygh is trisyllabic. 

If vayg can be used in the sense of offshoot or sprout, 
we 	may conclude 	that 	the same 	word, used in 	the 
singular, might mean offspring, particularly when joined 
with tanv'e. 	' Give a branch to our body,' would be under- 
stood even in languages less metaphorical than that of the 
Vedas; and as the prayer for ' olive branches' is a constant 
theme of the Vedic poets, the very absence of that prayer 
here, might justify us in assigning this sense to vaygm. 
In vi. 2, 5, the expression vaylvantam kshayam, a house 
with branches, means the same as nrivantam, a house with 
children and men. 	See M. M., On Bios and viyas, in 
Kuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. xv. p. 255. 

If the third pada is to be kept as an independent sentence, 
we must take yasishta as the third pers. sing. of the benedic- 
tive, and refer it to stomah or gih. 	Grammatically this may 
seem preferable, and I have given this alternative translation 
in the next hymn, where the same verse occurs again. 

Verse 15, note 3. Vrigana means an enclosure, a voiudv, 
whether it be derived from vrig, to ward off, like am from 
arcere, or from vrig, in the sense of clearing, as in vrikta- 
barhis, barhih pra whip, i. 516, 1. 	In either case the mean- 
ing remains much the same, viz. a field, cleared for pasture 
or agriculture,---a clearing, as it is called in America, or a 
camp,—enclosed with hurdles or walls, so as to be capable 
of defence against wild animals or against enemies. 	ether 
meanings of vrigina will be discussed in other places. 

40 2 
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MANDALA. I, &RNA. 166. 
ASH TAKA II, ADHYAYA 4, VARGA 1-3. 

1. Tit nu vokima rabhasgya ganmane pitrvam 
mabi-tvim vrisbabbdsya kettve, aidhg-iva ygman 
marutah tuvi-svanah yudhg-iva 	sakrb,h, 	tavishgni 
kartana. 

2. Nityam 	na, 	Arnim 	madhu 	bfbhratah, 	fipa 
krYlanti kri/gb, viddtheshu ghrfshvayah, mtkshanti 
rudrgh avast, namasvfnarn na, mardhanti svd-tavasah, 
havih-krftam. 

3. Yi,smai timasah amrfah drasata rayah, pesham 
ka havfshg, 	dadAseshe, 	ukshAnti 	asmai 	martitah 
high-iva purti rigimsi payaia may-ah-bhdvah. 

4. k 	ye 	rigimsi 	tavishibbih, 	tvyata 	pry, vah 
evisah ffvd-yatisah adhragan, bhayante vfsva, blni- 
vangni 	harmyg 	kitrah 	volt 	ygmah, 	pra,-yatisu 
rishtishu. 

5. Yit tveshi-ygmAh naddyanta parvatan diva 
NT& prishthtm ndryi* itkukyavuh, vfsvah vale Oman 
bhayate vanaspitih, rathiyinti-iva prtt gihlte osha-
dhih. 

6. Yilyam nah ugrah, marutah, su-ketAng, drishta- 
grimih 	su-matfm 	pipartana, 	ytttra 	vah, 	didyilt 
radati krivih-datt ringti pasvdh stidhita-iva 	bar- 
had,. 

* nitryalt 
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HYMN TO THE MARUTS (THE STORM-GODS). 

1. Let us now proclaim for the robust' host, for 
the herald 2  of the powerful (Indra), their ancient 
greatness 1 	0 ye strong-voiced Maruts, you heroes, 
show your powers fm your way as with a torch, as 
with a sword ! 3 	 • 

2. Like parents bringing sweet to 1  their own 2  
son, the wild (Maruts) play playfully at the sacri- 
fices. 	The Rudras reach the worshipper with their 
protection, powerful by themselves, they do not hurt 
the sacrificer. 

3. For the giver of oblations, for him to whom 
the immortal guardians, too, have given plenty of 
riches, the Maruts, who gladden men with the milk 
(of rain), pour out, like friends, many clouds. 

4. You who have stirred ' up the clouds with 
might, your horses rushed 2  forth, self-guided. 	All 
beings who dwell in houses 3  are afraid of you, your 
coming is brilliant with your spears thrust forth. 

5. When they whose path is fiery have caused the 
rocks to tremble,' or when the manly Maruts have 
shaken the back of the sky, then every lord of the 
forest fears at your racing, the shrubs get out of 
your way,2  quick like chariots.3  

6. You, 0 terrible Maruts, whose ranks are never 
broken, favourably' fulfil our prayer !B 	Wherever 
your gory-toothed 3  lightning bites,' it crunches 5  all 
living beings, like a well-aimed bolt.° 
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7. PA, skambhd-deshnh, anavabhrd-ridhasah, all-
tringsah vidltheshu sti-stutih, gtkanti arktm madi-
asp, pitd,ye vida virasya prathaingni painnsyg. 

8. SatAbhugi-bhih tam abhf-hruteh aghgt Oh- 
bhih rakshata marutah, yam gvata, ga,nam 	ydm 
ugrgh tavasah vi-rapsinah pathana simsat Ulla-
yasya pushtfshu. 

9. Visvani bhadr 	marutah rdtheshu vah, mitha- 
spridhyg-iva tavishgni g-hitg, dmseshu g yak prd-
patheshu khidayah akshah, vah, kakrg samaya of 
vavrite. 

10. Bharini bhadrg naryeshu bghtishu vakshah-su 
rukmgh rabhasgsah afigdyah, dinseshu dtah, pavIshu 
kshurgh adhi vgyah nd, pakshgn vi dm srfyah 
dhire. 

11. Mahgntah 	mahng 	vi-bhvgh, 	vf-bhfitayah 
dfire-drisah ye divygh-iva strf-bhih, mandrgh su-
gihvgh svaritgrah, asd-bhih sdm-mislgh Indre marti-
tah, pari-stfibhah. 

12. Tdt vah 	su-gbIgh, 	marutah 	mahi-tvanam 
dirghdm 	vah 	dAtram 	tditeh-iva vratam, 	Indrah, 
kand tyagasg, vi hrunati tat gangya ydsmai 	su- 
krfte tr&dhvam. 

13. Tat vah gami-tvdm 	marutah 	pare yuge 
purti 	yat 	samsam 	amritasah 	gvata, 	ayg 	dhiyg 
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7. The Maruts whose gifts are firm, whose bounties 
are never ceasing, who do not revile,' and who are 
highly praised at the sacrifices, they sing forth their 
song 2  for to drink the sweet juice : they know the 
first manly deeds of the hero (Indra). 

8. The man whom you guarded, 0 Maruts, shield 
him with hundredfold strongholds from injury' and 
mischief,—the man..whom you, 0 fearful, powerful 
singers, protect from reproach in the prosperity of 
his children. 

9. On your chariots, 0 Maruts, there are all good 
things, strong weapons' are piled up clashing against 
each other. 	When you are on your journeys, you 
carry the rings' on your shoulders, and your axle 
turns the two wheels at once.' 

10. In your manly arms there are many good 
things, 	on 	your 	chests 	golden 	chains,' 	flaring 2  
ornaments, on your shoulders speckled deer-skins,' 
on your tellies sharp edges j 4  as birds spread their 
wings, you spread out your splendour behind you. 

11. They, mighty by might, all pervading, power-
ful,' visible from afar like the heavens' with the 
stars, sweet-toned, soft-tongued singers with their 
mouths,' the Maruts, united with Indra, shout all 
around. 

12. This is your greatness,' 0 well-born Maruts!—
your bounty' extends as far as the sway' of Aditi.4  
Not even 5  Indra in his scorn 5  can 	injure that 
bounty, on whatever man you have bestowed it for 
his good deeds. 

13. This is your kinship (with us), 0 Maruts, that 
you, immortals, in former years have often regarded 
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minave srushtfm Ivya gkim nirah damsanaiii g 
kikitrire. 

14. Yena dirghim 	marutah 	susivama 	yush- 
mgkena *Inas& tussah, 1 yit tatinan vrigane 
ginasah, ebhfh yagfiebhih tit abhf ishtim asy&m. 

15. Eshah, vah stornah marutah iyam eh miudar- • 
yfisya mAnyasya 10,r6h, 1 ishg yAstshta tanve vaygm 
vidygma isham vriganam gird-chtintun. 

COMMENTARY. 

This hymn is ascribed to Agastya, the reputed son of 
Mitravarunau, and brother of Vasishtha. 	The metre in 

• verses 1-13 is Gagati, in 14, 15 Trishtubh. 

Verse 1, note 1. 	Rabhasti, an adjective of rabhas, and 
this again from the root rabh, to rush upon a thing, fi-rabh, 
to begin a thing. 	From this root rabh we have the Latin 
robur, in the general sense of strength, while in rabies the 
original meaning of impetuous motion has been more clearly 
preserved. 	In the Vedic Sanskrit, derivatives from the 
root rabh convey the meaning both of quickness and of 
strength. 	Quickness in ancient language frequently implies 
strength, and strength implies quickness, as we see, for 
instance, from the German snel, which, from meaning 
originally strong, comes to mean in modern German quick, 
and quick only. 	Thus we read : 

i. 145, 3. sisuh g adatta sam rabhah. 
The child (Agni) acquired vigour. 
Indra is 	called 	rabhah-deth, 	giver 	of strength ; 	and 

rabhasa, vigorous, is applied not only to the Maruts, who 
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our call.' 	Having through this prayer granted a 
hearing to man, these heroes become well known by 
their valiant deeds. 

14. That we may long flourish, 0 Maruts, with 
your wealth, 0 ye racers, that our men may spread 
in the camp, therefore let me achieve the rite with 
these offerings. 	. 

15. May this praise, 0 Maruts, may this song of 
MAndirya, the son of Mana, the poet, approach you 
(asking) for offspring to our body together with food ! 
May we find food, and a camp with running water ! 

in v. 58, 5, are called rabhishthAh, tlid most vigorous, but 
also to Agni, ii. to, 4, and to Indra, iii. 31, 12. 

In the sense of rabid, furious, it occurs in 
x. 95, 14. adha enam vrack'h rabhasilsah adyiih. 
May rabid wolves eat him! 
In the next verse rabhas6, the epithet of the wolves, is 

replaced by tisiva, which means unlucky, uncanny. 
In our hymn rabhasa occurs once more, and is applied 

there, in verse to, to the ailgi or glittering ornaments of 
the Maruts. 	Here Sayana translates it by lovely, and it 
was most likely intended to convey the idea of lively or 
brilliant splendour. 	See also ix. 96, 1. 

Verse 1, note 2. 	Ketti, derived from au old root ki, 
in Sanskrit ki, to perceive, means originally that by which 
a thing is perceived or known, whether a sign, or a flag, or 
a herald. 	It then takes the more general sense of light 
and splendour. 	In our passage, herald seems to me the 
most appropriate rendering, though B. and R. prefer the 
sense of banner. 	The Maruts come before Indra, they 
announce the arrival of Indra, they are the first of his 
army. 
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Verse 1, note 3. 	The real difficulty of our verse lies in 
the two comparisons aidhg-iva and yudhg-iva. 	Neither of 
them occurs again in the Rig-veda. 	B. and R. explain 
aidha as an instrumental of aidh, flaming, or flame, and 
derive it from the root idh, to kindle, with the preposition A. 
Professor Bollensen in his excellent article Zur Herstellung 
des Veda (Orient and 	Occident, vol. iii. p. 473) says : 
' The analysis of the text given in the Pada, viz. aidhg- 
iva and yudhai-iva, is contrary to all sense. 	The common 
predicate is tavishgni kartana, exercise your power, you 
roarers, i. e. blow as if you meant to kindle the fire on the 
altar, show your power as if you went to battle. 	We ought 
therefore to read aidhe I va and yudhe I va. 	Both are 
infinitives, aidh is nothing but the root idh + A, to kindle, 
to light.' 	Now this is certainly a very ingenious explana- 
tion, but it rests on a supposition which I cannot consider 
as proved, viz. that in the Veda, as in Pali, the comparative 
particle iva may be abbreviated to va. 	It must be admitted, 
I believe, that the two short syllables of iva are occasionally 
counted in the Veda as one, but yudhe-iva, though it 
might become yudha iva, would never in the Veda become 
yudheva. 

As yudhg occurs frequently in the Veda, we may begin 
by admitting that the parallel form aidh 	must be explained 
in analogy to yudhg. 	Now ytidh is a verbal noun and 
means fighting. 	We have the accusative ytidham, i. 53, 7 ; 
the genitive yudhah, viii. 27, 17; the dative yudhe, i. 6i, 13; 
the locative yudhi, i. 8, 3 ; the instrumental yudhg, i. 53, 7, 
&c. ; loc. plur. yut-sti, i. 91, 21. 	As long as ytidh retains 
the general predicative meaning of fighting, some of these 
cases may be called infinitives. 	But ytidh soon assumes 
not only the meaning of battle, battle-ground, but also of 
instrument of 	fighting, 	weapon. 	In 	another passage, 
x. 103, 2, ytidhah may be 	taken as a vocative plural, 
meaning fighters. 	Passages in which pidh means clearly 
weapon, are, for instance, 

v. 52, 6. 	g rukmaih 	g yudhg 	narah 	rishvgh rishtrh 
asrikshata. 

With your gold chains, with your weapon, you have 
stretched forth the uplifted spears. 
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X. 55, 8. pItvl sOrnasya divah g vridhana 	stirah nih 
yudhg adhamat clasyftn. 

The hero, growing, after drinking the Soma, blew away 
from the sky the enemies with his weapon. 	See also 
X. 103, 4. ' 

I therefore take yddh in our passage also in the sense of 
weapon or sword, and, in accordance with this, I assign 
to aidh the meaning of torch. 	Whether aidh comes from 
idh with the preposition a, which after all, would only give 
edh, or whether we haft in the Sanskrit aidh the same 
peculiar strengthening which this very root shows in Greek 
and Latin*, would be difficult to decide. 	The torch of the 
Maruts is the lightning, the weapon the thunderbolt, and 
by both' they manifest their strength. 

Wilson: `We proclaim eagerly, Maruts, your ancient 
greatness, for (the sake of inducing) your prompt appear-
ance, as the indication of (the approach of) the showerer 
(of benefits). 	Loud-roaring and mighty Maruts, you exert 
your vigorous energies for the advance (to the sacrifice), 
as if it was to battle.' 

Langlois : 	' Le genereux 	(Agni) a donne le signal ; 
chantons l'hymne du matin en l'honneur dune race im- 
petueuse. 	0 puissants et rapides Marouts, que la marche 
accroisse votre éclat ; que l'elan du combat augmente vos 
forces!' 

• 
Verse 2, note 1. That tipa can be construed with the 

accusative is clear from many passages : 
iii. 35, 2. dpa imam yagfiam g vahatah indram. 
Bring Indra to this sacrifice ! 
i. 25, 4. v6.yah ng vasatik iipa. 	 . 
As birds (fly) to their nests. 

Verse 2, note 2. 	Nitya, from ni + tya, means originally 
what is inside, internus, then what is one's own; 	and is 
opposed to nfshtya, from nis + tya, what is outside, strange, 
or hostile. 	Nitya has been well compared with niqa, literally 

* Schleicher, Compendium, § 36, arow, aleip, uremia; and § 49, 4tide8, 
aidilio, weas. 
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eingeboren, then, like nitya, one's own. 	What is inside, or 
in a thing or place, is its own, is peculiar to it, does not 
move or change, and hence the secondary meanings of 
nitya, one's own, unchanging, eternal. • Thus we find nitya 
used in the sense of internal or domestic : 

i. 73, 4. tam tva narah dame a' nityam. iddham ague 
sakanta kshitishu dhruvaisu. 

Our men worshipped thee, 0 Agni, lighted within the 
house in safe places. 

This I believe to be a more appropriate rendering than 
if we take nitya in the sense of always, continuously lighted, 
or, as some propose, in the sense of eternal, everlasting. 

vii. 1, 2. dakshayyah yak dame gsa nityah. 
Agni who is to be pleased within the house, i.e. as belong-

ing to the house, and, in that sense, who is to be pleased 
always. 	Cf. i. 140, 7; 	141, 2 ; 	X. 12, 2, 	and 	iii. 25, 5, 
where nityah, however, may have been intended as an 
adjective belonging to the vocative stino. 

Most frequently nitya occurs with Balla, i. 66, 1; 185, 2; 
tanaya, iii. 15, 2 ; X. 39, i4; toka, ii. 2, II ; api, vii. 88, 6 ; 
1366, i. 71, I, and has always the meaning of one's own, 
very much like the later Sanskrit niga, which never occurs 
in the Rig-veda, though it makes its appearance in the 
Atharvana. 

Nishtya, extraneus, occurs three times in the Rig-veda : 
vi. 	75, 	19. 	yah 	nah svah aranah 	yak ka 	nishtyah 

gighamsati. 
Whoever wishes to hurt us, our own friend or a stranger 

from without. 
x. 133, 5. yak nah indra abhi-d'asati si-nabhih ygh ka 

nishtyah. 
He who infests us, 0 Indra, whether a relative or a 

stranger. 
viii. 1, 13. ma MI= nishtyah-iva indra tvad aranah-iva. 
Let us not be like outsiders, 0 Indra, not like strangers 

to thee. 
Wilson : ' Ever accepting the sweet (libation), as (they 

would) a son, they sport playfully at sacrifices, demolishing 
(all ;ntruders)' 

Langlois : ' Acceptant la douse libation sans cesse renou- 
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velee, comme (un pere adopte) un nouveau-ne, ils se livrent 
A leurs jeux au milieu des sacrifices, terribles (pour leurs 
ennemis).' 

Verse 4, note'. Avyata, a Vedic second aorist of vi (ag), 
to stir up, to excite. 	From it pravayana, a goad, pra-vetar, 
a driver. 	The Greek oi-o--Tpos, gad-fly, has been referred 
to the same root. 	See Fick, Worterbuch, p. 170. 

MI 

Verse 4, note 2. 	Adhragan, from dhrag, a root which, 
by metathesis of aspiration, would assume the form of 
dragh or dragh. 	In Greek, the final medial aspirate being 
hardened, reacts on the initial media, and changes it to t, 
as balm becomes rixus., budh 7w9, bandh 7E09. 	This 
would give us Tpex, the Greek root for running, Goth. 
thrag-jan. 

Verse 4, note 3. 	flarmya is used here as an adjective to 
bluivana, and can only mean living in houses. 	It does not, 
however, occur again in the same sense, though it occurs 
several times as a substantive, meaning house. 	Its original 
meaning is fire-pit, then hearth, then house, a transition of 
meaning analogous to that of cedes. 	Most of the ancient 
nations begin their kitchen with a fire-pit. 	' They dig a 
hole in the ground, take a piece of the animal's raw hide, 
and press it down with their hands close to the sides of the 
hole, which thus becomes a sort of pot or basin. 	This 
they fill with water, and they make a number of stones 
red-hot in a fire close by. 	The meat is put into the water, 
and the stones dropped in till the meat is boiled. 	Catlin 
describes the process as awkward and tedious, and says 
that since the Assinaboins had learnt from the Mandans 
to make pottery, and had been supplied with vessels by 
the traders, they had entirely done away the custom, 
" excepting at public festivals ; where they seem, like all 
others of the human family, to take pleasure in cherishing 
and perpetuating their ancient customs*." "This pit was 

Tylor, Early History of Mankind, p. 262. 
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called harmye, which is the Zend zairirnya*, or gharma, 
which is the Latin form us. 	Thus we read : 

vii. 56, 16. to harmye-sthgh sisavah na. subhrgh. 
The Maruts bright like boys standing by the hearth. 
From 	meaning fire-pit, or hearth, harmye, afterwards 

takes the more general sense of house : 
vii. 55, 6. 	tesham sam hanmah akshg.ni yetha idam 

harmyam filth& 
We shut their eyes as we shut this house, (possibly, 

this oven.) 
vii. 76, 2. pratiki 1 agat adhi harmyebhyah. 
The dawn comes near, over the house-tops. 
x. 46, 3. gatah g harmyeshu. 
Agni, born in the houses. 
x. 73, to. manyOh iyaya harmyeshu tasthau. 
He came from Manyu, he remained in the houses. 
In some of these passages harmya might be taken in 

the sense of householder; but as harmya in vii. 55, 6, has 
clearly the meaning of a building, it seems better not to 
assign to it unnecessarily any new significations. 

But there is one other meaning which harmya has clearly 
assumed in the Veda, and that is pit, or the region of 
darkness, the abode of evil spirits, lastly the abode of the 
departed. 	The transition of meaning is intelligible enough, 
the fiery oven becoming naturally the symbol of any other 
place of torment : 

v. 32, 5. ytiyutsantam tamasi harmye dligh. 
When thou, 	Indra, hadst 	placed Sushna, who was 

anxious to fight, in the darkness of the pit. 
In the next verse we find 
asarye tamasi, in the ghastly darkness. 
viii. 5, 23. yuvam kanvaya nfisatya api-riptaya harmye 

sisvat AA dasasyathak. 
You, Nasatyas, always grant your aid to Kanva when 

thrown into the pit. 

* Justi, Handbuch, p. tip, zairimyanura, adj. in der Tiefo essend, Name 
eines Da6va oder, da er dem Hund gegeniiber genannt wird, einea ahri- 
manischen 	Thierea, 	Spiegel 	(Av. ubers. 	vol. i. 	p. 	19o) vermuthet 	des 
Hamsters. 
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This fiery pit into which Atri is thrown, and where he, 
too, was saved by the Asvins, is likewise called gharma, 
i. 112, 7 ; 	119, 6; viii. 73, 3 ; x. 8o, 3. 

Lastly we find: 
x. 114, to. yadg yamah bhavati harmye hitch. 
When Yama is seated in his house, or in the nether 

world. 
The Pitars, too, the spirits of the departed, the Manes, 

are called gharma-sad, dwelling in the abode of Yama, 
x. 15, 9, and to. 	...  

Wilson: 	`Those, 	your coursers, 	which traverse the 
regions in -their speed, proceed, self-guided : all worlds, all 
41wellings are alarmed, for marvellous is your coming : 
(such fear as is felt) when spears 	are thrust forth (in 
battle) ' 

Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. li. p. 234: 	' Die ihr die Luft 
errtillt mit eurer Kraft, hervorsturnat ihr selbst-gelenkten 
Laufes.' 

Verse 5, note 1. Nad certainly means to sound, and the 
causative might be translated by ' to make cry or shriek.' 
If we took pirvata in the sense of cloud, we might trans-
late, ' When you make the clouds roar ;' if we took parvata 
for mountain, we might, with Professor Wilson, render the 
passage by 	' When your 	brilliant 	coursers 	make 	the 
mountains echo.' 	But nad, like other roots which after- 
wards take the meaning of sounding, means originally to 
vibrate, to shake ; and if we compare analogous passages 
where nad occurs, we shall see that in our verse, too, the 
Vedic poet undoubtedly meant nad to be taken in that 
sense : 

viii. 2o, 5. akyuta kit vah ligman g ngnadati parvatfisah 
vanasptitih, blvdmih yilmeshu negate. 

At your racing even things that are immovable shake, the 
rocks, the lord of the forest ; the earth trembles on your 
ways. 	(See i. 37, 7, note 1, page 62.) 

Verse 5, note a. See i. 37, 7, note ', page 62. 

Verse 5, note 3. 	Rathiyanti-iva 	does not occur again. 
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Sayana explains it, like a woman who wishes for a chariot, 
or who rides in a chariot. 	I join it with 6shadhi, and take 
it in the sense of upamanAd akire (Pttn. iii. 1, io), i. e. to 

• behave like or to be like a chariot, whether the comparison 
is meant to express simply the quicknesi of chario0 or the 
whirling of their wheels. 	The Pada has rathiyintt, whereas 
the more regular form is that of the Sanhita, rathly6nti. 
Cf. Pratistikhya, 587. 

Verse 6, note 1. Su-kettinfi, the instrumental of su-ket6, 
kindness, good-mindedness, favour. 	This word occurs in 
the instrumental only, and always refers to the kindness of 
the gods; not, like sumati, to the kindness of the worshipper 
also : 

i. 79, 9. g nah agne su-kettina rayim visvgyu-poshasam, 
mardik6m dhehi givide. 

Give us, 0 Agni, through thy favour wealth which sup-
ports our whole life, give us grace to live. 

i. 127, II. sah nah nedishtham cl6thisanah g bhara agne 
deve'bhih s6-kanfih su-kettina mahill rity6h su-ket6na. 

Thou, 0 Agni, seen close .to us, bring to us, in company 
with the gods, by thy favour, great riches, by thy favour! 

i. 159, 5. asmabhyam dytwilprithivi (iti) su-kettina rayim 
dhattam vasu-mantam sata-gvinam. 

Give to us, 0 Dyavaprithivis, by your favour, wealth, 
consisting of treasures and many flocks. 

v. 51, II. svasti dyivaprithivl (iti) su-kettina. 
Give us, 0 Dyavaprithivi, happiness through your favour! 
v. 64, z. tg bfih6vii su-kettina pra yantam asmai arkate. 
Stretch out your arms with kindness to this worshipper ! 
In one passage of the ninth Mandala (ix. 65, 30) we 

meet with su-kettinam, as an accusative, referring to Soma, 
the gracious, and this would pre-suppose a substantive 
ket6na, which, however, does not exist. 

Verse 6, note 2. Sumati has, no doubt, in most passages 
in the Rig-veda, the meaning of favour, the favour of the 
gods. 	' Let us obtain your favour, let us be in your 
favour,' are familiar expressions of the Vedic poets. 	But 
there .are also numerous passages where that meaning is 
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inapplicable, and where, as in our passage, we must trans-
late sumati by prayer or desire. 

In the following passages sumati is clearly used in its 
original sense of favour, blessing, .or even gift: 

i. 73, 6 (7). su-matimbhikshamangh. 
Begging for thy favour. 
i. 171, 1. su-uktena bhikshe su-matim turIngm. 
With a hymn I beg for the favour of the quick Maruts. 
i. 114, 3. asygma te su-matim. 
May we obtain thy favour ! 	Cf. i. 114, 9. 
i. 114, 4. su-matim it va,yam asya g vrinimahe. 
We choose his favour. 	Cf. iii. 33, II. 
i. 117,,23. sada kavi.(iti) su-matim g kake yam. 
I always desire your favour, 0 ye wise Asvins. 
i. 156, 3. maul', te vishno (iti) su-matim bhaggmahe. 
May we, 0 Vishnu, enjoy the favour of thee, the mighty! 
Bhiksh, to beg, used above, is an old desiderative form 

of bhag, and means to wish to enjoy. 
iii. 4, 1. su-matim rilsi vtisvah. 
Thou grantest the favour of wealth. 	 • 
vii.,  39, I. tirdhva agnih su-matim vaisvah asret. 
The lighted fire went up for the. favour of wealth. 

Cf. vii. 6o, it ; 	ix. 97, 26. 
iii. 57, 6. vtiso (iti) rgsva su-matim visvg-ganygm. 
Grant us, 0 Vasu, thy favour, which is glorious among 

men ! 
vii. Poo, 2. tvim vishno (iti) su-matim visva-ganyam—

dilh. 
Mayest thou, Vishnu, give thy favour, which is glorious 

among men ! 
x. II, 7. yah te ague su-matim mfirtah etkshat. 
The mortal who obtained thy favour, 0 Agni. 
ii. 34, 15. arvgki sti marutah yg vah Atilt 6 (iti) sti vitsrg-

iva su-matih giggtu. 
Your help, 0 Maruts, which is to usward, your favour 

may it come near, like a cow ! 	 . 
viii. 22, 4. asmgn fikkha su-match yam subhah pat'i (iti) 

g dhentik-iva dhgvatu. 
May your favour, 0 Asvins, hasten towards us, like a 

cow ! 
VOL. I. 
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But this meaning is by no means the invariable meaning 
of sumati, and it will easily be seen that, in the following 
passages, the word must be translated by prayer. 	Thus 

when Sarasvati is called (i. 3, II) ketanti su-matingm, this 
can only mean she who knows of the prayers, as before 
she is called kodayitrf sfinritanam, she who excites songs 
of praise : 
• i. 151, 7. akkha girah su-matim gantam asma-y6 (iti). 

Come towards the songs, towards the prayer, you who are 
longing for us. 	Cf x. zo, 1o. 

ii. 43, 3. tilshni'm gsinah su-nzatim kikiddhi nali. 
Sitting quiet, listen, 0 Sakuni (bird), to our prayer I 
v. 1, io. g bhandishthasya su-matim kikiddhi. 
Take notice of the prayer of thy best praiser ! Cf. v. 33, 1. 
vii. 18, 4. a.  nah indrah su-matim gantu akkha. 
May Indra come to our prayer ! 
vii. 31, to. pra-ketase pra su-matim krinudhvam. 
Make a prayer for the wise god ! 
ix. 96, 2. su-matim fati tikkha. 
He (Soma) goes near to the prayer. 
x. 148, 3. rishinfim viprah su-matim kakanah. 
Thou, the wise, desiring the prayer of the Bishis. 
viii. 22, 6. 	tg yam adya sumati-bhih subhah pats (iti) 

fi.svina pra stuvimahi. 
Let us praise to-day the glorious Asvins with our prayers. 
ix. 74, I. tam imahe su-mat'. 
We implore him with prayer. 
In our passage the verb pipartana, fill or fulfil, indicates 

in what sense sumati ought to be taken. 	Su-matim pipar- 
tana is no more than kgmam pipartana, fulfil our desire ! 
See vii. 62, 3. g nah kgmam piipurantu ; 	i. 158, 2. Ulna- 
prena-iva manasa. 	On sumna, see Aufrecht, in Kuhn's 
Zeitschrift, vol. iv. p. 274. 

Verse 6, note 3. Krivih-dati has been a crux to ancient 
and modern interpreters. 	It is mentioned as a difficult 
word in the Nighantu, and all that Yfiska has to say is 
that it means possessed of cutting teeth;.  (Nir. vi. 3o. 
krivirdati vikartanadanti.) 	Professor Roth, in his note to 
this passage, says that krivi can never have the meaning 
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of well, which is ascribed to it in the Nighantu iii. 23, but 
seems rather to mean an animal, perhaps the wild boar, 
xcivpos, with metathesis of v and r. 	He translates our 
passage : ' Where your lightning with boar-teeth tears' 	Inr 
his Dictionary, however, he only says, ' krivis, perhaps the 
name of au animal, and dant, tooth.' 	Sayana contents 
himself with explaining krivirdati by vikshepanasiladanti, 
having teeth that scatter about. 

My own translation is founded on the supposition that 
krivis, the first portitin of krivirdati, has nothing to do 
with krivi, but is a dialectic variety of kravis, raw flesh, 
the Greek /play, Latin taro, cruor. 	It means what is raw, 

. - bloody, or gory. 	From it the adjective krUra, horrible, 
cruentus ; (Curtius, GrundzUge, p. 142 ; Kuhn, Zeitschrift, 
vol. ii. p. 235.) 	A name of the goddess Durga in later San- 
skrit is krftradanti, and with a similar conception the lightning, 
I believe, is here called krivirdati, with gory teeth. 

Verse 6, note 4. It should be observed that in rAdati the 
simile of the teeth of the lightning is carried on. 	For 
rftdati may be supposed to have had in the Veda, too, the 
original meaning of radere and rodere; to scratch, to gnaw. 
Rada and radana in the later Sanskrit mean tooth. 	It is 
curious, however, that there is no other passage in the Rig- 
veda where rad clearly means to bite. 	It means to cut, in 

i. 6i, 12. gOh nit parva vi rada tiraskg. 
Cut his joint through, as the joint of an ox. 
But in most passages where rad occurs in the Veda, it 

has the meaning of giving, and is in fact a different root, but 
hardly the same which we have in the Zend rad, to give, 
and which Justi rightly identifies with the root rildh. 

This meaning is evident in the following passages : 
vii. 79, 4. tfivat ushah rifdhah asmAbhyam rilsva ygvat 

stotri-bhyah aradah grinfing. 
Grant us, Ushas, so much wealth as thou hast given to 

the singers. 
i. 116, 7. kakshivate aradatam ptiram-dhim. 
You gave wisdom to Kakshivat. 
i. 169, 8. rack martit-bhih surtidhah g6-agrfth. 	4) 
Give to the Maruts gifts, rich in cattle. 

P 2 
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vii. 6z, 3. vi nah sahisram surildhah radantu. 
May they (the gods) give to us a thousand gifts. 
i. 117, I1. vggam vipraya—radanta. 

• Gil4ng sustenance to the sage ! 
vi. 61, 6. rack ptishg-iva nah sanim. 
Give us, Sarasvati, wealth, like Pashan ! 

• ix. 93, 4. rada indo (iti) rayim. 	 • 
Give us, 0 Indra, wealth ! 
vii. 32, 18. rada-vaso (iti). 
Indra, thou who givest wealth ! 
In many passages, however, this verb rad is connected 

with words meaning way or path, and it then becomes a 
question whether it simply means to grant a way, or to cut 
a way open for some one. 	In Zend, too, the same idiom 
occurs, and Professor Justi explains it by ' prepare a way.' 
I subjoin the principal passages: 

vi. 3o, 3. yat abhyah aradah gattim indra. 
That thou hast cut a way for them (the rivers). 
iv. 19, 2. pra vartanih aradah visva-dhenah. 
Thou (Indra) hast cut open the paths for all the cows. 
vii. 47, 4- yabhyah indrah aradat gatam. 	 • 
The rivers for which Indra cut a way. 
x. 75, 2. pri to aradat varunah yatave pathah. 
Varuna cut the paths for thee to go. 
vii. 87,.i. radat pathah varunah Aryaya. 
Varuna cut paths for Sarya. 
v. 8o, 3. pathah radanti suvitgya devi. 
She, the dawn, cutting open the paths for wealth. 
vii. 6o, 4. yismai aditygh adhvanah radanti. 
For whom the Adityas cut roads. 
ii. 3o, 2. patligh radantih—dhlinayah yanti arthana. 
Cutting their paths, the rivers go to their goal. 	. 
This last verse seems to show that the cutting open of 

a road is really the idea expressed by rad in all these 
passages. 	And thus we find the rivers themselves saying 
that Indra cut them out or delivered them : 

iii. 33, 6. indrah asingn aradat vtigra-bahuh. 	Cf. 'ic. 89, 7. 

V^rse 6, note 6. 	Rinati, like the preceding expressions 
krivirdati and radati, is not chosen at random, for though 
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it has the general meaning of crushing or destroying, it is 
used by the Vedic poets with special reference to the 
chewing or crunching 	by means 	of the 	teeth. - 	For 
instance, 

i. 148, 4. purgni dasmah ni rinati gimbhaih. 
Agni crunches many things with his jaws. 
i. 127, 4. sthirg kit anal ni rinati ogasa. 
Even tough morsels he (Agni) crunches fiercely. 
In a more general sense we find it used, 
v. 41, 10. sokih-kesa ni rinati wing. 
Agni with flaming hair swallows or destroys the forests. 
iv..19, 3. aim vggrena vi rinati. 
Thou destroyedst Ahi with the thunderbolt. 
x. x2o, i. sadyilh gagiianah ni rinati satrim. 
As soon as born he destroys his enemies. 	 ' 

Verse 6, note 6. Stidhitg-iva barhgnil. 	I think the expla- 
nation of this phrase given by Sayana may be retained. 
He explains stidhita by suhitA, i. e. sushthu preritg, well 
thrown, well levelled, and barhana by hatis, tatsadhang hetir 
va, a blow or its instrument, a weapon. 	Professor Roth 
takes barhana as an instrumental, used abverbially, in the 
sense of powerfully, but he does not explain in what sense 
stidhitg-iva ought then to be taken. 	We cannot well refer 
it to didytit, lightning, on account of the iva, which requires 
something that can form a simile of the lightning. 	Nor is 
su-dhita ever used as a substantive so as to take the place 
of swidhitiva. 	Su-dhita has apparently many meanings, but 
they all centre in one common conception. 	Su-dhita means 
well placed, of a thing which is at rest, well arranged, well 
ordered, secure ; or it means well sent, well thrown, of a 
thing which has been in motion. 	Applied to human beings, 
it means well disposed or kind. 

iii. 23, i. nih-mathitah sti-dhitah g sadha-sthe. 
Agni produced by rubbing, and well placed in his 

abode. 
vii. 42, 4. sti-pritah agnih sti-dhitah dame S. 
Agni, who is cherished and well placed in the house. 
iii. 29, 2. aranyoh ni-hitah gazi-vedith garbhah-ive. (RI- 

dhitah garbhinishu. 
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Agni placed in the two fire-sticks, well placed like an 
embryo in the mothers. 	Cf. x. 27, 16. 

viii. 6o, 4. abhi prayamsi sti-dhita ti vaso (iti) gahi. 
Come, 0 Vasu, to these well-placed offerings. Cf. i. 135, 

4; vi. 15, 15 ; x. 53, 2. 
X. 7o, 8. sti-dhita havfmshi. 
The well-placed offerings. 
iv. 2, io (adhvaram). 	vii. 7, 3 (barhih). 
As applied to a'yus, life, sadhita may be translated by 

well established, safe : 
ii. 27, 1o. asygma gytimshi sti-dhitani piirva. 
May we obtain the happy long lives of our forefathers. 
iv. 5o, 8. sah it ksheti sti-dhitah 6kasi sve. 
That man dwells secure in his own house. 
Applied to a missile weapon, stidhita may mean well 

placed, as it were, well shouldered, well held, before it is 
thrown ; or well levelled, well aimed, when it is thrown : 

i. 167, 3. mimyaksha yeshtt sti-dhita—rishtih. 
,To whom the well held spear sticks fast. 

vi. 33, 3. tvam tan indra ubhayan amitran dgsa vriteini 
grya ka Ara, vadhih vana-iva sti-dhitebhih atkaih. 

Thou, Indra, 0 hero, strikest both enemies, the barbarous 
and the Aryan fiends, like forests with well-aimed weapons. 

Applied to a poem, stidhita means well arranged or 
perfect : 

i. 140, 11. idam agne sti-dhitam dah-dhitat lidhi priyal 
um (iti) kit manmanah preyah astu te. 

May this perfect prayer be more agreeable to thee than 
an imperfect one, though thou likest it. 

vii. 32, 13. mantram tikharvam sa-dhitam. 
A poem, not mean, well contrived. 
As applied to men, stidhita means very much the same 

as hits, well disposed, kind : 
iv. 6, 7. adha mitrah na, sti-dhitah *aka ag,nih didaya 

mgnushishu viksha. 
Then, like a kind friend, Agni shone among the children 

of man. 
v. 3, 2. mitram sti-dhitam. 
vi. 1 : 5 , 2. mitram na yam s6-dhitam. 
viii. 23, 8. mitram na gine sti-dhitam rita-vani. 
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x. 115, 7. mitegsah ne ye sti-dhita. 
At last sti-dhita, without reference to human beings, 

takes the general sense of kind, good : 
iii. II, 8. pari visvani sti-dhita agneh asyama menma-bhih. 
May we - obtain through our prayers all the goods of 

Agni. 
Here, however, preyArnsi may have to be supplied; and 

in that case this passage, too, should be classed with those 
mentioned above, viii. qp, 4, &c. 

If then we consider that stidhita, as applied to weapons, 
means well held or well aimed, we can hardly doubt that 
barhantt is here, as nyana says, some kind of weapon. 	I 

• •should derive it from barhayati, to crush, which we have, 
for instance, 

1. 133, 5. pisanga-bhrishtim ambhrinam pisfilim indra 
sam mrina, sarvam rakshah ni barhaya. 

Pound together the fearful Pisilki with his fiery weapons, 
strike down every Rakshas. 	w 

ii. 23, 8. brihaspate deva.-nidah ni barhaya. 
Brihaspati strike down the scoffers of the gods. 	Cf. vi. 

61, 3. 
Barham would therefore mean a weapon intended to 

crush an enemy, a block of stone, it may be, or some other 
missile, and in that sense barhantl occurs at least once 
more: 

viii. 63, 7. yet pgfika-ganyaytt visa' indre gluishah asri-
kshata, astrinat barhana vipah. 

When shouts have been sent up to Indra by the people 
of the five clans, then the weapon scattered the enemies ; 
or, then he scattered the enemies with his weapon. 

In other passages Professor Roth is no doubt right when 
he assigns to barhana an adverbial meaning, but I do not 
think that this meaning would be appropriate in our verse. 

Verse 7, note 1. Altaringsah, a word which occurs but 
once more, and which had evidently become unintelligible 
even at the time of 'Disk& 	He (Nir. vi. 2) explains it by 
alatnatardano meghah, the cloud which opens easily. 	This, 
at least, is the translation given by Professor Roth, tough 
not without hesitation. 	41amatardanah, as a compound, is 
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explained by the commentator as atardanaparyfiptah, alam 
fitardayitum udakam, i. e. capable of letting off the water. 
But Devarfigayagvan explains it differently. 	He says : 
alam paryfiptam 	fitardanam 	hintsfi yasya, bahficlakatvit 
sabalo megho viseshyate, i. e. whose injuring is great; the 
dark cloud is so called because it contains much water. 
Sayan.a, too, attempts several explanations. 	In iii. 3o, 10, 
he seems to derive it from trih, to kill, not, like Yfiska, 
from trid, and he explains its meaning as the cloud which 
is exceedingly hurt by reason of its holding so much water. 
In our passage he explains it either as anfitrina, free from 
injury, or good hurters of enemies, or good givers of 
rewards. 

From all this I am afraid we gain nothing. 	Let us now 
see what modern commentators have proposed in order to 
discover an appropriate meaning in this word. 	Professor 
Roth suggests that the word may be derived from rfi, to 
give, and the suffix trina, add the negative particle, thus 
meaning, one who does not give or yield anything. 	But, 
if so, how is this adjective applicable to the Maruts, who in 
this very verse are praised for their generosity? Langlois in 
our passage translates, ' hcureux de nos louanges ;' in iii. 3o, to, 
'qui laissait fletrir les plantes.' Wilson in our passage trans-
lates, 'devoid of malevolence ;' but in iii. 3o, To, ' heavy.' 

I do not pretend to solve all these difficulties, but I may 
say this in defence of my own explanation that it fulfils the 
condition of being applicable both to the Maruts and to 
the demon Bala. 	The suffix trina is certainly irregular, 
and I should much prefer to write alatrina, for in that case 
we might derive lfitrin from Ultra, and to this lfitra, i. e. 
ratra, I should ascribe the sense of barking. 	The root'rai 
or ra means to bark, and has been connected by Professor 
Aufrecht with Latin rire, inrire, and possibly inritare*, 
thus showing a transition of meaning from barking, to 
provoking or attacking. 	The same root 14 explains also 
the Latin latrare, to bark, allatrare, to assail ; and, what-
ever ancient etymologists may say to the contrary, the 
Latin latro, an assailer. 	The old derivation ' latrones eos 

* Kuhn, Zeitschrift, vol. ix. p. 233. 
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antiqui dicebant, qui conducti militabant, air)  ris Xarpelas,' 
seems to me one of those etymologies in which the scholars 
of Rome, who had learnt a little Greek, delighted as much 
as scholars who know a little Sanskrit delight in finding 
some plausible derivation for any Greek or Latin word in 
Sanskrit. 	I know that Curtius (Grundziige, p. 326) and 
Corssen (Kritische Nachtrage, p. 239) take a different view ; 
but a foreign word, derived from XdTpov, pay, hire, would 
never-have proved so fertile as latro has been in Latin. 

If then we could write alfitrinfisah, we should have an 
appropriate epithet of the Maruts, in the sense 'of not 
assailing or not reviling, in fact, free from malevolence, as 
"Wilson translated the word, or rather Sfiyana's explanation 
of it, ettardanarahita. 	What gives me some confidence in 
this explanation is this, that it is equally applicable to the 
other passage where alfitrina occurs, iii. 3o, to : 

alfitring.h valail indra vragih gbh pull hAntoh bhAyamfinah 
vi firth 	 • 

Without barking did Vala, the keeper of the cow, full of 
fear, open, before thou struckest him. 

If it should be objected that vragA means always stable, 
and is not used again in the sense of keeper, one might 
reply that vrafigh, in the nom. sing., occurs in this one 
single passage only, and that bhiyamfinah, fearing, clearly 
implies a personification. 	Otherwise, one might translate : 
' Vala was quiet, 0 Indra, and the stable of the cow came 
open, full of fear, before thou struckest.' 	The meaning of 
alatrina.would remain the same, the not-barking being here 
used as a sign that Indra's enemy was cowed, and no longer 
inclined to revile or defy the power of Indra. 	Hom. hymn. 
in Mere. 145, o33 	KI;ues. XeAciscovi-o. 

Verse 7, note 2. See i. 38, 15, note 1, page 78. 

Verse 8, note 1. Abhi-hruti seems to have the meaning 
of assault, injury, insult. 	It occurs but once, but abhi- 
hrut, a feminine substantive with the same meaning, occurs 
several times. 	The verb- hru, which is not mentioned in 
the Dhatupatha, but has been identified with hear, occurs 
in our hymn, verse 12: 
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1. 128, 3. 	sale 	nah trilsate 	duh-ita't 	abhi-hrtitah 	sfinisfit 
aghEt abhi-hrtitah. 

He protects us from evil, from assaults, from evil speak- 
ing, from assaults. 

x. 63, 1 1. trgyadhvam nah duh-evfiyah abhi-hrtitah. 
Protect us from mischievous injury ►. 
i. 189, 6. abhi-hrtitam asi hi deva vishpat. 
For thou, god, art the deliverer from all assaults. Vishpat, 

deliverer, from vi and spas, to bind. 
Vi-hruta, which occurs twice, means evidently what has 

been injured or spoiled : 
viii. 1, 12. ishkarta vi-hrutam ptinar (iti). 
He who sets right what has been injured. Cf. viii. 20, 26. 
Xvi-hruta again clearly means uninjured, intact, entire: 
v. 66, 2. Va.  hi kshatrim fivi-hrutam—fi'sfite. 
For they both have obtained uninjured power. 
x. I7o, i. ayuh dadhat yaglifi-patau avi-hrutam. 
Giving uninjured life to the lord of the sacrifice. 

Verse 9, note 1. 	Tavisha certainly means strength, and 
that it is used in the plural in the sense of acts of strength, 
we can see from the first verse of our hymn and other 
passages. 	But when we read that tavisIdni are placed on 
the chariots of the Maruts, just as before bhadd, good 
things, food, &c., are mentioned, it is clear that so abstract 
a meaning as strength or powers would not be applicable 
here. 	We might take it in the modern sense of forces, 
i. e. your armies, your companions are on your chariots, 
striving with each other ; but as the word is a neuter, 
weapons, as the means of strength, seemed a preferable 
rendering. 

Verse 9, note 2. 	The rendering of this passage must 
depend on the question whether the khadis, whatever they 
are, can be carried on the shoulders or not. 	We saw before 
(p. 1o2) that khadis were used both as ornaments and as 
weapons, and that, when used as weapons, they were most 
likely rings or quoits with sharp edges. 	There is at least 
one other passage where these khfidis are said to be worn 
on the shoulders : 
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vii. 56, 13. amseshu g marutah khgdayalt vah vakshah-su 
rukmgh upa-sisriygngh. 

On your shoulders are the quoits, on your chests the 
golden chains are fastened. 

In other places the khadis are said to be in the hands, 
hasteshu, but this would only show that they are there 
when actually used for fighting. 	Thus we read : 

i. 168, 3. S esham anzseshu rambhini-iva rarabhe, haste- 
shu khadih ka kritih ka sam dadhe. 

To their shoulders (the spear) clings like a creeper, in 
their hands the quoit is held and the dagger. 

In v. 58, 2, the Maruts are called khgdi-hasta, holding 
the quoits in their hands. 	There is one passage which 

' • was mentioned before (p. 94), where the khadis are said to 
be on the feet of the Maruts, and on the strength of this 
passage Professor Roth proposes to alter pra-patheshu to 
pra-padeshu, and to translate, ' The khadis are on your 
forefeet.' 	I 	do 	not 	think 	this 	emendation 	necessary. 
Though we do not know the exact shape and character 
of the khildi, we know that it was a weapon, most likely a 
ring, occasionally used for ornament, and carried along 
either on the feet or on the shoulders, but in actual battle 
held in the hand. 	The weapon which Vishnu holds in one 
of his ljght hands, the so-called kakra, may be the modern 
representation of the ancient khadi. 	What, however, is 
quite certain is this, that khadi in the Veda never means 
food, as Sayarta optionally interprets it. 	This interpretation 
is accepted by 'Wilson, who translates, ' At your resting- 
places ,  on the road refreshments (are ready).' 	Nay, he 
goes on in a note to use this passage as a proof of the 
advanced civilisation of India at the time of the Vedic 
Rishis. 	' The expression,' he says, ' is worthy 'of note, as 
indicating the existence of accommodations for the use of 
travellers : the Prapatha is the choltri of the south of India, 
the sarai of the Mohammedans, a place by the road-side 
where the travellers may find shelter and provisions' 

Verse 9, note 3. 	This last passage shows that the poet 
is really representing to himself the Maruts as onotheir 
journey, and he therefore adds, `your axle turns the two 
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(iv. 30, 2) wheels together,' which probably means no more 
than, `your chariot is going smoothly or quickly' 	Though 
the expression seems to us hardly correct, yet one can well 
imagine how the axle was supposed to turn the wheels as 
the horses were drawing the axle, and the axle acted on the 
wheels. . Anyhow, 	no 	other translation 	seems 	possible. 
Samaya in the Veda means together, at once, and is the 
Greek cSuji, generally ciictoi; or O,uiiis, the Latin simul. 	Cf. i. 
56, 6 ; 	73, 6 ; 	113, 10 ; 	163, 3 ; vii. 66, 15 ; ix. 75, 4; 	85, 
5; 97, 56. 

Vrit means to turn, and is frequently used with reference 
to the wheels : 

viii. 46, 23, dasa syttvgh—nemim ni vavrituh. 
The ten black horses turn the felly or the wheel. 	• 
iv. 	30, 	2. 	satrg 	to 	firm 	krish/fiyah 	visvfili 	kakrg-iva 

vavrituh. 
All men turn always round thee, like wheels. 
That the Atmanepada of wit may be used in an active 

sense we see from 
i. 191, 15. tfitah visham prfi vavrite. 
I turn the poison out from here. 
All the words used in this sentence are very old words, 

and we can with few exceptions turn them into Greek or 
Latin. 	In Latin we should have axis vos(ter) circps simul 
divertit. 	In Greek Illov 6(urov) ict'Aco 445 . . . . 

Verse 10, note '. 	See i. 64, 4, note ', page 94 	I ought 
to have mentioned there that in the Asvalayana Srauta- 
'Ultras ix. 4, rukma occurs as the fee to be given to the 
Hotar, 	and 	is explained by fibharanavisesho vrittfikara-h, 
a round ornament. 

Verse 10, note ?". 	See i. 166, 1, note 1, page 200. 

Verse 10, note 3. 	On eta in the sense of fallow deer, or, 
it may be, antelope, see i. 165, 5, note 2, page 185. 

Eta originally means variegated, and thus becomes a 
name of any speckled deer, it being difficult to say what 
exact: species is meant. 	Sfiyana in our passage explains 
etch by suklavarna mfilfih, many-coloured wreaths or chains, 
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which may be right. 	Yet the suggestion of Professor 
Roth 	that 	etak, 	deer, 	stands 	here 	for the 	skins 	of 
fallow 	deer, 	is 	certainly 	more 	poetical, 	and 	quite 	in 
accordance with the Vedic idiom, which uses, for instance, 
go, cow, not only in the sense of milk,—that is done even 
in more homely English,—but also for leather, and thong. 
It is likewise in accordance with what we know of the 
earliest dress of the Vedic Indians, that deer-skins should 
here be mentioned. 	We learn from Asvalayana's Grihya- 
siltras, of which we naw possess an excellent edition by 
Professor Stenzler, and a reprint of the text and com-
mentary by RIIma Narayana Vidyaratna, in the Bibliotheca 
Indica, that a boy when he was brought to his tutor, i. e. 
from the eighth to possibly the twenty-fourth year, had to 
be well combed, and attired in a new dress. 	A. Brahman 
should wear the skin of an antelope (aineya), the Kshatriya 
the skin of a deer (raurava), the Vaisya the skin of a goat 
(riga). 	If they wore dresses, that of the Briihmana should 
be dark red (kfishfiya), that of the Kshatriya bright red 
(mfiiigishtha), 	that of the Vaisya yellow 	(hfiridra). 	The 
girdle of the Briihmana should be . of Mufiga grass, that 
of the Kshatriya a bow-string, that of the Vaisya made of 
sheep's wool. 	The same regulations occur in other Siltras, 
as, for instance, the Dharma-sutras of the Apastamblyas 
and Gautamas, though there 	are 	certain 	characteristic 
differences in each, which may be due either to local or 
to chronological causes. 	Thus according to the Apa- 
stambiya-saras, which have just been published by Pro-
fessor Biihler, the Brahmana may wear the skin of the 
harina deer, or that of the antelope (aineyam), but the latter 
must be from the black antelope (krishnain), and, a proviso 
is added, that if a man wears the black antelope skin, he 
must never spread it out to sit or sleep on it. 	As materials 
for the dress, Apastamba allows sana, hemp*, or kshumA, 

* Sana is an old Aryan word, though its meanings differ. 	Hesychius ant? 
Eustathius mention inivva as being synonymous with itiaeos, reed. 	Pollux 
gives two forms, savva and mica, (Pollux x. 166. wraveitta Si icrri tkiaBos i iv 
Tors &wrists iv mat slivav NaAoliaiv. 	vii. 176. scivvai Si TS ix marcifiar reawa.) 
This is important, because the same difference of spelling occurs also in 
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flax, and he adds that woollen dresses are allowed to all 
castes, as well as the kambala (masc.), which seems to be 
any cloth made of vegetable substances (darbhadinimitam 
/dram kambalam). 	He then adds a curious remark, which 
would seem to show that the Brahmanas preferred skins, 
and the Kshatriyas clothes, for he says that those who wish 
well to the Brahmanas should wear agina, skins, and those 
who wish well to the Kshatriyas should wear vastra, clothes, 
and those who wish well to both should wear both, but, in 
that case, the skin should always form the outer garment. 
The Dharma-sutras of the Gautamas, which were published 
in India, prescribe likewise for the Brahmana the black 
antelope skin, and allow clothes of hemp or linen (sana-
kshaumaktra) as well as kutapas (woollen cloth) for all. 
What is new among the Gautamas is, that they add the 
kfirpasa, the cotton dress, which is important as showing 

Kthvat3ts and taival3os or xavvat3os, a model, a lay figure, which Lobeck derives 
from teavvat. 	In Old Norse we have lwnp-r, in A. S. htcnep, hemp, Old High 
Germ. hanaf. 

The occurrence of the word sana is of importance as showing at how early a 
time the Aryans of India were acquainted with the uses and the name of 
hemp. 	Our word hemp, the A.S. hawep, the Old Norse hanp-r, are all bor- 
rowed from Latiu cannabis, which, like other borrowed words, has undergone 
the regular changes required by Grimm's law in Low German, and also in 
High German, hanaf. 	The Slavonic nations seem to have borrowed their 
word for hemp (Lith. kanape) from the Goths, the Celtic nations (Ir. can aib) 
from the Romans ; (cf. Kuhn, Beitrage, vol. ii. p. 382.) 	The Latin cannabis 
is borrowed from Greek, and the Greeks, to judge from the account of 
Herodotus, most likely adopted the word from the Aryan Thracians and 
Scytbians ; (Her. iv. 74 ; Pictet, Les Aryens, vol. i. p. 314) 	Rdvva$,s being 
a foreign word, it would be useless to attempt an explanation of the filial 
element bis, which is added to sana, the Sanskrit word for hemp. 	It may be 
visa, fibre, or it may be anything else. 	Certain it is that the main element in 
the name of hemp was the same among the settlers in Northern India, and 
among the Thmcians and Scythians through whom the Greeks first became 
acquainted with hemp. 

The history of the word Hlwval3sti must be kept distinct from that of the 
Greek schwa or taint, reed. 	Both spellings occur, for Pollux, x. 166, writes 
crave= 81 levi V,iczeos ,) iv rout dgavtots 711,  nal gayety xcthoit'crtv, but vii. 176, 
idirvat 81 rI lie mayaflan,  xrAiyiea. 	This word sewn& may be the same as the 
Sanskrit sane, only with this difference, that it was retained as common 
property by Greeks and Indians before they separated, and was applied 
differently in later times by the one and the other. 
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an early knowledge of this manufacture. 	The ketrpfisa dress 
occurs once more as a present to be given to the Potar 
priest (Asv. Srauta-sutras ix. 4), and evidently considered as 
a valuable present, taking precedence of the kshaumi or 
linen dress. 	It is provided that the cotton dress should 
not: be dyed, for this, I suppose, is the meaning of avikrita. 
Immediately after, however, it is said, that some authorities 
say the dress should be dyed red (kashayam apy eke), the 
very expression which occurred in Apastamba, and that, in 
that case, the red for the. Brilhmana's dress should be taken 
from the bark of trees (vhksha). 	Manu, who here, as 
elsewhere, 	simply paraphrases 	the 	ancient Siltras, says, 

. ji. 41 : 
ktIrshnarauravavastani karmani brahmakarinah 
vasirann finuptIrvyena sanakshaumavikani ka. 

' Let Brahmakarins wear (as outer garments) the skins 
of the black antelope, the deer, the goat, (as under gar-
ments) dresses of hemp, flax, and sheep's wool, in the order 
of the three castes.' 

The Sanskrit name for a dressed skin is agina, a word 
which does not occur in the Rig-veda, but which, if Bopp 
is right in deriving it from aga, goat, as aiyis from ak, 
would have meant originally, not skin in general, but a goat- 
skin. 	The skins of the Eta, here ascribed to the Maruts, 
would be identical with the aineya, 	which Asvalayana 
ascribes to the Brahmana, not, as we should expect, to 
the Kshatriya, if, as has been supposed, aineya is derived 
from ena, which is a secondary form, particularly in the 
feminine eni, of eta. 	There is, however, another word, 
eda, a kind of sheep, which, but for Festus, might be 
hwdus, and by its side ena, a kind of antelope. 	These 
two forms pre-suppose an earlier erns, and point therefore 
in a different direction. 

Verse 10, note 4. I translate kshunj by sharp edges, but 
it might have been translated literally by razors, for, strange 
as it may sound, razors were known, not only during the' 
Vedic period, but even previous to the Aryan separation. 
The Sanskrit kshuri is the Greek Eupch or Eup4v. 	In the . . 
Veda we have clear allusions tq shaving : 
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X. 142, 4. yadg te vgtah anu-vgti sokih, vapta-iva smasru 
vapasi pra bhgma.  

When the wind blows after thy blast, then thou shavest 
the earth as a barber shaves the beard. 	Cf. i. 65, 4. 

If, as B. and R. suggest, vaptar, barber, is connected 
with the more modern name For barber in Sanskrit, viz. 
nfipita, we should have to admit a root svap, in the sense 
of tearing.  or pulling, vellere, from which we might derive 
the Vedic svapA (vii. 56, 3), beak. 	Corresponding to this 
we find in Old High German snabul, beak, (schnepfe,, snipe,) 
and in Old Norse nef. 	The Anglo-Saxon neb means mouth 
and nose, while in modern English neb or nib is used for 
the bill or beak of a bird "'. 	Another derivation of ngpita, 
proposed by 	Professor Weber (Kuhn's 	Beitrage, vol. i. 
p. 505), who takes napita as a dialectic form of snapitzu; 
balneator, or lavator, might be admitted if it could be 
proved that in India also the barber was at the same time 
a balneator. 

Verse 11, note 1. Vi-bhiltayah is properly a substantive, 
meaning power, but, like other substantives t, and par-
ticularly substantives with prepositions, it can be used as 
an adjective, and is, in fact, more frequently used as an 
adjective than as a substantive. 	It is a substantive, 

i. 8, 9. eva M te vi-bhiltayak Atayah indra mg-vate sadyik 
kit santi dgstishe. 

For indeed thy powers, 0 Indra, are at once shelters for' 
a sacrificer, like me. 

But it is an adjective, 
i. 3o, 5. vi-bliiitik astu -stuirita. 
May the prayer be powerful. 
vi. 17, 4. mahgm finfinam tavasam vi-bfaitim matsargsah 

garhrishanta pra-saham. 

* Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik, vol. iii. pp. 400, 409. 	There is not yet 
sufficient evidence to show that Sanskrit sv, German an, and Sanskrit n are 
interchangeable, but there is at least one case that may be analogous. 	San- 
skrit svailg, to embrace, to twist round a person, German Mango, Schlange, 
snake, and Sanskrit nap, snake. 	Grimm, Deutsche Grammatik, vol. iii. 
P. 364- 
° 	f See.13enfey, Kuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. ii. p. 216. 
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The sweet draughts of Soma delighted the great, the 
perfect, the strong, the powerful, the unyielding Indra. 
Cf. viii. 49, 6; 5o, 6. 

Vibhviih, with the Svarita on the last syllable, has to be 
pronounced vibhtiah. 	In. iii. 6, 9, we find vi-bhavah. 

Verse 11, note S.  See i. 87, I, note j, page 144. 

Verse 11, note 8. See i. 6, 5, note 1, page 29. 

Verse 12, note 1. Mithi-tvanam, greatness, is formed by 
the suffix tvanti, which Professor Aufrecht has identified 
with the Greek crovn (auvov); see Kuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. i. 
p. 482. 	The origin of this suffix has been explained by 
Professor Benfey, ibid. vol. vii. p. 120, who traces it back to 
the suffix tvan, for instance, i-tvan, goer, in pratah-itva = 
pratah-yava. 

Verse 12, notes 2  and s. Vrata is one of those words which, 
though we may perceive their one central idea, and their 
original purport, we have to translate by various terms in 
order to make them intelligible in every passage where they 
occur. 	Vrata, I believe, 'meant originally what is enclosed, 
protected, set apart, the Greek voitios: 

v. 46, 7. ygh parthidsah ygh apfi'm api vrate tilh nah 
devil/ su-havalt sarma yakkhata. 

0 ye gracious goddesses, who are on the earth or in the 
realm of the waters, grant us your protection I 

Here vrata is used like vrigana, see i. 165, 15, note 8, 
page 195. 

x. 114, 2. tit'sam ni kikyuh kavtiyah ni-dzinam pareshu ygh 
gtihyeshu vratitshu. 

The poets discovered their (the Nirritis') origin, who are 
in the far hidden chambers. 

i. 163, 3. tisi tritah glihyena vratena. 
Thou art Trita within the hidden place, or with the 

secret work. 
Secondly, vrata means what is fenced off, what is deter- 

mined, what is 	settled, and hence, like dharman, law, 
ordinance. 	In this sense vrata occurs very frequently : ..- 

i. 25,1. yfit kit hi to visah yatha pra deva varuna vrattim, 
minimasi dytivi-dyavi. 	 • 

VOL. I. 	 Q 
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• Whatever law of thine we break, 0 Varuna, day by day, 
men as we are. 

ii. 8, 3. yasya vratam na miSrate.  
Whose law is not broken. 
iii. 32, 8. indrasya karma sti-kritg purtIni vratgni devgh 

na minanti visve. 
The deeds of Indra are well done and many, all the gods 

do not break his laws, or do not injure his ordinances. 
ii. 24, 12. visvam satyam maghavang yuv6h it gpah kanti 

pra minanti vratam yam. 
All that is yours, 0 powerful gods, is true ; even the 

waters do not break your law. 
ii. 38, 7. nakih asya tgni vrad devasya savittih minanti. 
No one breaks these laws of this god Savitar. 	Cf. ii. 

38, 9. 
i. 92, 12. iminati daivyani vratgni. 
Not injuring the divine ordinances. 	Cf. i. 124, 2. 
x. 12, 5. kat asya ati vratam kakrima. 
Which of his laws have we overstepped? 
viii. 25, 16. tasya vratgni firm vah kargmasi. 
His ordinances we follow. 
x. 33, 9. na dev'a!nam ati vratam sata-atma kana givati. 
No one lives beyond the statute of the gods, even if he 

had a hundred lives.  
vii. 5, 4. tava tri-dhgtu prithivi uta dyatih vaisvgnara 

vratam agne sakanta. 
The earth and the sky followed thy threefold law, 0 

Agni Vaisviinara. 
vii. 87, 7. yah mrilaygti kaknishe kit fikak vayfim sygma 

varune aid*, emu vratgni aditeh ridhantah. 	 . 
Let us be sinless before Varuna, who is gracious even to 

him who has committed sin, let us perform the laws of 
Acliti ! 

ii. 28, 8. namah purg to varuna uta niin6m uta aparam 
tuvi-gata bravgma, tve hi kam parvate na sritgni apra-
kyudni duh-dabha vratgni. 

Formerly, and now, and also in future let us give praise 
to thee, 0 Varuna; for in thee, 0 unconquerable, all laws 
are grounded, immovable as on a rock. 

A very frequent expression is firm vratam, according to 
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the command of a god, ii. 38, 3; 6; viii. 40, 8; or simply 
tutu vratam, according to law And order : 

i. 136, 5. tam aryamg abhi rakshati rigu-yautam arm 
vratam. 

Aryaman protects him who acts uprightly according to law. 
Cf. iii. 6i, i; iv. i3, 2; 	v. 69, I. 
The laws or ordinances or institutions Of the gods are 

sometimes taken for the sacrifices which are supposed to 
be enjoined by the gods, and the performance of which is, 
in a certain sense, the Performance of the divine will. 

i. 	93, 8. 	yah agrashOma havishg saparygt devadrika 
manasa rib ghridna, tasya vratam raksbatam patam am- 

• • hasah. 
He who worships Agni and Soma with oblations, with a 

godly mind, or with an offering, protect his sacrifice, shield 
him from evil ! 

i. 	31, 2. 	tvim agne prathamgh angirah-tamah kavili 
devgnAm pfiii bhilshasi vratam. 

Agni, the first and wisest of poets, thou performest the 
sacrifice of the gods. 

iii. 3, 9. tasya vratgni bUtri-poshinah vayam tipa bhil- 
shema dame ii suvrikti-bhih. 

Let us, who possess much wealth, perform with prayers 
the sacrifices of Agni within our house. 

In another acceptation the vratas of the gods are what 
they perform and establish themselves, their own deeds : 

iii. 6, 5. 	vrata to 	agne mahatfih 	mahlni 	tfiva irfitvii 
r6dasi (iti) g. tatantha. 

The deeds of thee, the great Agni, are great, by thy 
power thou bast stretched out heaven and earth. 

viii. 42, x. astabhngt dygm gsurah visva-vedah amimita 
varimgnam prithivygh, g asidat visva bhtivanani sam-rat 
visva it tani varunasya vratani. 

The wise spirit established the sky, and made the width 
of the earth, as king he approached all beings,—all these 
are the works of Val•una. 

vi. 14, 3. tgrvantah dasyum gyavah vrataih silshantah 
avratam. 

Men fight the fiend, trying to overcome by their deeds 
him who performs no sacrifices ; or, the lawless enemy. 

Q 2 
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Lastly, vrate.  comes to mean sway or power, and the 
expression vrate teva signifies, at thy command, under thy 
auspices : 

i. 24, 15. fitha vayam aditya vrate tava anagasah aditaye 
syama. 	 . 

Then, 0 Aditya, under thy auspices may we be guiltless 
before Aditi. 

vi. 54, 9. pffshan tiva vrate vayam na rishyema kfida 
kanfi. 

0 Peishan, may we never fail under thy protection. 
x. 36, 13. ye savitiih satya-savasya visve mitrasya vrate 

varunasya devgh. 
All the gods who are in the power of Savitar, Mitra, and 

Varuna. 
v. 83, 5. 	yasya vrate prithivii namnamiti yasya vrate 

sapha-vat garbhuriti, yasya vrate 6shadhih visve-rapah sah 
nah parganya milli sarma.yakkha. 

At whose command the earth bows down, at whose com-
mand the earth is as lively as a hoof (?), at whose command 
the plants assume all shapes, mayest thou, 0 Parganya, yield 
us great protection !  

In our passage I take vrata in this last sense. 
DAtra, if derived from da, would mean gift, and that 

meaning is certainly the most applicable in some passages 
where it occurs : 

ix.. 97, 55. asi bhagah asi datrasya data". 
Thou art Bhaga, thou art the giver of the gift. 
In other passages, too, particularly in those where the 

verb da or some similar verb occurs in the same verse, 
it can hardly be doubted that the poet took &are, like 
datra or dattra, in the sense of gift, bounty, largess : 

i. 116, 6. yam asvina dadathuh svetem asvam—tat yam 
datram mahi kirtenyam Wit. 

The white horse, 0 Asvins, which you gave, that your 
gift was great and to be praised. 

1. 185, 3. anehah datram aditeh anarvam huve. 
I 	call 	for the 	unrivalled, the 	uninjured 	bounty 	of 

Aditi. • 
vii 56, 21. mg. vah datral marutah nih arama. 

• May we not fall away from your bounty, 0 Maruts ! 
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iii. 54, i6. yuvam hi stheh rayi-dae nah rayingm &ram 
rakshethe. 

For you, Nasatyas, are our givers of riches, you protect 
the gift. 

vi. 2o, 7. rigisvane datrem clgstishe (la. 	• 
To Bigisvan, the giver, thou givest the gift. 
viii. 43, 33. tat te sahasva irnahe &dram yet ne upa- 

dasyati, tvat agne vgryam visu. 
We ask thee, strong hero, for the gift which does not 

perish ; we ask from thee the precious wealth. 
x. 69, 4. &dram rakshasva yet ichim te asme (iti). 
Protect this gift of thine which thou hast given to us. 

• • 	viii. 44, 18. isishe vgryasya hi dAtrasya agne sviih-patih. 
For thou, 0 Agni, lord of heaven, art the master of the 

precious gift. 	Cf. iv. 38, 1. 
Professor Roth considers that datra is derived rather 

from chi, to divide, and that it means share, lot, possession. 
But there is not a single pass* where the meaning of 
gift or bounty does not answer all purposes. 	In vii. 56, zi, 
mg vah datrgt marutah nih arama, is surely best translated 
by, ' let us not fall away from your bounty,' and in our own 
passage the same meaning should be assigned to &Are. 
The idea of dtttra, . bounty, is by no means incompatible 
with vrata, realm, dominion, sway, if we consider that the 

'sphere within which the bounty of a king or a god is 
exercised and accepted, is in one sense his realm. 	What 
the poet therefore says in our passage is simply this, that 
the bounty of the Maruts extends as far as the realm of 
Aditi, i. e. is endless, or extends everywhere, Aditi being in 
its original conception the deity of the unbounded world 
beyond, the earliest attempt at expressing the Infinite. 

As to &Ara occurring once with the accent on the first 
syllable in the sense of sickle, see M. M., ' Ober eine Stelle 
in Yliska's Commentar zum Naighantuka; Zeitschrift der 
Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft, i853, vol. vii. 
P• 375. 

viii. 78, 10. Viva it indra ahem il-sisa haste clgtram hang. 
g dade. 

Trusting in thee alone, 0 I n dra, I take the sickle in myc  hand. • 
This dgtra, sickle, is derived from do, to cut. 
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• Aditi, the Infinite. 

Verse 12, note 4. Aditi, an ancient god or goddess, is in 
reality the earliest name invented to express the Infinite ; 
not the Infinite as the result of a long process of abstract 
reasoning, but the visible Infinite, visible by the naked eye, 
the endless expanse beyond the earth, beyond the clouds, 
beyond- the sky. 	That was called A-diti, the un-bound, 
the un-bounded ; one might almost say, but for fear of 
misunderstandings, 	the 	Absolute, for it is derived from 
diti, bond, and the negative particle, and meant therefore 
originally what is free from bonds of any kind, whether of 
space or time, free from physical weakness, free from moral 
guilt. 	Such a conception became of necessity a being, a 
person, a god. 	To us such a name and such a conception 
seem decidedly modern, and to find in the Veda Aditi, the 
Infinite, as the mother of the principal gods, is certainly, at 
first sight, startling. 	But the fact is that the thoughts of 
primitive humanity were not only different from our thoughts, 
but different also from what we think their thoughts ought 
to have been. 	The poets of the Veda indulged freely in 
theogonic speculations without being frightened by any con- 
tradictions. 	They knew of Indra as the greatest of gods, 
they knew of Agni as the god of gods, they knew of Varuna 
as the ruler of all, but they were by no means startled at' 
the idea that their Indra had a mother, or that their Agni 
was born like a babe from the friction of two fire-sticks, or 
that Varuna and his brother Mitra were nursed in the lap of 
Aditi. Some poet would take hold of the idea of an unbounded 
power, of Aditi, originally without any reference to other gods. 
Very soon these ideas met, and, without any misgivings, 
either the gods were made subordinate to, and represented 
as the sons of Aditi, or where Indra was to be praised as 
supreme,_ Aditi was represented as doing him homage. 

viii. 12, 14. uta sva-rSge aditih stomam indraya g'iganat. 
And Aditi produced a hymn for Indra, the king. 	Here 

Professor Roth takes Aditi as an epithet of Agni, not as 
the name of the goddess Aditi, while Dr. Muir rightly 
takes it in the latter sense, and retains stomam instead of 
&Imam, as printed by Professor Aufrecht. 	Cf. vii. 38, 4. 
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The idea of the Infinite, as I have tried to show else- 
where, was revealed, was most powerfully impressed on the 
awakening mind, by the East*. 	' It is impossible to enter 
fully into all the thoughts and feelings that passed through 
the minds of the early poets when they formed names for 
that far, far East from whence even the early dawn; the 
sun, the day, their own life, seemed to spring. 	A new life 
flashed up every morning before their eyes, and the fresh 
breezes of the dawn reached them like greetings from the 
distant 
beyond 

lands beyond "'the mountains, beyond the clouds, 
the dawn, beyond " the immortal sea which brought 

us hither." 	The dawn seemed to them to open golden 
- - gates for the sun to pass in triumph, and while those gates 

were open, their eyes and their mind strove in their childish 
way to pierce beyond the limits of this finite world. 	That 
silent aspect awakened in the human mind the conception 
of the Infinite, the Immortal, the Divine.' 	Aditi is a name 
for that distant East, but -Aditi is more than the dawn. 
Aditi is beyond the dawn, and in one place (i. 113, 19) 
the dawn is called ' the face of Aditi,' aditer anikam. 	Thus 
we read : 

v. 62, 8. hiranya-rilpam ushisah vi-ushtau ayah-sthilnam 
tit-ita 	silryasya, g rohathah varuna 	mitra &tam Eitah 
kakshathe (iti) riditim ditim ka. 

Mitra and Vaiuna, you mount your chariot, which is 
golden, when the dawn bursts forth, and has iron poles 
at the setting of the sun : from thence you see Aditi and 
Diti, what is yonder and what is here. 

If we keep this original conception of Aditi clearly before 
us, the various forms which Aditi assumes, even in the 
hymns of the Veda, will not seem incoherent. 	Aditi is not 

• a prominent deity in the Veda, she is celebrated rather in 
her sons, the Adityas, than in her own person. 	While 
there are so many hymns addressed to Ushas, the dawn, 
or Indra, or Agni, or Savitar, there is but one hymn, x. 72, 
which from our point of view, though not from that of 
Indian theologians, might be called a hymn 	to Aditi. 
Nevertheless Aditi is a familiar name ; a name of the past, 

• 
* Lectures on the Science of Language, Second Series, p. 499. 
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whether in time or in thought only, and a name that lives 
on in the name of the Adityas, the sons of Aditi, including 
the principal deities of the Veda. 

• Aditi and the Adityas, 
Thus we read: 
i. 107, 2. 	lipa nah devfih fivasa fi' gamantu 	fingirasam 

sfi'ma-bhih 	stilyfimanah, indrah indriyaih 	martitah martit- 
bhih adityaih nah aditih sarma yamsat. 

May the gods come to us with their help, praised by 
the songs of the Aligiras,—Indra with his forces, the 
Maruts with the storms, may Aditi with the Adityas give 
us protection! 

x. 66, 3. indrah vasu-bhih pfiri pfitu nah gfiyam adityaih 
nah aditih Anna yakkhatu, rudrah rudrebhih devah mrilayati 
nah tvashta nah gna"bhih suvita'ya ginvatu. 

May Indra with the Vasus Watch our house, may Aditi 
with the Adityas give us protection, may the divine Rudra 
with the Rudras have mercy upon us, may Tvashtar with 
the mothers bring us to happiness ! 

iii. 54, 20. adityaih nah aditih srinotu yakkhantu nah 
martitah sarma bhadram. 

May Aditi with the Adityas hear us, may the Maruts 
give us good protection 1 

In another passage Varuna takes the place of Aditi as 
the leader of the Adityas : 

vii. 35, 6. 	situ nah indrah vasu-bhih devfih astu slim 
Mityebhih varunah su-samsah, sam nah rudrah rudrebhih 
gfilashah sam nah tvashta graibhih iha srinotu. 

May Indra bless us, the god with the Vasus ! 	May 
Varuna, the glorious, bless us with the Adityas ! 	May the• 
relieving Rudra with the Rudras bless us ! 	May Tvashtar 
with the mothers kindly hear us here ! 

Even in passages where the poet seems to profess an 
exclusive worship of Aditi, as in 

v. 69, 3. 	pratah devi'm fiditim gohavimi madhyfindine 
tit-id sfiryasya, 

I invoke the divine Aditi early in the morning, at noon, 
and at the setting of the sun, 
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Mitra and Varuna, her 	principal sons, are 	mentioned 
immediately after, and implored, like her, to bestow bless-
ings on their worshipper. 

Her exclusive worship appears once, in viii. 19, 14. 
A very frequent expression is that of adity'a aditih 

without any copula, to signify the Adityas and Aditi : 
iv. 25, 3. kik devainam avah "adya vrinite kah tiditygn 

aditim gyotih ille. 
Who does choose now the protection of the gods ? Who 

asks the Adityas, Aditi7for their light? 
vi. 51, 5. yisve adityah adite sa-geshah asmabhyam &Irma 

bahulam vi yanta. 
• • 

	

	All ye Adityas, Aditi together, grant to us your manifold 
protection ! 

x. 39, 11. na tam rayanau adite Utah kana nfi anthah 
asnoti duh-itam nakih bhayam. 

0 ye two kings (the Asvins), Aditi, no evil reaches him 
from anywhere, no misfortune, no fear (whom you protect). 
Cf. vii. 66, 6. 

x. 63, 5. 	tgn 	g vivasa nitnasil suvrikti-bhih 	mahgh 
gditygn gditim svastgye. 

I cherish them with worship and with hymns, the great 
Adityaso  Aditi, for happiness' sake. 

x. 63, :7. eva plateh sftnah avivridhat vah visve adityah 
adite mai-list-II. 

The wise son of Plati magnified you, all ye Adityas, 
Aditi ! 

x. 65, 9. parganyavatt vrishablA purishinA indravaya 
(iti) varunah• mitrah aryamil, deviin klity'in aditim hay& 
mahe ye pa'rthivasah divya'sah ap-s6 ye. 

There are Parganya and Vata, the powerful, the givers 
of rain, Indra and Vgyu, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, we call 
the divine Adityas, Aditi, those who dwell on the earth, in 
heaven, in the waters. 

We are not justified in saying that there ever was a 
period in the history of the religious thought of India, 
a period preceding the worship of the Adityas, when Aditi, 
the Infinite, was worshipped, though to the sage who first 
coined this name, it expressed, no doubt, for a time the 
principal, if not the only object of his faith and worship. 
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Aditi and Daksha. 
Soon, however, the same mental process which led on 

later speculators from the earth to the elephant, and from 
the elephant to the tortoise, led the Vedic poets beyond 
Aditi, the 	Infinite. 	There was something beyond that 
Infinite which for a tinie they had grasped by the name 
of Aditi, and this, whether intentionally of by a mere 
accident of language, they called daksha, literally power 
or the powerful. 	All this, no doubt, sounds strikingly 
modern, yet, though the passages in which this daksha 
is mentioned are few in number, I should not venture to 
say that they are necessarily modern, even if by modern 
we mean only later than Imo B. c. 	Nothing can bring 
the perplexity of the ancient mind, if once drawn into this 
vortex of speculation, more clearly before us than if we 
read : 	 . 

x. 72, 4-5. aditeh dakshak agayata clakshat In (iti) aditih 
pari,—fiditik hi aganishta daksha yg duhitg tava, tgm devgh 
anti agfiyanta bhadrgh amrita-bandhavah. 

Daksha was born of Aditi, and Aditi from Daksha. 	For 
Aditi was born, 0 Daksha, she who is thy daughter ; after 
her the gods were born, the blessed, who share. in im-
mortality. 

Or, in more mythological language : 
x. 64, 5. dakshasya IA adite ganmani vrate rgyfinfi mitrg-

varuna g vivfisasi. 
Or thou, 0 Aditi, nursest in the birthplace of Daksha 

the two kings, Mitra and Varuna. 
Nay, even this does not suffice. 	There is something 

again beyond Aditi and Daksha, and one poet says : 	• 
x. 5, 7. asat ka sat ka parame vi-oman dakshasya Oilman 

aditeh upa-sthe. 
Not-being and Being are in the highest heaven, in the 

birthplace of Daksha, in the lap of Aditi. 
At last something. like a theogony, though full of con-

tradictions, was imagined, and in the same hymn from 
which we have already quoted, the poet says : 

x. 72,1-4. devgnfim mi vaygm fign'a pra vokfima vipanyayfi, 
uktheshu sasyamaneshu yak (yat ?) pasyat at-tare yuge. 	I. 
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brihmanah pitih eta' sim karmfirah-iva adhamat, devfinam 
piirvye yuge isatah sat agfiyata. 	2. 

devfinfim yuge prathame isatah sat agfiyata, tat gsah inu 
agfiyanta tat uttfini-padah piri. 	3. 

bhflh gagrie uttfini-padah bhuvih gsah agfiyanta, iditeh 
dikshah agfiyata, dakshfit iint (iti) iditih pari. 	4. 

x. Let us now with praise proclaim the births of the 
gods, that a eman may see them in a future age, whenever 
these hymns arc sung. . 

2. Brahmanaspati* blew them together like a smith 
(with his bellows); in a former age of the gods, Being 
was born from Not-being. 

3. In the first age of the gods, Being was born from 
Not-being, after it were born the Regions, from them 
Uttfinapada ; 

4. From Uttfinapad the Earth was born, the Regions 
were born from the Earth. 	Daksha was born of Aditi, and 
Aditi from Daksha. 

The ideas of Being and Not-being (TO 6i,  and TO ,an 5v) 
are familiar to the Hindus from a very early time in their 
intellectual growth, and they can only have been the result 
of abstract 	speculation. 	Therefore diksha, too, 	in 	the 
sense of power or potentia, may have been a metaphysical 
conception. 	But it may also have been suggested by a 
mere accident of language, a never-failing source of ancient 
thoughts. 	The name diksha-pitarah, an epithet of the 
gods, has generally been translated by ' those who have 

• 

Daksha , for their father' 	But it may have been used 
originally in a very different sense. 	Professor Roth has, 
I think, convincingly proved that this epithet daiksha-pitar, 
as given to certain gods, does not mean, the gods who 
have Daksha for their father, but that it had originally 
the 	simpler meaning of fathers 	of strength, or, as 	he 

. 

i Brahmanaspiti, literally the lord of prayer, or the lord of the sacrifice, 
sometimes a representative of Agni (i. 38, 13, note), but by no means identical 
with him (see vii. 42, I); sometimes performing the deeds of Indra, but again 
by no means identical with him (see ii. 23, 18. indrena yugd—niA aptem 
aubgah anaviim ; cf. viii. 96, 15). 	In ii. 26, 3, he is called father of the gods 
(devXnAm pittiram); in ii. 23, 2, the creator of all beings (visveshAin ganitii). 
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translates it, 'preserving, possessing, granting faculties*.' 
This is particularly clear in one passage : 

iii. 27, 9. bhirtgnam Orbham fi: dadhe, clOishasya pitaram. 
I place Agni, the source of all beings, the father of 

strength 	 
After this we can hardly hesitate how to translate the 

next verse : 
vi. 50, 2. su-gy6tishah—driksha-pitrin—dEvgn. 
The resplendent gods, the fathers of strength. 
It may seem more doubtful when we come to gods like 

Mitra arid Varuna, whom we are so much accustomed to 
regard as Adityas, or sons of Aditi, and who therefore, 
according to the theogony mentioned before, would have 
the best claim to the name of sons of Daksha ; yet here, 
too, the original and simple meaning is preferable; nay, it 
is most likely that from passages like this, the later ex-
planation, which makes Mitra and Varuna the sons of 
Daksha, may have sprung. 

vii. 66, 2. yg—su-drikshA daksha-pitarA. 
Mitra and Varuna, who are of good strength, the fathers 

of strength. 	 . 
Lastly, even men may claim this name; for, unless we 

change the accent, we must translate : 
viii. 63, io. avasyavah yushmabhih driksha-pitarah. 
We 	suppliants, 	being, 	through your aid, 	fathers of 

strength. 
But whatever view we take, whether we take driksha in 

the sense of power, as a personification of a philosophical 
conception, or as the result of a mythological misunder-
standing occasioned by the name of driksha-pitar, the fact 
remains that in certain hymns of the Rig-veda (viii. 25, 5) 
Daksha, like Aditi, has become a divine person, and has 
retained his place as one of the Adityas to the very latest 
time of Puranic tradition. 

• The accent in this case cannot help us in determining whether diksha- 
pitar means having Daksha for their father (Aospolairap), or father of 
strength. 	In the first case d5ksha would rightly retain its accent (dAkslia- 
pitar) as a Bahuvrlhi; in the second, the analogy of such Tatpurusha com. 
pounds 48 grilid-pati (Pan. vi. 2, i8) would be sufficient to justify the purva-
padapraicritisvaratvam. 
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Aditi in her Cosmic Character. 
But to return to Aditi. 	Let us look upon her as the 

Infinite personified, and most passages, even those where 
she 	is 	presented as 	a. 	subordinate 	deity, 	will 	become 
intelligible. 

Aditi, in her cosmic character, is the beyond, the un-
bounded realm beyond earth, sky, and heaven, and originally 
she was distinct from the sky, the earth, and the ocean. 
Aditi is mentioned by the side of heaven and earth, which 
shows that, though in more general language she may be 
identified with heaven and earth in their unlimited character, 
her original conception was different. 	This we see in pas- 
sages where different deities or powers are invoked together, 
particularly if they are invoked together in the same verse, 
and where Aditi holds a separate place by the side of heaven 
and earth : 

1. 94, 16 (final). tit nak mitrtik varunah mamahatitzim 
liditih sindhuh prithivf utti dyatih. 

May Mitra and Varuna grant us this, may Aditi, Sindhu 
(sea), the Earth, and the Sky ! 

In other passages, too, where Aditi has assumed a more 
personal character, she still holds her own by the side of 
heaven and earth ; cf. ix. 97, 58 (final): 

i. 191, 6. 	dyatih vah pits prithivi mita somah bhata 
aditih svgsa. 

The Sky is your father, the Earth your mother, Soma 
your brother, Aditi your sister. 

viii. Ioi, 15. mats"  ruddnam duhitg vasanam svasa adityg- 
Wain amritasya nabhih, FA nu vokam kikittishe g6naya ma 
Om Imistem ftditim vadhishta. 

The mother of the Rudras, the daughter of the Vasus, 
the sister of the Adityas, the source of immortality, I tell 
it forth to the man of understanding, may he not offend the 
cow, the guiltless Aditi ! 	Cf. i. 153, 3 ; ix. 96, 15 ; Vagasan. 
Sanhita xiii. 49. 

vi. 51, 5. 	dyaith pitar (iti) prithivi miitah adhruk tigne 
bhratah vasavah mrihita nah, visve adityah adite sa-gOshah 
asmabhyam sArma bahulfirn vi yanta. 

Sky, father, Earth, kind mother, Fire, brother, oright 
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gods, have mercy upon 	us ! 	All Adityas 	(and) Aditi 
together, grant us your manifold protection 1 

x. 63, Ici. su-tramanam prithivim dyfi'm anehfisam su- 
sarmanam aditim su-prinitim, daivim n'avam 	su-aritrfim 
finfigasarn itsravantim ti ruhema svastaye. 

We invoke the well-protecting Earth, the unrivalled Sky, 
the well-shielding Aditi, the good guide. 	Let us enter for 
safety into the divine boat, with good oars,taultless and 
leakless ! 

x. 66, 4. aditih dygvfiplithivi (iti). 	 • 
Aditi, and Heaven and Earth. 	• 
Where two or more verses come together, the fact that 

Aditi is mentioned by the side of Heaven and Earth may 
seem less convincing, because in these Nivids or long strings 
of invocations different names or representatives of one and 
the same power are not unfrequently put together. 	For 
instance, 

	

x. 36, 1-3. 	ushasanfikta brihati (iti) su-pesasfi dygvii- 
kshfi'ma vfirunah 	mit,rgh 	aryamfic 	Indram 	huve 	martitah 
parvatan 	apalt 	fidityfin 	dyfi'vfi'prithivi (iti) 	apah 	swat- 	(iti 
svah). 	T. 

dyatih ka nah prithivi' ka prkketasa ritfivart (ity rittl- 
varl) rakshatfim finthasah-  rishah, mg. duh-viditra nih-ritih 
nah isata tat devfinfim fivah adyfi vrinimahe. 	2. 

visvasmfit nah aditih pfitu fimhasah mad mitrfisya viru- 
nasya revatah sv5h-vat gyotih avrikfim nasimahi.. 3. 

1. There are the grand and beautiful 	Morning and 
Night, Heaven and Earth, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, I 
call Indra, the Maruts, the Waters, the Adityas, Heaven 
and Earth, the Waters, the Heaven. 

2. May Heaven and Earth, the provident, the righteous, 
preserve us from sin and mischief! 	May the malevolent 
Nirriti not rule over us ! 	.This blessing of the gods we 
ask for to-day. 

3. May Aditi protect us from all sin, the mother of 
Mitra and of the rich Varuna! 	May we obtain heavenly 
light without enemies ! 	This blessing of the gods we ask 
for to-day. 

Here we cannot but admit that Dyfi'vaksh'im4, heaven 
and 	earth, 	is 	meant 	for 	the 	same 	divine 	couple 	as 
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Dygvfiprithivr, heaven and earth, although under slightly 
differing names they are invoked separately. 	The waters 
are invoked twice in the same verse and under the same 
name; nor is there any indication that, as in other pas-
sages, the waters of the sky are meant as distinct from the 
waters of the sea. 	Nevertheless even here, Aditi, who in the 
third verse is called distinctly the mother of Mitra and 
Varuna, cann'ot well have been meant for the same deity as 
Heaven and Earth, mentioned in the second verse ; and 
the author of these two verses, while asking the 	same 
blessing from both, must have been aware of the original 

.independent character of Aditi. 

Aditi as Mother. 

In this character of a deity of the far East, of an Orient 
in the true sense of the word, Aditi was naturally thought 
of as the mother of certain gods, particularly of those that 
were connected with the daily rising and setting of the sun. 
If it was asked whence comes the dawn, or the sun, or 
whence come day and night, or Mitra and Varuna, or any of 
the bright, solar, eastern deities, the natural answer was that 
they come from the Orient, that they are the sons of Aditi. 
Thus we read in 

ix. 74, 3' urvi gavyiltih aditeh ?item yate. 
Wide is the space for him who goes on the right path 

of Aditi. 
In viii. 25,- 3, we are told that Aditi bore Mitra and 

Varuna, and these in verse 5 are called the sons of Daksha 
(power), and the grandsons of Savas, which again means 
might : ngpatit sivasah mahah. :Ana (Iti) dakshasya su-krata 
(Iti). 	In x. 36, 3, Aditi is called the mother of Mitra and 
Varuna ; likewise in x. 132, 6 ; see also vi. 67, 4. 	In viii. 
47, 9, Aditi is called the mother of Mitra, Aryaman, Varuna, 
who in vii. 6o, 5, are called tier sons. 	In x. 11, 1, Varuna 
is called yahvgh Mitch, the son of Aditi (cf. viii. 19, 12) ; in 
vii. 41, 2, Bhaga is mentioned as her son. 	In x. 72, 8, we 
hear of eight sons of Aditi, but it is added that 	she 
approached the gods with seven sons only, and that the 
eighth (martanda, addled egg) was thrown away : ashtati 
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putrgsah Aditeh ye Oil tanviih pari, devgn tip pra ait 
sapta-bhih Ora martandgm fisyat. 

In x. 63, 2, the gods in general are represented as 
born from Aditi, the waters, and the earth : ye still' yfitgli 
aditeh 	at-bhyah 	pari 	ye 	prithivygh 	to 	me Shia 	sruta 
havam. 

You who are born or Aditi, from the water, you who are 
born of the earth, hear ye all my call ! 

The number seven, with regard to the Adityas, occurs 
also in 	 - 	• 	• 

ix. 114, 3. sapta disah ngna-sAryah sapta, hotgrah ritvigah, 
devgh gditygh ye sapta tebhih soma abhi raksha nah. 

There are seven regions with their different suns, there 
are seven Hotars as priests, those who 
the Adityas, with them, 0 Soma, protec 

The Sevety Adityas. 

This number of seven Adityas requi 
which, however, it is difficult to give. 
is a solemn or sacred number is to 
however solemn or sacred that number 
it is not more sacred than any other n 
The often-mentioned seven rivers have 
foundation, like the seven hills of Rome. 
or treasures of Agni (v. I, 5) and of 
(vi. 74., I), the seven paridhis or logs 
(x. 90, 15), the seven Harits or horses o 
Hotar priests (iii. 7, 7 ; io, 4), the seven .ct te 	o t e enemy 
destroyed 'by Indra (i. 63, 7), and even the seven Rishis 
(x. 82, 2; 109, 4), all these do not prove that the number 
of seven was more sacred than the number of one or three 
or five or ten used in the Veda in• a very similar way. 
With regard to the seven Adityas, however, we are still able 
to see that their number of seven or eight had something 
to do with solar movements. 	If their number had always 
been eight, we should feel inclined to trace the number of 
the Adityas back to the eight regions, or the eight cardinal 
points of the heaven. 	Thus we read : 

i. 35, 8. ashtaii vi akhyat kaktibhah prithivygh. 
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The god Savitar lighted up the eight points of the earth 
(not the eight hills). 
- But we have seen already that though the number of 

Adityas was originally supposed to have been eight, it was 
reduced to seven, and this could hardly be said in any sense 
of the eight points of the compass. 	Cf. Taitt. Ar. i. 7, 6. 

As we cannot think in ancient India of the seven planets, 
I can only suggest the seven days or tithis of the four 
"Aryans of the lunar month as a possible prototype of the 
Adityas. 	This might even explain the destruction of the 
eighth Aditya, .considering that the eighth day of each 
parvan, owing to its uncertainty, might be represented as 
exposed to decay and •destruction. 	This would explain 
such passages as,  

iv. 7, 5..yggishtham saptg. dhgma-bhih. 
Agni, most worthy of sacrifice in the seven stations. 
ix. 102, 2. yaginisya saptg dligtna-bhih. 
In the seven stations Of the sacrifice. 
The seven threads of the sacrifice may have the same 

origin : 
ii. 5, 2. g ygsmin saptg rasmayah tatgh yagilasya netgri, 

manushvit daivyam ashtamgm. 
In whom, 	as 	the leader of the 	sacrifice, the 	seven 

threads are 	stretched out,—the eighth divine being 	is 
manlike (?). 

The sacrifice itself is called, x. 124, 1, sapti-tantu, having 
seven threads. _ 

x. 122, 3. saptit clhgetni pari-yan fimartyah. 
Agni, the immortal, who goes round the seven stations. 
x. 8, 4. ush6h-ushah hi vaso (iti) agram eshi tvgm yamg-

yoh abhavah vi-bhgva, ritgya saptti dadhishe padgni ganayan 
mitrgm tanv'6' svgyai. 

For thou;  Vasu (Agni), cpmest first every morning, thou 
art the divider of the twins (day and night). 	Thou takest 
for the rite the seven names, creating Mitra (the sun) for thy 
own body. 

x. 5, 6. sapt6 marygdiih kavgyah tatakshuh tgsam &gm 
it abhi amhurgh ggt. 	. 

The sages established the seven divisions, but mischief 
befel one of them. 

VOL. I. 
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i. 22, i6. fitah devgh avantu nah yetah vishnuh vi-kakrame 
prithivygh sapta dhgma-bhih. 

May the gods protect us from whence Vishnu strode 
forth, by the seven stations of the earth ! 

Even the names of the seven or eight Adityas are not 
definitely known, at least not from the hymns of the Rig- 
veda. 	In ii. 27, IT we have a list of six names : 	Mitre, . 
Aryaman, Bhaga, Varuna, Daksha, Await. 	These with 
Aditi would give us seven. 	In vi. 50, i, we have JOWL, 
Varuna, Mitre, Agni, Aryaman, Saviter, and Bhaga. 	In 
i. 89, 3, Bhaga, Mitre, Aditi, Daksha, Aryaman, Varuna, 
Soma, Asvina, and Sarasvati are invoked together with an 
old invocation, pgrvaya ni-vide. 	In the Taittiriya-aranyaka, 
i. 13, 3, we find the following list : 	i. Mitra, 2. Varuna, 
3. Dhatar, 	4. Aryaman, 	5. Amsa, 	6. Bhaga, 	7. Indra, 
8. Vivasvan, but there, too, the eighth son is said to be 
Martanda, or, according to the commentator, Aditya. 

The character of Aditi as the mother of certain gods is 
also indicated by some of her epithets, such as raga-putra, 
having kings for her sons ; 	su-putrg, having good sons ; 
ugra-putra, having terrible sons : 

ii. 27, 7. 	pipartu nah aditik rgya-putra ati dveshamsi 
aryamg su-gebhih, brihat mitrasya varunasya serma tipa 
syama puru-virah arishtah. 

May Aditi with her royal sons, may Aryaman carry us 
on easy roads across the hatreds ; may we with many sons 
and without hurt obtain the great protection of Mitra and 
Varuna! 

iii. 4, i x. barhih nah fisttun Aditih su-putrg. 
May Aditi with her excellent sons sit on our sacred pile ! 
viii. 67, x i: parshi dine gablere g egra-putre gighamsatah, 

mgkih tokasya nah rishat. 
Protect us, 0 goddess with terrible sons, from the enemy 

in shallow or deep water, and no one will hurt our offspring ! 
• 

Aditi identified with other Deities. 

Aditi, however, for the very reason that she was originally 
intended for the Infinite, for something beyond the visible 
world, was liable to be identified with a number of finite 
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deities which might all be represented as resting on Aditi, 
as participating in Aditi, as being Aditi. 	Thus we read: . 

i. 89, io (final). 	aditih dyatih aditih antfiriksham aditih 
mats" salt pita' sah putrah, visve devgh aditih piiika gfinfih 
aditih edam aditih gini-tvam. 

Aditi is the heaven, Aditi the sky, Aditi the mother, the 
'father, the son. 	All the gods are Aditi, the five clans, the 
past is Aditi, Aditi is the future. 

But although Aditi may thus be said to be everything, 
heaven, sky, and all.  the gods, no passage occurs, in the 
Rig-veda at least, where the special meaning of heaven or 

	

. earth is expressed by Aditi. 	In x. 63, 3, where Aditi 
seems to mean sky, we shall see that it ought to be taken 
as a masculine, either in the sense of ,Aditya, or as an 

	

epithet, unbounded, immortal. 	In i. 72, 9, we ought pro- 
bably to read prithvi and pronounce prithuvr, and translate 
' the wide Aditi, the mother with her sons ;' and not, as 
Benfey does, ' the Earth, the eternal mother.' 

It is more difficult to determine whether in one passage 
Aditi has not been used in the sense of life after life, or as 
the name of the place whither people went after death, or of 
the deity presiding over that place. 	In a well-known hymn, 
supposed to have been uttered by Sunahsepa when on the 
point of being sacrificed by his own father, the following 
verse occurs : 

i. 24, i. kah nah mahyai aditaye ptinah &It, pitiram ka 
driseyam mataram ka. 

Who will give us back to the great Aditi, that I may see 
father and mother? 

As the supposed utterer of this hymn is still among the 
living, Aditi can hardly be taken in the sense of earth, nor 
would. the wish to see father and mother be intelligible in 
the mouth of one who is going to be sacrificed by his own 
father. 	If we discard the story of Sunahsepa, and take the 
hymn as uttered by any poet who craves for the protection of 
the gods in the presence of danger and death, then we may 
choose between the two meanings of earth or liberty,'and 
translate, either, Who will give us back to the great earth ? 
or, Who will restore us to the great Aditi, the goddess of 
freedom ? 

R 2 
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Aditi and Diti. 
There is one other passage which might receive light if 

we could take Aditi in the sense of Hades, but I give this 
translation as a mere guess : 

iv. 2, 11. rity6 ka nah su-apatygya deva claim ka rgsva 
aditim urushya. 

That we may enjoy our wealth and healthy offspring, give 
us this life on earth, keep off the life to come ! 	Cf. i. 15; 6. 

It should be borne in mind that Diti occurs in the Rig-
veda thrice only, and in one passage it should, I believe, be 
changed into Aditi. 	This passage occurs in vii. 15, 12. 
tvam agne vira-vat yisah devah ka savid bhagah, ditih ka 
dati vgryam. 	Here the name of Diti is so unusual, and 
that of Aditi, on the contrary, so natural, that I have little 
doubt that the poet had put the name of Aditi ; and that 
later reciters, not aware of the occasional license of putting 
two short syllables instead of one, changed it _into Aditi. 
If we remove this passage, then Diti, in the Rig-veda at 
least, occurs twice only, and each time together or in con- 
trast with Aditi; cf. v. 6z, 8, page 231. 	I have no doubt, 
therefore, that Professor Roth is right when he says that 
Diti is a being without any definite conception, a mere 
reflex of Aditi. 	We can clearly watch her first emergence 
into existence through what is .hardly more than a play of 
words, whereas in the epic and pauranic literature this Diti 
has grown into a definite person, one of the daughters 
of Daksha, the wife of ICasyapa, the mother of the enemies 
of the gods, the Daityas. 	Such is the growth of legend, 
mythology, and religion ! 

Aditi in her Moral Character. 
Besides the cosmical character of Aditi, which we have 

hitherto examined, this goddess has also assumed a very pro- 
minent moral character. 	Aditi, like Varuna, delivers from 
sin, 	Why this should be so, we can still understand if we 
watch the transition which led from a purely cosmical 
to a moral conception of Aditi. 	Sin in the Veda is 
frequently conceived as a bond or a chain from which 
the repentant sinner wishes to be freed : 
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vii. 86, 5. ava drugdhfini pitrya sriga nah ava ya.' vayam 
kakrima tanahih, ava ragan pasu-tripam na tfiyam sriga 
vatsam na da'mnah visishthana. 

Absolve us from the sins of our fathers, and from' those 
which we have committed with our own bodies. 	Release 
Vasishtha, 0 king, like a thief who has feasted on stolen 
cattle ; release him like a calf from the rope*. 

viii. 67, 14. to nah 4snah vrikanam gdityfisah mum6kata 
stenam baddham-iva adite. 

0 Adityas, deliver us from the mouth of the wolves, like 
a bound thief, 0 Aditi ! 	Cf. viii. 67, i8. 

Sunahsepa, who, as we saw before, wishes to be restored 
to the great Aditi, is represented as bound by ropes, and in 
V. 2, 7, we read : 

sanah-sepam kit ni-ditam sabfisrat yqpat amufikah Asa-
mishta hi salt, eva asmat agne vi mumugdhi pa'sfin hetar (Iti) 
kikitvah iha to ni-sadya. 

0 Agni, thou haat released the bound Sunahsepa from 
the pale, for he had prayed ; thus take from us, too, these 
ropes, 0 sagacious Hotar, after thou hast settled here. 

Expressions like these, words like d'a'man, bond, ni-dita, 
bound, naturally suggested fi-diti, the un-bound or un-
bounded, as one of those deities who could best remove 
the bonds of sin or misery. 	If we once realise this con- 
catenation of thought and 'language, many passages of the 
Veda that seemed obscure, will become intelligible. 

vii. 51, i. aditya'nam gvasa ntitanena sakshimahi sfirmanii 
sam-tamena, 	anag,ah-tve aditi-tve turfisah imam 	yagfiam 
dadhatu sreshamanah. 

May we obtain the new favour of the Adityas, their best 
protection ; 	may the quick Maruts listen and place this 
sacrifice in guiltlessness and Aditi-hood. 	. 

I have translated the last words literally, in order to 
make their meaning quite clear. 	Xgas has the same 
meaning as the Greek 47ov, guilt, abomination ; an-figfis-
tva, therefore, as applied to a sacrifice or to the man who 
makes it, means guiltlessness, purity. 	Aditi-tva, Aditi-hood, 
has a similar meaning, it means freedom from bonds, from 

• See M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, cnd ed., p. 541. 
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anything that hinders the proper performance of a religious 
act ; it may come to mean perfection or holiness. 

Aditi 	having 	once been 	conceived as granting this 
adititvfi, soon assumed a very definite moral character, and 
hence the following invocations : 

i. 24, 15. it ut-tamem varuna pasam asmat ava adhaftuim 
vi madhyamam srathaya, etha vayam fiditya vrate tava 
anagasah aditaye syfima. 

0 Varuna, lift the highest rope, draw off the lowest, 
remove the middle ; 	then, 0 Aditya, let us be in thy 
service free of guilt before Aditi. 

v. 82, 6. 	anagasah aditaye devisya savittila save, visva 
vamani dhimahi. 

May we, guiltless before Aditi, and in the keeping of the 
god Savitar, obtain all goods ! 	Professor Roth here trans- 
lates Aditi by freedom or security. 

i. 162, 22. anagah-tvam nah aditih krinotu. 
May Aditi give us sinlessness ! 	Cf. vii. 51, x. 
iv. x2, 4. yet kit hi to purusha-trg yavishtha akitti-bhih 

kakrimai kat kit ggah, kridhi sti asmgn aditeh anagan vi 
enanasi sisrathah vishvak agne. 

Whatever, 0 youthful god, we have committed against thee, 
men as we are, whatever sin through thoughtlessness, make us 
guiltless of Aditi, loosen the sins on all sides, 0 Agni I 	. 

vii. 93, 7. sah agne ena nemara sam-iddhah akkha mitram 
varunam indram vokeh, yet aim ggah kakrima tat au mrila 
tat aryama aditih sisrathantu. 

0 Agni, thou who halt been kindled with this adoration, 
greet Mitra, Varuna, and Indra. Whatever sin we have com- 
mitted, do thou pardon it ! 	May Aryaman, Aditi loose it ! 

Here the plural sisrathantu should be observed, instead 
of the dual. 

viii. 18, 6-7. aditih nah diva pastim aditih nektam adva-
y'ah, aditih patu amhasah sada-vridha. 

uta sya' nah diva matih aditih iltya a gamat, sa sam-tati 
nulyah karat apa sridhah. 

May Aditi by day protect our cattle, may she, who never 
deceives, protect by night; may she, with steady increase, 
protect us from evil ! 

Anu may she, the thoughtful Aditi, come with help to 
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us by day ; may she kindly bring happiness to us, and 
carry away all enemies ! 	Cf. x. 36, 3, page 239. 

x. 87, 18. g vriskyantam aditaye duh-evah. 
May the evil-doers be cut off from Aditi ! 	or literally, 

may they be rooted out before Aditi ! 
.4 ii. 27, 14. adite mitra viruna uta mrila yat vah vayam 

kakrima kat kit ggah, ura asyam abhayam gy6tih indra mg, 
nah &real/ abhi nasata.tamisrah. 

Aditi, Mitra, and also Varuna forgive, if we have com- 
mitted any sin against you. 	May I obtain the wide and fear- 
less light, 0 Indra ! 	May not the long darkness reach us ! 

vii. 87, 7. yak mri/ayati kakrtishe kit ggah vayarn syama 
varune anfigak, gnu vratgni aditeh ridhantah yuyam pata 
svasti-bhih sada nah. 

May we be sinless before Varuna, who is gracious even 
to him who has committed sin, and may we follow the laws 
of Aditi I 	Protect us always with your blessings ! 

Lastly, Aditi, like all other gods, is represented as a 
giver of worldly goods, and implored to bestow them on her 
worshippers, or to protect them by her power : 

i. 43, 2. yatha nah aditih, karat pasve nri-bhyah yatha 
gave, yfitha tokgya rudriyam. 

That Aditi may bring Rudra's favour to our cattle, our 
men, our cow, our offsprini;  

i. 153, 3. pipgya dltentih aditih ritgya ganaya mitravaruna 
havih-de. 

Aditi,_the cow, gives food to the righteous man, 0 Mara 
and Varuna, who makes offerings to the gods. 	Cf. viii. 
101, 15. 

i. 185, 3. anehah datram aditeh anarvam huve. 
I call for the unrivalled, uninjured gift of Aditi. 	Here 

Professor Roth again assigns to Aditi the meaning of free- 
dom or security. 

vii. 40, 2. dideshtu devi aditih reknah. 
May the divine Aditi assign wealth ! 
x. Ioo, 1. g sarva-tatim aditim vrinimalte. 
We implore Aditi for health and wealth. 
1. 94, 15. yasmai tvam su-dravinah dadasah anag,ah-tvam  

adite sarva-tats, yam bhadrena savasa kodayasi pragg-vata 
rgclhasa to syama. 
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To whom thou, possessor of good treasures, grantest 
guiltlessness, 0 Aditi, in health and wealth*, whom thou 
quickenest with precious 	strength 	and 	with 	riches 	in 
progeny, may we be they ! 	Cf. ii. 40, 6 ; 	iv. 	25, 5 ; 
X. II, 2. 

The principal epithets of Aditi have been mentioned in 
the passages quoted above, and they throw no further light 
on the nature of the goddess. 	She was called devi, goddess, 
again and again ; another frequent epithet is anarvan, un- 
injured, unscathed. 	Being invoked to grant light (vii. 82, 
io), she is herself called luminous, gy6tishmati, i. 136, 3 ; 
and svfirvati, heavenly. 	Being the goddess of the infinite 
expanse, she, even with greater right than the dawn, is 
called 6reilci, viii. 67, 12 ; 	uruvyakas, v. 46, 6 ; 	uruvraga, 
viii. 67, 12 ; and possibly prithvi in i. 72, 9. 	As supporting 
everything, she 	is called 	dharayatkshiti, 	supporting 	the 
earth, i. 136, 3 ; 	and visvfiganyfi, vii. 1o, 4. 	To her sons 
she owes the names of rfigaputrtt, ii. 27, 7 ; suputrfi, iii. 4, 
I I ; 	and ugraputrfi, viii. 67, 	1 1 : 	to her wealth that of 
sudravinas, i. 94, 15, though others refer this epithet to 
Agni. 	There remains one name pastyk iv. 55, 3 ; viii. 27, 5, 
meaning housewife, which again indicates her character as 
mother of the gods. 

I have thus given all the evidence that can be collected 
from the Rig-veda as throwing light o'n the character of the 
goddess Aditi, and I have carefully excluded everything that 
rests only on the authority of the Yagur- or Atharva-vedas, 
or of the Brahmanas and Aranyakas, because in all they give 
beyond the repetitions from the Rig-veda, they seem to me 
to represent a later phase of thought that ought not to be 
mixed up with the more primitive conceptions of the Rig- 
veda. 	Much valuable material for an analytical study of 
Aditi may be found in B. and R.'s Dictionary, and in 
several of Dr. Muir's excellent contributions to a knowledge 
of Vedic theogony and mythology. 

* On sarviititi, sales, see Benfey's excellent remarks in Orient and 
Occident, vol. ii. p. 51g. 	Professor Roth takes aditi here as an epithet 
of Agni. 
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Aditi as an Adjective. 

But although the foregoing remarks give as complete a 
description of Aditi as can be gathered from the hymns 
of the Rig-veda, a few words have to be added on certain 
passages where the word aditi occurs, and where it clearly 
cannot mean the goddess Aditi, as a feminine, but must be 
taken either as the name of a corresponding masculine 
deity, or as an adjectivb 	in the sense of unrestrained, 
independent, free. 

v. 59, 8. mimiltu dyatih aditih vItaye nah. 	. 
May the boundless Dy6 (sky) help us to our repast ! 
Here aditi must either be taken in the sense of Aditya, 

or better in its original sense of unbounded, as an adjective 
belonging to Dpi, the masculine deity of the sky. 

Dyti or the sky is called aditi or unbounded in another 
passage, x. 63, 3: 	• 

yebhyah mad madhu-mat pinvate petyah ply&ham.dyatila 
aditih sidri-barhah. 

The gods to whom their mother yields the sweet milk, 
and the unbounded sky, as firm as a rock, their food. 

iv. 3, 8. 	kathg sitrclhilya martitam 	ritgya kathg sure 
brihate prikkhy6mfinah, prati bravah iditaye turgya. 

How wilt thou tell it to the host of the Maruts, how to 
the bright heaven, when tilt% art asked? 	How to the quick 
Aditi ? 

Here Aditi cannot be the •goddess, partly on account of 
the masculine gender of turgya, partly because she is never 
called quick. 	Aditi must here be the name of one of the 
Adityas, or it may refer back to sure brihate. 	It can hardly 
be joined, as Professor Roth proposes, with sardluiya ma-
rtitiim, owing to the intervening sure brihate. 

In 	several 	passages 	aditi, 	as 	an 	epithet, 	refers 	to 
Agni : 

iv. 1, 20 (final). visveshttm aditih yagillyttnam visvesham 
atithih mitinushlintim. 

He, Agni, the Aditi, or the freest, among all the gods ; 
he the guest among all men. 

The same play on the words aditi and titithi occurs 
again : 
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vii. 9, 3. amilrah kavih aditih vivasviin su-samsat mitrah 
atithih sivah nah, kitra-bhanuh ushasam bhati age. 

The wise poet, Aditi, Vivasvat, Mitra with his good 
company, 	our welcome guest, 	he 	(Agni) with brilliant 
light came at the head of the dawns. 

Here, though I admit that several renderings are Pos-
sible, Aditi is meant as a name of Agni, to whom the whole 
hymn is addressed; and who, as usual, is identified with other 
gods, or, at all events, invoked by their names. 	We may 
translate aditih vivasvan by ' the brilliant Aditi,' or ' the 
unchecked, the brilliant,' or by ' the boundless Vivasvat,' 
but on no account can we take aditi here as the female 
goddess. 	The same applies to viii. 19, 14, where Aditi, 
unless we suppose the goddess brought in in the most 
abrupt way, must be taken as a name of Agni ; while in 
x. 92, 14, aditim anarvanam, to judge from other epithets 
given in the same verse, has most likely to be taken again 
as an ippellative of Agni. 	In some passages it would, no 
doubt, be possible to take Aditi as the name of a female 
deity, if it were certain that no other meaning could be 
assigned to this word. 	But if we once know that Aditi 
was the name of a male deity also, the structure of these 
passages becomes far more perfect if we take Aditi in that 
sense : 

iv. 39, 3. 	anagasam tam aditih krinotu WI mitrena 
varunena sa-gtishalt. 

May Aditi make him free from sin, he who is allied 
with Mitra and Varuna. 

We have had several passages in which Aditi, the female 
deity, 	is 	represented 	as 	sagOshah 	or 	allied with 	other 
Adityas, but if salt is the right reading here, Aditi in this 
verse can only be the male deity. 	The pronoun sa cannot 
refer to tam. 

With regard to other passages, such as ix. 81, 5; vi. 51, 3, 
and even some of those translated above in which Aditi has 
been taken as a female goddess, the question must be left 
open till further evidence can be obtained. 	There is only 
one more passage which has been often discussed, and 
where 	aditi 	was 	supposed 	to 	have 	the 	meaning 	of 
earth : 
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vii. i8, 8. 	duh-tulhyah fiditim 	srevayantah aketfisah vi 
gagribhre parushnim. 

Professor Roth in one of his earliest essays translated 
this line, ' The evil-disposed wished to dry the earth, the 
fools split the Parushrii,' and he supposed its meaning to 
have been that the enemies of Sudas swam across the 
Parushni in order to attack Sudfis. 	We might accept this 
translation, if it could be explained how by throwing them- 
selves into the 	river, the enemies made the earth dry, 
though even then there would remain this difficulty that, 
with the .exception of one other doubtful passage, discussed 
before, aditi never means earth. 	I should therefore propose 
to translate : 	`The evil-disposed, the fools, laid dry and 
divided the resistless river Parushni.' 	This would be a 
description of a strategem very common in ancient warfare, 
viz. diverting the course of a river and laying its original 
bed dry by digging a new channel, and thus dividing the 
old river. 	This is also the sense accepted by Sayana, who 
does not say that vigraha means dividing the waves of a 
river, as Professor Roth renders killahheda, but that it 
means 	dividing or cutting through its 	banks. 	In the 
Dictionary Professor Roth assigns to fiditi in this passage 
the meaning.of endless, inexhaustible. 

Verse 12, note 5. Nothing is more difficult in the inter-
pretation of the Veda than to gain an accurate knowledge 
of the power of particles and conjunctions. 	The particle 
Rana, we are told, is used both affirmatively and negatively, 
a statement which shows better than anything else the 
uncertainty to which every translation is as yet exposed. 
It is perfectly true that in the text of the Rig-veda, as we 
now read it, Rana means both indeed and no. 	But this 
very fact shows that we ought to distinguish where the first 
collectors of the Vedic hymns have not distinguished, and 
that while in the former case we read kana, we ought in the 
latter to read ka nil. 

I begin with those 	passages 	in which kart(' is used 
emphatically and as one word. 

I a. In negative sentences : 
i. 18, 7. yAspAt rite mi sidhyati yagfitih vipah-kitah kane. 
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Without whom the sacrifice does not succeed, not even 
that of the sage. 

V. 34, 5. na gsunvata sakate ptishyata Rana. 
He does not cling to a man who offers no libations, even 

though he be thriving. 
i. 24, 6. nahi to kshatram nfi sahah ni manytim vayah 

kang, anti (Iti) patayantah aptih. 
For thy power, thy strength, thy anger even these birds 

which fly up, do not reach. 	Cf. i. ioo, 15. 
i. 155, 5. tritiyam asya nikih g dadharshati vayah kana 

patgyantah patatrinah. 
This third step no one approaches, not even the winged 

birds which fly up. 
i. 55, 1. diva kit asya varimg vi papratha, indram ni 

mahng prithivi kana prati. 
The width of the heavens is stretched out, even the earth 

in her greatness is no match for Indra. 
I b. In positive sentences : 

vii. 32, 13. pfirvfh kang pri-sitayah taranti tam yglt indre 
karmana bhtivat. 

Even many snares pass him who is with Indra in his 
work. 

viii. 2, 14. ukthim kana sasyamanam ggoh arih g kiketa, 
ng gayatrim giyamanam. 

A poor man may learn indeed a prayer that is recited, 
but not a hymn that iesung. 

viii. 78, io. tiva it indra aham a-sasa haste dgtram Rana 
g dade. 

Trusting in thee alone, 0 Indra, I take even this sickle in 
my hand. 

i. 55, 5. 	idha kana slit dadhati tvishi-mate indraya 
vagram ni-ghanighnate vadhAm. 

Then indeed they believe in Indra, the majestic, when 
he hurls the bolt to strike. 

i. 152, 2. eta kana tvah vi kiketat esham. 
Does one of them understand even this ? 
iv. 18, 9. 	mamat kang used in the 	same sense as 

maimat kit. 
i, 139, 2. dhibhih kani mgnasa svebhih akshi-bhih. 
v. 41, 13. vayah kana su-bhvah g ava yanti. 
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vii. 18, 9. Asa kana it abhi-pitvern gagama. 
viii. 91, 3. 	g kana tva kikitsamah adhi kana tva Ili 

imasi. 
We wish to know thee, indeed, but we cannot under- 

stand thee. 
x. 49, 5. ahem randhayam mrigayam srutervane yet ma 

figihtta vaytina kana anu-shek. 
vi. 26, 7. ahem kana tat surf-bbih anasyam. 
May I also obtain this with my wise friends. 

I c. 	Frequently kana occurs after interrogative pro- 
nouns, to which it imparts an indefinite meaning, and 
principally in negative sentences : 

i. 74, 7. 	ne y6h upabdih 	6..9vyah srinve 	rethasya kat 
kana, yet agne ygsi diityln. 
.. No sound of horses is heard, and no sound of the chariot, 
when thou, 0 Agni, goest on thy message. 

i. 81, 5. ni tva"-van indra IA kana ná gata na gani-
shyate. 

No one is like thee, 0 Indra, no one has been born, no 
one will be ! 

i. 84, 20. mg te radhamsi mg te fitayah vaso (iti) asmtin 
kfida kane. dabhan. 

May 	gifts, may thy help, 0 Vasu, never fail us ! .thy 
Many more passages might be given to illustrate the use of 

kana or Ices kana and its derivatives in negative sentences. 
Cf. i. 105, 3 ; 	136, I ; 	139, 5 ; 	ii. 16, 3 ; 	23, 5 ; 	28, 6 ; 

iii. 36, 4 ; iv. 31, 9 ; Nr. 42, 6 ; 	82, 2 ; vi. 3, 2 ; 	201 4; 47, 
1; 3 ; 48, 17; 54, 9 ; 59, 4 ; 69, 8 ; 75, 16 ; vii. 32, 1; 19; 
59, 3 ; 	82, 7 ; 	104, 3 ; viii. 19, 6 ; 	23, 15 ; 24, 15 ; 28, 4 ; 
47, 7 ; 64, 2 ; 66, 13 ; 68, /9 ; 	ix. 61, 27 ; 69, 6 ; 	114, 4; 
x. 33, 9 ; 39, I z ; 48, 5 ; 49, 10 ; 59, 8; 62, 9; 85, 3 ; 86, 
II; 	95, 1; 	112, 9; 	119, 6 ; 	7; 	128, 4; 	129, 2; 	152,  I; 
168, 3 ; 	185, 2. 

I d. In a few passages, however, we find the inde-
finite pronoun kis kanti used in sentences which are not 
negative : 

i. 113, 8. ushgh mrittim kiln kana bodhayanti. 
Ushas, who wakes even the dead, (or one who is as if 

dead.) 	 • 
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i. 191, 7. 	fidrishtah kim Rana iha yak serve saktim ni 
gasyata. 

Invisible ones, whatever you are, vanish all together ! 

II. We now come to passages in which kana stands 
for ka na, and therefore renders the sentence negative with-
out any further negative particle : 

ii. 16, 2. yasma't indrat brihatah kim kana im rite. 
Beside whom, (beside) the great Indra, there 	is 	not 

anything. 
ii. 24, 12. visvam satyam magha-vans yuveh it gpah Rana 

pre. minanti vratem varn. 
Everything, you mighty ones, belongs indeed to you ; 

even the waters do not transgress your law. 
iii. 3o, I. titikshante abhi-sastim genanam indra twit g 

kah kana hi pra-ketah. 
They bear the scoffing of men ; for Indra, away from thee 

there is no wisdom. 
iv. 3o, 3. 	visve kana it ang tva devgsah indra yuyu- 

dhuh. 
Even all the gods together do not fight thee, 0 Indra. 
v. 34, 7. duh-ge kana dhriyate visvah g purti ganah yili 

asya tavishim akukrudhat. 
Even in a stronghold many a man is not often preserved 

who has excited his anger. 
vii. 83, 2. yesmin egg bhavati kim kana priyam. 
In which struggle there is nothing good whatsoever. 
vii. 86, 6. svapnah kana it anritasya pra-yotg. 
Even sleep does not remove all evil. 
In this passage I formerly took kana as affirmative, not 

as negative, and therefore assigned to prayotg the same 
meaning which Sayana assigns to it, one who brings or 
mixes, whereas it ought to be, as rightly seen by Roth, 
one who removes. 

viii. 1, 5. mahe kana tvgm adri-vah Ora sulkgya deyam, 
na sahasraya ne aytitaya vagri-vah na satgya sata-magha. 

I should not give thee up, wielder of the thunderbolt, 
even for a great price, not for a thousand, not for ten 
thousand (?), not for a hundred, 0 Indra, thou who art 
possessed of a hundred powers ! 	• 
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viii. 51, 7. kada' kan6 starrh asi.  
Thou art never sterile. 
viii. 52, 7. kada' kana Fa yukkhasi. 
Thou art never weary. 	 . 

viii. 55, 5. kakshusha kana sam-nase. 
Even with my eye I cannot reach them. 
x. 56, 4. mahimnah esham pitarah kana isire. 

Verse 12, note 6. 	Considering the 	particular circum- 
stances mentioned in this and the preceding hymn, of 
Indra's forsaking his cqmpanions, the Maruts, 	or even 
scorning their help, 	one feels strongly tempted to take 
tyagas in 	its etymological sense of leaving or.  forsaking, 
and to translate, by his forsaking you, or if he should 
forsake you. 	The poet may have meant the word to convey 
that idea, which no doubt would be most appropriate here ; 
but then it must be confessed, at the same time, that in 
other passages where tyagas occurs, that meaning could 
hardly be ascribed to it. 	Strange as it may seem, no one 
who is acquainted with the general train of thought in the 
Vedic hymns can fail to see that tyagas in most passages 
means attack, onslaught; it may be even the instrument of 
an attack, a weapon. 	How it should come to take this 
meaning is indeed difficult to explain, and I do not wonder 
that Professor Roth in his Dictionary simply renders the 
word by forlornness, need, danger, or by estrangement, 
unkindness, malignity. 	But let us look at the passages, 
and we shall see that these abstract conceptions are quite 
out of place: 

viii. 47, 7.,n6 tam tigmiim kan6 tyagah na drasad abhi 
tam guru. 

No sharp blow, no heavy one, shall come near him whom 
you protect. 

Here the two adjectives tigma, sharp, and guru, heavy, 
point to something tangible, and I feel much inclined to 
take tyagas in this passage as a weapon, as something that 
is let off with violence, rather than in the more abstract 
sense of onslaught. 	 . 

i. 169, I. mahah kit asi tyagasah varaa 
Thou art the shielder from a great attack. 
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iv. 43;4. kah Aram mah4h kit tyrigasah abhike urushyatam 
madhvi dasra nah Ad. 

Who is against yqur great attack? 	Protect us with your 
help, ye givers of sweet drink, ye strong ones. 

Here Professor Roth seems to join mahah kit tyagasah 
abbike urushyatam, but in that case it would be impossible 
to construe the first words, kik yam. 

i. 119, 8. agakkhatam kripamanam pars-viti pita svasya 
tyagasa ni-badhitam. 

You went from afar to the suppliant, who had been 
struck down by the violence of his own father. 

According to Professor Roth tyegas would here mean 
forlornness, need, or danger. 	But nibadhita is a strong 
verb, as we may see in 

viii. 64, a. pads panin aradhasah ni badhasva mahgn asi. 
Strike the useless Panis down with thy foot, for thou art 

great. 
x. 18, II. ut svafikasva prithivi ma' ni badhatbah. 
Open, 0 earth, do not press on him i. e. the dead, who 

is to be buried; cf. M. M., Uber Todtenbestattung, Zeit-
schrift der D. M. G:, vol. ix. p. xv). 

vii. 83, 6. 	yatra, raga-bhih dasa-bhih ni-badhitam 	prti, 
su-dSsam Svatam tritsu-bhih Bahl". 

When you protected Sudas with the Tritsus, when he 
was pressed or set upon by the ten kings. 

Another passage in which tyagas occurs is, 
vi. 62, Jo. 	sanutyena tyagasa mtirtyasya vanushyatSm 

Api sirsha vavriktam. 
By your covert attack turn back the heads of those even 

who harass the mortal. 
ThOugh this passage may seem less decisive, yet it is 

difficult 	to 	see 	how 	tyagasa 	could 	here, 	according to 
Professor Roth, 	be rendered by forlornness or danger. 
Something is required by which enemies can be turned 
back. 	Nor can it be doubtful that sirshS is governed 
by vavriktlim, meaning turn 	back their heads, for the 
same expression occurs again in i. 33, 5. par& kit strshS 
vavriguh to indra fiyagvanah yegva-bhih spardhamanah. 

Professor Benfey translates 	this verse by, ' Kopffiber 
flohn 	sie 	alle vor dir ;' 	but it 	may be rendered more 
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literally, ' These 	lawless 	people fighting with the pious 
turned back their heads.' 

x. 144, 6. eva tat indrah induna deveshu kit dharayate 
mahi tyagah. 

Indeed through this draught Indra can hold out against 
that great attack even among the gods. 

x. 79, 6. kim deveshu tyagah enah kakartha. 
What insult, what sin hast thou committed among the gods? 
In these two passages the meaning of tyagas as attack or 

assault is at least as appropriate as that proposed by Pro-
fessor Roth, estrangement, malignity. 

There remains one passage, vi. 3, I. yam tvam mitrena 
varunah sa-g6shah deva plisi tyagasa martam fimhah. 

I confess that the construction of this verse is not clear 
to me, and I doubt whether it is possible to use tyagasa as 
a verbal noun governing an accusative. 	If this were pos- 
sible, one might translate, ' The mortal whom thou, 0 God 
(Agni), Varuna;  together with Mitra, protectest by pushing 
back evil.' 	Anyhow; we gain nothing here, if we take tyagas 
in the sense of estrangement or malignity. 

If it be asked how tyagas can possibly have the meaning 
which has been assigned to it in all the passages in which 
it occurs, viz. that of forcibly attacking or pushing away, 
we can only account for it by supposing that tyag, before 
it came to mean to leave, meant to push off, to drive away 
with violence, (verstossen instead of verlassen.) 	This mean- 
ing may still be perceived occasionally in the use of tyag; e.g. 
devils tyagantu mam, may the gods forsake me ! i. e. may 
the gods drive me away I 	Even in the latest Sanskrit tyag 
is used with regard to an arrow that is let off. 	'To expel' 
is expressed by nis-tyag. 	Those who believe in the pro- 
duction of new roots by the addition of prepositional pre-
fixes might possibly see in tyag an original ati-ag, to drive 
off; but, however that may be, there is evidence enough to 
show that tyag expressed originally a more violent act of 
separation than it does in ordinary Sanskrit. 

Verse 13, note 1. 	Stimsa, masc., means a spell whether 
for good or• for evil, a blessing as well as a curse. 	It 
means a curse, or, at all events, a calumny : 	. 

VOL. I. 	 S 
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i. 18, 3. 	mg 	nah samsah ararushah 	di:intik 	prang' • 
martyasya. 

Let not the curse of the enemy, the onslaught of a 
mortal hurt us. 

i. 94, 8. asmgkam samsah abhi astu duh-dhyah. 	. 
May our curse fall on the wicked ! 
ii. 26, 1. rigah it samsah vanavat vanusbyatak. 
May the straight curse strike the enemies ! 	Cf. vii. 56, 19. 
iii. 18, 2. tapa samsam ararushak. 
Burn the curse of the enemy ! 
vii. 25, 2. are tam samsam krinuhi ninitseh. 
Take far away the curse of the reviler ! 	Cf. vii. 34, 12. 
It means blessing : 
ii. 31, 6. uta vah samsam usigam-iva smasi. 
We desire your blessing as a blessing for suppliants. 
X. 31, I. g nah devgnam epa vetu samsah. 
May the blessing of the gods come to us ! 
x. 7, 1. urushyg nah urti-bhih deva samsaih. 
Protect us, god, with thy broad blessings ! 
ii. 23, 1o. mg  nah duh-samsah abhi-dipsah isata pri su- 

samsah mati-bhik, tarishimahi. 
Let not an evil-speaking enemy conquer us ; may we, 

enjoying good report, increase by our prayers ! 
Lastly, samsa means praise, the spell addressed by men 

to the gads, or prayer: 
i. 33, 7. pra sunvatak stuvateh samsam avah. 
Thou hast regarded the prayer of him who offers libation 

and praise. 
x. 42, 6. yasmin vayam dadhime samsam indre. 
Indra in whom we place our hope. 	Cf. asams, Wester-

gaard, Radices Lingum Sanscritm, s. v. sams. 
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